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INTRODUCTION

From January 1472 until October 1976, the National Science Founciati n

provided partial support for a major expansion, implementation, and eva

v---tion of the University of Illinois PLATO - Computer -based Education' System.

The major objectives were:
r

J /

1. Develop, test and opera large geographically dispersed
PLATO. IV computer-based cation network serving at least 500
student consoles-at several educational institutions at university,
communitylege and elementary levels.

A

.10(4
2: Impl9ment an educational program involving educational liaison

(cooperative programs) with participating institutions teacher/
author training,.cu3zficulum.planning and the. development'of curri-
cular materials.

.Carry out a _two -year field testQand demonstration with the PLATO IV
system providing a substantial component of direct computer based
instruction at each institution.

4. In cooperation With a' qualified external evaluation team, develop.
plans and strategies and assist in a systematic evaluation during
thefiel,d test period of the educational effectiveness ofthe PLATO
IV computer -based education system.

This'f'hal report describes the program conducted to reach theSe objectives!.

,r
1.11 peogram was centered at the Computerzbased Education Research-Labora7.

tories (CERl), at the University of Illinois, but much of the work was performe

in associated departments in the,University of Illinois, in other universities,

in junior colleges,,And in elementary schools-111-e repOrt begins in Chapter' 1

with a brief account.of PLATO history, a summary of the program, and a discus-

sion of results and their implications. Chapter 2.describesthe methods by
-

which the PLATO7Service Organization proVides author traini(g, liaison) docu-
.

mentation.l and other services to qlarge user community. Chapter 3.provides
tr . 4

.

4 '
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evaluation of system reliability, system - performance, system use, and edu-

cational effectiveness It p sents, in detail, a case study in elementary.

.Mathematics. The next two chapters describe experience in the use of PLATO

elementary schools; Chapter 4'reports on elementary matheOaticS and

Chapter 5 on elementary reading. Chapter 6 describes the community college

program project which has introduced PLATO curricula in. accountancy, biology,

chemistry, englishx.and mathematics in five community. colleges. Chapter 7

describes the experience with PLATO in the teaching of physics at the univer-

sity levelj.Chapter. 8 does the same for chemistry. Finally, Chapter 9 dis-

cusses the continuous development of systems software for PLATO:

A separate report is being prepared by the Educational Testing Service

(ETS), the external evaluatOr.

( 1:1 BACKGROUND

PLATO began in1960 With a single terminal improvised from a used black
.3 1

and white television set, a stoy)age tube memory and a single keyset designed

and built in the laboratory. This terminal-was Connected to the IlliaC, an

early vacuum tube digital computer, through interface'circuitry thatwas..in-

herited from an earlier resd6r8h program. The concept, still valid, was. t.,1_13.fr,

the student would talk to fhe computer through use of the keyboAd, the computer

would talk to the student by writing messages,;alphanumeriC:or graphic, on a

display surface (the TV screen),-arid the software would be designed so that the,
0

dial.Lue would be meaningful, and so that it could
. be highly, interactive. More

pr cisely, the computerwrete the message on the
-

storage tube.from which it was

sc4nned at TV rates for ditplay'on the face of the CRT. 444 alternatively a
A P

flying spot canner trans'kerred-the image from a4photographic transparency to

the storage tube The two kinds Of:images could be merged on the*TV.aor,
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The following year (1961) the system capacity was doubled to two

terminals', and to distinguish it from the original, the expanded system

was called PLATO II. This early version of PLATO was actually used for

to ching on "a small scale, and, in fact, college credit was given for the

fi t time to student whO took a course using PLATO..

.

pevelopment based on this expgrience ,led irelate ,1963 to:PLATO III

which by March 1966 reached its maximum oftwenty termifialS operating on'-

el
trine simultaneouSly. (There were actually 70 terminals 'scattered in other

University departments, in a gradeschooll'and in a hospital, but only 20

could be used at one time.) PLATO Pliwa's essentially a well engineered

version of PLATO II in whichth itqge from any one.:Of 122 transparencies-
rw

(loaded at any given t mf) d be selected by the computer. Furthermore,,

this version of PLATO was (interfaced directly to a more modern computer,the

CDC 1604. With the storage-tubes at the central co*uter and wide band-video

links7 from
-4.

memory to display, this system did not lend itself to greater

expansion, but clusters, of 12 to 20 terminals allo chedulin of
.;

s. Mare teachers were motivated 'to prepare m terial for PLATO and

970, four,years later, usage reed 100,000 tj retinal hours.

During ten years of productiro Xise, teachers an sta f educated them-

selves in the use, potential, and problems of this new
.

medium. A new language,

TUTOR, was inverted to scope and flexibility i n /preparing ootirsewake!,

and, at the same t4.6-, to'simplify the authoririg pro ures. The kinds and
4

amounts of'computer processing requirki for interactive use
sfr

of.graph±t'disa.

plays became better understood, and a basis for the eiesign of a truly expand,'

able system was prepared.

The anticipated requirements of this new system, PLATO IV,'stimulated

the invention of new hardware.that include4: the PlasMa Display Panel (afflatvention

\
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panel display devise that could doubleas a projection screen for images

..stored qn microfiche), an advanced graphics terminal, a random access pro-

jection system for microfiche, a random access audio system for automatically
.

selecting segments -of speech or music under comPuter.,control, a touch entry

device, a communications system to support terminals .over standard telephone
.

-lines, television channels, or through microwave transmiSsioh; and interface

equipm t to handle the input/output requirements of thousands of terminals.

IIE°ndustrial development,
, stimulated by early research at the University

.

of

Illinois, brought the Plasma Panel t ,ther commercial stage in f971. The

other new devices were developed to'the protqtype stage at CERL by the same

time and were becoming available from comtercial. manufactprers. Finally a

.;,Computer, the CDC, 6500°, was available Which, thro a rapid block transfer

rate o09_million bitS per second between maincpmory, and extended core

Storage,,C0111d-ekficiently support a time sharing community of hundreds of

users.

By the :start of the NSF prograM in January 472,, .the' basic technology

needed for the PLATO IVsystem was at hand, and ten terminals were connected

tb the system.. Hardware research would, of course, be necessary to increase

versatility and .to-decrease )costs, bUt further new developments were not're-

quired tOimplement.PLATO f, on the scale envisioned in theISF,program..

This was not quite true for software; Although the baSiC.'system was

ready 1971, it Was expected (and proved to be correct) that systems soft-
.

ware would continue to evolve as both the systems software staff, and-the user

community wined experience. Software developmentherefore has been an im-

.portant com onent of. the program through its entire existence.

,,..../
(



1.2 'SUMMARY OF THE PROGRAM

From a beginning of ten terminals on PLATO IV in January 1972, the

number has grown to about 950, with up to 500 active simultaneously. The

sites are scattered across Continental United States; pne terminal is in

Sweden, and terminals have been connected for demonstration in the Soviet

Union, Italy, Rumania, Venezuela, Sweden, France, Germany, and Iran.
7

There

are presently over 2,-000.users of the system who prepare material for PLATO IV,

and over 20,000 students are using the system. For the past two years system

usage has exceeded one million terminal hours per year.

With this xpans'ion, system reliability has remained high with more than

95% of total scheduled time available to users. Of apparently more concern

to classroom teachers is the probability of a failure during a class hour,

a figure that tests of /user attitude indicate should be less than 0.8. Ex-

,cept when hardware changes have produced brief per,iods of relatively low re-

liability, this condition has usually been met.

During AL expansi6n of PLATO IV the system has also met design standards
...

which include an average response time, to key 'inputs, of about 0.2 seconds,

and proPessor loads of aboUt 2,000 instructions per second per terminal for

students. Peak loads for a terminal may be much higher and are well\tolerated

by the system. These figures are meaningful, of course, only,if the system is

acceptable to users, and if it provides effective instruction. User acceptance

has been generally enthusiastic and all available evidence indicates that the

system is effective educationally.

, -
To support [this expansion, CERL has operated the PLATO Services Organiza-

tion, a group that provides,training for authors both through short courses

held in the Laboratory, and through on-line lessons. It has also developed

an on -line, comprehensive encyClopedia (AIDS) for PLATO and the TUTOR language.



In addition, it provides consulting-services in which a user and a consultant

converse on the system by t3iping messages which appear instantly at the bottom

of the displays. To help in these consultations the -consultant can, with
'

user consent, view theUser!s display images on his' own terminal. These ser-

vices are widely used. For example, in 1975 AIDS was consulted more than

600,000 times, onion the average, once every 40-minutes for each author. This'

group also provides system documentation and performs the administrative tasks

necessary in the opetation of a large system.

When the development of,nev courses for PLATO is begun, the'responSibility

for curriculum and lesson design'tlenerlly:re6ts with the users. PSO and
,

. t

staff. members of CERL are prepared to provide help and guidance. However, in

order to implement the educational Program of the NSF program, three grdups

were established within CERL, two to work with the elementary schools. in

mathematics, and reading, and a third group to work in five subject areas with

community colleges in Illinois. All groups develOped and adapted instructional

materials, and .all maintained close liaison with classroom teachers and appro-

priate administrators.

The elementary mathematics group produced about 1 hoursOf'instructional

material for grades 4 through 6, enough to allow a 1 to work at aPLATO
IiF

terminal one -half tour a day for a full school syear. The lessons were divided

into three "strands", fractions, whole numbers and gtaphs. These-lessons proved
1

to be effective and gained high acceptance with teachers and students. One

(

problem encountered in this program was a restrictioq in the allotment of ex-
.

tended core storage (ECS) which, in the first year of the field test -restricted4
fl'.

the number of lessons that could be available at one ime. Expansioltof ECS
,

in 197) from one million 60 bit words to two million 'ords clileated this

problem.



The elementary reading group developed about 80 hours of instructional

material and has provided about 17,000 hours of instruction to 1,225 kinder-

garten,,first grade, remedial and'educable mentally-retarded students. These

lessons make extensive use of the random acce id. audio device and the micro-.
,

fiche projector. Acceptance of PLATOlessons as part of the daily instruc-

tion has been-enthusiastic for both teachers
,

nd students.

AN

This program encountered two prOblems. pne stemmed from an early

cision to use a relatively complicated computer management system (CMS) to

select lesson sequences for students on the basis of on-line measures of

student performance. Disparity'between what a student had learned and what

the computer thought he had learned, often led to inappropriate choices.

FurthermOre, the CMS structure allowed for little teacher intervention. At

least in its present form, CMS has been replaced by a system which can be

used by the teacher with'greater ease and control. A second problem related '

.difficulties in early versions of the audio response unlit, and in the
.

production of magnetic disks for theseunits. nrelability interfered with

normal use, and citlibersoMe methods of producing' disks impeded the development

of lesson material. With further development these problems have now been

resolved.

"The community college program has been a 14.ge effort involving 175

A
teachers in five community colleges, their administrators, and the community

A

college' (CC) staff in CERL. From September 19741 , until June 1976, over

21,000 students participated in the program, and received over 97,000 ilourS.

of instruction in about .400-lessons in five subj cts (accounting, biology,

chemistry, english, and mathematics)."

Close liaison was maintained between the coliege,teachers and the CERL
A

staff, but the teachers had complete control of 4)urse selection, the times

1,j
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/
and ie ways in which PLATO would be used,

.
.. Teachers also participated in the

review and in some cases in the preparatiOn of lessons.

Response.on the part of students, teachers, and administrators has been

enthusiastic, and each community college is continuing the Operation f the'

:PLATO beyond the NSF grant period._

At, the University o611inois, the Physics and Chemistry Departments'

were. among the earliest to explore the uses of PLATO in undergraduate

,teaching. et-With NSF support, each department acquired 30 terminals to form/

.a PLATO IV classroom, and' with these facilities introduced PLATO into the

regUiar curriculum. In. each.case PLATO has become an.effective and well

accepted part of the teaching progfam.

In physics, about 100 hours Of instructional material have been pre-
.

pared and have been tested with several thousand students at the University

Of Illihols ana at other college's -and universities. ,Student attitudeS as

1
-mea#rea-:hy questionnaire have been positive, and'stuaent performance as

'1 by examinations have been statistically, the same as stud nt

formance in no 01!A TOWersions of the same course, despite a decree's in

formal class time. Course development has-emphasized classical mechanics

and madern physics with waves and'oPtics, topicS that are taught as part o;
.

a three semester sequence at Urbana. Usage reaches a peak in the Spring

semester when from 250 to 300 students enroll.in the PLATO version of the

classical mechanics course:

In chemistry, over 50 hours of PLATO lessons have been developed for

ise in teachihg general and'organic chemistry. By the end of the NSF pro-
.

gram'about 1000 students were using PLATO for'One'to two hours per week:

O

1.
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Total usage in the 1975-76 academic year was over 50,q00

The figures represent a saturation point for the .30 WVIAry.a.a classroaN,.

More terminals are required to handle more studemEs-
--..

Thrbughout.theentire four years of the NSFproogAor the systelypft-
,

ware has evolved continuously. This has been true i.n ,a2v tcause Of the
P

suggestions and requests from a large, sophisticated;, artioulatd\sy;\

community, and in part as a result of both the respo n t4%,ess and Initiative

of an increasingly experienced software staff. tAn i.11111,maxit relaiPtactor
is that users of the PLATO system can communicate wi-th\ol4ra yv ea54y on

the system itself; through notes, conversations and ciri,Aries, Thiy Cpixinuous

- .

interaction has continuously stimulated additions to 46\ftreOlich,Povide

new features not previously al4ailahle to the user. AVI \eaople,is the-,facilj..tY

for -creating alphanumeric and graphic images diiectZy 1

enkt..hed4.sWY.screep.,4

through simple-controls. The system'produces riot onily display, blitills0

the corresponding source language program. Other chan olor additions telate
. .

to. system organization and even to the structure of 10 rtco DAii4tiag6

1.3 PROBLEMS

The problems whiCh have been encountered in the 0\,ariarm.

resulted from the sheer magnitude of the program-its,

deadlines missed becaus, of 'delays on the part of VeridC., faiAlare to, make

administrative decisions promptl', delays in developme'r)0 ipment of
A

software, tremendously strainda resources, .and other gob
1r either Within

or outside the control of CERL. As a result, some p.a4014.1ts
hqvn been

disappointed or drScpuraged. On the other hand, whenoklia,61,Ays nave ever--

tually been corrected, acceptance and enthuSiasm.have!V\,0 a 41.410t

4,
I

. v,

II
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Second, the existence of iiZe external evaluatiron 'Seriously dig,couraged
0-

or prevented efforts to conduct internal evaluation; to avoid imposing too .

greatly on students..and teachers and to avoid possible interferencelith-the

external evalUation.:

The third difficulty associated with the approach folNwed by NSF is
.

dueRto the buyen placed on the external evaluator.. In parti-.

cular4 because of the-developmental 1 N.
nature of the program,

iinp0 bit for an external 'evaluator.to develop "an adequatlfuhderstanding of

sic a program to develop an evaluation design; Even if the required effort

is expended to develop sudh,an undekstanding and to prescribe meaningful

evaluation, objectives andiaPproaches, it is likely that the nature of the

program will have changed'in the meantime, negating theT.va f .t1 plans
4

madef,e- Only the organization operating the program can' hay pny hope of being

able to carry out an evaluation which can keep current with the program

evolution. Thisis an extremely difficult task, even for:the operating

organiiation. In addition, the performance ofthe evaluation by. the program
.

itself:muld provide a greater likelihOod and capabirity of using the

evaluation-data in the guidance ofthe program.

- '

If the issue of objectivity is critical, with regard to the.opera.hon

of an internal evaluation effort, it would seem that the provisicin of an
-

external monitor of the evaLuat could facilitate'suCIDblictivity.

In the present case.; we feel that valuable data has been lost, effort

l
has been wasted, and the program has failed to benefitfromdata Which could

.have been very useful-to_the_program.-. We strongly recommend th/t the method

Of internal evaluation suggested by the above be considered for.future
...

progrdMs of this type.

. 1J
,7
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The originAl cost objective for PLATO service (approximate,ly$1.00

per contact hour in 1976 dollars) has not been met to date; however, sub-'

stantial progress has been made in this direction (estimates of present costs

are in the range of $2 td $4.per contact hour), and all signs indicate that

the original objectives are obtainable. Research arid development is pre-

sently Underway,in both industry and at the University to reduce'coSts,f

# )terminal equipment, computer equipment, and communications. The results of
\.

this development., -combined with the cost reductions norm411y accomplish'

with experience,(learning theory), should provide cost characteristics which

will allow very broad distribution of the technology durifi4 the next decade.

Finally, a comment relative to A continuing problem faced in this pro-
:,

gram is perhaps warranted. Namely, the problem of evaluatibn. There is no

question as to the importance of monitoring development programs of the pre-
-/1 t,

r
sent type.- This monitoringJshouldbe incorporated both to deteriine the

7 level of success or failure of the programs well as to provide guidance

in the evolution of-the program if'self The approach adopted by NSF in this

program was to c ntract with an exteal agency for an evaluation havingrn
.

a substantial summ tive component.
. . %.

This approach has three' fundamental difficulties. First, the nature of

the PLATO7'program during the period of this' effort was highly developmental.
=.

This means that greatest emphasis should be placedonformative, rather, than
0

summative, evalua tion. The emphasis on summative evaluation continually raises

the ques as to, the appropriateness. of.providing the,program with access

to evaluation_data, for_fear that_this datamiqhtjape used tozmodify the-program

in an effort to improve performance. It is.quite, unfortunate that such a

situation should exist during a period when the primary intent is to develop

and make an initial demonstration of a system.
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1.4, MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The majoi activities of this program 0.11 into seven ategories:

1. System.develt*ment. 9.
2. Hardware'development

1-
3. Software develdpment

.
4.: 'System implementa'
5. Curriculum development,.

- APplications research
7. Media development

The'follpwing is a summary of the. major accomplishments according

to these ategories.

.410-

1.4.1 System Development

It is di to overemphasiz the importance of the system concept

in addressing a' problem as compl- as CBE (Computer-based Education). It is
.

relatively easy to ,icplement hardware, software, curricular materials, of

instructional design. strategies _fail to make significant,progress towardi

the goal of the program. The entire system problem must be addressed. In

the caseof CBE the entire sequence,JroM the initial design of the instruc-

tional materials, to the translation of this ,design to code, to the presenta-

tion of materials to students, to the collection of evaluation data concerning

this whole sequence, must be addressed, as a.single roblem. In addition,

v laying this broad consideration is the proble ;evO.lution. In parti-

cula,a.dequatepowerandflexibilityrmistbe incorpated:luorder4. to make

modiC cations and improvements in response to experience gained in the appli-

cation of the medium. Without this latter feature, a prograni-ban immediately

run into a dead end, because of the discoVery-that some preconception-is

either misleading or totally 'in error.
'
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Perhaps one of the most important cont, r-ibUtipns of the PLATO program

a i ,:
is in/this-area of yatem,development. rhn extreme powerful and flexible .

-..

.. /
medium has been developed which addresses thp: full spectrum of issues.

ssOn materials can be Created.viith .relative ease. ,The system prOvidea

poerful capabilities that aid in this process. \qhmiSands of persons,)w
.4 ,-."' .. v!. .

lintrginel,in instructional design or Computer technology have successfully *
,.'

. ,

*iveloped'instructional,m:te;rials.
,

The interface with the stUden has proved top

be'effective gild enthusiastically accepted The data collection. and analy-
.*''

sis capabilities are broadly and effeAtivelY used.
..-

And,'finally, a powerful
..

r
elolutionary,Dcapability has been demonstrated.

t

This latter is demonstrated
.

I
thrbagh the rapidity of software and hardware development. as well as the

`deVelopment of new instructional techniques and new applica ions and methods

of utilization which has been and continues to be maintained i the program'.
..

Hardware Development

The range)
of hardware developed Prior to and during the operation of

the present program is substantial. Most of:this development took place

outside of the N program, however,, aince this program has been essential
k.

tO the guidance of this hardware
r,

development, it seems appropriate to summa-

riz it here.

The implementation of, the PLATO system has required the development of

a new and unique display techndlogy,,the plasma display panel; a powerful,

low-cost graphics display terminal; an interface system to distribute computer

output and receive student/author input ultaneously from hundreds of termi-

nals; a communications system to serve,t inalalocally distributed over

either TV of twisted pair linkages and to serve terminals remotely distri,-

buted through standard telephone lines, TV, or microwave, links; and a series

fs

1

L
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- of peripheral devices, including random-access,slide projector, the rand

T
_access audio device, the music 7nthesizer, the touch input-System, hard-copy

.

At
.

J.
1 ' . -

output units, and a variety of specialized instrt tional and research devices.
,

.

I,
.- .7.,

Present "developments
.

. include a low-cost replacemerit tor core-baaedltwapping
.

4

memory, improved communications devices, intelligent terminals, portable
sr--

terminalsapd.Voice,recognition and systhesis capabilities.

1.4.3 Software De elopment

-
The PLAFO operating system and'the TUTOR language :represent major.

r' 4

deviations from he mainstream o software development. Possibly as a re-

sult'of this, these developments h'ave often been critized andmisunderstood

by the'coMputer science communitt/. However, during the past one to twO,year,
.ON

as the power and eectivnness of the .system have been demonstrated, these

developments haVe begun to receive more and more' recognition for what Ave

,

beliel.re them to be--vety novel and creative approaches which prov(de great

insight ,and progress towards addressing the 'design of software ifor systems

intended for use by people who are not knowledgeable in computer technology.

1.4,4 System Implementation.:.

Once a system development, with the concomitant hardware, software,

curriculum, etc,- ub-developments, has reached a state of maturity to allow

the initiation ofthe "applications,research" phase, the issues of 'implemen-

tation must be squarely addressed. These issues include the development of

commercial sources-for equipment, the organization of support- operations, i

cluding author training and consultation, maintenance, and the procurement

and installation of communications systems, the development of working arrang-
,

ments with participating institutions and the scheduling of these and a myriad

14

r) r.

"of
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of other activities to ensure rat` functioning terminals appear in' classrooms

or instructional labo ,
ories in synchronism with predetermined academic cal

enders.. The initiati of such a prograM oriented towards the installation,

4111110

of hundreds of terminals in more than .a huba/ed...sites in thea.bsencey

of prior experiehce With a program.of'this magnitude is not a trivial
3

task. -And, indeed, the present progilFa certainly "encountered a fair.

share of problems as a result. the ether hand, a system of over 900

terminals, at more than 140 sites, functioning with a reliability factor

of more than 95%, providing more than-a million contact hburs per year

in more than 140 subject areas, providing a variety of ditional services,

(Th
including communications features,r eseNchosupport, computational

facilities, reference services, consultation, maintenance reporting and
. ,

diagnostics; and evaluatibh data has been implemented and operates on an

around the year around the clock basis.

1.4.5 Curriculum Development

The curriculunk development programs which have operated during the

period Of the NSF contract have varied in approach from that of an indivi-

dual author independent13,1/writing lesson materials to that of relatively

large curriculum development groups. The output of these Piograms has

been-approximately 6000 hours of instructional material inmorelthan

100 subject areas. The types of materials range from simple drill and

practice lessons to Complex studentcontroll9d simulations. The quality

of the materials range from-poor to superior, and each type of approach

has resulted in materials over this range of quality. Thus, while it is

clear that substantial additioAal work Must be done in order to-evolve

curriculum development procedures to improve effectiven'essa.nd efficiency,

-

t",
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4

4
have ldembnstrated the s)stem capability to operate under a variely

devel4ment models.

1.4.6 Applications Research

As has been indicated,-a wide 9riety offapplicAions of the syStem has

been explored. ,These range from
.

utilizaZon-of
,

.
'\ (

termin4ls in individual a
1 . - .' \

lk .. /classrooms, in-/darning centers; in offices, ancl in "PLATO" ''
classrooms. Many,

'

1

models of use have also bepn explored, ranging from courtes taught essentially

totally on PLATO, to partial substitution of PLATO sessions for'ci.assroom

sessions, to assigned supplementaiNscssions, to optional. use of PLATO in

conjunction with normal classy 'instruction.' Again, varying.degrees'of

success have been'observed'in each of these cases. , The system capabilities

are adequate to fpnction under any of the models; however, this area of

."applications research" is.an area where -a great deal of additional work

musbe done. \

Thus, far, we have only begun to explore/the nature and degree'of.

instutional changesAAwhich should be. investigated in an effortjtoioptimally
f

utlize the stem in the accomplishment of.the' educational objectives pf ,

different cational institutions at the various levels .of education. We ,

have had relatively little opportunity,th(is far to accomplish such' optima-,,

zation, and, in general, it has proved,verky difficults'Ior established insti-'

tutions tb\develop a good working perception of how this
. _

new medium relatesm
P' .- .

.
'

.e

toits prOblems. hdium
0

TheSe issues need to be explored carefully, ifcare
,

y, te.me
, t ''.

. . .. **

.iS to_provfde_the_benefit which-has-been-qualitatively
3 .

demonstrated-in-this

program.
a

)



.4.7 Media Development

N.,

Perhaps one of the most exciting and important. aspedts of thy present'
.,--/

. .L$

program is bue that was not anticipate o-the InceptiAn of the pr-
Namely, til roots Of a new medium,Which is uch bloader than CAI'or. CBE,

. - ,
; , ,,--,

-,

.4L
have been established. It,.'s too early to attempt an-_ascurate$ and complete

,

, * i 4

1 1 N . ,, ' v
* -,

chara4terization'of this .
. 4Perhaps the.best'that can be .done atfrthiS'

.
4 i

. .

) t a-:----

time is todescribe it as a computer-based infOrmation/coMmuniCationr
''' -,t. ,

.--.
-J.'

. . _ :
work (,CICN). In addition to instruction, the PIATqlsystem presently provides'

tig, ,

a broad set of serviceSinclpdIng: ' - -

(
,

1. Electronic thail; including text, graphics, and animation.
2. On-linecommunications, including text, graphics, and animation. .-rorr
3. EntertainMent, includi4g games, musical presentations, simulation, e
4. Personal services, including medical,. financial, psychological, and ).

educational and career planning.
5. ResearCh computation.
6. On-line research. Physical experiments, are controlled by the PLATO

terminal, and analyzed results, are graphically displayed in 1.64-time.
In addition educatiOnal a d social research can he conductedrop-line
and in real' time.

7. Data processir:g.
8. Information retrieval.

1
In 1976, the PLATO: system atthe UniverSityof Tllinois was electroni7

1.
.

"

cally linked to the Cont4l Data. PLATO system at Arden,Hilis, Minnesota:
.

S.
.' .

Thrangh this link, any terrhina1 on oile system can operate.onthe other system,

-so that all of tlisse services are available in'a network: For example, elec-

tronid mail can be delivered from a terminal connected to the Urbana /system

i(loca ed say in.Saryiegoj to a terminal connected to the CDC systeMr. (located'

1 t
perhaps in Baltimore). In addition, lesson materials, software, and dataare

transferred.from'one system to the other through this link.

J 17
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It thus.becomes possible to visualize a national network of PLATO

systems providing these and other services to institutions and individuals.

The,imeact.of thili,new medium is difficult to estimate, but
.;,

the_potential

.for improving communications and access to inforMatiori is immense. Fro
perly applied, this potential can have profound social and economic benefit

to the nation and to the world. The NSF program discussed in this report has

brought computer-based education, and more generally computer-based

mation/cOmi6640aiions networks, a large step closer to this vision of the

future.
L

N

.
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2. PLATO SERVICES ORGANIZATION

.40The PLATO, Services Organization (PSO) was established in the Fall

of 1973 to provide many of the services'needed by users of the PLATO IV

system. Among these were documentation.of the system and, language; assis-

tance on evaluation questions;. training of authors, instructors 'd other

classes of users; allocation of scarce system recources; and general liaison

with the user comlity. (Obviously; most of these services .had existed in

some form in the past, indeed throughout the PLATO 111 and early PLATO IV

eras. For much of that time' Milliam 6olden.was in charge of general /iaison

and resourceVallocation. Elisabeth Lyman kept records on the Ownership of

files and allocated the terminals controlled by CERL. R. A. Avner assisted

users and CERL on matters of evaluation. A numbei- of individuals provided

training for new authors, and James Kraatz devoted most of his time to con-

sultation with authors on questions concerning the TUTOR lanelage. The

creation of PSO was, therefore, a matter of expansion and coordination of these

services rather than the initiation ()4 them.)

By the time PSO was established, PLATO IV had already achieved'a nation-
.

Wide network of users'. That fact, the relative inexperience of the users, and

the unique capabilities of,thePLATO system suggested that we concentrate on

on-line proc res for training and consultation. Other nationwide computer

systems existed,-bUt these could generally assume that their users were familiar

with the terminals and computer languages to be used. SUch users need only
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a

, be taught the peculiarities of the specific system, not t e system in

its entirety. Also, at most locations novice users could find experts

,)
who might help them. In the case of PLATO, our terminals were unusual

and highly sophisticated. The language we used was generilly unknown.

Some of the'functions, running classes inclined -the setting up of

routers, class rosters, data collection mechanisms, and the analysis of

student data, have; no analogs in typical computer usage. IA great manyA

of the uses were complete novices who had never wpx4@gLon a computer.
:47740

Finally, the PLATO system, then as now, was undergoing, rapid development

which meant that even experienced users required frequent retraining. Thus,

the entire PLATO community had to be trained from Urbana. These arguments

had already produced elements of the "aids" system which was to become the

most important part of our system documentation.

Originally, "aids" wasto be a set of PLATO lessons that helped users

understand the TUTOR language and simultaneously served
4 as a reference

manual for the experienced author who might forget details. Some of the

lessons provided interactive training by which an author might practice the

use of TUTOR corands before entering. them into his own lesson. It has ex-

panded into a rather, complete encyclopedia of PLATO.
,

The bulk of the con-

tents is still related to details of the TUTOR language, but there are sub-'
6

stantial portions of other aspects of PLATO: the use of PLATO, bibliographies

of other sources of information, instructional deeign considerations, etc.

The PSO.author group has devoted more of its time to the writing and mainte-

nance of "aids" than to any oth r project. Acceptance by the user community

has been extremely gratifying. )tiring the last complete calendar year for

which statistics are available (1975), "aids" was-used by authors more than

600,000 times which meant that on the average, each author consulted "aids"
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once in 40 minutes. The meanrwaiting time after an author made a reques.t

and before relevant information began to appear on 'his screen was 3 seconds.

Current statistics (August 1976, a rather slow time of the year for PLATO)

/1
show 773.5 users per day requesting answers for 1900 questions. All parts

of the "aids" encyclodedia have been completely rewritten several times....

addition tomajor rewrites in which whole chapters are reworked so as to

better answer the questions we hear users asking, there are daily corrections

to remove errors found by use and t 'keep it an accurate description of

the ever-changing TUTOR language and PLATO system. We usually achieve our

goal of making relevant chariges to ""aids" within 24 hours of the time the

system programming staff announces new or changed capabilities.

What we have, then, is an encyclopedia of several thousands of pages

4(more than 100 separate PLATO lessons) organized into chapters, each bf

'which provides both an overview for the interested reader and individual

descriptions of TUTOR commands and system capabilities. Access to the_cor-

rect aescription is available to an author in two ways., He may enter the

"aids" lesson as he would any 'other lesson, read through the main, index

(chapter headings), chooise a chapter, and then read'through the appropriate

sub-indexes until his questions are answered. -Authors interested in over-

views are best served this way. The author seeking fine details about some

topic he believes he Oherally understands goes directly' to the relevant in-

:\
formation by .entering a keyword or phrase. Typically, the sequence is'the

following: an author is Working in the TUTOR editor; he presses the "Q" key

and types a key word (even most misspellings will be recognized); in a few

secOnds he is looking at information relevant to his question. When his

question has been answered, he presses the shifted BACK y and in one-second
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or less is returned precisely to the place in his lesson where he was

working. No printed documentation or network of human consultants could

match "aids for the provision of accurate and rapid author assistance

day and night throughout the nationwide PLATO community.

One should not conclude that human consultants are unneeded. They

are necessary. For PLATO, the same' PSO group which writes and maintains_

"aids" serves as consultants to the user community. They perform that

service from our offices in Urbana via the system itself. An on-line

consultant service was implemented with thefollowing features. any

time an author may press the TERM key and type the word "consult"

fact that someone needs assistance is transmitted to the termina s at

which consultants are working. When he isfree to do'so, a consu tant
\I

checks the list of people waiting for help and offers his service to one

of them. During the consultation session, the consultant can see the con-
.

tents of the screen of the consultee. The two of them can converse by

typing One line at.a time which appears at the bottom of both screens

Although we%.can only guarantee,thatconsultants will be on duty during the

:.normal Working week, ,T.nfaCt*tliere'are usually consultants available most

;4eek4ay 67ening8 and oft01%-citi. weekends: Additional.consultative help is
.

provided voluntarili4ibo,Af' the jUllior systems :.programming staff. .Thus,
- ,

authors find human help 4.4&tfithe time",that they might need it Clearly,

in addition to serving theneeds of the users, this service provides feedback

to the consultants about those aspects of the system which are confusing to

users and which need be better described in "aids". Although we have just

begun to keep accurate statistics on the use oftkip consultation service, it
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is generally agreed that the rate'
0

of use is two to three'dozen requests

per day. That number does not include a substantial/number
1

of requests
\ ,

for help whiCh come in km other "unofficial" means such as the system',
(c

vcs

, . .

"talk option", the public telephone, or in person visits by authors. It

also fails to include the one or two follow -up communications which many

consultant calls require. Limited'evidence indicates that authors typi-

cally wait about 8 minutes before eceiving help from a consultant and that

a typical consult interaction las s for about 11 minutes. Again, that time

does not include follow-up. its for service of much longer than the 8-

minute average sometime occur when all of the consulting staff are called

to a meeting or ly in the morning when none of the staff are likely to

be present.
r7.

Because oftheir experience and skill in communicating ideas to users,
Pt

the PSO staff has been asked to produce other formf of on-line assistance to

users. They have written'"help pages" available in the TUTOR'.edittr and
t

:-other system lessons. They also produce thetext'tor,error diagn9ses
,,

seen
. 1by users when either a condense or execution error occurs. In these and_all

our efforts, we work very closelY with the system programming staff.

The PLATO library of disk files numbers about 17,000.. These are lessons,

and a variety of data fileS: Elisabeth Lyman and her staff keep track,of all

those files, their creation, renaming movement among the various disk packs;

and destruction so as to assist autho s who from time to time "lose" some of

the. space assigned to them. This effort is pridarily a manual one and probably

unacceptable as a permanent part of the PLATO system, but we have always pro-

vided.the service.- In the process, Lyman's staff'gains the knowledge

needed to advise users about what curricula are available on PLATO.
,

Until a
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7.4
functioning catalog of available lesson is provided on the system, that

service is vital.
. .

When such a catalog is availableof the same staff will

maintai the catalog. In recent months, we have begun to offer lessons

for co -ercial publication.. It seemedmr) natural that Mrs. Lyman's knowledge-
-,..

able staff handle the,,many.and detailed communications
.

A between publisher -.

am? authors.

Still another function of the PSO staff concerns the fining of be-,.
1

ginning authors and upgrading of the training'of authors. Ideally, this:too

would be performed via the system; and the series of lessbns entitled "intro-
.

'. tutor" provides a limited capability along that line. However, we have re-

peatedly demonstrated that concentrated training by skilled instructors pays

off. We recommend that new author Come to Urbana for at least a.week and
,.

preferably several weeks if they 4re going to enter a serious lesson devel
.

me t project- LaciAat foresight, time, and travel money prevent most authors

fr m taking advantage of our otherwise free trainingfsei-vices. Nevertheless,

there have been enough students to permit"us to develop a rather effective

gEing.training
.

program. It deals mostly with elements of the TUTOR Ian-

f *
guage and the use Of the PLATO. terminal. More needs to be added about effective

use of PLATQ in ongoing instruction and questions of efficient instructional

design. The staff of consultants also. provides this training.

Memory allocation, both for magnetic disks and for the extended core

storage JECS) that hplds the records for, on -line users, is another responsi-

bility of PSO. Origi lly, PSO actually created the individual\files re- ,-

quested by all the various authors. Now-that is done for only a minority of

authors. Our major responsibility.is limited to the bulk distribution
-Ar

of disk'

,space on a monthly ,or less frequent basis.1/
Similarly, the allocation of EC8'

has been reduced to ah almost automatic
_

per - terminal allotment.

3v
A
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.
Over the years, CERL had received some unfavorable criticism about the

volume of information concerning PLATO available in print. PSO also has.

the responsibility to stimulate production of had copy documentation of the

PLATO software system, the TUTOR language, educational experiments uOing PLATO,

hardware inventions, etc. We did notehave the resources to employ a number

of pr essional technical writers. We could provide editorial ssistance and
U

constant reminders to the researchers that documentation is vital. To a con-

siderable extent, those two factors did succeed in stimulating the production

of hard-copy documentation. Some documents were, produced without any assistance

from PSO. Many receive e st editorial attention from PSO, and a few were

produced entirely by PSO staff. AMong the puniest ns in th third category
E0 ,

is the series entitled Ventitled TO Report to sers. This is an. oc asional pub; 'ea-,

tion sent to administ a ors in Charge%Of the more than 100 PLATO sites. It

discusses policy questions and recent or upcoming major 'Changes in the ways

'PLATO functions. We%iound it necessary to produce.cthis series since there is

a small hUt very important minority of people who direc.PLATO activities'at

.various sites and,who do not themselvesuse PLATO terminals on a ddily basis.

In summary, the PLATO Services Organiiption has succeeded ihdevelopng
, -

a rich variety of informational services for the manyusers of the PLATO system.

Most of those servicesrely directly upon th:&eunique strudtionaland com-
,e

municative features of PLATO.* All of the services, li e the PLATO system itself,

are under contin, al -
,redevelopment as a'reSUltof feedback from our thousands

of users. Users view "PSO services as an integral part of the PLATO world.

They appreOiate them and rely upon them. .Th'ey never hetitate to tell us wile/

we fail, but they are also free with their praise.
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3. INTERNAL EVALUATION

3.1 INTRODUCTIONO:

k

All major groups within CERL are involved in some aspect of research

and/or development. As a result, most, collecand evaluate data which can

cont ibute'to a wetter understanding both Of the current status of the PLATO

ay,temeand of the effectiveness of alternative applications of the system.

The PLATO Educational Evaluation and Research Group (PEER Group) serves as
.

an in-houSb resource for this effort by supplementing the evaluation 're-'
z

sources of individual groups and by performing appAd educational research

of general benefit to users of the PLATO system.

,
1

The Major goal of PEER Group support of'work under. the NSF contract was

1, c
in providing data for improVement of services. Effort8 included measurement

J.
and documentatiOn of,systeM availability, monitoring Of system acceptability

by users, and aid in formative evaluation and instructional design to the

various curricular groups; As.will'be,detailedbelow the latter function

./("41:

was limited both by.the small; number of qualified personnel available and a

desire to insure that the Demonstration project not be a "hot-hoUse" effort

nurtured by professional support unavailable under normal conditicns. Members

of the group als6 provided direct support to the.external eValuator, the Edu-

cational Testing Service (ETS),and.its subcontradtors,where coordination or

aid was required in.collection of special evaluative information._
.

, ,---,7-7-1-,-
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This section will summarize data which. provide an indication of the 4.

r degree of (1) systemaccessiktility, (2) users_acceptance, d' (3) instruc-.

tional 'effectiveness. A summary of evaluation problems
4

ecoUritereg duringn

theNational DemOnstration will complete the section.

3.2 SYSTEM ACCESSIBILITY

System accessibility isthe basic requi4eMent for effective implementa-

tion of CBE. It is determined by the degree to which (1) hardware is physi-
..

cally present, (2) system components function reliably -(3) the syStem per-

forMs within design specifications, and (4) these specifications/permit useful

inqtruction to be presented. erever possible, data .)

on these factors have

been collected by techniques intended to reduce reporting bias. Result have

been reported to users in open files to permit a continual independent audit

of accurady-and appropriateness. Personnel from NSF and ETS, have additionally

had access to systems data not no ally provided to general .users of the PLATO

system.

3.2.1 Availability and Reliability

The first tao.aspects of accessability'are summarized in Table 3.

The data in Table 3.1 give a very conservative estimate of the reliability

of a, system in stable operation. rOr example, terminal availability data

include down-time during night and weekend hours (even thdugh maintenance

service would not normally be expected at those hours) because terminal use

is not limited to "office hours." Similarly, this down-time includes travel

time to terminals that were over 1000 miles from Urbana and which
6

were not a

part of the Demonstration. Constant modifications in hardware and software



TABLE 3.1

PLATO SYSTEM AVAILABILITY

1972 1973. 1974 . 1975' 1976

a
HARDWARE

Terminals

purchased 200 304 .,801 921- 950
in place. 200 304, 780 *93' 921

Audio Units 1 4 72 82 f 197

Touch Panels 0 31 111 6 717

b
USAGE

Thousands of terminal
hours per year 138 348 676 1,105' ,1,189

Average hours per
terminal per week 26.5 26.5. 23.9 25.,4 25.4

c
RELIABILITY

Central system mean
hours to interruption 7.24 6.51 11.90 16.60

Mean hours of interr
tuption .10 ...'23 ,::.34 .45,

' -._
k

,Probability of class
hour interruption , .15 .10

Terminals-Mean weeks
to maintenance 5.21 7.35 11.58 13.24

Mean hours down per
month per terminal 7.6 13.6 10.2 96
Tota'l System

% Total 'hours

terminal time usable 95.9 94.4 94.3 95.0

a
Terminals "in ace" were determined by phsical inventory. Not included were
terminals in rant between sites, terminals being paired, or terminals

not actuirly in use.

(TABLE 3.1 Continued)
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(TABLE 3.1 Continued)

Usage prior to July 1974 was based,on.manual sampling at.periodic,,
intervals. After that date usage wasj3ased on a program which auto-
matically recorded use of every terminal once'each hour. -

c
Central system reliability based on.automatic recording routine.
Terminal reliability based on data base attached to on-line repair
request program. Note the increase.inmean.hdurs of interruption'tor
the central.system in recent years. This effect is due to elimination
of minor problems from the mix of system problems. WhatcAmains'are
largely hardware difficulties which \occur upon ir4tallation of new
equipment and which typically require more time'for solution.

e.

-r

t1
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were alia"being made (and tested) during the period covered.' 'A commercial

installation which only,tested versions of soffwAre produced py this

0.
syStem currently yows.reliability figures.approximately twice:gs good as

. -

those shown.here. The software section of this report'indicates the bene-
,

. ,

fits and .justification for tontinuedttodifitation of an operating system.

Very'briefly, the modifications being made at this time are Of a nature

that go beyond the present state-of7the art. Hence,,complete evaluation

requires that, they be tested undet conditions of full system load or within

the context-of an actual instructional situation.
, .

Naturall Prelitinary
I

testing is always done during non-prime time ("prime-tip consist-a- of.the

hour's from 7:40 a.m. to 10:00 p.m: Monday through Frid y and 8:00 to 12:00 a.m.

on Saturday - -the time during which service of highest reliability is provided).

It will be noted that aboUt 94 to 95% of:total prime time has actually

been available to users since 1973.,.,- This figure is unfortunately not an ade-
.

plate indication of the quality of service provided to instructional Users.

Unlike many time-shared computer operations, instructional users are as

Severely affected by interruptions of servicU,as by lost service. Abettek'.

indicator of quality of CBE service is provided by knowing the probability

of a class hour being interrupted'. A.study of new instructors indidated,

for examplt., that knowing the percentage of scheduled time that their class

was able to use PLATO accounted fop only 21.8% of the variance In their atti-

tudes toward system reliability while knowing the percentage of hours inter-

rupted,acdounfed for 62.4 %. This' study (which s being herforMed as a part

of-a contract with the Advanced Research Projects hgency f the Department

of Defense)'also indicates 'that' instructors. who experienced interruptions in

less than abdut 8% of then classes perceived PLATO as. sufficiently reliable



for instructional ose. whoexperienced-higherratl:of inter-

ruption 'generally perceived ,PLATO as being too unreliable for .instruc-

tional use. Because hardware modifications often caused brief periods:4

of very. low'rellability, 'the.,,yearly averagesreported for probabilities

f class-hour interruption intmispe above table, area well above the rates

actuallyobserved by most instructors. Thus.,a gr up of,24 new instruc-
.

tors who used PLATO for a total.of 822 class sessis s cOntained'only fiVe
.4"

who expressed a belief that PLATO was too unreiiabl This was despite

the fact their experience had been obtained during Period when tub major

additions'-or.f'hardware had caused severe problems fa over a two-month
"7$

period. A group. of 109 ComMunity Co llege instructo s also'saw system un-

reliability as a relatively unimportant factdrin u e of.PATO, Less than, .9

-
6% felt that various as'peCtt of system unreliabilit were a "major problem."

The riroblem most often indicated as a "major proble '
(by 18.6%), was .the .

lack of enough terminals for allstudents who desired touse CBE.

a t

3.2.2.- Design` 'Standards,Standards
(

0,

The PLATO, system depends on three major design factOr5.. These have to

do with perMittbing students to have rapid access tb a speeified 4uantity'of

computer and storage resources independent of'system load.h Specifically,"
h'Y

,

in order to pern9t smooth operati4".without hesitations that-f_mi4ht be inter-
,

preted by _the student as a failure for a res onse.to be acceped6 response

times for key inputs for students in'-lesson.materal are expect 5V.Ue.lesS
k,#),,7

than 0:2 second. Also, each. student should le ableto use materialAthat

execute 2000 computer instructions` per decond and access diskstokage,an

average of once each minute. Meeting these specifications'is of little
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practical interest unless there is also evidence that useful student

operation can be done at such levels of,access toresouroes.. Sampling,

of key mho times undet a variety of system load conditions haS indicated
ilk

that at emptS to make system service load-independent have been largely

succe fuI in this area. In general, it has been found that the probability
Ar4

,is .99 that 99% of key'echo times will fall below the statistical

tolerance limit of 0.2 seconds regaidless of system load if the student is
1

.
using lesson material that is itself within deSign limits (i.e.--load inde:

pendence is insured by limiting the Lek]: that any individual user can place

on the entire-system). To deterMine if these other design limits permit
..

/:-----------reasonable applications of CBE, reco ds of all Users of the PLATO system

were examined in,early December, 1976. Of the 27,731 records, 22,401 (80.8%)"

were'for individual students and the balancwere for authors, instructors,

,Sr for special multiple - .student use (commonly used for demonstration or other

non- instructional applicatiOn ). The records summarized usage for periods

up to several years in some cases and included a total Of over 1 million

hours of terMihal experienee. Table 3.2 iudicates.Centile points for totals

hourS, TIPS' (Thousands Of Instruction's Per Second), and DAPM (Disk Accesses

dPer Minute) for stude ,nt 1110 other'records.

FOX students,f85.5% ofXecords averaged less than 2 TIPS and 75% of re--

cords averAed less than 1 DAPM. Thus, the majority of student records appear

to have. been able to stay well within the design limits.

3.2.3 System Utility

Usage by indyidual 'students could also have been f higher for brief

periods without degradipg either system oper-astions or the it own operation

32
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TABLE 3.2

USER DEMANDS ON SYSTEM RESOURCES_

Hours TIPS DAPM
Centile Student Other- Student Other Student Other

50 3.9 17 .75 2.31 .41 1.69

75 10.6 113 '1.28 '3.87 1.00 3.32

90 34.8 468 2.52 5.53 2.69 5.43

95 41.9 948 3.55 6.78 4.51 8.15

Note:

Entries for each centile listed indicate the upper bound for

that quantity. For example, 75% of students had accumulated no more

than 10.6 hours of system use.
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since the peak usage of one student is likely td coincide with a period

iof low usage for other students when/ ufficiently large numbers of users

share the same resource. That'thixfis possible is suggested by the fact

that some students and most other users actually averaged higher rates'

than the design levels (thus indicating that the resources were in fact

available).' /I addition, contact with instructors of major courses indi-

cated that there were seldom indications of student operation being

degraded as a result of excess demand on resources (users with author-and

instructor records could and did notice degraded service during peak

if
usage since they had lower priority than students in accessing resources

beyond the design limitations). Only one major curriculum area (computer

science) consistently reported degraded student performance. In this

case, very sophisticated materials which permitted students to simulate',

operations in a variety of computer languages made:demands on system re-
a.

sources that were far beyond design specifications,. Materials of similar

levels of sophistication in the areas.of chemistry and physics, however,

showed demand levels that were well below the design levels. Thus, it

appears that the design specifications of the PLATO system do pper it useful

instructional materials to be supported in a wide variety o ject-areas.

3.3 USER ACCEPTANCE

The second requirement for effective system implementation is the pre -

sen e of user support., Special efforts were made throughout the Demonstration

perfod to insure that students and instructors who used PLATO also served as

expert sources of information for modifications of software and courseware.

These efforts were primarily ihtended to insure that erroneous preconceptions-
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of how CBE should be used would.not'dictate actual design: Secondary

benefits of the approach included direct production of materials by

members of the institutions .and a 'general acceptence of PLATqas a tool

for aiding instruction rather than as simply a technological gimmick.

Individual descriptions of curricular projects found later in.this re--

port contain evidence of such widespread user acceptance. This infbrma-

tion will'not be repeated here. It will, howevere be useful to consider

some overall measures of acceptance. At the institutional level, the

best evidence for acceptance is the fact that, despite severe financial

restrictions, every community college which was part of the Demonstration

has underwritten the major costs of continued use. Atthe elementary

level, funding was simpl not available despite continued interest by
rs

teachers and students. A restricted implementation (with equipment costs

underwritten by the University of Illinois and the State bf Illinois) does

continue in the elementary schools. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 below indicate

that the average rate of usage of terminals at these sites has remained

essentially stable through this change in support. Since there are large

individual differences among sites in the number of scheduled school days,

the figures in these tables should not be used as an indication of ter-

minal usage during class days.

TABLE 3.3

Community College Usage

Comparison of External and Local Support

Total Terminals Total Hours Hours/Terminal

November 1975 (NSF" Support] 4- 118 11,092. 94.0

November 1976 (local Support) 118 12,043 1012_2.
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< TABLE 3.4

Eletentary School Usage

Comparison of. External and Local Support

Total Terminals T tal Hours Hours/Terminal

November 1975 (NSF Support) 98 3,898 39.8

November 1976 (Univ. Support). 60 2,430 40.5

)
An opinion survey of 109 community college instructors Who had used

for at least.one semester indicated generally enthusiastic attitudes. In re-

sponse to an item asiang if they would use PLATO'again if they had a chance,

the following Tesponses were obperved:

TABLE 3.5

Instructor Response.,

Response Number Percent

Never! 0 0.0
Erobably not 1 0.0
Not really sure 6 5.5
Probably would 32 29.4
Absolutely! 70

t' 64.2

109 100.0%

The major advantages of CBE seen byjthis group of experienced instructors

were that it permitted instruction of a type not otherwise possible (e.g.

individualized .attention and real-time simulations of chemical oAiological

experiments) and that it gave the instructor a better idea of student needs.

Even the disadvantages of CBE most frequently cited by,this'group could be

considered as favoring CBE. The two"disadvantages scored most frequently by

the group as "major problems" were insufficient terminals for all students

.(mcist sites had only 24 terminals) and insufficient computer memory to perylit

ope1 n access to all available materials for every student.

In addition to sites supported as part of the National Demonstration,

many other organizations make use of the University of Illinois PLATO system.
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Table 3.6 summarizes these users by type. In all cases except "elemen-

tary and secondary schools", terminaA usage is being supported by the

institution involved. No efforts are ade to interest new users in the

e
system since demand for access far exce ds current or planned resources.

New users are, however, being served by Control Data Corporation which

is rapidly expanding facilities on commercially operated PLATO systems.

.7-hree of these commercial systems are currently in operation in North

American with many others planned.

TABLE 3.6

Major Users of Urbana PLATO System as of December 1976 fa

Type of User Number of Organizations Number of Terminals

Universitied 36 461

Community Colleges 6 119

Elementary and Secondary 5 64

State and Federal Govlinment 11 49

Military 12 90

Commercial 8 12

System Support and Research .1 64

79 859

Note:

4
The users shown here are limited to those with de icated communications

#

lines to Urbana. Additional users with lower rates of usage share dial-in

access.

3.4 EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS- DISCUSSION %f..V

(

CBE is a medium rather than a specific instructional treatment. Thu;',

a demonstration of superior teaching by CBE is in itself of little value °

other than as proof that the medium do6s not_hinder instruction. The field

of educational innovation has been plagued by projects in yich the'highly
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motivated originators of an innovationle Able to show dazzling results

which, unfortunately, dwindle to nonSignificance when the device or tech-

nique'is used under more realistic conditions. Both to prevent such an

unrealistic "demonstration" and to maximize chances for observing novel

approaches to use ofotEe-- medium, the PLATO curricular-development efforts

made maximum use of personnel,from the titutions. Personnel employed

by,ERL to proVide the-day-today contact with these institutions for

-coordination and.c8Mmunications were typi71 of the population of educators,

who might be hired to provide such services on a permanent basis by organi-

zations which had the limited financial resources characteristid of educa-

tional institutions.

A total of 66 persons were employed during the duration of the National

Demonstration in the areas of development and management of curricula. The

medkan salary paid was $10,500 per year and most had either bachelors- or

masters-level degrees (usually in some field of education). As might be

expected at this salary level, turnover was rather high with a median dura-

tion of employment of 12 months (mean 16.25 months). Some personnel did

have higher qualifications, a longer period of employment, and/or a higher

salary. 'Curing' initial implementation efforts, for example, personnel with

special qualifications in adult education and implementation of educational

technology were employed temporarily to smooth the introduction of PLATO into

the(community colleges. Curricular development teams also,tended to have

personnel with more experience. However, during the entire project only six

persons at the doctoral-level were employed in curriculum development. Wbile

a few of these people had experience in various curriculum development Orb-

jucits,, none could be deSdribed (at the, time of theirrempioyment) as an

4
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"expert in CBE curriculum development". With rare exceptions, they were

learning to use a medium that was totally new to them.

Professional support from experienced CERL ployes was largely

limited to aid in'learning use Of'various feature of'the PLATO system.

Initial support inte,area'of instructional design and evaluation was..

supplied only Joy personnel who had CBE backgrounds roughly equivalent to

,
those of the curriculuM-&sign teams. Later support in formative evalua-

,/. .

tion was given by persons'with substantial experience in CBE, but was

lin&ed'Mainly to aid in test design or analysis of"tata required for

special reports as part of the National Demonstration. Thus, materials

produced by these groupS should be representative of what could realisti-

cally be expected of persons who were qualified in their subject-matter

fields, as teachers but who were not highly, experienced in use of CBE or

(in many cases) in the management of major curriculum development efforts.

9

The results of this approach are evident in the sections of this report

which cover each subject-matter area. In brief, an impressive quantity
4

of material of commendable quality resulted. The approach is probably not

the.most efficient method of producing effective instructional terials,

but it did provide a gbod deal of data on author behaviors. Thes) data .

are now being .used ko complete several studies on general techniqueg for

effective use of CAE under a project funded by Advanced Research Projects
A

Agency.

4iii In several areas, personnel. from the curricular design'teams
i

madeN
substantial contributions to tools and techniques that14re of value to all

users of the PLATO system and, ultimately, to users of all flexible CBE

systems. One example is the collection of data on student interactions with
, ,x
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CBE materials. PLATO allows one to store detailed information on such

inter ctiods for each student. A basic program for storage nd nalysis

of th data was written by thembers of the CERL evaluation staff. This

program was extensively supplemented and expanded by members of the CERL

Community College staff and was used to provide. summary, table's, graphital

displays, and statistical analyses of value in lesson and student evlua-

tion., Techniques suggested by-the experience gained in analysis of 'the

great variety of data from the variouk community college efforts are now

b pgdeveloped further under separate, funding. For example, promising

relationshipA have been found between performance On standard tests and

selected student behaviors within CBE lessons.

4
Evaluation of effectiveness of instructional materials will be. done

by the external eval ator (ETS). However, it will be useful to'considgt

one major gen:eraliza ion that may be drawn from formative'emaluation data.

Projects which tended to use CBE as a treatment rather an as a medium

did not produce materials which showed great success. Simply generating

instructional materials (even materials that Made exemplary useof features

not available through any other medium) is not sufficient to insure effec-
-o

tive instruction, As with any medium, success goes to the instructional

desiqfer-who takes special pain insure a match between needs and abi-

lities of student, n ds and bilities of teachers, and desigd of instrcic-

tional materials. IInJ olne, s, results of such care will be clearcu4.
it

In Community College Math or example, a comparison between a PLATO class

and a non-PLATO class on an ETS-administered performance test showed signifi-

cantly higher mean scores f r the PLATO group (t(48) = 3.168,.a difference/

c

43
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this large or larger would occur by chande alone only 3 times in 100Q).

In othercases, the normal "noise" of intact-group comparisons may obfus-

cate results: Table 3.7 shows results' of three tests for a PLATO-non-PLATO

compa ison (again in Math) .

TABLE 3.7

Performance Scores for Math StUdents

Prerequisite Pretest Posttest

PLATO 18
. 58.11 (21.80) 12:44 (9.85) 35.39 (9.89)

non -PLATO 22 71.91 11.23 (8.30) 32,59 (10.42)

k1/4

Notes: *

Entries are mean scores (standard deviation). "PrerequiSite"

scbres are for a test of skills that were prerequisitesfor the course.

"Pretest" and "Posttest" scores
ii

are for tests of the skills taught in the

.
course. Both sectio s were taught by the same teacher.'n\

Scores on the "pretest" (whiCh covered only the material to be taught)

as well as the "posttest': showed no significant differenc4 between the two

groups. A ,v
However, a test gr kills which were assumed to be prerequisites

fok the course indicated that the
t

PLATO group actually did not begin the
,

A

course with all theki needed to understand th, instruction to be given.

Thus, the PLATO group started at a lower point and ended at a slightly higher

point than the non-PLATO group. When this difference in starting levels is

statistically, compensated- for, by use ofanalysis of covariance procedures,

the PLATO group is shown to have learned significantly Snore thin the non-

PLATO group,CF(31,36)= 12.099, a difference this large eigm larger would be ,
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expected to occur by _chance alone only 14 t s in 10,0001, The major

reason the PLATO materials were able to cope with students who werciL

strictly speaking, not prepared for the course was that a great deal of

care had been given to determining the actual (rather than assumedl levels

of student skills. It had been noted that many students were entering,

these courses without an adequate background. Therefore, materials were

designed to permit such students to tape special remedial segments where

needed on an individual basis. If the materials liad not contained automatic

reme4iatton, 4 is likely that many students who did not have the assumed

prerequisites' would haye been forced to drop out of the course. In other

instances, the structor might have been automatically alerted when PLATO

- 'detected a St dent with problems that could be alleviated by individuals

attention. point to be noted is that CBE materials can be toffective

only when they axe desigled as a part of the total instructional setting.

In addition, CBE is likely to be particul'arly effectie when it is used to

adapt instruction to the needs of students with widely,differing back-,

grounds.
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, 3.5 A FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF VHE PLATO ELEMENTARY. MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM

3.5.1 Summary

The PLATO. Elementary Mathem

7
'cs Curriculum consists of three quite inde-

pendent "Strands" -- Whole Numbers, Fractions, and Graphs, all designed for use

* in'elemenfary grades 4, 5, and 6. Apparent relative success, as indicated by

summarized performance results communicated to us informallytby Educational
,-

Testing Service, is in the order: Fractions (most successful), Graphs, and

Whole Lumbers.

The Fractions Strand was quite different in several respects from the

other two. For example, most Fractions lessohs adjusted the difficulty Of

tasks presented to the student on the basis of the student's own recent perk

formance, while few or no. lessons of the other Strands did so. Also, most

Fractions lessons used a mastery-of-skill criterion to determine when to

advance the student to new lessons, whereas few Whole Numbers and Graphs

'lessons had this feature. In addition, the Fractions Strand included by

far the most extensive provisions for integration of PLATO mathematics instru

tion with the regular mathematics instructlort of_the classroo <teacher.'

Since it'is altogether plausible that differentiill pre ace of such
(--

characteristics should be related to differential success, e entertain the

formative judgment that future PLATO work in basic skills a as should

strive to follow the example of the
)Fractions (Strand in these espects.

3.5.2 The Three Strands

The topics govered by the Whole Numbers Strand, inhluding meanings, "facts",

expressionS, algorithms, and word problems for each of the four operations, are

This section covers only student performance,test results. Other goals and
outcomes are discussed in Section 4 ( "Elementary School. Mathematics").

*

t -)
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mostly standard ones 'for grades 4 -6., e

The topics coveredby the Fractions Strand are also mainly standard ones

for grades 4-6: meaning of fractions, mixed numbers, and:decimal fractions;,

ordering; equivalence and conversions; common denominators;
J. and addition,

subtraction, and multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers.

1'

The Graphs Strand is concerned mainly with topics that are not Usually

taught i g ades 4-6, such as Cartesian coordpiates, signed numbers,

abies, and f ctions. 4

EactL of the three Strands was developed. by its own author groupl.lahich

had its own philosophy of education and its own approach to the use orthe

PLATO medium, and there was little formal coordination among the three
.?

groups,. Hence, as one might expect, the Strands vary in structure, approach,

style, and conventions, as 711 as in contelt. 'Thus, in many respects'they have

the character of three separate attempts to use PLATO in the elementary

mathematics classroom, even though they were jointly implemented and managed
o

during the two successive curriculum trials whose results are discussed here.

3.5.3 Performance Results

Du ing 1974-75, PLATO math lessons were.used in about a dozen demographi-

cally v iegated elementary (4th; 5th, and 6th grade) classrooms in Champaign-:r
_

Urbana; the same was true in 1975-76. In each year, Educational Testing

Service conducted an external evaluation study using the available PLATO

_classes together with about a dozen non-PLATO classes intended to be. matched

by grade, ability, and neighborhood to the 'PLATO classes. A for component of
. -

each study was measurement of performance gains i each of the thre'content
I*

'eas by. means of pre and post testing. The ins
.

'nts used, one for each

content area, were dwieloped by' ETS in consultationIlrith senior authors from

\

k.)
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(

:- / /
tlirespective PLATO Strands. Except foi6 a modest revisibn of the Fractions'

,

',
_ . i , ,

test in summer 015 (which coAsisted mainly pf increasing the number of items
,

. .0., '

on equivalencei and including a. page on decimals), the original three tests

were used unchanged for both administrations in both years.

ETS has never officially communicated-to us,any.findings foreither year. *0'

However, we were informally given tables of item data from the 1974-75-trial;

and we have informally been told ETS's assessment ,of the Strand-bygradelDut7

4'ccirdes for 1975 -76. Table 3.8. summarizes Strand-by-grade results for the :two

years,

Strands . Fractions Graphs Whble Numbers

Grade Z.:774 5 -6 4 5 6 4 5 6.

0 1974-75.. + + 0 \/ 0+ +' 0 0

1975 -76 0 + + ,+

Table 3.8 Relative performance results, PLATO vs. non - PLATO, in two
successive curriculum trials. A plus sign (+) means that PLATO showed
significantly (a = .05) superior gains; a minus sign. (-) means that non-
PLATO did so; (0) means therp was no significant difference; and,(04)

means the superiority of the PLATO gains.\approached,(p<.07), but. did
not achieve, the designated level of significance: 1974-75 results were
derived by oERL from tables of item difficulty data, via binomial tests'

'of j.tem difference scores. (The.binomial.test's assumption of experi-
mental independence of observations was judged to be met, i9smucli as4,
the tests were untimed, and:the opportunities Tor inter-Item cueing.(ex7
cept possibly in the case othe Graphs test) were judged to be smallj
Results for 1975 -76 were communicated to us verbally by Spencer Swinton
of ETS in December 1976.

Given that the two rows in Table 3.8 were obtained by differenpeople,

using different methods, from data of two trials run and r very different condi

;

tions (see section 3.5.6d), the degree of apparent order. t ere displayed is
,

surprising; in each year, the Fractions results appear strongest, the diajohs

results -next, and the Whole Numbers results last, And,,forevery Strand, .

the 1975-76 results were better, than the 1974 -75 results.(possibly due, in

"soiil-part,kto the better PLATO running conditions that obtained in 1975776

(se ,section 3.5.6d)).

'

'
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3.5.3.1 ETS Covariance Analyses for 1974-75.

,

./.

The )11utconies for 9/4775 given in Table 3,8, which w9febomputed at CERL

from:the '.itam data tables.received from ETS,.,are confirmed in their
, .

main out-

lineqiiy the results of analyses of covariance
i'.

4.
performed.by ETS, based on

'(presmably) the same body Of test data from which were computed tlie tables
2 ,

of Aem data that we werb giVen. The relevant results of these analySes-of,

dOvariancei are s4, Ummarized in Table 3,9,

Probability Adjusted Means (all pupils)
o

PLATO non-PLATO
0

Fractions .000 5.6 2.8

Graphs ' .218 3.9. 2,8,

Whole NuMbers .952 9.8 10.1

A

Table 3.9 Results of three analyses o 'iNariance. Each "Adjusted Means"
entry is 4 measure of posttest performance adjusted for pretest perfor-
mance. Each "Probability" entry gives the likelihood than the observed
difference of adjusted means :(-PLATO vs. non - PLATO' could'jiave occurred
by chance alone, (These analyses were dOne

' ,, . .

The table says that the likeilihood that the favorable=appearil;Fraations

test results could have occurred by4chance is vanishingly smallr.-.While the
..

ke-
:

.,

,lihood that tiiie- Graphsaphs test results bOuld have occurre by
.,-!

chance is quite high (better than one chance in five). The observed difference ,

in. Whole Numbers adjusted means is insignificant, since larger differences could

have occurreh by chance alone.

. The covariance results, cited were conveyed to us informally byfETS: Further

details of the analyses should-be obtained foiM ETS;.

'

3.5.3.2 CERL,Matched-PairAAhalysis

Just as.the ETSbovariance analyses for, 1974-25 are consistent with the

CERL' S.:, shown for 1.974-75 in Table 3.8, the ETS results shown in the

same for 1975-76 are confirmed in part by a CERL analysis.

.
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,

or 1975-76, ETS permitted us to obtain the full-student-by-item matrix
1."

for two of the ETS tests--the "comprehensive" standardized test, and the ETS

V achievement test on Fractions. We used the former as a matching instrument,,

in order to ldok at the results for the batter with initial ability/achievement
1

differences removed, insofar as possible. This was done mostW to obtain

specific infbrmation for lesson improvement, but the resul are presented

here in the form . an overall c'mparison.

Matching was 'arried out as follows--

ie pairi4hg of PLATO and non -PLATO classes which ETS had set up at'the
beginning of the trial were used as a beginning point. Within each such
pairing of classes, PLATO students were paired with ncsn -PLATO students on
the basis c the three subscores, and the total score, of the standard-
ized test. Stringent Matchinqocriteria were employed, but the number of

'matched pairs obtained was 75% of the maximum number of such pairs that
could possibly have be obtained. The adequacy of the matching operation
was checked by examining the Means and standard deviations for the two parts

of the sample on each of the subscores,and on the score, of the s and-

ardized test. For all four scores, the means were never different by 110):re

than a few tenths of a point (.01--.1 S.D..), either on raw,$cores'or on corre-
sponding'grade equivalent scores, and the st4hdard deviation$'wee ..also

very nearly equal. /,

Figure 3.1 shows the matched-pair results for the ETS Fractidns test., Each

vector in Figure 3.1 isassociated with an item from that test. The tail of

each vector (shown as a .circled item number) is plotted at the point/deter-

mined by, the percentages of PLATOond non-PLATO students who passed the

.

associated test item op the pretest. The head of the vector (labeled with an

)
uncircled item number) is Plotted at the point determined by corresponding

percentages. from the posttest. Since PLATO is on the ordinate, a steeply

sloping vector indicates better relative performance by the PLATO group. A

slope less than 45 degrees indicates better relative performance by the non-

KATO group. As the figure shows, only a handful of vectors have slOpes

less than 45 degrees. The overwhelming majority have slopes greater than.

that, and many of them are quite steep.
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7

9

R

Figure 3.1

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Non-1P ACM Percentage Pass Rate

Matc:led pal-r-tellalts,for Fractions (1975-76). Each vector
represents an item on the ETS Fractions test: The figuie
is based on the 122 matched pairs for whom complete results
from that test were obtained. (Sixth-grade classes Ha, Ya,
and Jo are excluded, because the old, incomplete, form of
the Fractions test was accidentally. .administered to classeS
Ha and Ya at,pretest time, and because classes Ha and Jo
appear to have spent an unusual amount of class time on
Fractions.)
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The'probability of so many of the slopes exceeding 45 by chance is p<.00001

(n=36, s=31). The binomial test is justified given that the Fractions test

was untimed and given that the opportunities for inter-item cueing were

judged to be small. When the 19 items on equivalence and decimals, where

intef.'item cueing is conceivable -(though unlikely), are neglected, the.re2

suit is p<.025 (n=17, s=13). The binomial test is, of course, extremely

conservative, in that it ignores the information contained in the magni-

tudes of the slopes and in the lengths of the vectors.

These results would appear marked enough to have practical, as wel as

merely statistical, significance; and they confirm the strong showing fpund

for 'Fractions-in 1975-76 by ETS. We only regret we do not have the data to
/

'

do similar analyses for Whole Numbers and Graphs.
:

3.5.3-.3.:CERL Attempt at Analysis of the Standardized Test

Because the increment of effort required was small, relatively speaking,.

standardized test itself in the same 'wayan attempt was made to analyze

just shown for the 1975-76 Fractions data, but the results were disappointing.

PLATO, but the difference from 45Most of the vectors had slopes favoring

degrees was small for almost all items. This is consistent with previous

generally too unstable,to repayexperience that multiple-choice items are

this kind of analysis.

3.5.4 Time Data

students spent working in'the variousThe amounts of time that PLATO

connection with attempting to interpret per-Strands are, important data in

Figures computed.from on-line re s of student timeformance results.

thTable' 3:10 for 1975 -76.in Strand-lessons are'giVen in
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Whole Numbers Fractions Graphs

Per 'cent 50.4% 35.6% 14.0%

Mean'Hours 22.9' 16.4 6.3

Table 3.10 Measures of student time-on-PLATO spent in lessons_of
the various Strands. (If times for two.disputed lessons on whole

3

numbers are neglected, the respective percentages are 48.1%, 37.3%
and 14.7%, and the,liours figure for Whole Numbers is 20.8.) Times
are given as they,stood on April 30',, since most ETS posttests were
administered just before or just after April 30.

The figures_show that students Spent about as much time on Whole.Numbers

as on the other two Strands combined, and that they spent relatively little

time on Graphs. In gross terms,, the same was true for 197A-1975, but precise
. .:

figlres for that year are not available.

- g
.

I.

...

Amounts of time spent by teachers, both PLATO and non-PLATO, in class
.

work in the three content areas is also important to interpreting the per-
\

-formance results. Unfortunately,. Oata,from the retrospective "Math Coverage

Questionnaire" which ETS administered Ito PLATO and Rion -PLATO teacheis at

the end of,the 197 6 trial present very serious difficulties of interpre-

tation. (The' questionnaire is discussed further in Section 3.5.7.)

Only in the case of Graphs, because responses relevant to Graphs ap
/=n

not vary much across grade and treatment, does it seem safe to interpret the

questionnaire'data. These data seem to,show that Graphs topics Were 'little

traced in the non-PLATO classes, or even in the PLATO classes beyondthe
e

students' exposure to the PLATO lessons themselves. On the average, teachers

designated Graphs topics as receiving "extensive coverage (in class]" in

only 2.5% of the PeSsIble instances, whereas they designated Graphs topics

as receiving "no coverage' tin-class'" in 725% of the possible instances.

Thus, the finding in several cases that the PLATO cl4sses oitperformed. the

non7,pLATO classes on tine ETS 'Graphs test can be tqkeh as evidence that the

Q.

b
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PLATO Graphs lesson's teach the topics in that test to a measurable de4ree,
-

but not as evidence that-they achiev tter results than "conventi7hal methods'.
.1

3.5.5 Discussion

In Section. 3.5.6, some general discussion is given to external,factors

which might,have contributed to the" observed performance results. However,

data necessary to evaluate the importance of these various factors is

'1:

not available to Ifs. We could speculate further in such directions, but it would

seem more useful, instead, to examine the three Strands themSelves, in the

h of'1finding differrritial characteristics9ahich might account for some

,- of the observed differences in perfotmance results. Results of such an

examination could provide useful uidance to frtute PLATO curriculum efforts.
7,

In fact, it has been known for some time that the most successful Strand, .

FrabtiOns, was different in several important respects from the other two

Strands. Among them --

a. Only the Fractions Strand fully exploited the ability of PLATO to adjust
.0

instruction to the performance of the student.. MOst of the Fractions.

adjusted difficulty constantlyforthe-indA.V.3.48a1 student'On the basis of

his recent performance, often through 1C1'or more levels, 'and (in 1975-76)

provided constant feedback to the student about his progress through the
0

bevels; in addition, Fractions lessons used mastery-of-skill criteria to

determine when to advance the student to new lessO4 Only the.Fractions

Strand was individualized in.this,tnoroughgoing sense, as is shownby the

data in Table 3- g11 .'

,
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Fractions, Graphs Whole-Numbers

All7lessgns (except quizes)-- 84 61 73

Required lessons 79 57 55

Adjustive (strict def.) 57

o 4
Mastery (strict def.) 54 1 1

Adjustive (weak def.) 58' 8 5

(weak def.) 57 2. 7

ATable 3.11 Characteristics of lessons of the three Strands.'' Each
entry is the number gf lessons having the designated characteristic.

. Lessons were classified according to both a strict and a somewhat relaxed

efirlition of adjustiveness; likewise, they were classified according to.

both a strict and a somewhat relaxed definition of mastery-of-skill critei..ion:

The weaker definition in each case alredrall reasonable borderline. cases to

be included.

There.i no implication, of cou se, that EVERY lesson should.adjust

difficulty and demand mastery-of-skill. These concepts are appropriate only

to lessons whose purpose is, in fact, to produce mastery of skill, and all

three Strands had objectives beyond, mastery of their respective target skills.

b. All three Strands were designed to be used by, the classroom 'teacher

-
(not to b%independent of the teacher); but only the Fractions. Strand gave

sustained attention to the probltms of integrating PLATO instruction with

regular classroom instruction. Specifically, the Fractions support machinery,

included effective on -line and off-line student data feedback'to.teachers, a

handbook to, help teachers understand and use the feedback, a 100-page illustrated

`teacher.'s guide to help teachers understand and use the Fractions lessOns,,' and

extensive off-line student materials. In 1975-76, data feedback was provided'

for all three Strands iethe form pioneered by'the Fractions Strand in 1974 -75.
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4.

The followin tables give Smile fUrther information about the other factops.

Fractions Graphs Whole Numbers
I

Teacher's manual provided? Yes Yes No

Looseleaf for teachers? Yes iNo

Revisions before 1975-76: Two None

Edition used in 1975-76: )Nov 75 Jun 74

Number of pages: ° 108 80

'Pages over 1/3 full: 99 45

Number of illustrations:
. 223 5'

# of screen illustrations: 218

Table 3.12 Charact tics of teacher's manuals provided by the various
,

Strands.

Fractions Graphs Whole Numbers

J
Off-line materials provided? rtes Yes4' No

,Keyed copy for teachers? Yes ?

Integrated with manual?
/

Yes No -

, k
Integrated with feedback? ,I,,..., Yes- No

Number of pages: 65 .\24

Number of tasks; 445 139

----- Table 3.13 Characteristic's of off -lined student materials provided
by the various Strands.

3.5.6 Words of Caution

.

The performance results.liSbussed in Section 3.5.3 are those -of tw&small-

Y.

scale educationAl studies conducted under n4tural4tic conditions. That bein

so, it is necessary to give some consideration to the various alternative

.
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explanations which could account, in4phole or in part, for the results reporiaed.

There art a number of them; only a few of the more important ones will be dis-

cussed.

a. Aside'frw the. gact that, -in each case, one set of classes used the

PLATO Elementary Mathematics lessons and the other-set did not, we know
/\

rel tivelyllittle about what actually went'on in the classes includea0,in

the studies. (Sections 3.5.4 (above) and 34.7 (following) also relate, to this
)

problem.) Thus, there is noway to. rule out the po6sibility th t Parameters

other than the use of the PLATO curriculum materials
. were importan deter-

mining'the observed results. Kfferent amounts of teacher time sp6nt on

different topics in different-classes, for example, could have hail a large

effect'on the results We.have.

b. Neither teachers nor students were randbmly selected, and the total,

number olf teachers involved was quite small. Thus, the results observed

could easily have been due, at least in part, to accidents ot sampling.

One knoWn bias: PLATO teachers were largely self-selected. However, the

differential success of the three Strands suggests that such factors,,

though almost certainly present to various unknown degrees, were'not

overriding.

c. As is customary in educational experiments, the trial was not "blind ",

let alone "double-blind". Thus, it is altogether possible that the observed

5),

'results were infldenced by irrelevant incentive effects (Hawthorne effect,

John Henry,effectPygmalion effect, etc.). One pgssible source of such effects,

in addition to the generally high Visibility'of P TO: ;PLATO teachers received

extra pay. (On the other hand, the differential success of the-three

Strands suggests, once again, that such effects, if present, were not overriding.)
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d. The circumstances of the PLATO* trials wee.in a number of respects

far from optimal. The fact that the three,, Strands were the products of three

quite separate' groups led to some jury-rigged compromises in the way 'die

curriculum was managed. Particularly unfortunate ih 1F5-76 was the wide-

spread use of4!mi/iced" or Zbalanc,ed" schedules--ones where a student would

receive main-line instruction in two, or even all three, different Strands

each week. (By actual count, about 79% of all student-weeks had "mixed"

schedules.) This practice entailed constant re-orientation on the part of

the students,,andlim,ited the-opportunity of PLATO,,teacItrs to coordinate

their classroom work with the PLATO curriculum.

.In 1974-75 severe system limitations (system instability, inadequate computer

memory, and lack of touch panels) prevented "mixed" schedules, but caused

serious problems of other kinds: Briefly, Whole Numbers and Graphs ran for a

long time,.but under poor copditionsv whereas, Fractions ran under good conditions,
'a

but only for a short time (students, on the average, completed less than half

the available Fractions sequence);

In the final analysis, there iS ho way to rule out the possibility that

all three Strands of the PLATO curriculum might have shown better results in

one or both of the two years if these various difficulties of implementation,

had been avoided.

je. Except for the standardized test and Fractions test data for

1975- 76,.mo st of the, data on which the discussion here is based were, collected

J.
and processed by Education"Testing Service (the demands of the ETS Evaluation

on teachersand studentsseVerely limited the amount of data we could colleCt

independentlY), and our knowl dge of how it was done is minimal., Only summary:

numbers were made available to us for 1974-75; we have not had access to
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4.

original student tests and questionnaires, nor to student-by-item matrices
0

derived from them; nor have we any'infortation about the standards/procedures

which were used to convert student responses on the open -ended ETS Strand tests

into item scores. For the 1975-76 results, weThave obtained student-by-item

f"-- matrices for the standardized test and the ETS Fractions test Jut we have

only a generalized verbal report on results fOr the other two Strand0. 'Obvious

itiS:highly unsatisfactory to have so much of the.data from these two trials'

available only in such pre-digested forms.

More tould be said, but the fiVe points given should be sufficient to
5,

persuade the reader that, while it seems possible to form useful judgments on

the,basistof the available results of the two trials, such judgments must be

regarded as hypotheses, not as conclusions.

3.5.7 ETS's Topic Coverage Questionnaire

The PLATO and non-PLATO "treatments" were not well - defined in either

year's trial, and such data as we have indicate that both "treatments" were

mafleedly and irregularly non-homogeneous (i.e., differ t teachers did widely
?ft

varying things)`. For 1974 -75, ETS has not reported any data about what the .

two "treatments" were in fact like (i.e., about what the various teachers-

.actually did in their math classes during the year)., HoweVer,-at the end..of"
. .

the 1975-76 year, ETS did ask teachers to fill out a "Math Coverage questionnai
7

in an attempt to gather some information of this kind.

TO comment adequately on this questonnaire. would require many pages._

But data,concerning teacher cOntr4ibutiOns is so important to interpretation of.

the test data that some general comments, at least, are required.

The questionnaire was seven pages long and required nearly 100
1

ly,

re"

tS),
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.IP
responses, including(61 six-.way classifications.` It has the appearance of

rough-draft, and there wa$ no,preliminary field testing of it that we know of.
(

b. The questionnaire came at the end of the year, but attempted to ascer-'

tain det:11S of/Class mathematics aftivities conducted since the beginning of
1.

the year--a procedure which, by 44Self, renders the data colcted rather

qUestionable.

c. There is ample evidence that respondents often did not understand

direct ors, ored them or read variant meaning into them, andlOhat many
1

I

respondents were answering hastily.
3 \.

d. The questionnaire took no notice of the fact that ETS's Posttests

were given about a month, more or less, be.fore the end of school. This is

important.because topics which teachers covered after about April 30 ware, .

as far as the posttests were concerned, not covered at all. However, it is
I

not:possibie to tell from'the questionnaire data which topics were covered

before April 30 and which after.

e. In six cases, a single questionnaire covered classes )hich included

'children from two, or even three, different grade levels. In another case,

just one questionnaire was obtained from a teacher who taught'both
0

a PLATO
.

class and two non-PLATO classes. N.For one group of PLATO 4th graders, no

questionnaire data at all were obtained.
A

For these and-other reasons, the questionnarie data present very serious,

difficulties of interpretation. The operations necessary to convert the

raw responses into useful indices necessarily introduce assumptions and

,k
judgments, not previously specified; which muddy the interpretation picture

still further. Altogethert,we do not helieveitis possihle to extract

from these data much that is helpf?1 in interpreting the achievement test

4

data. This is a finding we deeply'reg'ret. We hope that with the help of
4

data froM classroom observations, teacher logs; interviews., etc..(none of whicl

f

are available to us), ETS will be able to do better'than we at assessing the

u /,



.contribution oiithe m factors other.than'PLAtO which, undoubtedly influnenced
,

the observed performance results.

3.5.8 Conclusion to Section 3.5

PLATO is not itself a treatment, and in particular'it is not a magic

treatment which will always produce good results. Instead,,PLATO is a medium

'which can 0 ud'edwell or badly. ,Experience with the. Elementary Mathematics,.

_

Curriculum suggests that among,thefactors which can.contribute to effective us

/ of PLATOI are: a) having lessons adjust difficulty in'response to the recent

performance of the student, b) using mastery-of,-skill criteria to determine

when to advance students from lesson to lesson,:plid c) making generous

provision for integrating PLATO lessOns.with the ongding Work of the Class-,

room. A curriculum, especially a basic skillstcdrriculum, which does not make

appropriate use of these techniques may not be using PLATO as effectively as it

A could and 'should.

Of Cours,these techniques are themsel,ves.tools which can be used well

or'badly. A large element of judgment, which as yet does not lend itself

easily to 'description in quantitative. terms, plays a crucial role in de&E.--J

mining the success or-failure of instructional design and'implementation
,

efforts. So attention to adjustiveness, maOpery criteria; and integration
A.

with teachers_', activities does not guarapt6e success. But, in skilled hands,

/
these techniques seem able to make important contributions to sucdtiss;

4
We hope

that continuing' PLATO efforts in basic skills areas will enableu6 to explore

thespossjEllities further:

e
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3.6 EVALUATION PROBLEMS

6sl

Three major evaluation probleffis encountered during the National
s.

Oemopstration seem sufficiently general that they warrant description

land discussion. .

0.

First is the matter of clear specification.of evaluation goals.' Inv.

retrospect it appears that ETS an&CERL each Ad differing views of

wha. were'prOper goals of the external evaluation. Early ETS
,

personnel)

concentrated, for example, on the products of-the curriculum design pro-
,

., - ,' ,2,-,7

. jects a' time when CERL personnel were paqINinced that evaluation.ofthe

processes being c rried out was most important. From the view of the ETS
/

personnel,_PLATO ad been presented as a completed instructional product

ready to be evaluated for the market., From the 'view of CERL p'ersonnel,

PLATO was a.Vehicle which would perMit study of a variety of techniques

of implementing a new in tructional medidm. Each'. of these, views couldbe

.defended and little would a gained by claimirig either'at .111-e''. correct

view. The jmportant outcome was tha ach o, these organizations in follow-
.

ing what they perceived as the expected direction of the Demonstration wasted

resources that could have been better' used. ETS, under the assumption that.

specifications'of Courseware objectives were firm,Thegan deveppment
.

hr.

. . a

of tests which turned out to be inappropriate for the materials ult4mately.

produced, as outcomes of an evolutionary d sign process. CERL, under the

assumption that ,the process of learning.to use 'a new meditdwas of major

. ,

interest, spread limited resources over so many different projeFts that chances

for clearcut,uCcess of tiny one were restricted. Since the differences in.
. /MI

ewpoints became'epparent only after,miny months of interaction;" seems

Olear'that future T44lioants in projects:for whil4H ctear-precedent,,,tar.,

-_ i

40'

,j
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.

not available should be very-cautious in assuming' that. general descriptions

Of planned activities of others can be interprAeldin only ohe way.

Second, is the mater of conflicting evalUation efforts. Materials

9
developed during the National Demonstrationihad to undergo a formative,--=

evaluation during production to provide designers with information;needed fb

modification and improvement. They also.underwent a summative evaluation

to determine their effectiveness as a finished product. Since both of these

evaluations require collection of 'substantial quantities of,opinion and Pdr-

formance, it was seen that sharing of data between evaluators would mini-

_Mize duplication of effort and undue demands on the limited time pf student

and instructors. Since it was felt that the needs of the external evalua-

tor to insure the validity occillected data was stronger than the need

if the internal eva ator to insure prompt feedback to designers, ETS

personnel agreet'.to perform all collect/tonof data from off-line tests and
. ,

z.

to share these,data within a few'days with- ,design groups, 'Unfortunatelyw

changes in personnel and feats of possibleMisuse of these data (to "teach

to the test item") resulted in delays of up to a year between data collec-

tion and sharing. As a result,-many materials never benefited from a

kinal revision cycle based on data from students from,more than one institu-

tion. A'solution for this problem is notsimple. Clearly, something ig
..

awry when the act of evaluationleads to-a possibly inferior product, Yet.;

P
.

. k
.

if an external evaluation is necessary, one would hesitate to compromise",

its independence. Probably the only workable compromise.is for both types

evaluations to be carried out internally and-for the summative evaluation
'

to be subjeCtedto an independent audit or meta-evaluation.

Thd third problem is the matter of Special; kills being needed for

evaluations of novel technologies. There are certain basic skills in the

areas of experimental desiAn, dttservation, test"deveiopment, and a analysis
-

t.ij
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that any competent evaluator is expected to possess. In addition, special

skills and knowledge must be possessed or.acquired in order to design and

perform an effective evaluation in a specific area.auch.as early childhood
.N

education or CBE. ETS'recognized this need in subcontracting certain por-

tions of the evaluation to nationally recognized specialists. In addition,

their own personnel acquired skill and use of the PLATO system.; The uni-

queness of the PLATO system, in fact; made it necessary even for the sUb-
.

contracted specialists to devote time to understanding details of this CBE'

system-beftlt they were able to make useful contributions/. In retrospect,

this time required for acquisition of-skills that are unlikely to benefit

.,external eval tors in other situations seems to be a.litArste.of their

s ff of qualified evaluators ?with tt eSe special skills

alread existed ,at CE -At no time ,during the National Demonstration. was

this intern*staff sup d for More than two full-time-equivalents of

time for that effOrt. Even this level as present only at the end of the'

Demonstration and then largely in support of data analysis (although limited

ea.!.er support in formative evaluation had been given also), With limited

additional supPort, generaliable studes,of CBE SystemAfunctioning and

instructional design could hive been produced by the-group (several-such

studies are., in fact, now in progress under support,of the Advanced ReseaKch`
..;

Projects Agency). Freed from having-to learn the esoteric nuances_of one

specific CBE system, the talents of ETS personnel could have been used to gt

perform a thorough audit of the resulting internal evaluation and technical

reports. Such a role was indeed assumed by ETS in the case of most of the

technical information on system usag5Vand reliability. These last'data were

collected almost entirely by the CERL eAl ttidri staff as a part of their

normal duties and would have been available even in the absence of an ex-

ternal evaluation.
f
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3.7 PERSONNEL

The following persons were members of the PLATO Educational Evaluation

and ReSearch Group qER Group) during the National Assessment. Their

contributions to this project are briefly indicated beside their names.

Allen Avner - Chief of PEER group. System relia ility a44 usage.
Early versions of student data routines. General.aid,to Community
College groups in collection and analysis of usage data.

John B. Gilpin - Internal evaluation work with the Elementary
Mathematics-?reject.'' Instructional design and test design support
for Community College Mathematics and Elementary Mathematics. Internal
Evaluation of Community College English.

Martin A. Siegel - Data Analysis Service Programs. Curriculum
Conultant/to the Community College.Mathematics,Gropp.-

0

Esther R. Steinberg - General Aid in lesson design for Community
College groUps. Internal evaluation of Community. College
Mathematics and Elementary Reading.

Kikumi Tatsuoka - DataAnalysis and Statistical rvice Programs.
Design and pata Analysis of some PLATO-;nonrPLATO comparison study
in CommunitCollege Mathematics.

Tamar WeaVer - Designsof student data handling procedures, for,all...
CoMmunity College_projects (exCept English). Consulting wish`" '

Community College personnel on gathering':of tormativedata
lesson design and revision.

1
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4. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS

The goal of the elementary school a atics program has been the

demonstration of the feasibility and value of PLATO in the'Athematics

,curriculum in grades four thrOugh six. In the years from 1973 to 1976

the program has developed, over 100 hours of ir(structional material

(averaged for many students), and has-delivered approxiinately .k),000

student, contact -hours of instruction to about 500 students. Test results .

and personal response from teachers and students indicate that PLATO can

provide an effective medium kr learning and teaching.

,4.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The intermediate-grade math demonstration came to focus on two sub-

problems: (

\.1. The determination of the mathematics-teaching roles PLATO can play

in an elementary school classroom.

2., The creation enough courseware to explore the utilization of.

PLATO in some of these roles.

These problems necessarily had to be dealt with simultaneously, since

without'some determination of appropriate roles one cannot design suitable

c--

courseware, yet at the same time, without a'reasonable bodrof.courseware

one can get no empirical results on how well PLATO can play each particular
.;

role. k

The ecology of an elementary school classroom is complex. In helping ,

i

elementary school students learn mathematic teachers ordinarily carry

r.
1 A,
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out Man erentactivities:
co-

they administer tests, both for dtagnostic

and for motivational reasons; they correct these tests, sometimes with
.

subtle attention to the precise form and probable cause of the various

student errors; they attempt to diagnOse'student--,neeps; they introduce

new ideas, they as homework, they answer student questioils'I. and much,

'much more, do their side, students also do many different things: they

receive assignments from the teacher; they listen to other students, and

get ideas f m them;,they compete with other students; they consider student

remarks and make judgements on them; they do work that they are proud of

and show it to other students, or to adults; they are influenced by various

peer-group pressures, And they contribute to the creation of peer-group

pressures that influence other students; they give answers which'embarrass

them before other children; they.make errors and try to go over their work

to find what went wrong; they discover patterns; they explain things /to

other students; they make suggestions tomother students; and, again,

much, muchmore.

Where, among these tasks, could PLATO Play a useful role? In trying

to answer this question, several factors must be considered.

Some observers, for example, have feared that the use of CAI in sch6o15

would have a harmful effect on children's social development; these observers
hatito

visualized one child, working alone at a terminal, cut off from social con-

tacts with Other human beings, so that,their social development was retarded,

and (p haps worse) they did not learn to talk about the work they were

doing, so that they failed to develop a "meta" language for discussing

mathematics.

AnOther fa tor is that since different schools use, roughly, two

different approaches to the,learning of mathematics, one by rote imitation
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and drill, and the other by'creative analysis of problem situations; some

observers have feared.that the introduction of computers into classrooms

would increase the emphasi9,on rote arithmetic, and diminish the role of

creative heuristic analysis.

More objectively, it seemed thatneither of these dangers were inevit-

able, and one goal.for the design of PLATO courseware was to demonstrate
..,

that CAI ca place quite adequate emphasis on the creative and exploratory

aspects of mathematics, and on various forms Of-social cooperation and

interaction.

A third factor conCekns the difference between "special" and "opera-

tional" testing. Up to..a point, at least, a CAI lesson can be tested by

itself, as a special activity by students. We have called this "special

testing." Some information can b,e gained frOm special testing -- for

example, confusing wording on.ambiguous diagrams can often be identified --
.

,and a great deal of special testing has been dOne on every'PLATO lesson,

but-special testing-!can not be used for effective evaluatiOn of how PLATO

(or any particular lessons) will function in typical classroom implementa-

tion. .) Special testing is in fact, too special, too unusual. Testing

,lessons when they are embedded at their intended point' in a curriculum that

is in routine, day-to-day use in classroOms, we have called -"operational

testing." Only from operational testing can one infer how PLATO (or the

lessons in question) will function in regular classroom implementation:
1, 0

This implies that the demonstration had to have enough courseware for

regular day-in, day -out usage. In fact, enough courseware has been created

to provide a curriculum that occupies the average intermediate grade student

one half hour per day, every school day, *.f6 more than one school year (that

,is, the average student will not complete the course in one yeak). When
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lessons are tested, embedded. into this regular usage,'one gets a more reliable

indication of their value in routine implementation. 4,%

Finally, if PLATO is to be a helpful tool for teachers, and not.an

. added nuisance, teachers must be able to assign students to appropriate

study units with very little effort; and teachers must
$7 get highly readable

feedback on.student performance' in order'to monitor what students are doing
.

(and in order to know what ,

assignMents to make). Furthermore,- if, for any

. reaSon,.a teacher does NOT make an assignment for some student, PLATO must

incltide a default student-scheduligglprocedure that will schedule
, .

the
'.

student in the best way possible based on the4accumulated.performande record

(stored/in computer memory) of that individual student.

4.2 SUMMARY OF THE PROGRAM

The elementary mathematics demonstration was set up witli..4enough course-
r .

ware to allow students to on PLATO one half hour each Ay;.every

Say, for one year. The-r6purseware Was,d9veloped in three strands,

1. Whole number arithmetic, including:
. ,

means of operations

computation techniques and practice

algorithm's
-.01V

place value

renaming and symbols

word problems

2. Fractions, mixed numbers, and decimals, including:

meanings of fractions and mixed numbes

equivalent fractions

addition, subtraction, and multiplication of fractions and

mixes) numbers
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themeaningof decimal numeralS

heuristic approaches to problem solvi4

3. Graphs, variables, fUnctions, and equactions, including:.

signed numbers (integergand rationals, positive, negative,
1/

and zero)

variables and open sentences

`exponents

graphs

the representation.of ?unctions b graphs, tables, and formulas

7

This courseware was designed for a wide range of student abilities

and backgrounds, intended for grades fourthrough six. In most school

there are also many students in grades seven through nine who have nót

Is
mastered-this material, and review and remediaeion a ese grade leVels

('

,
, i

might be an especially important use of sUch courseware in the futur'e.
/ .-

i
ti

i

It should b# e stressed tha the present courseware has undergon6
'

Atensive "special" testing,4 defined above, but as had only one'year

o

of "operational testing, and Ilas,never gone through appropriate micro-

assessment in an operational setting; it has therefore never been revised
- i

. pn the basis of such feedback data. It represents a rOspectable "first
, ( '-':7'-=-

draft,"flargely free of flagrant flaws, but NOT /improved by any extensive
,

use o"f feedback data. In partculir, there has been no char/best° ke
. _

"_empirical comparisons of al. ative versions. We do not conSid r it a

6

finished pxjuct.

An indiv dual child's half-hour session fo4 the da is p esented to
0

him :having been "computed"_biPLATO4from-his individual past' record of t

1

pelirmance, taking account bf whatever inputs the teacher has.madeil/and
t

,
i . i

using a default 'scheduling procedure whenever teacher planning-inputs have

not been made.
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The typical half;7hour session:oiS-divided into three parts (or slots),(-
.t I ,

and!4s designed and "computed":roughly as followstalt The second of the three

parts is viewed as. the main new'less J n, and is computed .first, -from "curric-

ulum trees" and invididual records of previous
ol student performande. `'Once

the " second slot" has been planned, PLATO in effect asks, and answers, the

I. question:

a _

s ".if this is to be our m.L1- work today, what review.of what topics

should precede it?" The answer is assined for the first slot, cii-else the

.first slot i filled with other review material) or even with preliminary
.

material intended to build readiness for other new
.

lessons that will be

coming up soon. Finally, the third slot.is filled with material intended
IP

to be particUla2ly enjoyable (butt simultaneously, educationally Valuable,

either as review or as drill), Often cast in some, sort of "game" format.

Wherever feasible, studes are given the choice of activities, or of

alternative forms of activities, or of non- curriculum matters within lessons

(e.g., wit in a game, Students can choose the name which PLATO calls them,

and chOiceS such as "Superman" or "The Greatest" are common). In fact,
Alk

teacher inputs and student choices combine to allow quite, flexible uses of

the, three slAs. (For the 1976-77 year, it will be ssible for teachers

to arrange for each session to cansist of N slots, where 1 < N < 7.)

For many;' 4sons there are.two versions: a "regular" version, intended

for students who are encountering it for the first time, and a,"fast." or

"revie version for students to use as a quick review; w1iile both versions
.

are paced by student performance (so that the "regula :\ersiorean Move
k:'

.
P_quickly) if students do well, and the "review" version Can I've slowly for

a student whd needs extra help), the "review" version is
.., ordinarily shorter!

t Cand faster. '
7

P

t

f
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4.3 THE DIFFERENT ROLES THA PLATO CAN PL.Pj IN A CLASSROOM: EXAMPLES OF

. COURSEWARE

The versatility of the PLATO system and its graphics capabilities allow
o

it to!play many different roles in a classrooM: This section describes'

a-fe.wiof the roleS that we have explored in the elementary school mathematids

curriculum.

PLATO can introduce a new mathetha ical idea. This is done via the

"paradigm" teaching strategy
1

. The student is asked to perform some action

which he is easily able to do, after which his act is re-interpre

For example, to introduce the fractiqp 1/3, the student is asked to share

a .candy.par equally among three children; when Yee has dOne this,' he is told

that he has given each child 1/3 of the candy bar.

The PLATO screen can present pictures that have precisely the pioperty
I S.

that iselevant,tO the immediate task. These pictureS can help introduce.

new tasks, and can later be Summoned as aids when students seem to need them.

PLATO.can provide additional motivation for drill or practice activities.
_

The two preceding roles Can,be illustrated-by the'lesson;'SpeedWay,"

from the whole number arithmetic strand. Figure 4.1 shows five plasma.

-4)

panel displays from "Speedway." Exactly what displays a student sees as

) he works through a lesson'wilidepend upon his individual pelkormance, but.

these ft are'suggestive of 4 possibitities. The first panel

occurs at.the beginning pf the lesson, and is a typical --he-ie6 page," 1

allowing the student a maximuM\pumbqr or choices within the overall planned

lExpldnations of this are in:. .Davis;, Robeft B., "Naive Foundations for a
.Theory of Mathematics.4rearnijilV" Learning ancl theeature of Mathematics,
ed. William E. Lamon, Science Research Associates, Inc., 1972 and
Davis, Robert Bi, "TWo Myste4es )tiolained: The Paradigm Teaching Strategy,
and 'Programmability';," Journal.o Children's Mathematical Behavior,,
Supplement No. 1 (Sumther 1976).

I
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curriculum stracture. -The second panel shows the "race" in-progress.:--
-

4as theetudent answers questions, PLATO uses his speed and accuracy in
0- .

ariswering 1Pdetermine the speed with:which the student's car advances along

the track'. (The Opposing race car HAs4.its speed determined by the. student's A

.
. H . .

past performance; or, if the, student prefers, by, a ratO which,he 'sets
1v .

,

arbitrarily.) Panel III shoWs,the kind of "help" picture that PLATO displays-.

when student performance suggests the need, or when the student himself.

.

requests it .by pressing the "FIBLP" key. Panel IV shows one type of feedback
I.

.

. _, "fCc ,
that is tepOrted back to

,

the
_

studtntA and Panel V' shows another form, which

serves the dual purpoS'e Orgiving the student detailed data on various

aspects of how:Fell he'is doing, while also proViding experience in the use

of graph's, one of the mathematical topics thatAthe strident is studying.

4 0
'The use of "meaningfuLpictures," or "low-inferende Structural pic-

.

tures" -- wherethe relevant pathematics can be "seen in the picture

itself -- can also be illustrated by pha lesson "Subtraction with Sticks."

In terms of manipulatable physical objects, p4c"Teiue base-teh numerals
-

can be represented,by tongue"aepreSsors'(for "units"ror,"ones"),-bkandleS-

_
.

0

of ten tongue - 415xes6arAheld together°bY a rubber band (for "tens"), a
TV r )

plastic sandwi,dh 8'-a4 ho Ainslien such bupdles (for ''hundreds")74and so on '-

,./T-

"Borrowing"
, r'"regrOup-in"jOr subtraction,is then accomplished by remov4g-

'-',A,

tber bavrq. and separ ting,the bundle into loose stickS.ig.,5bis_me ap-
. .

?roach can bt suggested by pictures-,on the plasma panel: -by appropriate
4.

,, J

key'presses, :4 .-t glert,p44/14-eparate a depidted bundle into-ten separate

.

loose depicted'sticks, 01:1-8d_on., Figure 4.2 showS three,fra;es f,om this

.1 sson. Notice ,that, at_first, the picture precisely matches the abstract
.-'

notation. As the lesson progresses the pictures are gradually suppressed,.

and tge student deals only with the abstract notation --,but the pictures

0
can stillbe pre,sented as "nelpsel, if needed-or reqUested.

(' d / , I 1
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to bor;-ow using sticks
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43-
-25,
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.

How to borrow using sticks

Here is a problem.

We need to take ewey.5, I.e. sticks but we only have 7..
We more loose sticks by opening bundle.
PYeas to open a.bundle..

Press -1-115- at the., i.e no tens in your emmam.
Press 53 ,r you want to break up ten into OM..

a

Figure 4.2. Three Typical Frames from the Lesson "Subttactiou with Sticks'

72
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-PLATO :tan also,,Present.loalat Richard Suchmah has called "a curridalw of

starting points' -- as in tne f "West," which introduces new ideas onideas
,

1 ,
.

/

1
...

, v _ ,
,

2, strategy and
,>, .

on maxima withbut. teaching either explicitly] and without
.

continuing instruction on either. Here are opportunities for students to

move ahead with these ideas - and PLATO All continue to # play/ its role
\

.

,if students'
(-------- ..,

,
,

on 7-hut there s.,no,reql.flreient at students _do so..,'

4.
The lesson can thusioe regarded .

:as oviding attractive motivation for drill .)
. . . '

and praCtice, or it can playthe:furtherole OfintroduCing the Student:td-

some worthwhile new ideas. TWo.frames fromest"areshOwn in Figure

It is critically ±Mportant4that stude s understand the meanings of

mathematical symbols.. In the case of Trac ions, for example, it is iglogr-
--

tant for the student tO-recognize,7/8,or 3 -s or 5.4, as numbers having

a definite'size, dust as 7 or 500 do. The graphibs capability of PLATO

allows the'IeSsOMdesigner to effectively address thiq problem: ,Figure 4.4
. o

a

shows two displays from lesson "D\arts" Which-illustrate 6is-rOle.

`

PLATO can g tWstudent ih learning
.1A

and canjr"oVide:sObtlq,

controlledforMsof feedback, as in theles "Sort Equivalent FraptionS"

If'the student.sorts one name incorrect11, PLATO tell him that oneserting..'
/

o. : .

decisio was wrong, but?deenOt sa which one. The, student"fhus-fac'e:s 1

,, ..- "IL-----.:

''the task cf?'"de- i g".his performance by a carefig review of. what-he:ha
,,, 1 -

_

don. Figure 4.5 syloWs three YamesfrOm this lesIbn. '
. . ,,

/ ..'''

The strategy of'makirladispIays. appear (and change) t the same, time -. ..,''

. .
.. , .

as-the correspOnding:abstrabt notations can be seen also in .the 'lesson'.
.

-

., . .

. . -..
.

.

"Addition
,s _

Simplifying
.

. z. . . , ,

and Subtraction:Practice-14i1 and BorrOwing,"-from
. .

the Fractions Strand. .Figure-4.64tripws tkee frames.froM4thilesson.

classrooms without CAI, a SttadenA
0

nay exhibit a piece Of' work of
.

which!he is proud.' StudentS a15b,getf ideas from the work of; other students-,
. '

,

_If

4
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Trwch twrre F..At tY, I.I ,ps.erase th."
Jane.,

Fres A_Pe-.

Figtire

.7
Purpose:. TroVtde practice.identifying uivalent.fractions. This.lesson

IS lorstudents'who already have a asit understandfhg of equivalent
fractions

Three Frames froM the Lesson"Sort Equivalent FrA.Otione

F
Description: Several fraOtions-arescattered on the screen along,with

. *.21 3, or 14-1060:.- tbe student sorts .thefractIons. into. the Idiops
so' that each loop .contains an equivalence set. If- the student's -;

:solution is not completely correct, 'PLATO tells how many,(butOot
which) of the fra4ions are'n the wrong loops. The student must
decide which .of the' numbers are out, of place and move them. This
tauges"the.Student to review hiS work and justify the equivalence
for each number in order to Vbcate the errors. DifficultsradjuSts

. ' to thee student' siijerforMance

.
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Figure 4.6.
4.

Three Frames from a-Lesson on Adding and Subtraoting Mixed
,

.Numbers

3.
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Both of these possibilities can be consid4ably enhanced by a suitable
,\

use of PLATO, One sucli use, designed by Dugdale andKibbey, is,the

"paintings Library." in this lesson, a, student chooses (or is told by

PLATO) a fraction between zero-and-one,"°The task islto "color in". that

fraction of a.rectangle, using touch panel to color (rather like,

finger, painting, ,but with discretely quantized area) . ..After PLATO verifies,

thaethe proper fraction of the"area has been painted, the.studentmay,
v,.

if he,, wishes, add two of-, his paintin0 to a "library ;" stored in thillicom-, .

puter's Themor,,AEhat is availCble'for other s u to' look at. Aft early
, ,

'version of this lesson did not proVide this "library" featUre, and the

student work was rather Uninspired:. When the "library" was added, some

very creative work began to,occur,,cs suggeSted by the following sequence.
r3.

The earliert solutiOnS are usually relapiyely straight-forward, such

the AraWing in Fig ,ire 4.7.

From Sharing ideas, students come jo. see some"More interesting possi-
/

'tilities, such as the painting.shown in Figure 4.8,
,

In Fig 4.9 we see lawst a
T. deVeloping a new p,ropedure.fot easy,

s

,estiMatioh Of the,area;and
T

in. igures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 ve*s'ee these
,

'-ideas .developed further. ,.

dynt S.Opened up some new possibilities, using her\initiiks

r,1
(Figure.4.43); this.gradually led to further'refinements -(Figure

,
4.19,and

4.15), including a "contest" on the word "HIP' (FiguresTO. and A.37),

with Vari,ationp (Figures 4.18 and 4.19).
.

The cieativity, originality, humor,
,

and pride diSplayed.hereis
.

obvious, but the mathematical purpose has net-been lo0.: in every, case
v: - k

I
thestudent had to color A precise pre-sPeci*ed fraction of the'reetdngle

i ,,;
and .he had to get it right before:PLATO would allow hi'M to save t1

painting in the "painti
°
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Thee 1e chery I 5 painted I 4 f the

Figure 4.7. Cheryl S.. painted i/4.
of the rec tangle this way';'-andliked

the-reault well enough to Store it
in the coMpUterIs "library" so that
other students could see

T 1 5. 5 I., :- nt -;1 I 2 \: I f5

NE mes

d111_1111A111 11! 1111 I

"'Figure 4
intet ng

..srqP.t41?g

is one' ha

Raxmondfouhd .01
way :t& paint 1/2. f the

to be sure t it

.4

tt' Tho 5 htwl I a. :

FigT:e 4.9.: Llawstop.T. found. a
'rnethad fot easy estimation of the

fraction that fs painted):xet at
tile' same time allowing;f0k.more .

interestingartis4c p4terrisi

v
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Th1e'1t redly c`th palnted 1 2

a

Figure 40.11. Some excellentartIts-
tic possiftlities .open up. Note
that:Fredec M,,.has panted exactly
1/2, 4..the'rectangle.

s4

o

80"

T1115-15 v ntt...1 1 c:1* the

144

Figure 4,10. Lawston's method can
be extended. Slake Lawston's.
painting-is in the computer's
"library," other students can see
it; be inspired by it,and carry
the idea further -- as Fred D.
has done in this example.

7

B

a

Thi 5. 15 -1.:..to nvtth.s...1 1-. r.t.e:1 I '2 tht

Figure ,1Z. An interesting exten- .

sion olVLAwston's method.

ii
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Figure 4013. Cynthia S. had the (*-
idea of displaying her initials --
again_in the computer's "library:'
so that other students can see it.

N
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1 1 . , 1 1, I: t- I t t.

Figure 4.14. Cynthia',s idea
inspires anothdk student to design
a particularly artistic version of
the name Doug. Exactly half of tbe'lr
rectangle hasbeen painted.

. .

'Figure 4.45. .:..and a very attrac-
tive "Josh" (by Joshua P.) --

4 exactly 5/9 of.the rectangle Has
been pa,inted.

'!..

:a

I

J.

JO"
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11

'40111r Figfire 4'4:18. Time
4 'I 8xActlyt half of the

"' o/range.
/

// *d f .
!

..* -
t

..-

7

Tt. 2. ; : .t t

Figure 4.16.' One entry in the "Hi"
contest exactly half of the
rectangle has been painted.

82
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: 1 5 i .0. -1 ; H t t. - .

Figure 4.17. Another "Hi."

Th1:-,. la hc.of nted.'I of the

'$Figu44.14.i ven-seemingly mun -,.
:,4-danc e .aspects df

.

'aritnmetic can lae
T

'creative -- exaratlyIlalf of the
, 4 , , .,43,rectangle.isorange:

;- Nir "A :
`1. " Ar

'

-4

ve r
, V
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'4.4 COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN T ACHER4 AND PLATO:
,

.1)

4.4.1 Teacher Inputs to PLATO

While.the softWare for elementary mathematics can plan a reasonable half--

hour session for each child each day, based on individual Oast performance,'

even if teachers make no planning inputs; it is possible, and easy, for

-teachers to shape the PLATO program as they wish:
/

A teacher can make an assignment-for each student, for:.each day. That

is, she can assign.John to 1.4ork in the whole numbers strand on Monday,

Wednesday, and Friday, teginning in the third module, and to work on fractions

on Tuesday and Thursday, beginning with the addition of mixed numbers; she,
°

0 can assign Edna to work on fraction's the first four days of th week, and to

work on reviewing whole-number multipli6ation, every Friday; and so on, with f

a different assignment for every student, in the class. (Or, she can have

eVerYone-loOk.at the first lesson on graphs next Mondayr so the class can
*

all-talk aboUt it together; then on Tuepday'each student can go,back to his

own individualized program.)

A.teachercan choose from among the existing modules (groups of lessons

sequenced by a curriculum). For the 1976-77 school year she will be ablelto

create her own modules, by grouping or sequencing lessont according to 119r.

a

Ownscheme. Intermediate between "choosing".or "creating" there will also

be the possibility of taking' an ekisting module,and.modiNing it in various'

wayS".

'
The teacher can-specify either a- 'reg4lar" or a "te3)i " (abbreviated,

and faster) versiotOofea
a 15%

r,

An), of course ) ,iteacher cha this 'assignmentfor a:, student.
01.31' t.

whendver7thd Wishes.

.

.

d.

(1 ')
L I.

;,)
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4.4.2 FeedbAckniOs)the TeaOhers from-, LATO

All reports on student performance are aVailable to the &Iier in two

differenieforms: directly as displays on the PLATO screen, or else as

"hard ,copy" (i.e., printed on paper by a printer). Updated reports are

ordinarily issued once a week, but teac can obtain reportg'more often

if they wish.

TheFe are two kinds of reports: mo Lue reports, that show the progress

, of each child in terms of modules, and individual lesson-

reports, that show

the progress.of each, child in terms of individual lessons. Since a module

is 4 group of lessons;
.

the module report is a more coarse-grained or micigo- .

- 4'
..

scopic report, and the lesson report is a more find -grain o or microscopic
-1....

.

, .

report.

1Figure 4.0 is'a reproduction of a typical hard -copy module report. A

Student names are fictitious; 'but the repOrt is notunlike typical actual
i

reportS. An explanation" these symbols follows the figure

Figure 4.21 is a-Feproduction of a typicaljiard-=copy lesson report. Again
,

student names are fictitioUs. By calling for a more "microscopic" look at in-

dividual key lessons within the Fractions
, Strand modules, the teacheilkhas, as

'

.---e .

.

it were.; "increased the magnification" from
.

. ,
the module report discussed-aboVe.

'This offers a more minutely-detailed look fir

at student performance. Because there
e"

aF.Well over 100 indiVidual lessons intthe.fractions curriculum, this report show)

only a few key lessonsfrom eachIChapter. 'A student's perfOrmance in these .

selected tessons is a reasonable indicator of-that-student's overall performance'

. and.progreA.in the Fractions *rand.
44.

,
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED IN FIGURES, ND :4%21

vs' Upper'left:.

indidates that a student'has completed the:mdaule in question with
excellent performande.:.

- .

indicates that a student ,has completed the module in question.with
satisfactorY performance
1,

indicates that astUdent has completed the mochile eti question,but
vaith'marginal'(less to satisctory),

T a indidates_that__theStddentAid_NOTIOOmplete,the modUlt becausehe
teacher changed his asSigriment;befoie.h could complete -the module

,,fusnally because he was 'not elsebegause,it
turned out. that helnet4that-material al a41A01140 :

indicates that the stUdent,is working7in,thismo 1.4e at preseht

jcndi5ateS that module is being eXperienced In Witonfase
abbreviated review verbiOn)."

.7)cp of Page:.

,

..;.Each standard' Mciduld each strand "is IiitedIfour;modules for tie _

graphs strandi, five modules for the who ®e numbers Strand,',..aad nine
modules for the fractions strand).

II

Right-hand tplumn:
°

Column headings indicate Monday, TUesdaY, Wednesday, ThUrsday, and Fridai.

Column entries:

.
F. indicates tractions*strand.

indicates graphs. strand
icl indicates whole numbers strand

:.Thus,.the first student listed edebbie"; has been asSigned.by the
teacher to work In.FractionsStrand modules on-Mondayi'Wegday, Wed,
nesday,,and. and On'moduleS:'-fromthe_Giaphs-gtrandon

a>',

, Whereab St dtname:af the bottom of,thejisb,) has beenaisigned'l
135, the teac -k on Whole Nuilibers lessons every:;play in,the!week.,

_ ,
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I EXPLANATION OF-SYMBOLS USED IN F66.U-RtS_ 4.20 AND 4.21 ( continued)

Center portion of page: Student progress in modules

N.1

The first student listed ("debbie"),is presently working in the first
module from the Graphs Strand, the first mole from the Whole, Numbers
Strand, and the third module in the Fractions Strand., She finished

*(e

the first fractions module with an excellent performance, and finished
the second with a satisfactory performance.

"pres" (eighth name from the bottom) has finished the first module in
the Graphs Strand (with a satisfactory performance) and is now working
in the second module; he has never worked in the Whole Numberb Strand;.
and in the Fractions Strand, he has finished six modules (five of them

excellent performance), is working on the module on "multiply-.
ing.mixe4 numbers," and went through the first fractions module in its
abbkeviated (speeded-up) "review" version.
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In general, symbels have the same meanings, as in the "module" report, ,

with'one important addition: at the lesson level, ,a new symboljAintro-

duced
Ii

, meaning that the student is now working in this lesson and

appears toneed help from the teaches,'

In Figure 4.21, one student appears to need, immediate teacher attention,_

.
namely "al" (ninth name from the bottom of the student, roster), who,is

J

presently working in two lessons: "paint add," where he does not need help,

and "heuristics practice," mbere he ddei.' Six other students in the class

have completed this.. - lesson Very successfully,4.so the teacher might ask one

of these six to work with Al, or else work with him herself.

4.5 HISTORICAL RECORD OF CLASSROOM TRIALS

Prior to September 1972, some individual lessons'had been tried out,.

:,. using PLATO III, in Booker,T. Wabington Elementary School in Champaign,

Illinois: The terminal configuration-involved ,a separate "terminal room,"

and students left their regular classrooms to come to the terminal room to

work on PLATO.

Beginning in the fall of 1972, terminals were installed in two addition-

al schools; and three different terminal configurations were subject to

preliminary trials:

i) a separate terminal room

ii) terminals in the regular classrooms

'iii) terminals in public access areas, such as corridors, libutries,

and "learning centers."

It appeared that maximum benefit could be derived from terminals in class-
.

rooms, and this became the standard configuration for subse4Uenttrials.
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From AutumAli 1972 until early in 1974, extensive "special testing" Of
/

leSSons was carried ()FE, but there was rot a large
44

enopgh'body of courseware
. ,

;
o

to make the use of 'PLATO entirely xoutine,and thus make: possible what We

have defined as'"operational testing."

Operationartesting%i one strand the graphs strand, which was the

first strand to be completed -- did become possible early in calendar year

1974., and in thg spring of 1974 the grapht strand, was in routine use in the.

-experimental schools. Operational testing with a 'few studentS after school

was done with the existing tractions eurriculuth: (Aboutond-third_of the

planned curriculum was available.')

It had been,hopedto.begin operational testing of alllthree strands in

the autumn of. 1974, and something roughl§ approximating this did Accur.

two major limitations were that the courseware for the other twoNtrandshad

not yet been corpleted, and that unanticipated limits on computer memory

-severely restricted the number of lessons that could be matie..4vailable to

students at:any given moment. ,A simplified router was,,writtento try to

optimize lesson assignment within these severe constraints, but it was all

too clear that ofte PLATO could not make available to a student any of the

. ldssons w h he really:needed at that moment.

Through all of these difficulties teacher morale remained surprisingly

high, and informal measures of student learning gains seemed to indicate
4

good results.

By September 1975 the limitations had been/overcome:

/
an adequate

amount of computer memory was available, the'necessary courseware had been

completed, and the lesson-assignment proOedureacould work as intended.

Consequently there was one year of official testing of this courseware

September 1975. through May 1976., During this school year PLATO was in
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day-to-day routine use in thirteen clas oms, in six different schools, in

'two school systems. Pour terminals ,weg located in each classroom.

ApproXimately 325 students participated,, approximately as follows:

,Grade 4 75 students

Grade 5 140 students,

Grade 6 110 students

Over 15,000 student cotact hours oD.instruction were delivered during this

school year.

4,6 ^TEACHER fAND STUDENT RESPONSE

7
This section deals mainly with informal measures and with preliminary

results; for 9ore formal results, and final assessments, please refer to the

internal evaluation octionof the present repor(Chapter 3), and to.the separate

independent evaluation report from. Educational Testing Service (ETS).
0

-
Teachers have responded enthusiastically to the PLATO elementary mathe-

i

,

maticqlarogram, and so have the vast majority of students; informal pre-
, .

liminary reports seem to indicate important learning gains for students,

. and'desirable changes in attitudes toward mathematics.
c)

4.6.1( Student Attitude. Changes

.
0 i

.
J

Attitude questionnaire-data'gathered by ETS from PLATO and non-PLATO''

[ classes in 1974-75 show relative Changes in student attitudes toward math
,

.., .

.

during the year that are favorable to the PLATO classes. Figure 4.22 shows

...

'results for the ten items on the questionnaire that were judged to be

measures of general attitude toward math.

(
In Figure 4.22 "Math is fun" was item 14 in the questionnaire, Among

thl.foUrth qraders, 43% of, the PLATO students responded "yes" at the begin-

.
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Figure-41,22

Attitude Questionnaire-
Fall 1974 - 84ing-1975 Data Summary,

Percent of "Yes" Responses by Item and Grade

Note: For some items, positive attitude is indicated'by a "no" respo se; for these, items, ne ative relativekhanges are favorable to PLATO. In the "Merit Index" coluMn, + indi tes relative changes f arable to PLATO.

Grad 4 Grade 5

Rel.
Pre Post Chng ChnR

P* N -47 N=49
non-P** N=68. N=71

Liking or disliking math:

14. Math is fun.

P 43 55 +12
non-P 54 49 -

+17

Merit
Ipdex

22., Math is my favorite subject
.

P 13 22 9
+13 +13

32 37 + 5-
+16non-P 24 20 - 4 47/ 36, -11

143. I would rather do almost anything th6 math.
P ' 26 16 -10 24 17 - 7

non-P 21 25 + 4 -14 41.4 14 20 + 6 -13

Rel.
Pre Post Chn Chng

N=97 M=111
N=92 N=90

50 63 +13
64 60 -*"4

+17

26. Mathethatics Ls, often very boring.

P 53 29 -24 1:46-. 35 32 - 3'
non-P 46 42 - 4 -20

36 44 + 8 -11
o

Comparison with previoud"lfting or disliking math:

21. I like math better this year than I did before.

non-P '53 62 +,9

P ,40 63 +23
+14 4.14 I 47

52 47 - 5

63 +16

28. Red math better when I was younger.

P 43. 27
non-P 35 38 + 3

+21

26-19 +19
36

41 . 48 +
-10

-17

Sense of one's own ability to do math:
ti

16. I am good at math.

P 40 53,
.

+11 4 60 +16.
. 413 "Fr% 4

non -P 35 37'. t 2 62 '49 -13

20. I am slow at doing math.

P 34 25" -9
- 8 +8non-P 35 34 - 1

15.
.

Math is the hardest-thing I have to do.

P 19 20! + 1
. 12 10 ' - 2

non-P 19 20 + 1 0
11 14 + 3

,

17. I get worried when asked 4o do a math problem.-

P 15 '10 -;.5 8 5 - 3
non-P 15 16 + 1

- 6 + 6
14 21, + 7

16 14 -
15 20

*
* *

PLATO classes
non-PLATO classes

+29

- 5

-fo

Merit
Indeic

+17

+16

+13

+11

+23.

+17

+29.

+ 7

-I- 5

+10

Grade 6

Rel.
Pre Post _Chng. Chng

N=125 11=126
N=89 N=95 -

50 63 +13
34 26 -413' +21

18 29 Al
15 It - 7

18 15 - 3
29 38 ,+ 9

39, 34 ,- 5
52 60 + 8

+18

-12

- 13

55 59 + 4
34 34 0 4

30 22 - 8
46 58 +12 - 20

42 52 +10
+ 814 36 +2

25 13 -12
- 2123 32 + 9

18 13 - 5
17 24 + 7

14, ,9 - 5
24 22 - 2

-12

- 3

Merit,
Index

'+21'

+18

+12

+13

+ 4

+20

+

+21

+12.

+ 3
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..P ' , .

rang oflhe,year to this item, and 55% did so at thednd of the year, for

&,Positive change of 12 percentage points,: On the other ti4nd, .54% of the

'non-PLATO' fourth graders' -responded-"yee-at-the-beginning bf the year to,

J

theotame item, and )1.9% did so dt the end of the year, for a negative change
:., -

- . . .

)

of ,f;'per4ntage.poihts. ThUskhe reld ve change was; 12 - (-5) =-17

Percentage points in favor of the PLATO classes.) The figures.fOr then

other gradehevels and th
H
er items may be read .siTlarly., Note that,

for some items, "ho".is the favorable response and, hence, for these items
,

negative relative changesare 'favorable, to the PLATO "classes. The final

column ("Merit index'4)fot each grade level'ogies the reatkve change-
,

recoded so that positive numbers denote changes favorable to PLATO.

*

Of- course, each f these relative changes is a' difference of two
,

differences of number) that are rather unreliable to .start with (since each

questionnaire item -is, a "yes/no". type item), so no single relative change

canAie interpreted with confidence. But the results found across the. three

grade'leveis and the ten different items display ak.bveral l end of

remarkable consistency: of the 30 numbers,. one is a zero, and th other

29 are favorable to PLATO. A number of simple non-parametric tests on
41k,

'both first- and second -order differenbes confirm that the results observed
.

,could scarcely have occurr.ed by chance alone.

Of the 24 remaining items on the questionnaire, 11 were about more_

specific math-ielated attitudes (e.g., "I like to show people how to do

math problems:" "I like. working On math with my teacher," "I like learning

'abbUt graph's"); seven were about- reading ("Reading is fun,"etc.); and sib

,

were' about other things ("I am a good singer," etc.). ho consistent pattern
,-

results was.evide t across the,items-of any of these other groups. Thus,

)ft

not onky do -qh-ten items' concerned with general attitude toward math show
4P

5

.4'

t,
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great consistency of. results, but they stand out in-this regard from the

rest of the items of the questionnaire.

4.6.2 Teachers' Observations

PLATO teachers were asked to keep daily logs for ETS during 1974-75;
4

and portions of two such logs were available at pERL, at the time this state-

was prepared. They indicate thatteacflerS perceive PLATO as havingLi

a geanerally,favotable effect on studeht attitudes, `and that teacher attitudes

were also generally favorable.. For example, one teacher wr'tes:

This would be a good time to note the effect of PLATO,on the
children's attitude. toward themselves, school, and math. For
acouple of4.individuals who,have hadin times past -- according

.to other teachers -- difficulties being happy in school and
wanting to be in school,. PLATO has had a positive effect upon
their attitude as I perceive it. They do like working,on PLATO
and as a consequence, I think, do not want to 4-opardize their
position, in the classroom. I also find that [no.: -.there is
nobody who dislikes math -to ,.the point of refusing t' do.it or
finds it a total bore. I think PLATO has had some nfluence
here.

All of ourinformal contacts also indicate ,that students like to work an-

PLATO, and that a desire to have extra sessions is far more common than

a desire to avoid sessions. For example, w PLATO had been in one schooi.

for two weeks -- ten schooIdays some students had compleled 48 half-hour

sessions. PLATO allows each student only one ha ],f -hour srsion during the

school day, so the most time, that any student could have spent during regular

school hours would have been ten half-hour sessions. The remaining 38'

half-hours./Were done evenings and weekends. The observation that "a desire

tohave extra, sessions is far more common than a desire to avoid sessions"

can be supported by considerable quantitative data.

Another .teacher, after spending several pages describing PLATO'S'

positive effects on her students, concludes by stating her own attitude

toward PLATO:.

u3
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I think PLATO is great! I hope to remain in the program,'

If we ever go to "PLATO rooms," I ,would like to Work with PLATO
. and children op a full-time basis. I wish that more children

could have use of the terminals.

Another indication of teacher acceptance is that in over fouryears

none of the 15 teachirs left the program beceuse of disatis act4on with f

PLATO. A few left for other reasons, (e.g., family moving, ieternity leave,
I/

:etc.) and one teacher left when she was assigned to an advancedclass, that
'(

had already learned the mathematics, available on PLATO.
'

4.6.3 Achievement T,ests

Achievement 'test data gathered by ETS from PLATO and non -PLATO classes

consistently indicate that PLATO can e used effectively to promote the
,.c

learning of mathematics in'elementary,.,school classrooms. \For eXampie, in

both 1974-75 and 1975-76, PLATO fourth and fifth grade classes far out-

performed.non-PLATO classes on ETS's special achieveMent'test on fractiOng%
. c77 .-

2 , .

Further disduesion of elementary mathachieveMell data,and experiAntal
_

design is given in the internal eValuatio section of -this report (Chapter 3

4.6.4 Case. Studies of Gifted Children (

;

To many observers animportant outcome has been. the.conspicuous
V

intellectual flowering of a small nuMber of gifted students (e.g.,

number of twelve- and fourteen7year-olds are now4excellent cohputer pro-
esi

. ,

grawmers, and.one student has distinguished himself by an independent

development of the Argand plikei by age fourteen). This-'sort of develop-
er

ment is dramatic to observe, and in view of a general neglect of gifted
.

"Students, it is'potentially very important..

,
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4.6.5 -Seventh Graders at University High
/ School

7 .

Core detailed data is available on 30 students admitted in September

1175, into two sections of seventh graders at University High School". Ten

of thege students had been'in PLATO.classps the previous year. (sixth grader

in,the 1975-76 trials), and one had been a student, in a special summer

program conducted by PLATO staff members- All 30 took an initial plaCement

est in mathematics;im this test, four students made,perfect,scores. Two

of these were from among the ten PLATO "alumni , "'.one hadlittended the

special summer program, and one"was from among the 19 "non-PLATO" students.

Other student scores on the test ranged down to,zero correct (for a non

PLATO student).

These numbers and the numbers for,gifted students are too small for

statistical significance, but they are typical of the informal data that

,give a very strong general impression that children are learning mathematics

and are finding mathematics interesting via
Y

PLATO.

4.616 Requests from PTA's a3 Schools
/

Questions asked at local PTA meetings area so far ewe- have been,/
/

-e-

able to Monitor. eiem, 100% flvorable.-- suth as hen
/

l we get'PLATO in

s. X's class?", "Why can't more of 'our students get to work on P7ATO ?':,

etc. Requests to participate Continue, e received from principals and

teachers. All of this is preumably
/

eviderLe Of the general ad ceptance
4

of PLATO witkin the school community.

s



4.7 SUMMNtY.

4It appears that, although initial introdyttion of PLATO'into the

classroomipfa es additiOnal dedandson the teacher, teachers want to

COntinuewit the use of these terminals. (In fact, a groWing number of

principals and teachers are reqUesting terminals in their schoo and.

classrooms.) For the most part, students enjoy PLATO enough fo th

enthusiasm to manifest itself in -many ways (for example, in Seeking
1

additional time on PLATO, even outside of regular school hdurs). espite.

the rough nature of preliminary trials while we were still in the process

'ofgetting ready, it is quite apparent that children learn mathematics

effectivelyTirm PLATO..

S

4,
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4.8 PERSONNEL

The director of the elementary, mathematics'project and the editor

for coUreeware:bas been Robert B. Davis,. The courseware has been designed'

and implaMented by the following,persons: Bonnie Anderson Seiler, Esther

Steinbergi and Charles, Weaver for the Whole Numbers Strand; Sharon Dugdale

andi)avid Kibbey for the. Fractions Strand; Donald Cohen and Gerald Glynn

for the Graphs Strand. Glenn Polin was responsible for2the routing

mechanism.used during this period. !irogramming has been done by Marilyn

Bereiter, Tom Layman, Helen Leung, Steve Sheahan, Keith Slaughter, Jim
,

Wilson, and many 'graduate assistants and student employees. Administrative

assistants for the project were Maty,Gober and Anne Vogelweid.

r

F
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

During the period from 1971

Curriculum Project (PERC) pursued a progtaMwhiCh,included:,

1 Developilent.of a hietatchical:tteeOf:behavibtal,objectiVesWhicl
- .

desdribes a sequence Of skills hypothetiCarnvolved in the' learning,:

1"1-ead4rocess*.
, .

:Developme t'qf approximately .-80 hours of-instruCtional materials

in suppbrt of, these.objecties.

Development Of- a Computer-based 'Curri?Lum Management System (CMS

designed to'antOpfede:among the Ourrent status of th tUdent's performanq
.,

data,'the tree'cf-objectivee, available les and thee cOnstrai

available:CoMputer spat

4.. , Articulation of p ciples of abd sequencing and student

interaction patternspatterns which.permit the deVeloPmen successful lesSonj

paradigms.

'5. Dever-am nt of several such:7patad on which Werebaeed-dOzens
ww.

I.

of exercises.
e -

4.60'P Development of computer-basqdteaCher control and feedback.routin

including student performance, data.repotters-.and lesson prescription

7. ImplemFtAtiOn of the instructional routines.and7services 6utline

above In 25 classrooms with 52 'terminals equipped with touch-pa4lS., slide

'..., .- x' '.
selector4s, and,randomracc s . audio devices.
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. Delivery of 17,000Jlours of instruction to 1,225 kindergarten,

first grade, remedial, and educable mentally retarded students.

The principal successes of this program are believed to be the

following:

1. The-enthusia.stic acceptance by students and teachers of-well-designed

CAI as-a normal part of daily instruction. Between the school years 1974-75
...

and 1975-76.the number of teachers participating in-,the program increased

from 15:to 25. A11 teachers were volunteers.

Teachers and other observers have also reported that students in general

are enthusiastic about interacting with PLATO reading,lessons. Students who

haVe experienced behaViorar'or academic trouble, in the classrobm appear to

"lae especially eager to interact with the lessons. Positive acceptance of

°both teacherS and students, however, is contingent upon the proper functioning

of,equipment and the appropriate selection arid design of lessons. When those

conditions are met, enthusiasm is high;

.2: The design bf 'liccessful lesson paradigms.' Data shglw (see Appendix

5.1) that most students interact successfully with our lessons and that

'their performance impro With suCceAlve,,iterations of the same lessons

3.- The clarification of perceptions about what degree of lesson outing

decisions- making optimally handled by the computer as opposed, to the-.

'class6,om teacher '(see Section 5.6).

The major obstacles to successful development and implementatrion of

s sophisticated curriculum are perceived as:

1, Unreliability of the audio component of the hardware. A child

ceiving garbed or incorrect messages will interact with a lesson incor-

ctly. Since there is no on-line mechanism to indicate that the audio

is not functioning properly in given case -(nor is such malfunctioning
1.

\11 J
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obvious to an observer who is not listening to the messages a child is

receiving through an auxiliary set of headphones), lesson designers were

severely hampered in their efforts to analyze the flaws in a given lesson:

The problem was compounded by the often random nature of audip,failures.
( -

Another obstacle connected with the audio deviC was the produotipn

of audio discs. Because the implementation was large, requiring the

production of about 50 copies of each disc made, and because of the unreli-

ability of the disc production process, each disc had to be listened to in

its entirety before being released to the classroom. A great deal of

cur icilium development staff time was spent engaging in this verification

process, which takes about 20 minutes per disc. Student help provided for

this task was insufficient.

The cumbersomeness of-this process also discourages lesson, revision;

since each time a lesson was revised messages would be,changed and new,

discs taken to the classrooms. Finally, the slowness of disc pr9duction

frequently held up the delivery of lessons to the classroom to the extent

that the objee1tives which the lessons were intended to teach had already

been covered by the teacher.

2. Inappropriateness of the computer-based Curriculum Management

System (CM$) to the realities of elementary classroom instruction. Although

appearing to be sound in its",initial conception (see Section 5.6) CMS in

the final analysis acted against the integration of higher-level phonics

and comprehension lessons into the curriculum (see below).

3. Scope of the original conception. In the opinion of most staff

members, energy might have been better spent focusing on specific problems

which showed promise of being unqiuely impacted'by PLATO, rather than

attempting to produce a complete curriculum on-line at a time when no

guidelines for the,uSe of PLATO with young children existed.

g
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5.2 BACKGROUND AND GOALS

In 1971 the initially small staff of the PLATO Elementary Reading

Curriculum Project (hereafter called PERC) set out under NSF Contract C-723

to develop a beginning reading, for young children to be presented
J.

-t
on-the PLATO IV terminal and tested in the public schools.,

This enterprise began in a context which supported the image of the

large CAI system's potential for taking over complex instructional deci ons

and tailoring instruction for individuals more sensitively than could the

classroom .teacher given limited time'and large number's of children. The

hope was that, relieved of,puch bookkeeping tasks as recalling the Status

of.children's skills and choosing appropriate lessons, teachers could devote
....,

more, time to personal interactions -- developing children's social skills,

dealing with the emotional-and behavioral difficulties which'increasingly

plague the classroom, and engaging in the kind of instruction which can

best be delivered face-to-face in free exploration of concepts and ideas.

For these reasons, it was decided early in the project to develop-not

only a set of lessons but also an automated system of selecting'appropriate

lessons and delivering them to students This system would have the poten-

tial of standing alone, operating effectively without the,interventian of

the classroom teacher. At the same, time, PERC staff members wished to

offer teachers the option to design their own lesson sequences.

In pUrsuit of its mission, the/Elementary Reading Grou explored both

automated and-teacher-controlled systems,'as well as many other aspects of

real-world implementation of CAI. What follows is astatement of PEAC's

.goals as they were perceived at the outset of the project, together with

a discussion of how some goals were accomplished,. some, transformed in the

ii;
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A

context otclassroom realities, and others left unattained because of

4

technical difficulties or conceptual contradictions within the goal itself.

First, the PLATO Elementary-Reading Curriculum Project was.respbnSible

-s!or the development of a large body instructional materials for, beginnifig

readers at the elementary school level.

Second, and growing out of,the first goal, PERC was responsible for

development of guidelines for child-computer interactions that would be both

valid and general. By describing rules of thuMb about display organization

and respodse processing, PERC could reduce the amount of start-up oYerheap

for future such, curriculum projects.

Third, PERC was responsible for deyelopment of a reasonable model of

the, learning-to-read process.

Fourth, PERC .as ,responsible fOr construction of afloeginning reading.'`
.4

curriculum integrating individual activities within the scope,-eguencei

and logical,structure of the learnin -to-read model.

Fifthbecause PERC was pioneer ng the large-scale classroom imple
1

mentation of computer-based curricula, another responsibility was to-explore

alternative ways of integrating the Somputerbased activities into the

culture of the classibOm.

Sixth, PERC saw as its responsibility the development of a computer-
,

based curriculum manageme t system' which would interface- between the

instructional materials a d the reading model on the one hand and the

constraints of the PLATO system on the other. To allow freedom to experir

ment with different structures and at the same time to permit maximum

independent functioning, this system would need to be flexible as well:as

powerful, permitting the teacher to override the structures managed by the

automated routiAg system.)
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Sev nth, related to PERCIos commitment to,experiment with alternative

.foims classroom implementaton, was a responsibility to develop a pOwer-:

6u1 s stem whereby teachers could ac'cess on-line performance data for

indi idualzbildren and gr ps.of children.

The sections which follow treat these goals in greater detail.

5.3 LESSONS

The commitment to develop alarge bodyof instructional materials in

VD beginning reading has ted in the'production of,approximately 80 hours

of lessons. -Below is a listing of lessons-available by-Category, together

wit a brief description of the dgntents of each.

5.31.1 Orientation to the PLATO Terminal

This category includes 14 lessons aimed at familiarizing the child

with how to interact with the terminal': how to type his or her name on
,

. the keyboard, how to use sPecial keys, and how to use the-touch panel.

These \ lessons also provide the child with a chance to becohe accustomed

to wearing the earphones, changing audio discs, and listening for directions.
.1.

This 1:)reparation is important to the child's competent functioning in

readi g skill-oriented lessons. Most of the lessons make heavy use o

animat ons-and imaginative situations with which the child can interact.

r

5.3.2 Visual Skills','

Tlis. ategory includes 35 lessons intended to exercise children's

IJ-.,
visual disiciminationof letters andotde,,and also to expand their visu

..,>

.

memory
/

Lessons include exercises in,matching of letters and words .f

r.
-

fields of closely similar as well as dissimilar foils. Exer ises

discriminating rotations and reversals of letters and words 2re lso-presented.
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5".3f3' Letter Names) Alphabe izay.on,'End Introducticin tb.Ietter Sounds

This category contains o er 40 lessons teaching letter names,

introducing.letter-sound assn iatiorisland offering exercises in'alpha-
/ f

letization and the matching of lower-case and capital letters.I

,\
TheflLson

,\ I

/
formats include games and anima d presentations as/Well as interactive

I

I /
../

. .

U
-

I exercises.

5.3.44 Auditory Discrimination
-

The auditory discrimination category contains over 110 lessons devoted

to teaching and exercising skills in detecting the presenceof a given

phoneMe in the context of words. Instruction often occurs.in the setting

of a game in which the child interacts with an animated character.

5.3.5 Phonics to**

This Category contained approximately 50 les ons devoted to teaching

n . _
,

letter-soUnd correspondences,
,

Most of the ]:lesson were in a drill and
,

,

practice format. Programming problems, plus
\

t e unpopularity of the rather
I

,

dry presentations, necessitated the early disabling of these lessons..

5.1-.6 Basic Vodabu1ary Words

This carory contains approximately 70 lessons,which teach and drill

about 56 common words,( most of which are not decodable with straightforward

rules of letter-sound correspondpnce. Lesson formats include such games

.

° as "Snap". and_!!Bingo,"_interactive_models_suc00._an:elevator
.

that responds

to apprOppate touches fon the words "up" and "dOwn," and the construction by

the chilcj1of interactive stories using the words he or she has learned.
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;$

5.3.7 ,Concept Words

This category contains twelve lessons whichNqive the child experienFe

with the'concept repreSented byla given word'as well as the written form of

the word. Lessons are.in the formof animated illUstratio d interactive

models.

5.3.8 Stories

This category contains over 30 stories which fall under three different

40,

headingb:
40k

1. Touch-sensit±lie commercial stories. These stories, used with

written permission of the4publishers for experimental purposes, include '

'a SelectiOn of the finest children's trade books availably' Children can

000' read, the stsbries by or can request the computer toreathemdl

page by page, sentence by sent ce, word by word, or any mixturof the

above simply by touching the appropriate I:glace on the screen. Th textS

of .the stories are accompaniedbytheir illustrations projected on the screen

A

4nr9ugh use oftherandom-acces
4i

slide selector.

2. Pacer stories are V without audio and are accompanied by

comprehension questions. Although past versions of pacer stories presented
.

.

, $ .,--

stories to children line by line at a preset pace and width, the present

version allows the child to control the pace at which"thestory appears.

At the end of a story, the -student is informed how fdst'sne or he has read

the story 'And is given a score on the comprehension questions. The purpose

of these exerciseS is "to in rease the speed and accuracy of the child's

reading.

3. Interactive stories. These stories allow the child to choose, at

certain crucial points in the )51ot, among a number of alternatives which
-4/

r.

I

113
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ca

cause the.story to.take.a giVen direction. The stories are intended to

improve a perteption.of a narrative as consisting of component'

-

parts which the author manipulates. It is hoped that interaction with

such stories at an early age would lead to improved skill in written

Composition and in perception of causarchaing in, narrative.

5,.3.9 Miscellaneous

I 7 ')N

This Category.includes such activities as a."start thd day" routine

f

which teaches calendar concepts, plus special displays for holidays and
: .

children's birthdays.

5.3.10 Lesson IMplementation

These lessons have been tested over a three-year period with a total

of 1,225 kindergartenfirst7grade, and second -grade children, together

with a few classes of remedial and EMH students. (See Table.5,1.)

t

'Although we soon realized that it was unrealistic to expect busy-#primary
4

teachers to learn, t program their own lessons, or,inmost c ses.to write

lesson specifications complete enough for a programmer.to work from, still
4

a few teachers did sketch quite a respectable %number (50 at least) of

,lesson. ideas which showed promise of Usefulness on IlLATO.-. Unfortunately4

PERC's early dreams of using - teachers as a major source .of lesson ideasY
...

failed4to be realized because of a lack of programmers Sophisticated enough

to write lessons based,on their ideas and because:'th'e rich nature,of many k

these activities conflicted,with the incapacity of CMS, unanticipated by

its designers, to integrate higher level activities with activities develop-

ing isolated skills. 71''

i
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TABLE 5.1

SCOPE OF IMPLEMENTATION(

1

,In 1972 -73 and 1973-74, small numbers students.participateein'the..
eXperi4ental development of lessons. No terminals were .installed
classrooms.

.,s. umber' Classifooms
Kindergarten
Kindergarten-First
Firit'Grade
FirstSecond Grade
Second Grade
Remedial
EMH (9 -11 Years old).

Tdtal Number"of Classrooms

Number of Schools

Number of Terininals

Number of Teachers

Number of Children

Number of Student Contact Hours

-6

Feb-June
1974

;

1974.-75 "(975-76
)

1 1. 5 ,

1. 2 3

3 9

1

2 2

5

-c.
1. 1

2
5

25

1 8 9

29 49

2 15 25

75. 400 750

1,000 6,000 10,000

108

r.
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Despite lack of heavy teacher input to lesson design, teacheiy
.-

were

teager to lse our materials. Their chief interest lay in the
,

less
i

capacity to hold the children's attention, to allow the children to inter-

act comfortably, to generate enthusiasm for reading, andto tea5h necessary

skills and concepts. Their most fiegu6qt demand was for additional lesion
. %

.materials. 4,1

11'

Whether lessons.were,mayaged-under the automated cUriiculipl management
, ,..

system or under the teacher-controlled\management system (see Section 5.6),
. ..

-all lessons shared certain features.
.

Lessong were kept ihort,(averaging
l

*

about three minutes) and highly interactive, demanding'a response from the
,

child at least every ten seconds. In addition, children hate the option

'at the end of a lesson to do the, lesson again or to go on to another lesson.

Generally speaking, children received PLATO instruction once a day
;,

4r one fifteen-minute session. Depending upon the.struCture of the class-

room,' the sesSion:might,occur during the child's regular reading. period or
"

.

s4e other time -during the ,day-when the.chil as free. '7

5,4 GUIDELINES FOR INTERACTION

From the beginning PERC staff'members devoted a great deal of time and

c-energy to th? development of paradigmatic lessons
7

which would allovi a \six-,

year-old to interact with the terminal competently and independently, while

at the same time gocusing on therskill to, be learned. Typically, develop-

ment of such paradigms.followed a pattern of initial programming founded on

the best estimate of successful esign, followed by repeated revision on

the basis of, close observation of children working through the lesson ''n

*

a classroom setting. Once direct observation coupled -with lesson perbr-

mance data showed a design to be successful, the design principles could be

11.
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4
abstracted and appli to the development o f more lessons built on chose

principles. Addition 1,,exercises were also added to specific m dels. For
''''_ .. ,

instance, in the azuditory discrimination strand, forty exercises were
O .---",:.---

."
generated-op the basis of the initi ,paradigm. 'i.,..,

. . *'' ,
4 A

,.
.This close attention to lesson design has conrfbuted_ to one of PERC's4.,..

4 fir
successes. .0.x-}Tar-old students have few tto.ples interacting with

"
PERC

lessons -and they.usually achieve the 'criterion level set by,each lesson.

\ --Moreover, they like the lessons and remai n eager to work on the terminal.
. .

To summarise the approach which PERC has found most sugbeqsful,

I-lessons are designed -as nearlyias possible around the princ pie that
.

students want to be effective within their environmdtt; in other words,

they want to make the terminal "work." PERC thinks of the student as pro--
A

viding the stimulus(land.the terminal as giving the response` rather than the

other way around; for' example,, students put words together to form a sentence

(stimulus), and the terminal animates the sentence (re se).

Obviously not all lessons canbe designed to gibe the student the
-. . a

feeling of full control over the lesson; but most lessons do conform t.8

the following guidelines, which promote the student's sense of control

over the lesson:

1. PERC lessons are highay interactive and require a response about

every ten seconds.

2. Interaction's are kept as 'meaningful" as possible; that is, the

intera tion
(

is focused around the skill being learned.

3. Remediations are kept to a minimum. Complicated remedial loops

can be perceived by students as reinforcing because suCh loops produce.

ieresting sereen. displays; tperefore, when a-student makes an error, he

is simply4told that he is'wrong and'advisgd how to_get it. right.

1

I

1j
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4. Proced ral ewers" (errors ma d?. out of carelessnes*) are simply.

inored for th reasons described above. When the students make a-response
.00 ti

Which is neit 'right 'or wrong, and,when the terminal fails to respond
I -N

to them, students usually correet phemselves quickly.

A
. 1

5. Reinforcers are fadedgCelaborate reinforcements (such as audio

messages and long visual displays) can interfere with the interactive p'ace*

of a lesson.

There are three comments tO_..be made about the above guidelines:
..,

-1. Not every lesson conforms to every g eline; ,-A'reare useful

instructional strategies which fall Outside thes guidelines.

.

2. An entire Of.Np§i9ns which violated most of those guide-

lines, was present in the 1975-76 curriculum; by all measures, those lesstds

failed.

3. The guidel&es wdrk well with PERC 's first grade population;

however, there is'Some evidence to indicate that first semester kinca

garteners had difficulties interacting with. PERC lessons, largely because

of the younger children's need for more prompts.

One of the thornier problems that has plagued PERC has been developing
-

lessons in whichothe interactions were:simpler than the skill being learned.

difficulty to,a large degree stemmed from PERC's commitment to produce

an entire beginning reading curriculum on-line. Our experience,leads us td

believe. that it would have been bptter if PERC had produced primary instruc-

ti4n only on those skilli which cdulca be taught in a unique Way vi4 CAI and

if lessons had been developed specifically to pomplempnt the,classroom

teacher's primary instruction:

143
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5.51404LOFTHE LEARNING--TO-tREAD PROCESS 4
1

.- . ..e
,

,k,

Early in the project staff members developed a model of the learning-.

1/
.

,

to-read process, a structur4 which was.intended,t6 bring
,,

o the curriculum
I k

clarity of goals;9a. means of diagnosing reading dif#Ibulties,^and a standard
. _

. V
.

. ,. 'N..
,

by-which to measure the'success of various lessonstrategies,-,(See Appendix,
0,...

5.2.). The structure was based
H

otithe j3remise;t4at, for the putposei of

teaching' and evaluation, reading,'can be defined in terms of dbsefVable,

measurable behav4ors, that the acquisition o Arne of the behaviors,is
.

y.

prerequisite'tO the acquitition of-other's, that some behpmiors may b

acpired independently 611tpthers and that the detailed, explicit statement.

of these behavirs,
,

th'e order and:interrelations,gprovides.a sound s.teuc-.
I .,*

ture fora 'computer -based system of teaching reading and diagnosing reading

difficulties.

The ,result was a hierarchical description of a hypothetical, process

of the acquisition of readingekills. Subsequent experience in thwmeshing

of the hierarchical structure with specific lessons and the maiPagement of

the rest ing curriculum by an automated systeM, flowiver,.leads ns tb

elieve that a hierarchical description of neededekills is not Sufficient.

o manage instruction efficiently. We will delve further into this problem

in the discussion'below,.which deals with the interrelated problems of
)

curriculum development, management, and implementation.:

.

$0" Cig.RICULUM DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, ANpMANAG,EMNTSYSTEMS

A

PERC's experience with building
,

a computer- based durriculum and:the
.-

l' .. e . A

impact of decisions relating to te management of that curriculum upon
.

Cla'ssroom implementation can )2a-be discusse separately. Having con,-

./
.

ceived of:,the cu ticuIum in terms of hierarchically.relathd
.0-. -..

Skills, PERC'

. 112 '
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staff memberS developed Ad implemented the Computer - based Curriculum

Management System (CMS). which was designed to dynamically. ute s uderyts
4

100

14.
from lesson to lesson on the basis of performance data gathered. -line.

o

It was the. intention of the designers' th ,CMS'obviate the _necessity of

freauent and time-consuming teacherdin4rvengon in the less Selecti.oeu
,---, -

.

and delivery procesS and also that MS provide more continuous attention

'and sensitive de6.%ion-making
, - 4

f9k4g.C11:Stilgelteyt4n COUld,t116:1311WC4SSt,
4 .1 N 1,

room teachers. (See,',Applendix S1 )1

j
44,::.. 0 . ,

:
. . .

. .1
'', .g. t

..t.

.In some ways, CMS fulfilleclitstask admirably., .neI,th hing ok
.k-'

v.... ,
. _ fg , ' ...:-:-< -

the schpolyev. 1%75-76, 700 students received daily instruction delivered
.

,..:9,,, .:- ,t .

by CMS with few failures "and little or no outside.irrterveiition: In a ontext

_--
ihwhi.ch studerits were receiving substantial instruction from-no ot aurce,.

CMS might have operated-reasonably satisfactorily: As it was, in primary
. , -

classroom the first concern of teachers and students is die gaining. Of cm-
/.

petence in reading. Indeed, most primary teachers-consider themselves
. .

first-and forethost to be eachers,of reading. Bence, they typically use

g

a considerabZe variety of means to teach reading, and directly or indirectly -3

.
''\. .-

devote the majority .of the schOol day to this pursuit.

1/
In the face oft,Such redundancy," Student performance data gathered on-line

. ;

rapidly bedame,obsolete. Over time, the gap between what the student-knew

and what CMS thought the student kn,w progressively widened, until finally

, .
1

, 9

the quicker students became bored with fhe'lessons they were getting.
% :. 1 '

. .
/

.

Unfortianately, CMS offered no simple, Clear, and reliable way for teachers

r
0

-
to changelesson sequences, despitA great efforts to'integrate a teacher-.

t.
managed system into the-computer-managed system. Just :who was in . control

f

/of lesson delivery was ambiguous, and the prescribing process difficult and

unreliable.

J. Risken and E. Weber:7A:Computer IlaSed CUrricul*Management
System, Ed. Tecii. Septethbei, 1974 pp 38-41.

A

,.
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A second problem arising from de operation' of '.CMS'arose from the

hierarchical description of the curriculum structure,'discussed earlier.

tteither,the structure nor CMS allowed for defining critical "horizontal"
/es

relationships in instruction. For instance,it is trivial to stipulate

that a studeht bd able to associsite the phoneme /a/ with the grapheme "a"

before,decoding words bontainingthat'letter=sound correspondence. The

real difficulty lieS in deciding.upon'whatStrategy,to use'to teach this
4

correspondence. ..fiat decision is base&More on what specific words and

letters the child alreadyAows . than on what, general skills have come before

,)(the vertical relationship). From this illustration, it is also clear 'that
I

decision algorithms for sequencing lessOns are Unique to each skill area; a
. ,

generalized decision-maker is not useful for selection and sequencing of

specific lessons.
LL

pqturally, the lessons and curriculum Managethent options available will

affect the form of implementation since these options determine whether and

how easily,the computer-based curriculum can be integrated into on-gOing

classroom activities. The discussiOn which follows will clarify some of

these relationships.

Early in the project, PERC staff members decided that the most promising.

configuration for PLATO terminals in the primaty grades lay in individual

classrooms rather than in rooms set aside exclusively for CAI. In part,

this' deciSion was based dn'technical limitations. More importantly, it

was, intended to assure that PLATO technology became a'familiar, frequently

used, and highly accessible resource, and that it not be reldgated to the

status of like 'music or library.

This model of implementation has obvious drawbacks: for instance;

iespOnsibility-for supervising children on PLATO and for reporting machine.
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and courseware malfunctions falls on the teacher rather than on a terminal

room monitor. Nevertheless, locating terminals directly in classrooms has

proved to be highly popular. Of the twenty-five teachers involved with

PERC, none has requested that terminal's be removed from her room, and all

are enthusiastic about keeping terminals in the future.

Questions about the educational uses pf,r LATO-delivered instruction

are more difficultIto resolve, From the b ginning, ,Staff members were

concerned, that PERC be easily usable for ainline.instruction, review,

reinforcement, or enrichment as the teacher chose. Unfortunately, the
ry

design characteristics of the curriculum and of CMS as outlined above ham-

pered efficient teacher control'and discouraged attempts at.integrating

on-line and off-line instruction.

For these ,reasons, and 'despite initial success, CMS was put aside

during the last four months of the PERC project and a new system was

substituted. The new system is a simple router which allbws teachers to ,

design a sequence of activities to be .delivered to a specified student,

group of students, or an entire class. The router then delivers lessons

to the students in the order which the teacher. has,Mesigriated.

This strategy_is a complete reversal of the'CMS experiment. Respon-

sibility for curriculum gement shifts from the computer and those

sophisticAted in its manipulation to the classroom teacher. -Not surpris-

ingly, given clear, unambiguous, and easy control of lesson sequencing,

teachers began to take a greater interest in PLATO reading lessons and in

h60-?these lessons might be integrated into classroom instruction.

The) resulting individual lesson sequences often might not appear to-

the outside observer unfamiliar with the needs of specific individual

children to have the,consistency and coherence of aloortion of "curriculum."

,
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This apparent inconsistency stems directly from flexible use of lessons.

For instance,.in one session, a child might receive an exercise dealing

with the word family ending with -at, a story, and a sight word game.

These activities may appear to be unrelated to one another, but in the

context of other classroom activities, they take on more meaning: the

word family exercise might act as an,,inroduction to an off-line teaching

sequence, the story as enrichment, and the sight word game as a review of

learning that took place several weeks earlier.

Thus only when teachers were put in full coltrol of lesson sequences

were they free to engage in alternative uses of PERC courseware., Reliance

on PERC staff members to interpret and alter lesson sequences dropped to

practically zero; PERC site supervisors were able to devote more time to

observing and analyzing the qualitly of student interaction with lessons.

At the same time, students received lessons more appropriate to their

actual level'of functioning, and both students and teachers expresse4'

greater satisfaction with and enthusiasm for interacting with the system.

5.7 STUDENT PERFORMANCE DATA

A persistent concern of the PERC group has been -to provide teachers

with easily accessible, continuously updated student performance, data.

Throughout the 1974-75 and 1975-76 i0Olementation periods these data were
, ,

,/
available both'on-line and in hard -copy. On-line data were continuously

.

available. Hard-copy'printouts were. available on request.

Teachers often made use of this data to recheck their own perceptions

of a child's progress and to inform parents of a child's activities and

problems on PLATO. A number of teachers sent home individual student

performance printouts as auxiliary report cards. In one case; the
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information contained in the printout helped to convince a previously

skeptical Parent that a child needed extra help in' a certain area.

Problems in reporting student performance data centered mainly around.

the questions Of how to display. data for an entire group or class on the

.

screen at one time. The size of the screen and the amount of information

to be shown made it virtually impossible to construct a visually uncluttered

display. Nejertheless, the demand for a one-page whole-class data summafy

persist, and efforts are-being made tp design such a page.

5.8 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONSTRAINTS

At this point it may be useful to discuss some hardware and software

related constraints which impinged heavily on efforts to achieve the goals

outlined above.. It is against the background Of these constraints that PERC
44.

achievements should be-viewed.

First, one responsibility not directly related to educational goals

and yet significant in its impact on PERC's achievement was the necessity

to field test and contribute to the development of the random-access audio
;

device and to create software and hardware designs to produce audio discs.
I

The design inadequacies of the early, audio system, both production of

discs and output of sound, resulted not only in delaying delivery of lessons

to classrooms but also in complicating diagnOsis of lesson design flaws

based on teacher reports. These reports could not be taken at lace value

until it had been ascertained whether the problem was a design flaw in a

lesson which was operating as intended or in an audio malfunction. If,the

difficulty did lie in baldly delivered audio, staff members then had to dis-

cover whether the device in thej.classroom was faulty or whether the device

which produced the disc was 'faulty. This distinction was further complicated
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by the 4act that mastering machines and machines in the classroom were

often n t aligned to the same standard. As a result, madh'nes could test

out as mechanically reliable and yet not deliver adequate sound because t

were pl ying a disc produced on a machine aligned to a slightly different

standar
,

. All these aspects of dealing with the audio device software design
)

hardware problems, recording of masters, mass producing discs, going out

to.schoo s to Pick up faulty devices,and deliver repaired devices -- took

up signi icant amounts of staff time and energy and result d in delayed or

diverted lesson development.

Secondl', although the long-range tendency has been
.. .

to facilitate

t.lesson design and to reduce the number of programming hours required to ge

the lesson into Working4shape., the continuing evolution of system software
y

has at times preSented obstacles to lesson implementation. System softwar

changes had unproductive consequences when altered or obsoieted commands

caused previously operational lessons to fail and required programmers to

bring their code into line with the new conventions. Greatly on the

positive side,, hoyever,..improVements in such areas as graphics have sig-
.

nificantlyp6duCtq tbe effort thai:4§es'intO -display generation
;.* by making

charaCt...eaSier.to design and manipulate and relative sizing, rotation,

and_-a Tv
: '

.Cagiltath,eaSIer to accomplish. For example the series of

44c.):04:,..
commands!'

. ,

'..0.jnerate: a Sipple, moveable and sizeable box required
,

26 words Ofi..CoxiipUter space in 1972. In 1976 improvements in commands

brought that figure down to four words of space and greatly simplified

programming proCedures.

In addition to improvements commands, systems features developed

within the last year have broadened our communications options for both

)

hey

,.

t

e

,

11
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students and teache s. GrOupnotes files now available for student use have

allowed us to offer children the chance to type stories and news items into

a file which can be accessed by other children using. PLATO. The groupnotes

option can a sed by teaclers to com41iCate with 'UPC staff and with

each other.

Moreover, new evelopments in Instructor Mode have expanded opportunities

for teacher involvement in the PLATO system as a whole., Among the communi-

catio s options previously not available to teachers' are not only groupnotes

files but also personal notes, 'which unlike groupnotes are accessible only

to the person to whom they are addressed, and the "talk" option, which allows
,v1

instant paging of and communication with anyone concurrently on the system.

In addition, teachers can now directly access the "repair lesson, whi h

.allows them.to report hardware problems directly to ma4ntenance personnel,

rather than routing such complaints through the PERC staff. Finally,

through the new Instructor Mode teacherp can now perfbrm theirown roster'

manipulatibns and access any lesson on the PLATO systel All these develop-

ments, offered since February 1976, have contributed to teachers' involvement

in the "culture" of.the PLATO, system and have reduced-the amount of staff

time that-must be devoted to routine manipulations.

Although the system developments described above ha4ereduced the amount

of programming" effort required to get lessons up and running and have

expanded the, range of Modes of interactions wixth teadllers,, more work at the

.system level remains to be done if ,PERCis to-concentrate its full effort

on lesson development and curriculum design. Two crucial areas in which

systeM support has not yet been Provided areaudio management software and

expanded data structures and manipulation options. System support in the

former area would free PERC programmers from having to maintain these
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programs; support in the latter would increase the exportability" of otir,

lessons by freeing them rom dependence on data-base structures unique

" to PERC.

5.9 UNIQUE CAPACITIES OF PLATO IN READAIG INSTRUCTION

8

The'experience of members of the PERC group over three years of active

involvement with teachers and children points overwhelmingly to the high

imotivational effect of PLATO. Children who have experienced difficulty

with or distaste for ordinary classroom activities typically engage willingl

in PLATO activities. The majority of teachers involved have at some time
.

1 2 _

-produced desirable behavior in problem children by.making tlieirluse)of'
....

PLATO dependent on completion of other tasks or on appropriate-social

behavior.

We attribute PLATO's success in motivating children to the following

,,characteristics:

1. The fact that the child controls the medium. Unlike a TV or

record player, which operates without child activity once the deice is.-

turned on, PLATO remains passive unless the child provides input.

2. The variety of sensory stimulation. PLATO provides coordinated

auditory and dynamic visual displays, together with, the capacity
%.

for
P

_kinesthetic learning by building'displays through the tracing of figures on

the screen.

3. The variety of, means of inputting informatiOn: Interaction can

be through touching the screen display and through pressing keys on the.

keyset.

4. Immediacy of feedback. Unlike the standard hard-copy workbook;

sheet, PLATO proVides instantaneous feedback on the correctness of the

child's activity.

y
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, 1

We now feel that we are in an excellent position to make highly

sensitive use of these capabilities to extend significantly the problem-

solving technology of the classroom.

5.10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

0 4

In conclusion, despite the difficulties attending an experimental

effort whiCh combines exploration of, the uses Of a new andvdeveloping'

'technology .1...Tith extensive real-world implementation of that technology,-.

PERC ha&_experienced considerable success in gaining user acceptance.

Acceptance has increased_with the degree of user control of the'system;
fki

this statement applies to both teachers and students. Teachers and

.4

students will also ,enthusiastically interac with materials developed by)

others; the degree of use depends uponlkthe validity of the lesson design,

for which PERC has developed effective guidelines.

At the same time, PERC has encountered three major barriers to pro-
,

U.

dudtivity interms of courseware development. First, the inappropriateness

f the automated biting, system to the classroom situation. Second, he
/!

large nuxber of classrooms,involved in the implementation, resulting irij

.

,state of affairs -requiring a rela4tively sizeablp commis:igen-6 to superVisory

and liaison staff. Third, the iqtlal definition of the scope of th

project: to produce a complete'kindergarten through first grade curriculum
so

zsather than to focus on those aspects of reading which teachers feel they
IN. .

need yelp in addressing. and. which PLATO technology can uniquely impact.

commitment resulted in the production of a relatively large number of

1

lessons (especially phonics) which attempt to impact auditory skills which

are probably better addressed off-line in situations which allow the child

to see the human face. As a consequence, such valuable integrating and
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motivating aceivities as games and sentence and story building were

neglected,

A%fourth obstacle toclevelopment was the necessity of dealing with

the random-access audio device, the first generation of which was still

under development as the project wap initiated. Unreliability in produc7
.

tion.a. sound and tle cumbersome, unreliable, and time-consuming proceds ,

of discduplication complicated lesson analysis, delved lesson develop-

ment, consumed unreasonable amounts of, staff. time, and h d up delivery

of lesson materials to classrooms.

The-lastest generationof audio devibes, however, crepresents a con--

'siderableOmpeovement over earlier'devices in both reliability and ease

of'student use. Audio capability, and preferably random acca bility,

are indispensible to an early feading44gram if the child is to work

independently at a terminal. (4Sr Appendix 5.3.) When the audio is working
A

properly, it provides a vital communications link, especially
,

to the non-

reading or language-impaired child. Therefore, deS3ite the problems and
1

frustrations attending the development of,a complex electro-mechanical

system such as the audio device, it is apparent that audio capability is w
.

an importarit adjunct to the PLATO system. Ways of improving reliability.
1. '

/

and streamlining disc production should be explored; alternatives to the

present concept of audio delivery should be investigated.

4
To elaborate on the latter-point, even when it is working optimally,

the present system does require that discs be produced and physically

delivered to the classroom. Changes'an lessons involving altered messages

'require that new 'discs be produced and delivered. Without the new discs,

the revised lessbns.can,not be implemented in the classroom. Some method

of ,delivering electronic program hble audio, which can be altered by 'the
/ . 4

V .

141
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lesson designer an instantly be made available t6 all sites, would vastly

.

expedite lesson design and revision. However, until such devices as the

Votrax deliver more natural speech sounds, the preSent mddel of recording

natural humah speech and delivering it with a random access device is

preferable:

As a consequence'of the lessons learned overthe course of the project,

members of the PERC staff have,in,the last-thanths of- -the NSF - supported

effort made massive changes to the lesson delivery system, as well. S500
/.T

improvements in the lessons themselves. Th result has been to, extend`.

..tleacher control over PLATO resources and to shifi focup from the ',6.oncept

of PERC as an automated curriculuth running in parallel to other classroom

aciivities,to the concept of PERC as a powerful resource to be used for

specific purposes at the discretion of the teacher.

Our experience with these-modifications leads usto believe"that we

are now in an excellent pOsition to accomplish tr;e following goals:

Ta implement lesson and service routines at remote sites.
1.

2. To test the effectivene of alternate lesson sequences.

3. To-design and implement a large library of materials taking

advantage of the unique capabilitieS of PLATO. 14'

.

4. To design. a teacher training package whicA would bring teachers

to competence in managing PLATO resourcesln two to four hours of instruction.

In the year following termination of the NSF, contract, PERC staff

members axe continuing to work toward these goals.

kt,

4



11 PERSONNEL

Below is'a list of major staff involved in the PERC Project from

1971-76.
. )

f

John .Risky n Director , June 1971 - February ,1976

Bob'Yeager Senior Author. August 101 - present

Priscilla Obertino
. Director February 1976 - presen

% Site Supervisor Aufbist 1971 - February 1976

Lezlie Fillman Graphic Designer June 19 1 -.Augtist 19 5

Site Supervisor Augupf 1975 - prese

DorothySVver Site Supervisor June 1974 - present

Carl Webber Programmer September 1972 - Oc ober 1975

;;Kathy Lutz Lesson Designer September 1972 - A t 1973

Ruth Becker Site Supervisor, June 1974 - AugUst 1975

Janet Busboom Reading Consults July 1971 - Dec ei 1971

Many others including student hourlies and other p rt-time employees,

have made substantial contributions to the Project.

I
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6. COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAM

6.1 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY QE COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAM
.

P o
A

This final report summarizes the activities of the "Community College

Project," a programmatic effort organiied within the Computer-based Ed

tion"Research Laboratory (cE)iL) to introduce theaPtATO system into wide-

spread use in a number of community colleges within the state of

The report focuses especially on an organized field. test and demonstration

of the system whiCh was carried out between September.; 1974, and May,. 1976,

in accordariC4g with a contract #C-723 between the National Science Foundation

and the University of Illinois.
.//

The Community College field test and demonstrationprogram called for

collaboration and cooperation between a.closely knit gtoup.of professiOnals

at the University of Illinois'(hereafter called the CC Projectstaff, the

, coordinating staff.or the project coordinating staff) and s very large

-and diVerse family of "usersx"'consisting Of.faculty. meniberS; SdmInisttatorsi
0

professional support perSonnel, and students in a number of community col-
-

leges in the state of Illinois. The role of the CC project staff was multi-

faceted, and changed during the life of the program. ,During the years

preceding the field test, it focused on the development and coordination of
1

instructional mfiteriais, during the latter course of:the program, the project

staff acted in an entrepreneurial and facilitating role - introduce new

instructors to the use of this new medium, and to overcome .a variety of

e

barriers from serious delays in the installation-or maintenance of terminals

to occasional misunderstandings about the nature of the system or project goals,

I 3
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Throughout the,entire period (from Zanudry,.1972 to the presprit) the

success of the,Community College program depended on the deep insights and

generous go will of the community college staffs, headed by Dr. Oscar
.

Shabat, Chinc-e'lgor,.and Dr. Hymen Chausow, Vile Chancellor for.Faculty'and.
. . :

Instruction, of the'0.ity Colleges of Chtcago'and Dr: William Staerkeli' ,

\

'President of Parkland College. It also depended on the tolerance,, commit-_
,

ment, and motivation of a large "group"'of community college faculty members,

far too numerous to acknowledge by name, who made the indiVidual and collective

decisions as to whether and how PLATO would be used.

The basic organization of the CC project and field'test was according .

td subject;area. This fact is of interest.in4rtself; it is based on the way
z .

in which the users related to each other. The critical decisions were
\

made at.the grass roots level where faculty members.identify.themselves as

English teachers, mathematics teachers, etc. In addition, the various

instructor-users of PLATO tended to learn from and cooperate with instructorstl

in the same discipline at other institutions in putting together a viable

%

curriculum,,. Thus, the body of this report is organiZed'according\to the

. ,

five subject lreesi; .AcCountancy, BiolOgy, Chemistry; English, and Mathematics.

For each subject area, We present a summary account of the.development of

ti

lessbn materials, the implementation and usage of,PLATO in.,the classroom;

r

and the response of students and fapulity to PLATO instruction. .A.description

of lesson 4psign, implementation, and use is .presented in the fit; more

detailed information on lessons, authors, usage data, equipment availability
/ 4

and function, and personnel and administ tion 'have been assembled as

appendisips that are appropriately cross-referenced in the text. In general,

this report attempts to present the history of the project and the field
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te4t.ti terms of theikoblems faced in the.course of implementing the field

test and the-responses or.approaches'to working out solutions".

.4.9*

6.1.1 Basic assuMptiNs and goals

From its inception, the pToject was i tended both to enhance and to
d,

assess the adoption of PLATO by,the community colleges under normal adminis-

tratiVe\conditions,,A.e4, without imposing eternal incentives Or con tual
-

commitmehts on the-faculty.or stiafk. Conse
,

en-61Y; choices'Oecurri um,.

sitesiwpnd methods of implementation wereelegted7 adapted or modifiedund r

the complex and demanding conditions impose by normal community college,

operations. ,In particular, the individuallstrucbrs had virtually complete -\

power to decide whetherand how to utilize he system.

Although the:Original"-planning emphasi ed General,Education Development
,

(GED).materials and'the sciences, other areas were_later incorporated:into
N-

k.

the-programt th6se,were ACcOuntancy,.English, and Mathematics. Several

Other subject areas, not fully,pnderithe coordinating purview' oft the

Community College Project, were also introduced and documented, includin

instruction in nursing skills; music, language,'.auto mechanics, physiS,-

jd computer sciences. Site selection, that is, the selection of the

community colleges at which PLATO rminals were t6-9.6e installed was

made with.:a view to diversity in the makerup and charWCter of' the.students

4
and faculty. Participation in the field test and demons was on,a.

completely voluntary basj5s for individual. faculty and studgrits;.no'contractual

1
or monetary incentives were imposed.

During the course of the project, the coordinating 'staff gave special

attention to the evaluation or measurement of key'factors relating to
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d.
acceptance of"the new Medium:. these included (1) characteristics of

effective .lesson development in the.PLATO medium, (2) adequacy of lesson

content, and (3) appropriateness of lesson level. Additionally, the project

staff tried to identify what factors, beyond-the .characteristics
i of instruc-

tiohal mAei-ials,are associated with the acceptance or rejection of PLATO
.

in the classroom4 The following parameters were sampled or surveyed:

(a) instructor and student attitudes; (b) the nature ailakdrejctent of usage of

lessons and (8) implementation prodedures.,

In the final Phases of the project,, the project staff worked to develop

methods for the local (co unitY college) planning and control for contin-

uing use. of the PLATO system,after the completion of the field test and
4

demonstration.:

3
6.1.2 Make -up of the Community CollegeS"

The field test qk the PLATO system was carried out at four community

colleges and a vocational school, which differed sighifioantly in educational

mission, administrative style, faculty make-up.and student population:pro-.
Li

/. I.
ffleS. The, qcreinstitutions,,all of which are continuing the utilization

! :

of PLATO follOwipg the field test, are Kennedy -King, Malcolm X, Bright,
I

9

the Chicago. kills Center (all divisions of the City Colleges of Chicago),
.

and Park1atia iplege at Champaign, Illinois.. .In this repOrt each institution
----.

is identified bynu er to avoid direct connection of data to individual in-

structois and students. At the outset, each college agreed to take part in

the field test and demonstration by providiTlg (1) space and environmental _

. ,

control for a "class-room" ofterminals,10.,2) a portion of the cost of

communications between CERL and the community college site, and (3) in-'

Surance. for installed equipment. In addition, each college provided re-
. ,

%

leased timeto a limited number of instructors for curriculum develop-
c.

men in selected subject' areas.

Two of:the four colleges, Parkland and'Wright, offer a substantially

1 3
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traditional program leading to furAer study for the Baccalaureate degree;
.

although both offer two-year career programs and continuing education, a

substantial proportion of their students typically go on to continue their

education at a four-year institution.. The student population at both of

these colleges'iS largely white and Of middle income. fecated in Chicago,

Wright serves an almost exclusively city student body, while Parkland

serves a mixed urban a d rural student population: Malcolm X and Kennedy-

King also offer a mixtu e of traditional, career, and adult education

programs; their student populations are made up largely of urban minorities.

Kennedy-King College specializes in health and medical science professions.

All four community c1leges divide the academic year into two'semester

although one school (Parkland) converted from trimester system to two

semesters during the field test. All four offer traditional lecture and

laboratory instruction.

The fifth school, the Chicago Skills Center, provides instruction in

general education and practical Vocational SubjeCts intended to develop

fundamental skills to qualify students for employment in specified trades

or vocations. Students at this school arePaid to attend classes; courses

are scheduled cyclically as needed, rather than regularly by semester terms;

students continue in a gifen course until the training is completed.and

they are placed in a job. The school aims to train' students to become

productive workers; many of the students have not previously held permanent

employment.

None of the schools are residence institutions; they serve populations

that are mobile; some maintain strong ties with their local communities and

environments.0 .The major portion of the students are self- supporting, work

regularly scheduled hours, and spend little time on campus. In fact, even
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for students who are not employed there is a lack of participation in out-

of-class activities For example, many students are females with dependent

children; they are a o limited in their time away from home.

All five schools emphasize teaching rather than research and stress

cost-effectiveness in teaching and administrative methods. At four of.the

five institutions the faculty is organized for collective bargaining

purposes, and many faculty members are especially conscious of the possible

effects of computer-assisted instruction in displacing or changing the

role of the classroom teacher.

Tabley1.1 presents the distribution of terminals and associated

peripheral equipment in the colleges for the field test.

Each cooperating community college appointed a member of its faculty

to be a PLATO site coordinator during the field test. These individuals

r
scheduled the use of terminals, trained teachers in course management,

maintained records of use and equiPment, and programmed instructional

materials. In most cases, they were assisted by part-time student help.

These people reported directly, to their local administration and interfaced

with the University of Illinois staff in a cooperative &nd consultative

manner. They were expected to provide at the local level the necessary\

technical support to carry out the community college responsibilities

for the project. In addition, each college released selected teachers to'.

contribute to the development of instructional materials for one or more

subject'areas. This program broadened the familiarity of faculty members

with the project but the percentage of released time and the limited

duration of exposure by a "released" instructor (often only one semester)

sometimes detracted from the development of a highly organized curriculum

project.
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o
TABLE 6.1.1 f'

4

Equipment in the CommUnity Colleges - Spring, 1976

School Terminals Slide Selectors Touch Audic

Dawson

Kennedy King

malcolni

Wright.

Parkland

16 16 16

24 24 24

24 23 e° 24

24 24 24

30. 30 30

0
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The coordination of PLATO activities at the community colleges was

carried out under the direction of Dr. Chris Dimas for the City Colleges of

Chicago, and Mr. Donald Swank, Dean of Instruction and Mr. David L. Johnson,

Director of the Learning Resources Center for Parkland College.

6.1.3 Project Coordinating Staff (CERL)

During the initial phase of the Community College Program,1 from January,

1972 to July,'1973, the coordinating staff was directed by Dr. Alan Knox of

the,College of Education and Dr. Richard Videbeck, project coordipator.
;-

This phase of the program was very,limited in funding; it was largely aimed

at instructional development. A major fraction of'the limited support went

into the training of a new groupof authors, an enterprise that was quite

new both to the project coordinators and to the CERL laboratory as a whole.

*(Up to this time, most authors had been self-selected facultymembers on'the

University staff, oriented to,writing lessons for use in their own classes.)

In July of 1973 additionalfunds were made availableforthe CC project.

Dr. Daniel Alpert, Associate Director of CERL assumed responsibility foi the

project and enlarged and reorganized the project Coordinating staff. Five

area coordinators were appointed to handle curricular develOpment, implemen-

tation,'and liaison: Accounting, Dorothy Pondy; Biology, Mary Manteuffel

and Kathy Herrick; Chemistry, Dr. James Ghesquiere and Robert Hubel;

English, Dr. Pauline Jordan; Mathematics, Dr. Louis V. DiBello. Dr. James.

Ghesquiere and Dr.,Elaine Avner coordinated ,the activities of this group

during the first year and Dr. Pauline Jordan assumed this responsibilj.ty

during the field test from 1974-1976.

The staffing assigned to the various subject matter groilps was geared

to the volume of completed courseware that was available for use in July, 1973.

1
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In accounting and,chemistry, many lessons had been authored by University of

Illinois faculty; therefore, relatively small staffs were needed., The

biology group was assigned a.. full-time programmer to assist community college

faculty in lesson development. The mathematics averaged four.full-
\

time professional employees and the English grqup threeprofessionals in

leppon design and programming. There was appreciable turnover in staff;

although the total full-time equivalents corresponded to about 10 or 12

professionals, a totalpf 30 individuals worked for the project between

July, 1973 and November, 1976. In many cases, positions were held by

graduate students without previoUs experience in curricular design or com-:

puter-based education. Thus the training period sometimes exceeded the

time devoted to the active production of useable courseware. Frequently

staff members moved on to more permanent positions because-of professional

opportunitiepav personal preference. The extent of staff turnover and

the level of professional experience should be viewed as significant.factors

-affecting the project.

,46

6.1.4 Liaison
4

In general, the relationship between the cooperating colleges anti the
4

CERL staff was characterized,by a strong level of rapport and, collaboration

In addition to frequent communications via PLATO notes files and individual

visits to the colleges, the staff arrangeebi-weekly subject area meetings

to review lessons, design courseware, and plan implementation.

To provide familiarity with the use of the system, Peniormembersbf

the project staff offered two University of Illinois extension, courses,

"Introduction to Computer-based Education" and ',Treparation of Computer

based Instructional Materials" for City College faeUlty members in Chiag .
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It is interesting to note that a number of teachers'who took the courses were

'from cApuses not participating in the field test; these faculty Members

were strong proponents for the expansion of'the PLATO system to Other

campuses of the City, Colleges. Dr. James Ghesquiere taught the introductory

course in Spring, 1974, Dr. Pauline Jordan during the fall of,1974 and 1975,

and the spring of 976,° and Dr.,James'Kraatz.in spring, 1976. A total.of

85 faculty,and staff members were enrolled as students.

TWO extensive workshopleOre held during the summer of 1975 involving

0 the CERL coordinating.staff and Community College site coordinators. These

workShops served to provide planning support between the two field test

years'; in'particular, specifications were drawn up for user questionnaires

and data collection. The results of the worksh ps are publiAed'as

The Community College Users Report, Fall, 1975. 1 2(AppendixkAppendix S6.1.1/

A detailed review of the various liaison activities is provided in

the subject are - Summary reports below.
° .

6.1.5, Courseware

A measure of the accomplishment in the area of courseware developmgpt
4

is the, publication of subject area catalogS of courseware which not only

provide usefulkiindexes of the extensive courseware available, but represent

a significant contribution in their own right. (Appendices $6.1.2 through 56.1.

They include PLATO lessons by authors within the project and by others

who made their materials available for use in community colleges. These

documents provide rather detailed descriptiVe'information
.71

about all such
e

courseware. To-give an impression of the magnitude of this enterpriSe, we

list below a numerical summaryof the entries in each catalog:.

1
Alpert, Daniel and Pauline Zordan, The community College User's Report,Fall, 1975; CERL, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois

2 61801, 1976.
Appendices prefixed "S" indicate they-are supplemental

. separately boundvolumes rather than textually inclusiv in_lthis document.
°

6
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Accounting 48

Biology V
84

Chemistry 36

English 117.,

Mathematics- 124

The catalogs also demonstrate the non-directive thrust of curricular

development' for the Community College project. The implementation strategy

from the outset encouraged and was dependent on community college teacher'

-participation in the preparation of,materia14, One of the best means for

enlarging the understanding of this new teChnology was to involve instructors

in the authoring and review process. Encouraging teachers to design and

program lessons resulted in an eclectic rather than a-sequential process

O

for curriculum evolUtion. In some cases, more than one lesson was written

.for the same topic, and the use of lessons showed varying individual teacher

preference in t!ie selection of topics and instructional design. As Might ,'

be expected from this approach, the available-lessons also utilize differing

formats or teaching strategies, e.g., drill and practice, tutorial instruction;

. gaming, testing, simulating experimental apparatus, inf atibn storage and

retrieval, and record keeping. In general, teachers contr fled the style and

extent of the use of PLATO in the classroom; they typically,viewed PLATO as',

an adjunct to classroom instruction and personally selected lessons from the

catalog that were well coordinated with their syllabi'and teaching styles..

In many cases, the lessons written by Community - College instructors repre-

Sent the author's first efforts and should be cjsidered prototype instruc-

tional materials. In some cases, the process of developing faMiliarity

_ with PLATO through authoririg,the lesson was much more important than the

product; also, this experience enabled the instructors to better select from

2
available lesson's those appropriate for trs6-44.p;their own programs.

-- -

1!
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6.1.6 Usage
..-/-

,,

, -.. .

The following is'a'summary of the extent of usage over the two
.

year.
,

Date . . Total # tStudents Total #Iiirs of Instruction

Sept.!,1974 - 8236 34,632.
June 1q75

Summer 1975 1488 7,040
r.

Fall 1975 5606 25,221

Spring l976; 6350 t- 30,74,7

Total 21,680 97,640
f 4

A breakdown by school and subject area for each period appears in

Tables 6.1.2 through 6.1.5. Each subject area report discusses. Naga

.h greater detail and-may be consulted for more specitic-ana:*sis.

:1

6.1.7 Data Collection

,

The PLATO system level data program provides a collection of

virtually every keypress of every student. Moreo the course records

4 give individual and average umber of Student and hours of,use There-

fore, the problem was one of adequate selection and interpretation of
,

data. Working closely with th\PLATO Evaluation and Educational Research
1

P

4
group (PEER) and in conjunction with the external evaluatibn, Educational ,11/4

Testing Service, the Community College project stal developed several

programs to yield information on time, interactiveness; fit and misfit of

instructional programs. This work was done primarily by Tamarr'Abelioyich

I- Weaver and Stephen Boggs.. Problems in design, colleCtion, and especially

interpretation of-student performance d#ta is more appropriately discussed

in' the subject area reports relevant to,the target audience, specifiic

lesson, and circurtances of usage.

14G
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TABLE 64.2,, "US GE BY USAGE BY INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS OF CO

JANUARY°1976 - MAY .1976

Accountancy " Biology Chemistry English Mathematics Other

#Stf #Hrs #St #Hrss #St #Hrs Mrs #Hrs #St #Hrs

11 .97

4

#2

GED

#3

GED

#4

#5

TOTAL

32

381 ,161 1099

230 ----

219 890 04 909 195 1124

313 1200 25 1472'

80 235

349 436 2601 171 996 425 2288 >,1 1309 116 251

130. 401' 1 .180

20 '314 1230 460.. 2989, 349 991 217 511 51 101'

268 1208 424 2637 184 1310 179 617 1611 676 503 2031

)

494,- 2269 1174 6468 976 6394 1695 6622 1146 5657 . 865' 3507

Total # Students: 6350

Total # Hou'rs: 30,747

I
W

I

I4;1



!AGE BY INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE PLATO LESSONS

September 1974- Jung.,1975

iiStu

Accountancy 1197

Biology 1506

s

Chemistry 1308)

English 2633

Mathematics 1592

TOTAL 8236

5478.36

8804:68

6439.24

8020.86
Ci

5989.21

34632.35
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TABLE 6.1,4

COMMUNITY COLLEGE PLATO USAGE BY INDIVIDUAL
STUDENTS

Summer 1975

'Accountancy

j#St Airs

#2

#3

#4

#5

Total

or.

25 200,40

143 606.19

1 8 806,59

a

Biology

#St #Hrs

Chemistry English

#St #Hrs

Mathematics

#St #Hrs

222 1736.00;

59

'203

39,80,

1545.80

65 159,08 , 178 q 564.10 114 244.00

83 192.09 158 . 723.90, 55 20.90*

62 153.14 63 295.00 58 100,60

621 3319.00 489 2410.10210 504.31

*An additional 67.6 hours of usage occurred under a multiple sir-on.
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,PAGE BY INDIVIDUAL. STUDENTS OF COMMUNITY COLLEGE PLATO LESSONS

'September -,December 1975

SI

).Cklege AcCountancy , Biology CheMis En lish

,.

Mathematics
1

Other

#St 'Ors

,,,,---

.

#St

,

#Hrs .

.

#St #Hrs #St #Hrs '#St '''^ #HiS

.

#St #Hrs

#1 '.'''' 182 1073

,

---- --7ir .,78

.

804 257
,

1043 :150 ii 230

.

777

#2 10 49, , ----,

,

.

--.-

,

41 '-7,-- 154 493 66 255

.

---- ---- 1

43, 35 298 413

.

2247,
,

.146 845 °. 555 200 ' 342 1316 173 394

#4 . 35 411 188 631.

,,,1

246 1700 399 1184 , '107 367 103 372

#5

k

335 1237 471 2681 197 1479,
, 181 1034 40 240 513 1816

TOTAL 597 I068 . ''.z,:

.

5559'

.

667 4828 1546 5851. 705 2556 1019 3359'

Total # Studentt: 5,606 .

. 0

0

# Hours: 25,221

1I P,
temized o4, next page,

V

d

0
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6.1.8 Some Observations and Cohclusions

. If one takes into account the central fact that involvement in the

. utilizatioh'of PLATO was carried out on a voluntary basis by faculty' members

alid students, the sheer magnitude of the field test utilization of the-PLATO

system in the Community Collecies is ample testimony for the receptive atti-.

tude and, substantial acceptance of the system. Consider the following

summary data:

f
Total number cf instructors using PLATO in their instructional activities

(approximate): 175

Total number of students: 21,680

Total number of lessons available to (and used by) CC instructors: 379

Total number of hours of instruction: 97,640

These data speak for themselves; there was a widespread belief in the value
ro

end efficacy of computer-based education on the part of administrators, faculty,

and students. In our view the field test showed that there is a fertile

environment for widespread adoption of the system in community colleges if

and when the economics of the system makes it possible.

2. Economic considerations. In the Community colleges t.took part'

/in the'field test, there is a significant and well-motivated commitment fOr

continuing the use of thAl PLATO system for supplementary instructional

purposes. ITOMW it is also clear that the current costs of access are too

:3
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high to anticipate a short-term Widespread use of the systeffi in providing

standard instruction in community colleges. Despite the widespread enthus-
e'

iasm for doing so, it is questionable whether the community colleges could

afford to continue the access to the CERL PLATO system without some-subsidy

for the next few year. 1;hus the fdture widespread application of the

system in Community Colleges calls for the development of new versions of

the system (PLATO V, etc.) that would permit substantially reluced costs.

In the near term, however, the continued utilization Of the system can

be justified in terms of research .nd deVelopment in using the new mediumr

for conventional instructional Missions. Alternatively'i we can explore

applications in which the benefit's would justify higher costs: In general,

such applications would entail either "set of activAigdnOt now being

accomplished by the community colleges,^a new and different (additional)

student clientele, or a significant change in the character of ,Ithe educational

uses of the system.' Such possible applications.are refetred to in 4 below.
y.

.

3. The community college project called for improvisation and invention

in administration; the:establishment Of an administrative probes,s for encour---

aging the adoption of a new technology had no precedent in the experience-of

either CERL or the community colleges. Furthermore, the original NSF con-

tract, which if anything, overspecified the details of the field test in

terms of courses, numbers of students and faculty, schedules; etc. provided

neither sufficient funds nor .a format f6r implementing a complex program of,

curriculum development, faculty in'rtruction in the use of the systeM, and

the development of effe6tive liaison procedures. In addition, the available.

project staff was for the most part inexperienced min teaching or in the use

of PLATO or both.
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These considerations all led to a significant amount of trial-and error

in the implementation process. In .retrospect, we consider it a rather re-
-

markable achievement to lave carried out the many-faceted field test that

i$ described herein., It goes without saying that with the benefit of hind-
,

sight we would have done a number of things differently.

For'exampie, we would upgrade the personnel specification for some

. jobs and lower them fOr others. We would have focussed some curricular .

development effort in otherdireetions, etc.
.

4. PerhapS the most significant observation we wish to make is related

to the fact that the goals'for the entire project were prescribed at a

. highly specific level prior to the initiation of the program. The, escrip-
,

tion of goals for the field test cannoft be said to-have been identical with '

the goals of tERL; rather they were based on the commitment by the sponsoring

agency to an independent prescriptive evaluation by an external contractor.

In particular, CE 2L was 'committed to the widespread dissemination of

PLATO utilizatioh under ndrmal administrative conditions. Thus the project

was confronted with two somewhat orthogonal purposes: carry-but a structured

field test ;in specified subject areas, end at the same time, build a missionary

spirit of exploration and experimentation by dedicated faculty leadership,

wherever it could be identified. These different objectives did not make

iteasy to carry out a responsive process,for curriculum development and

evaluation.

Froth our point of view the prescriptive approach to the field test and

evaluation had both positive and negative consequences. On the positive

side, our project staff was called upon to fulfill a contractual commitment

to a widespread use in a very short time-scale. This elicited many
2

innovations in li ison, in faculty development, and in cooperation between
(t
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staff members at community colleges and those at a comprehensive university.

This collaboration in itself is one of the major achievements of th%

program aiiL1 one that desirves further discussion and articulation.

,
.

On the negative side, the prescription of goals .in specific4
subject.

matter applications probably forced the trials into
. ,

some applications. that
1

,)
did not optimize the use of PLATO either in terms of economics or effective- v

ness. Furthermore, this approach prevented (by'sheer limitatio\of resources)

the exploration of applications of the system into areas which are not

already being satisfactorily handled by the community
,

colleges, . For

example, there is a significant interest in the possible use of PLATO in

'such app4cationvas academic counseling, special tutoring, administrative

procedures (record keeping, testing, business procedures, etc..), and on-the-

job.staff training: These applications might well be justified
.,

under con-

ditions of higher costs than would, be acceptable for standard instruction.

In other words the prescriptive terms of the contract forced the major effort

into applications that were perceived as timely in 1970 bilt not necessarily

so'in 1976. 2

./

In degling with an inherentlj new technology, we would recommend in ,the

future-that6.aMjple
,

lorObvilt into the prograM to petmit-4

° dministratiye flexibility -and the possibility of agaptation to meet

unforeseen conditions

°flexibility in the specification of goals

_self7evaluation of the project-(possibly with an external
, t.

o insure objectivity) as apposed to the external evaluation.

imposed on the present program.

1.
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6.2 4CCOUNTANCY
t.

6.2.1 Introduction

4
Accountancy was intended to be A part of the PLATO demonstratibn, roject

from its inception. Professor Thomas Lenehen of the businessifaculty of

Wright College, City\Colleges of Chicago, was a member oithe ad hoc group

of faculty and administrators from the University of Illinois and. the City

College's ofChicago, which planned the early stages of the demonstration'

project and helpedtoprepkk the initial curriculuM. Because-:of Lepehen's

early association with. the project, the accountancy curriculum was almost

fully established and in operation prior to the formation of the Community

College Project staff at10ERL and prior to the beginning of the field test

in September 1974. Professor Leneheni.s assOciation'with the project is

discussed more fully in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 below.

In,July 1974, a half-time coordinator was added to the community college.

,

project staff to assist 'faculty in using the accountancy leSsohs. _Because

the cu4riculum.was established:early in the program, the coordinator's

duties consisted principally of encouraging and fa- ilitating the ..use of

existing materials, performing liaison between the lessons' authors and the

using faculty, collecting and maintaining records of lesson
,

use, and report-

'ting on the program.

Since May 1976; the accountancy section of the Community College Project

has operated without-the services of a coordinator. However, becauSe

curriculum and a pattern of use in the community collegesare now well-

established and because community collegelatuity have assumed the xesponsi,

145
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managemen-4 and implementation, for curriculum development the

absence ofa o0Ordinator.should not be severely felt.

6.2.2 Lesson Developm nt.

Ad&
.The PLATO-accountancy curriculum presently consists of fifty lesSone,'

of whibh forty-eight are currently in use and two are being readied for

service. Of those fifty, forty-seven were written by two persons, eithe
/'

individually or jointly. Professor Thomas Lenehen of Wright College.and-'
c2Ct. 4

Professor James McKeown of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

prepared all' but the lesson "PartnershiP".currently in use in the lccountancy

curriculdin.

(
Much ?fis work was done at the University of Illinois in 1972-73

when Pro ssor, Lenehen was assigned to the University of Illinois foryear-

Awt.

dong training in PLATO. During that period he co-authored and programmed

elevn lessons for PLATO ItI which kfere subsequently adapted to PLATO.IV.
41

Professor McKeown collaborated with Lenehen on those eleven lessons and

subsequently authored thirty-six more lessons, individually or with the
k

assistance of other fabulty and. graduate students. TileSe forty-seven lessoris

are all applicable, in varying degrees,'to the community College curriculum.

Since the lesSOns were intended to serve not only the community college, but

also the accountancy curriculum of the University of Illinois, some lesson's,

espcially those on cost accounting and management analysis, have ,less

application to community colleges. NonethelesS; the available PLATO lessons

r-
form a fairly comprehensiVe coverage of material typically"included in

.introductory accounting courses. Specific applicability will depend upon

the scope and focus of any individual course. (See Accountancy A endices
7
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6.2.1,and 6.2.24. The clpse4working relationship of the authors hasoresulted

t
- in lessons of similar format and uniformity of approach.

. Three additional lessons have been preparea by other ommunity college

faculty.lkProfessor.GeorgeTrent of Wright College wrote the lesson ,"Partnership."

Professors Eugene COstabile and Robert Wee-Vet have'each written one'lesson)

which aremow being readied for classroom testing: Costabils lesson

44
"Dependent) Exemptions" and Weaver's "Payroll

i'

_
and Payroll Taxes" should be

ready cpr use in the;1976-77 school year: An index of accountancy lessons

is included in appendix S6.1:42 of the report.

VK

6.2.3 Lesson Design

The greatest portion of the lessons, those by MCKeoWn and Lenehen, were

designekto provide self-contained instruction WhiCh could be used to replace

kt

either classroom work or homework. Typically, the lesson provides A short -

introduction to the topic arm step-by-step' analysis of a sample problem..

The student iS then asked to solve one or more similar problems using the

same method.. Review of the sample is providedi.as an optional aid, to be

selected by the student if he needs assistance.' The lesson is programmed to

' anticipate certain incorrect responses and to provide'the appropriate feed-

bAce for each wrong answer. Although lessons are self-contained, only

McKeown and Lenehen have consistently uSed them to replace instruction wholly.

6.2.4 Implementation

6.2.4.1 History..

,
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Upoh return to School #5 Fall 1973, InstruCtor G. assumed responsibility
41! r..

for coordinating all PLATO activities. During that time he was able to

recruit additional accounting instructors for the PLATO program. During the

initial phase of the field test in Fall 1:574, use of PLATO in some form or

another in accounting and business math coiftses
,

was so extensive that Educe-

tiOaal Testing Service (ETS) had difficulty in securing non-PLATO'control

groups .i(oHr.their evaluation of the medium, especially among instructors

:teaching day-time classes. Use at one school decreased in Fall 1575 because

of the loss of two faculty members, decreasing-the number of:accounting

sectiOns.which could be offered.

Although School #5 provided the greateet-uSe of PLATO, the lessonswere-.

used at other colleges. At School only two instructors offered
.. intro-

ductory accounting, or of whose classes served as control groups during

Fall 1974'. In Spring 1974, PLATO was Made available optionally to all

studerlts who wishtd to use the medium voluntarily. In Fall 1975 one

instructor used PLATO, and one of his two sections was reserved as a con-

trol group. In Spring 1576 the same instructor_became 6o-chairman of the

Business; Department and was simultaneously granted released time for PLATO

lesson development, both of.which precluded use of PLATO in, class. PLATO

was made available for his own second, semester accounting students, who

spent an average of five hours each ustng lessons.

At one college,PLATO wasnot as fully implemented. The sole

interegted.instructor was not' a speCialist in accounting and was a junior

member of the staff.' Consequently, he'was assigned few courses in accounting.,.

A tentative pkogr m established in Fall 1975 to provide one PLATO eedtion and

one control group s not fully realized because -the instructor's koW seniority

0

II;
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gave him little choice of teaching assignments and there was some adminis-

trative reservation in accomodating the scheduling_ requirement of the test

program. He was, however, able,to schedule occasional use of PLATO in some,

courses.

At School #2:two accounting instructors used PLATGN'; Because of School -

#2's purpose and program, classes in the Accounting Gler courses are limited

to sixteen students each. One class was set aside foifstudents foryhOm

English is a second language. In these classes, which ran full days until

course completion, instructors tended to supplement PLATO instruction with

classroom materials.

V

6.2.4.2 Usage

The ways in which PLATO was used varied. from shcool to school and instruc-
I

o instructor. Sothe faculty used PLATO'only as an outside-of-class

supp ement; others used PLATO as a class substitute one\day each week or

every ether w k; still others used PLATO only for remedial instruction;

only one used PLATO regularly as an integral p t of classroom instruction.

(See Accountancy Appendix 6'.2.3) ::

Of particular interest is the use made at School #1. ftere,

accounting lessons were used in the Learning,Lab. ,Sequences of leSsons,

individually designed for each student, were.made available for all account-

ancy students who sought them, either to remedy individual deficiendie

provide extra practice. The generally greater accessibility of, terminals at

School 41 made this Learnih Lab arrangement.particularly effective, The .

system was devised after an unsuccessful attempt by one instrucjor to

1-
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PLATO in the c4tsroom in Fall 1974, when shortage of class time, available computer

memory, and mechanical problems frustrated use. The instructor continued to

use PLATO and to
/

actively recruit other faculty to.PLATO after th system of
I.

'el\ optional use was devise. ,

Student use data is summarized in Accoun'tanc6 Appendix 6.2.4. In.briel,
V

lightest use mas made. of PLATO in the summer terms'of 1974,and 1975,

ipally.because of'iowerenrollments. Small totaleour usage and
4

smaller numbers of student users in Spring 1975 and Spring 1976 ate attributable

to 1) smaller enrollments in Accounting 102, and 2) lack of lesson applicability of

PLATO accounting lessons to theccounting 102 syllabi. During the two yeais

of the field test 2,591 students u9d PLATO.for a.total Of 12,054. hoUrs of

)

accountancy instruction.

6.2.4.3 Instructor Attitudes

Of the seven instructors whose judgment on the "value of PLATO lessons

are recorded in the Users' Report, March 1976, four thought the lessons of
ro

high quality, and three of average quality; all seven found the learning level

of the lessons appropriate; five of seven thought the number of lessons

sufficient, one found them more than sufficient, and one less than sufficient.

Of nine accountancy faculty members polled in Fa11.1975, four stated

they would use their own time to improve PLATO instruction, four said they

would not, and one did not. respond. Of those who said they would'not, only

One had taken a University of Illinois extension course in PLATO and had

designed one or more PLATO lessons. c.The.three others had neither taken an

extension course nor designed a lesson. In contrast, of the four who

responsed that they would devote their own time to improvement of PLATO, two

'

e.

c

ti 2 A' y.
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had teen an xtension course and designed at least sone lesson; two had done.

ff

neither. ,There seems to be a correlation between enthugiaSm f5PLATO
r. 0

.

experience: and 'training in using, it. T greater the fami4arity and formal

instruction, the greater,the enthusiasm for its continued improvement.

101

--a
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6.3 COMMUNITY COLLEGE BIOLOGY

6.3.1 Introduction

i
.

The field test of PLATO in community college biology. has /'clearly
,

4 .

demonstrated one characteristic of life -- GROWTH! Since'Fall 1974
v r.

11 usage has more than doubled as measured by total slits 1540

1174) and total hOurs logged on the system, by these students (2484 - 6468).

The n er of instructors who participated each semester has tripled

. (8 Usage by Individual Students, of Community College Biology Les -,

d

sons for each period of the field test appears below (Table 6:3.1).:,
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Table 6.3.1

USAGE BY INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS OF,COMMUNITY COLLEGE BIOLOGY LESSONS

Fall 1974

#, #,
Stu Hrs

Spring 1915

tt, It.

Stu Hrs

Fail 1975

# #
Stul Hrs

A

Spring-1976

4 4
Stu- Hrs

Totals by Schgo

,.

. # P
.Stul . Hrs.

School 43 357 1,826 359 2,117 414 1,239 '436

-,,

2,601 1,566 8;783,

School #4 102 462 262 1,2 . 204>
.

636 314 1,230 882
.

,

3,610

School_ #.5 81 , 196 375 .,922 , 479 2,679 424 2,637 i359
.

8,434.

TOTAL
e
540 2,484 J96 6,321 1,097 5,554 1,174 6;469-3,807 20r827

,

.4
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A total of 29 instructors were inv011ied:for'one or more semesters

during the. two year field-test (25 for at least three semesters)*, teaching

a total of 75 PLATO classes. (See Biology Appendix 6.3.1i Biology User
.

-Barticijoation.) .

el .

With this growing group of experienced ,users, the need for a forum to

discuss p ;ems became apparent. Therefore, after the first Setester,.

regular meetings ;df'biology users were initiated. The most'common problem

identified. in these meetings was the needfor more lessons which were suit-

able for the City Colleges of Chicago (CCC), bothin content and depth.

Intense curriculum develoiSment activit+es. began in earnest during Spring

1975. As.,a result of theseefforts, ten new lessons were written and eight

. lessons were revised. Biology Appendix 6.3.2 details the sources of lesson

development.
I

These fi ures demonstrate the fulfillment of two major objectives Of
I, -

i the biology projct: (1) the establishment ofa stable group of,inStructor-
/ . ,

users committed to the use of PLATO4n their coUrses_and (2) the bigginning
__.

j of a regular p;ogram o, revision and development of PLATO poukseware.by the
1

'...sk, colleges themselves.

'6.3.2 Lesson Development

At the start of the field test/in Fall 1974, the PLATO biology curri-
,,.

.

culum was compiled from those less-6ns already,. on the syStem which were deve7

loped Under a variety of auspices apt:the University of Illinois and the City
40.1Y

Colleges of Chicago,(CCC). At the outset there were 44 lessons representing

!1 , '

about three years of independent lesson development by five co tributing

agencies: (1) University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) extensi n

s-_;"
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courses conducted at CCC; (2) ..UIUC Biolvy,101-10; (3) UIUC Botany 100;

(4) UIUC NSF project, and (5), University of Illindis at Chicago Circle'

Biology 101-102. The curriculum grew frbm 44t8 84 lessons dUring the two
. .

years of the "field test. Biology Apdix 6.3.3 lists the biology lessons

available during the two years of use. -A total of 23 of S4 lessons (27%)'

currently available were written or revised with regard to the)needs of the

City Colleges.

For the duration of the prOject, PLATO was used in four ntroductory

biology course sequences (Biology 101 - 102,,311 -112, 126-127; and Botany 201-
*

202) at the City Colleges of Chicago.
, Howeek, of the four Sequences, lessons

. \ 1
were only explicitly developed by the CCC fof General Biology(101-10,111-

,

"N.,_
*

112): The basic difference between these seq9ences is a laboratory requiremen
e

4V2,7--. -91 n. ' .t:' J .' ,..

10i :1102 meets three hours per week f9r lure only, 111'1:112 meets six hours

) per week,'tWo for lecture and four .0 ,two laboratory periods.. Anatomy and

Physiology (Biology 126-127) and Botany 201-202 are also laboratory courses'.

The relative amount of available in-class time is important in the discussion

of implementation. At present,_ S2 lessons'are relevant to the 101 and 111
(C

curriculum; the remaining 32 lessons'. pertain,to 102 and 112. "'The Human

Anatomy and PhySiology sequence and the Bon3; sequence use lessons chiefly

from 101 and 11k.,,

These 84 lessons represent approximately 55 hOurs'of inttruction. For
.

.

repent estifiates on the time required for individUal lessons see, the19"76

Community. College Biology Lesson Catalogue (S6.1.3). Data on' time were ob-

tained from lesson summary tables (average complytiontime) and/or from the

on-line accounting lesson when available. An accurate indication of the actual

length of.a lesson is veky difficult to determine because time is dependent

.

t;

#J
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upon a number of variables. Many of the lessons- are open-ended, as in

experimental-simulations which allOw students to Alter, parameters, many

more of the lessons have indices enabling the student to repeat individual

sections. In addition, students may come to the session with varying

degrees of preparation. All of these factors affect lesson, completion

times. e no measure of time will provide an accurate measure of the

;-)4-

amount of insturctional material without rigid documentation, perhaps a

more, realistic use of time data is to concentrate on all actual usage'and

examine the average total time spent in each lesson.

.6.3.3 Lesson Design

The lessons comprising the curriculum were designed by i.ndependent

groups and were usually'intended fortliniited use by specific student popu-
1

latkdns. At the-Start of the field-test many of the lessons liad not.been

extensively student' tested and lesson inflexiebilities became apparent:with

wider use. Recognition and discussion of tl se problems in users' meetings

promptqd_instructors to identify basic deSign requirements tc.guarantee that

lessons' were easy for students to use. These feAtures included: indeking,

\I- -lot,
unlimited use of access keys (e..g.,-BACIWand'HELP available at all questions.

, -"
All new lessons and lessoh revisions by the CCC and co unity college bio-

L

logy;.group incorporated these features. The group also established a lesson

demel4Ment procedure which involved periodic reviews during the development

process to insure that lesson's meet minimum standards before extende student

-use.. Implementing PLATOin Biology. Education at Three. Community Colleges

(86-;.3.2) may be consulted for-mre detailed information. Since criteria for

lesson acceptance were initially established in these users' tings, their

1
M. S. Manteuffel, Implementing PLATO in Biology Education at T

Compity,Colleges, February (1976, CERL,'University of Illinois, Ur na, Ili.'
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role gradually evolved to that of a review board for lessons generated

within the City.C011eges.

Another lesson design feature which developed out of these me ings

and the field,testwas the use of drivers (Standard:lesson coding)...Si:nce

standard lesson specifications were desired, the use off a driver was a

logical development because it allows uniform presentation of critical

4.'aspects of the lesson such as the index and quiz. The student, freed from

the task of deciphering each author's particulaY'programming conventions,

can more efficiently concentrate on the lesson Content. Two major drivers

,were developed and used extensively In a number of lessons: one was

written in the community college biolOgy group (S. BOggs),and the other in

;the CCC programminggroup (M. YaMada). Most of-the revisions which occurred

during thefiea test, entailed adapting lessons to these drivers.

In addition tb these,structural features, four types of instructional,

strategy are identifiable in,various.combinations in these lessons. The

Strategies,'pratice, tutorial,,Simulation/model, and inquiry are defined

as follows:

)

Practice. Lessons lalich

2

assume student has received instruction

off-line prior to the session. These lessons are suitable review exer-

cises.

Tutorial. Instructional presentation followed by direct qU9stions

on content or practice.

Simulation/Model. A real situation is duplicated on-line via PLATO's
-

graphic capgilities. .Simulation is used to deScribe lessons in which each

step of a process is'controlled by the' student;-part of this process may

include designating parameters and observing the results. Model is used to
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d be letisons-,Which involve only manipulation of Parameters.to alteY

a graphic'didelak.

Inquiry. Instruction followed by questions and feedback; which-guide

the student towards a cbnclusidn."

TWo additional categories which ate represented less frequently are:

Game. Student learns in a coMpetitive setting, playing,eithet against

PLATO or a real opponent.

Test items presented with immediate feedback.

Because many of the lessons were originally intended for small-scale

use, there are a group of lessons (by. R. Arsenty and G. Hyatt)' for which

supplemental handouts or workbooks were prepared, Seventeen lessons have

supplemental material to accompany them. In Fall 1975, handbooks, containing

a complete set of handouts were distributed to the colleges and ma avail-

able in the learning centers. Lessons such.as these that cannot stand alone

are much more dependent upon consqientious instructor review prior to student

use.

Six lessons required the use of the slide selector capability, but the
1

.

slide selectors were not readied at two of the sites until Spring 1976,,and

one site is still not 100% operable.
7

by the last semesters of the project, many of the areas which had been

identified as deficient in PLATO lesson material were eliminated.
.

Most in-

structors felt'there was sufficient material for their classes to justify

scheduling sessions throughout more than half the semester.

%
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6.3.4 Implementation

The most-important variable in PLATO was the acceptance of curri-

culum. A harki- copy "catalogue of lessons was made available in Fall 1974,

The catalogue is keyed to an on -line index iessOn so the instructor can

choosetto review a lesson by the catalogue number.

Eleven of the initial 44 lessons were written by CCC instructors;

most of these instructors immediately became field test participants,

Because "the. lessons themselves; which were written for an explicit student

populatd57 attracted other department members to PLATO. Other indirect

generating-Tactors were communication by project personnel, interaction of

current users with other faculty, and the curiosity generated by the pre-

sence of the terminals. Guidelines for using PLATO were conveyed to in--

,structors in orientation sessions, if the instructors had not participatecl.

, -in the extension course.
4.

These sessions included using
\ jptroductory lesson(s),

advice in selecting lessons, reviewing lessons as a student, learning on-T,

linemNagementofrostersandcurriculum,schedtling.-sessions, and student

orientation.

.1 In these sessions suggestions for actual usage were made, but instructors

t were encouraged to develop a mode 'of usage with which they were comfortable

and which was effective in their classes. Most- chose to accompany their

students for weekly scheduled sessions during classtime. Case study reports

from Spring 1975 indicate that twenty of twenty-two teachers scheduled regular

0
. sessions. Some teachers experimented with independent (unaccompanied, out-

.'of-class) usa.- Many instructors indicated they-Used PLATO during class AND

. outside of class. In all, complete independent usage was tried by six in-

structors during the field test. Four were using PLATO in the 126-127 sequence
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for which few PLATO lessons are appropriate and often used as remediation.
\

Of course, regardless of the number.of scheduled sessiohs, students oanuse

the terminals whenever-their-Schedules permit and terminals are free. Appen-

6.3.4 illustrates in scatter plot forMat this analysis-Of optimal versus

required usage.
. .

" That instructors-were reluctant to-experiment withTindependent usage

not accidental. It can be e2Tlained in part by the non-resident Flaracter

of these schools; many StudJnils have other activities away from the_colleger

campus. Requiring students to use PLATO outside of7Olasstim is:difficult

iiDecaUse terminals day 9ply be available in a time block that would not accpmo-

date individual schedules; The only time an instructor'can be assured of -

having both students and terminals concurrently available 'is to schedule ses-
-

sions during classrime. This-imposes special constraints on.101 and 102 in-

t P
structors, whose classes meet only one,-half as often as 111 .and 11<--Instruc-

tors of 101 ancr 102 cdurses must'require lesson material the leel can com-
/\)

>
pletelyprep ace a lecture or they-Must resort to outside' use. AppendiEN.3.,5,

-Statistical est on Course Usage Datai,Shows;Significant difference in.mehn

scheduled sessions,,but no significance -in mean number of hours Spent by stu-
.

dents on PLATO between 101-102 and'111-lliYhenCe to spend the same,nuMber of
'' ,

,

hours on PLATO, the 101-102 students must be utilizing time out of class.

Independent usage is appealing in many instances, especially wheh a

lesson is unfinished in a scheduled session.'' Even when the average time for
_ , ,

completion is less than-a-class period, some students wile equire extra time.

In order for the self-pacing feature of computer-assisted instruction to'b4

utilized effectively, extra time must be available. Lesson indices and

4
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-restart- commands which allow the student to resume-a lesson where it

has interrupted further enable students( to use their time very efficiently.

Based on Spring 1976 course records, the number of lessons made avail-

able to students in eacieourse varied from seven to thirty-two. There

appears to be no correlation between the number of lessons
4,1

made' available-.

and= the numberfof scheduled sessions. The motives of,instructors were

clearly different -- some expected student's to copplete all lessons,made

available, i.e., lessons were assigned; others offered more.treedom:by pro-

.viding a wide selection of re'evant topics for use as enrichment.

Usage data for individual lessons were accumulated over each of the

four semesters. (See Biology Appendix 6.3.6:
4,-

Lesson Usage,/pring 1976.)

Wimbers of different students using lessons is presented for all.semest
,

total time spent by the 'students onogach lesson is also included for Spring
,

1976, For each of the last two terms the from General Biology courses`"

is expanded into histograms to illustrate the relative'usage of particular

lessas across all courses.

Even though all but a few lessons (less than five) have been made avail--
,t

able to students'bi,' Leir instructors at one'time .or another, only 65% (50 of

78) were used regularly, i.e., by greater than ten , students orused in bOth

Fall 1975 and Spring 1976. Only 30-404 of the'lessons were used Dy.great#

than 10% of the students. In Springt976, twenty-six lessons accounte ,for

90% of the total time spent in PLATO instruction. In , time An nine
0

lessons alone'con uted. to 50% Qf all the usage from this term.. Six of

nine lestons -re authored by City College instructors and'one was
,

wriEten
°0

by the CommUnity.College Biology Groin specifia'allY for use in

d 4,

'fr
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.,-

CCC classes. However,-of.the twenty-six legions that accounted for 90 %.

of the time, fifteen werrom outside sources. It appeA s that the single

most important criterion. in choosing a lesson is matching the content to

O

course curriculum, not the, lesson author or strategy..

6:3915 ,Attitudes
et

Continued participation by instructors reflects the Positive reception

of PLATO in biology education at the City Colleges of Chicago.
3

Attitudes toward PLATO hdve been well-documented in biology via on-

and off-Pine measures. One large scale attitudinal evaluation wft4conducted

with teachers and students in Spting 1975. 'Results of the questionnaires are

detailed in the Coiunity College Usage Report, SpriAg 1975 (S6.1.1.). and

ImOlementing PLATO inBiology Education in. Three Community Colleges (S6,3.1

Brikfly, this study, determing4 that the leVel of,teabherexperience (prioi

'elc.ppsure to PLATO) had-an effect on student's attitudes. -More positive
Atttd

tudes were identified among students of,nexpierienced" teachers,than in the

entit4PLATO student population.

G
This questionnaire r*Rvealed that we needed-more speCific information'

about,sillident background-before each session. The data'We had obtained.needed.

to be supported by information on how._, each lesson was used and how students

4

were prepared.: Since our staff was too limited top.cOnduct'lon4-term Classioom'

," observations we developed an:on-line i uestionifi re which -students encountered

)

when they completed a .lesson. '(See Biology Appendix 6.3.7,: On-147ne Question)

1\,

naire,) The data obtained was often'not very discriminating., Protab3.y as a

resi4t of the(liMited populatioft which encountered and elected to fill auto

es

the Stiohnaire, The tesponsee'Wfach Auld have been the most tevealing,
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i.e., thosestudejts who were unable to finish a lesson or eleqted not

to finish, were the ones we missed.

Throughout the field test an on-line comment lesson was available to

students after they completed a lesson. The purpose was to provide students

with,a forum for their opinions about lessons. During,the 1Ast year of

the field test studentt Idere able tq chooseAhis as a lesson froM their

indices thus enabling them o comment at any time. The community college

biology staff responded as oten as possible/tO humanize-the experien0P.

/The comment files *ere alsO available to instructors. Very often student

comments were the basis for proposed lesson revisions.

6.3,6 Recommendations

The principal goal of the PLAT Community College program has been
,

to optimize the use and acceptancrPof PLATO in existing' institutions.
, A

the establishment of a stable group of users in these two-year insti-!

tutions, the emphasis should now shift to three areas: curriculum develop-
',"

ment, curriculum evaluatioff, end computer management of instructions' gUrri-
,,

culuM deVelopment was, of course,:-necespary in the' implementation prOdess,

and has been pursued from the beginnihg of the program.

The Biology Users Group elected to concentrate'curriculum development

on the general biology sequence and this was veryeffective.- Future pro_Q

*
, .4

,

jectsehtiuld,always(concentra/te theireff- orts1 towards '1.-single goal as well.
41-

Some possibilities for curriculum development might include addevelopment .

9 '1,

of a 'series ,

of,"dry°1laboratow_actj.vities on PLATO for Biology 101-102
,,.. .

(non- laboratoty) c4i5rsts, This could entail-increasing the credit hours
'

_

for 101-102-(from three to four hours)ykt it would not substantially in-

crease the teachingassignment,for instructors. If attendance Were monitored,
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this could serve as a motivator for independent use. SuCh a curriculum

could build on lessons already in existence,,such as "Blood Typing" or'

"Drosophila Genetics." PLM'O can also be used togprovide much of the

expla ation that must accompany actual laboratory exercises. A,series

of 1 ssons could be developed on laboratory techhiques such as "Use of

a Microscope." The microfiche capability could be exploited in both these

-instances, to provide realistic experiences.

r` Lessen development procedures-at the CCC.haVe been satisfactory,

-r -

'Although there has been a tendency to rely on tutorial instruction, the

'composition of the Review ,Board helps to maintain .a generally dynamic

approach .tc, lesson.development. *

Nevertheless,-for any group writing

lessons, it is advantageous to have a consultant organization fork,matters

:-concernin lesson design. The community college biology group performed

this role for the.CCC ologY Review Boardduring the course of the field

test: This function'should be continued by some organization, ideally

with subjIctoriented personnel. For subject area develoKient peripheral

)
to biology,''sudh as basiebiochemistry, joint meetings with the , Chedistry

Re iew Board are recdmmended. \N,

Curriculumaviluation for educational effectiveness.is'an area that

was impossible to investigate in the-real world situation `in which,the\_,

field test was conducted. In order fOr,the on-line response,data o be
ri

meaningful there must be knowledge of specific circumstances and r which A.
- ..

.

, , .
;', . ,

lesson was used; we did not impose any constraints of usage
,(-

.-
on ou instructor-

ugers,

r

Finally, teachers need to,investigate the use'bf PLATO to manage as

well as instruct.. Sample curricti shouldi,beembled-3illustrating variolT
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routing options for students and their usefulness in individualizing

instruction. ,l'eachers shouldbe encouraged to develop online quizzes
.

using quiz driver,lessons for their construction. In addition to review

d grading'for stUdents,IPthese include options for.the instructor fir

analysis of quiz items and for regordckeepiagcas!udent scores. 4t

a

, t

i (;_j

,

',

a

r
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1:,..,' UN =4LEGE CHEMISTRY

l';`4.:
-

:6:4,1 Introduction
. . (

4

The development of chemistry /materials for PLATO had been begun by

chemists and educators well efore ftE Contragt C -723 bean in Janu ry 1972.'

Consequently,,there was no need for creating,froM the start a.comprehensive

chemistry curriculum for use in the community colleges-. Existing lessons-Existing
,z,

were project.
- .

ere put in service from the begin ing of the demonstration

/; .

'11t.4 i
7

The principal authors of early PLATO materials were Dr. Stanley Smith,
) . , i

. ,
-- .

Jarrks Ghesquiere and Ruth Chabay, of the School of Chemical Science's; and

Robert 'Grandey and Larry Franci, of the College of Education°, aethe 1

Universi 0o# Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. During the course Of the project

lessons continued to be written by faculty-t the City College8'of Chicago

) ,

and Parkland,,and by faculty and graduate students at the-University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Since=lessons were continually under develo ent by.interested outside,

gro , the community collegeProject staffchosc.to lerpent, lessons rather
-

than develOp them. The'first chemistry coordin r, respdhsible-for ample- '

mentation, was Dr. Jarges Ghesquiibre, a chemistry author who served,as.,

chemistry coordinator from Sejtember 1973to. August 1975Vthe'secOnd was

.

d. #
'Robert Hubei, coordinator from September .1975 to August 1976.

6.42 Lesson,Development'

The catalog of general chemistry Material available,prepentlyTinclud0

36 lessons and would take the averagestudentLa pproximately,26 hours. :I-n
. ,

T1( .
, )

additions there are. o;-ganid.Chemistry essopS averifing '14 hours, to complete.
0'

165

,0

.

.
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There arc one or :lore lessons lin each of the following /topics: (See'

appendix 6.4.1f.

Introduction to the PLATO:Terminal and Keytet
Math Skills Essential for.Chemists
The Metric System 4

Scientific Notation
The petller Analytical Balance 1 \

nsity, Mass, Voluie'
,

d..Specig16-,Gravity
d Symb6ls of, e Elements.

. -

Yrope les of the Eleme s

Atomic Numbers antyitty Mass
Valence ElectronS'
The Amfbau Principle-end Writing Electronic Configuratioht

- Nomenclatuge and Fogiules.
Ionic and Covalent.Bonding
Lewis Struqtarts
Historical Developmeftt of omic Theory
DeterminatIon of Molecular We 'hf and Pei.centComposititga
Oxidation:Ntimbers, '

. Balancing Chemical Equations
Mast and MOle Conversions, a

,"Calculations with Equations'
The Gas Laws
Kinetic Molecular Theory of Games
Ideal Gas'Law Derivakion Experiment
Molar, Normal, and Percent'ConcentratiOn
DiiutiO .Problems :-
Freez g Point.DepressiOnExPerime
Acids 'd ases in,Water
Use of a Burst
.TitratiOns,and Titration Curves
PH':
Chemical

,Kinetics . -(-1
Heats of :Chemical Reactions

Cnorg#04,c Qualitative 'Analysis
Nuclear2Cherdittry

9 (
See Appendix S.6.1..4 for a comprehensive index of chemiestry. .),essont..y

used in, the coMmunitr.colleges.)].-:, A t

"6.4.3 LeSson Design
a.

The city Colleges. divago instituteden'eftective method for the

detign and production Of PLATO colfseviare for areas in whichsno,dessont, ,

r
\

\
-

Ncisted. ,A board was forMed imisitting any interested chemistry in
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11,

lesbon programmers, a Chicago PLATOrcoordinatori and the Communir College

Chemistry Coordinator. ,The7teachers Were acutely aware of course materials

not addressed-by any PLAiessops.
.

When the topic for a new lesson is

4-
. identified, one or more of the faculty designs a iessonon papek,and

1

distributes it to all members for'comments.and criticism. Corrections are

made to that, paper copy to make the terminology of the ethson-Consistent

with the Lbmmon text's, confusing points are cleared upy and sufficient

cotr ctive feedback is incorporated.' After'revieWis completed..toevery-.

one's liking, the lesson is programmed and reviewed once more.
.

.

.
.

l

addition.- "to.content errors, the group searches for programming.errbrsi-
. ,

'If

any major modification must be, made, the lesson -is reviewed once more after
.

. .

,

correction. TheChicago City Colleges PLATOCoordinator supervises-theCity
. . .

priicedurai-allocating the human and financial resources. In this fashion,

lessonS useful to 411 instructors are produced.

This%process has worked quite well in. chemistry, for a,number o reasons;

'
1) many individuals are able to express: opinionsfor consideration

by the rest of the'Apoard) 2) either by chance,-or by thenature of chemists,
., ..

personalities have blended.well 3)0,specialists incentent, instructional

o .

design,, and management are 4orresent eliminatirig theneces'sity.for one perbn
.,

_ -.
.

.
.

to possess all.skillS..
.

.

. ;,.t:. e. ,

,

.. .- .. . . . i

The type-of,lesson found most effective was liegproblem-solvinglessoni
..'-..\

'.., 4.4' .' -

' A
whichpresents a typical text-bookloroelem,-exprAne in a step-by-step way

similar-\ the example. A,typical..formatfor,such dlessononsists'of -..

. .

. .

)).a brTSA.trodUttion to the,topie and presentation of a s ple problem,

2) a detailed, .explanatory solution° to the Sample 'problem, and 3) :1;4;i/eral

similar 'problems fOr,practice.. In'the last section, the lrgest'one, several
A
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aids are available to the student. A calculator iS'eXways available via

.a student selected option. r aide include 1) a review of the introductio

:2) answers to the'practice prob ,N,3) feedback to the student, programmed to

respond to commonly made errors, 4)a sequence of remedial questioning
..

which quides the student back toward'tKe correct solution.
\

The bogrd has produced lessons of-this type for-topics in molarity,

percent composition end dilutiOn, gas laws, formula writing, mofi.relation-

ships, and calculation involving balanced 'chemical equations., The board

also, designed lessons in drill format on. nomenclature and oxidation numbers.

Since the' PLATO chemistr curriculum also includes a large nuMber,ef
. ism

organio chemistryolessons written for use' k the University of:Illinois,

these, too, were made available to the community colleges. Two instructors.

made use of. the organic chemistry lesbons. The Image'data,in the report

does not include ude of those, ovanic chemistry lesSons., If they were

includediaemistry usage would increase by four percent (4%).
- -

6.4.4 Implementatiowil
NO 4

;fel

Implemegpation of the chemistry Curriculum in
\

the Ill, nois community

colleges consisted of:

1. Collecting student performancp data throughout the whole preject and
1:.11

submitt' it- to Educational testing Service .(ETS) for interpretation. r
..

-

and .iti on,in their report, as required by contract,

2.---Tabulating and teportAqg totalPLAA5'chemietry
ti

usage in the community
.

colleges)

3. Assisting in the design -and review of,Apw ch9.kstry lessons written
.

'thechemistrY beard;-at the- City C011egeS.of Chicago.-

o.
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'Setting Up courses for instructors and providing an on-line index of the
. 0

.

.

PLATO chemistry lessons available.

5. Helping instructors with individual problems in the use of the curriculum.- -

Revising the written catalog of general chemistry lessons.

7. Surveying attitudes of teachers who had used PLATO in their classes.
f

8. Acting as intermediary between,chemistry teachers and authors.

'Implementation of chemistry materials did not at any time mind to any
.

particular method or, methods, for the use of the materials. Part of
41

project was to learn how PLATO would be used if left to the discreti

of each teacher.Consequently, no experiments or studies were ma

Which required anyone to use PLATO in an unaccustomed or unwilling

Any-teacher who used PI volunteered to do so, Some chose to'con both

PLATO and a non-PLATO'class.in order to create data for'analysis TS on

possible diffe ces b ween the two methods of instruOtion. Results of any

such analysis should appear in ETS reports, and are beyond the scope of this

report.. 49

Usage data do s support the observatiOA that.instrdctors used PLATO in

diffe ent ways13clUding: 1)' optional use onsti.ident's time', 2') assigned
.

use n student's siwn time and 3) assigne use during.a.Scheduled class 'session.
6

When teachers used optional Use on students . own time, thellowest'usage
-7. -.

restilt*I, students merely b se d-throughthe lestons t atisfY
q .

curiosity about PLATO. Typically, these instruc,ors did dot preview atY'.
.

.chemistry lessons and consequently made np recommendations to,the class.
,

. 4

The implication is that greatest use of PLATO resulted when instructors

..,,

established' a., PLATO curriculum suitable for their.classes. Few instrutors
.

Ix...
.

k

adopted unSUPerliised use of PLATO, In contrast, a number of instructors,
90`
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committed much time to reviewing available lessons choosidg those appropriate

.for their classes developing new lessons, and encouraging the use of PLATO.
I

'PLA1 lessons were also used to replace or reinforce classroom topics.

Sometimes PLATO provided practice.to achieve'mastery; occasionally a topic.

was introduced in PLATO-and developed in class. Extensive information on

individual instructors usage is documented in the Fall 1975 Community

0

College Users Report '(Appendix S.6.1.1).. Approximately 50% used PLATO during.

; .%

cla time PLATO usage from Fall 1974 to Spring 1976 is shown in Table 6.4.1.

ring 1676 usage by class and college is shown in7Appendix

Table 6.4.1

CUMULATIVE GENERAL CHEMISTRY USAGE
Fall 1974 Spring 1976t'

All shicago ,Col Lege s

t
.

/- rStudents

Fall 197Apic Spring 11376 1308 '6439
-I,

Fall 1975 Spring 1676 1602 111024

het

Total . -2910 students." .17463 hours ...
r

6.4.5 Attitudes
4 T

/
in developing.. and implementing the chemistThe substantial progr6ss

attributed to a number of faculty members whocurficulum can largely be

1 5,'-1
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responded to the attitude question iy a Fall 1975 survey, teacher attitudes

toward PLATO were:-

attitude negative negative to. neutral neutral to positive
. neutral . positive

4
*.

Frequency a. 01 8'! 2 5

4)instructors
Among the.twenty-one

;.

who responded' in the same survey,

assessment of the quail* of-PLATO lesAns was:

quality very low- low average- very hi

frequency- 0t 13, -

tr$4. .

During schciduldeclass.ses'siOns an average of..1% ofthe students were

unable to work during the Spring 1976 period .5% of the terminals were in-

operative.. Interruptions Occured in 135/5 of the scheduled classes, but never

' required;the cancellation of 4 class.
,t" ,

,

. "

06:4.6 RecomMendations-
. r

PLATO has been demonstrated to gain teatcher commitment. It is antici-

pated that.additional cplseware will be developed and usage maintained on
.-.6

.
./..

.

..

increa ed.depending on terminal availability0 . Theres eems
.

to be-litle
- . ,

, . . . S:.'r:.

cause roject problems with the use of PLATO: in chemistry. 'One of the

0 , *
' .i

strengths of the prograM has been the testof transferability of the

courseware.

.iV



6.5 COMMUNITY COLLEGE ENGLISH

6.5.1 Introduction

The'Community College English Project preSents an intriguing qdessey in

courseware development and implementation of computer-based (PLATO) instruc-,

tion in /anguagearts skills. Perhaps no othe single subject encOmpasses.

.as a range of lehrning;outcomes; enjoys as exteipiVe a course require-
.

ment status PY.all,students, or reflects as many edUcational approaches among
- ,

faculty members dehartment

t\The effectiVe use of language is;uhiver, y regar ed as the sine qua

on of academic study as'welras amesSen tional skill in every

caiepr,
c'

Hence) the range of "English" co ses,iri the participating colleges
.; ir

,

embraces reading, rhetoric, literature, research.. The problem of

ntiying,thg,,place of PLATO in the curriculum wastifficultnot because

of a lack of opportuRity, but be of a lack of focus.

v.

6.5.2. Curriculum. Development
--------------

Faculty members at the ,.participating gbi.ieges have'contributed 'most of

the available English lessons, These have been developed in wide a variety

' of ways;`
i

PriCr-to'the
National.:Scie1 y , .. 5.5

nce
.

Foundation -contract, Barbara Geaither an

ErrP1 Magidbon.developed.English lessons on the PIATO:IIISeistem that were
. ,

later_revisql for PLATO IV. . Geaither and MagidSon were Members' of a group of

released ,teachers from the City College- of ,Chidago. who worked at

= .°N . ..,1.1

'th8 UnisVersitY of Tllinois.Comput4r-based-Z4c4tion'lLaborAtOry'dur ing schobl
4

Elir-alt.

nrqar 1971,-.72.
4

.

172. 41114r
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Ian September 1972, Dr. Richard Vidabeck, Director of.the NSF Comtunity

College Project, initiated efforts toward an English curriculum., With Tamar

Abeliovitch Weaver, a CERL. programmer, and Elise Spencer Gorum, a full-time

released Chicago teacher, he began work on a sentence generator using

transformational grammar.

Dr. Videbeck -also taught a course.for Chicago_teacher,s in_development

of computd based materials. Three English instrudtorslaavelop'e0 course-

c-ware by'thie method: Joe Vojacek; poetry and rhetorical,logicr William Ibbs,

paragraphing: and Robert Bator, research tools. Videbeck als 6directed the

..work of Paul Elliot and Bill Lucas, CERL staff members, in reading, comprehen-

v
'sion.

ConCurrently during 1972, two part-time released Parkland College

!eChers, Dpris Barr and.Sally Wallace, separately developed lessons in
, .

.

4.

,sentence structure, usage, and gramMac chiefly for their own students.

They were .trained and'aSsisted in programming by Jim iCraatz and Judy Sherwood,.

PLATO Service Organizatigr CERL. Anotherindependent project in vocabulary

17ra7

lessons vas directet by Dr. Richard Scanlan of the University of Illinois

Classics Department.
4

Th4, during the fi'op ighteen months of the project (January 1972 -

August, 1973) authors a limited amount of unrelated'material. The

lessons varied in subject matter and teaching style. Some lessons were

not sufficiently pilot tested to eliminate programming,errors and seveKal

,

were never completed.

September1973, an extensive,review: he existing materials in
. ,

,1)
\713

.Elaglishjeas conductedby D. Pauline Jordan; English 'coordinator,_,
c

'111
. .

, i
. _ ..:.-

eitsis.ted,by Unilversity.pf .Illinois drad4ate student staff membersland
.. ,... c.

1
4;..

. 4

c.,' el
V ,

tit
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°

committee of released time-teachers, As a result, a language arts router
.

system was designed to provide individualization and computer Managed instruc

tion in the skills areas.

Basically,this project consisted of identifying five.topics within.ex-

isting. lessons: grammar, spelling, puncutation, vocabulary and usage. There,

topics were subdivided into skills,categories. (Sa Appendix 6:5.1 for list

of categories.) A pre and pOst test for each categoryrdetermine students'

proficency. Because the existing lessons frequently covered more than one,

category, the lessons were copied and divided into smaller ents of single.

. ,

Instruction. The preparation of test items, programming of the router, and?

to

reorganization of the lessOns was done during 'School year 1973-197104fary

Michael adopted, ,expanded, designed sand programmed the routinggyst am

1

earlier work of the Elementary Reading Group. . .

Any leseons eady for use which were,anot related to's is topics, as

wellas the original versions of theskills lessons, were described in,Pard

copy in an English catalog prepared by Rdbert Bator,' City!COileges

Chicagd; in the' summer of 1974. These lessons were available for use with
___

the system router. (Appendix 6.5.2 lists the index of this. catalog of
-. t., 47"

.Bn 2 .

glish lessons.)
I

.
itselfitself is Appendix S6.1.5 of thierreport.

The meetings held during 1973-1974 school year to review courseware
.
.

. I

were continued during the entire field test. The group tool on formal

statue as PEEBApuitd English Editorial Board) and was chalreT.by Robert
e.

Bator,'a Chicago English teacher. Since. 1974 the board has reviewed and
_ .

r
. *... .

1
. IL

Michael, Gary and Mary. SligeriliaS4ns&ructorlOanaar, CE.W.,, University.,
4': '.

.

of Illinois Urbana, ,Illinois 6180j; 1976. 4':'

c

2 L,=v , ,

.Community College Bnglish Lesson Index,
.

iversity of Illinois

Urbana; Illinois 61801, 1974.,,.
. . s

,

-

4
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,
recommended dhanges to'authOrs 1110of ekisting lessons, set priorities for develop-

N
ment,of new lessons, screened lesson desighs prior to programming, provided

programming for English teachers unfamiliar with the TUTOR language, updated

the English_catal0g, and provided'training
. _ for new PLATO users.

, .
The board

consisted of CERL PLATO staff- members, Community, collegePLATO-Personnel,
Q

and release 'time and volunteer 'English teachers.

Implementation
.1

-

The use of PLATO in the English curriculum has depended substantially

on the active participation of released-time authors -faculty members, And

admylistrators. At the start of the:field test in September 1974, volunteer
6

.:. .
users hadhad been identified in each.cooperatinginstitution primarily because

'they had either deSigned and/or programMed courseware, or they had partici- .
.

.

pated in the review of lessons by the. English group during the previousyear.4

64
The CERL English'staff had distributed catalogs of lessons;.and, together witch

the local-PLATO site directors, trained teachers in'theAlA.e ' &I course cOrdS,
-

9

instructor'files and the Language ARTS Router System. A marked degree of

'.

communication existed both via PLATO;4nd through regualr visits
.'

to eac
-3

school by the CERL'PLATO'English staff;.
. . This process was strengthened

the second semest r of the field test by locating a full\timetCERL'English
, .

fl._

, staff member in Chicago.
.E,

. e
. n

J,ptatik,pf the Language Arts
1., - b 4: : )

Router System was unexpectedly high inAiie first
,2, - ..-

semester'. The anticipated 20 -students----acttially becathe 600 which7reSulted
5. It

, 4 -:

gbrious problem because of system 1
. 4) -.

a 'tation torageof student data.
, .

' . .
- .. .

. , .

overall i reased. pf PLATOIiiimir'ted.thecapaCI:tytostore.multiple. ' ,

f'4.-;. . ._
,

".. ''':-,, .J:-.-

tegsons in.short term iiimoryi l'yqpack from teachers and bt-udelpilidicated.
, . ,

-,v.-

. .
Nr.,. 'P..''.; :.' ;

.14''
. ".

.

'ii.:7
.

i ,- V
1"4 .

, ),

1...

e.
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ID\
eti.

directions weredUfiqult, tests were too long, and especially thdt students.
.

,

. completing test.at the end of a scheduled 'session were 'required to

repeat all of their previous work, These problemere addressedrbY, re

designing the rout*,- providing teachers with more ,options to review
- ;

D 7
questions and instruction, and sequencing the tests between instruction units.

The data storage problem.was allevJated when the swaPPing memory at the

computer was doubled insize to two million 60 bit words. New LARS options

..,were continually developed according to input data on student use.

, - ---

Because of the demand for courseware in the field of language skills,

the favorable reactions of faCulty' members and students, and the see4ces

',provided by the CERL English staff and the PLATO English Editorial. Board,.

use of English materials continued to'increase. Table 6.5.1 gives a

. record of participation during the field test. 1 p&cally, one of three4

class hour.period each week was devoted to PLATO in-class use with the

instructor present. Although instructors encouraged students to use

PLATO out of class, neither assIgned homework or extra CreditwaS given for

work on PLATO, Ithould he pointed out that the colleges are computer-
.

campuses with students almoSt always employed'part time elsewhere, and
, .

that the available PLATO terminals were in constant use by other classes

/
except for inconvenient student use hours such as late afternoon_and very

, .

.

'

early. morning. Courses using'PLATO were.English 100, remedial;'*glish 101.''

and 102,0.the required first year rhetoric sequence; Reading 126, and
1.

several GED courses.

6.5,4 Data Collection

.

Although, usage d tat a-was collected on -each courseqpy semester; it is
% , '

.

'

,
0,

f.4



tTABLE 6. .1.

'.1 ,c 'i, 0
f USAGE 4 IN,IpialuAcsrtuvErriks OF CuMMUNIV 1191412.,Gr., k3LTSfi LESSONS

f

.

e LocatiO
'1974

#Stil .#Hrs

School #1 395,

.
, ,

0

'''Spring .1515 , Summer 1T75 : ,, ''Fall '1975

#,Stu itHrs,; Stu " ,IHrs ,,$#Stli #11\rs,

k ,,
.. .,

,

1272 -129 '652 --' 257 , 1043
)

166 912 222 1736,., 154, 493Silool #2 .' 110 , 420

School #3 160 541

School #4 298 650,

SdhOol #5 285

ToiTALS 1248 _ 3729 1353% %; 4266 621

1346

399

.1

949 178 564 555 2097

627 158 ' 724 399 '1184

11*26 63 295 181' 1034

3319 1.546 5851

Sprhg 1976*'4 x, TOta

#S'tu , iHrs ).Stu #Hra
r y.

21 761 993. 3728.

342,,, '1480 994 5041, .

537 2002 1829 6153.

294 696 1522 X881

.179 542 ' 994 3843

154 5481 .7631t 22646

p

0,

K

.*This informat* is for the period January J March 30, 176 only...

J



difficult to interpret because of unique Circumstancepof:.both the course

and the Studentthemselves. These individualsliffprences make comparison,

of the '.date. very' unYe1ialle 4ild Ole staff resource did
.

not perMit observe.-

tion anddocpmentation cf,udage:

.A.meXtensiye .usage study was made in the fall,semester Of 1975.and

the reader is direOtea7to consult thatdocuident fore fur informatioxx.

Also, 'a study was conducted for four weeks at Parkland'College in Fall 075,

to determine the.effect of,PLATO Sbxmnarized ReSults usage op
.

PlacemEt of,

L
'

,

students.7 The.report of this study.desCribes high levels pf student
_. I -

,. accep-
y

tance of PLATOand indicates finding of a significant positive correlation
0

1 1,
A

eJ .
.

between number of PLATO lessons completed and level ofstudent performance
, ,.

. - t. .., .

whenprior'ability level (as measuredby ACT score) is helg-cOnstant

'(r(80)=.237; p=.032).4 ."

.,;.

In general, teachers using PLATO consistently mentioned the high'
.

. 4
'4 ,

.,
i

: '

motivational factor for underachievers. .16 a subject area where, the range
I

;

deficiency iS:soyaried, the individualization end'record.Reeping

ties of PLATO were enthusiastically received. -'

. ,

/ , . ,-,

An on-line notes file.was used to collect comments on,the materialS.
. .

While this was initiated as a communication device to 'improve the course,-
.''Z' ,

.

ware, it also served as a sampling of student opinions. (A representatiVe
D .

selection of notes,is give in Appendix 6.5::

6.5.5' Conclusibps

4.

:In retrospect, it .would-have- been more-desirable-tohaViAconcentrated- .
-

in a more organized.manner on a spe ified area 'of the Englill,curriculum.

1 , :1.

1."'3community.College,User's-Repdt, CEPL, -lrriversity of jllindis,. Urbana,,

Illinois 61801. °' P

,r1

SlF igery Ma -and Trena Findelsteip, PAR N OLLEG FOUR -.WEEK ENGLISH 100,

Univer ity of IllinOis,:Urbana, Illii, 1976.
. '
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Theresult of having.many people v,76konthany lessons. resulted inprOm4ing

high usage and wide acceptance of PLATO: owever, no:,ingle coordinated %et ,
,

Of lesson materiaidith empiril data c llected in controlled experimentaf

- *
situations exists. The Language Arts .Routing SysteM,was an'ater-!thes.iFfact.

attempt to,coordinate use of exiStinkima-5prialb rather_ than being designed

,from the ground up. The main objectiv.of the project was to establish basic

,liaison pith the cooperating'institutiOns.to assure their under-Standing of
°".

the:project, acquaint .them with the'technology and doUrsewareand..achieve
. 0 ;

- ,

a high level, of 'institutional: acceptance foi. a new teaching approach. .This'

objective was substantially*achieved.



6.6 COMMUNITY COLLEGE MATHEMATICS

6.6.1 .Introduction

The.community college mathematics project consists of 124 lessons

ounting to more than seventy hours of instruction; this material has

been implemented in all five of the participating community col'eges with

51 instructors in 166 courses, involving almost 4,000 students and more

than 16,000 hours of PLATO time. In addition, a criterion-referenced test

study of lesson effectiveness was designed and carried out, and a general

on-line data package was developed and used.

6.6.2 Curriculum Development

Prior to September 1973, some community college instructors had be in

trained in the TUTOR language and had developed mathematics lessons.
1.-

In Fall 1973, a full-time staff of content experts and programmers

was formed at CERL for the purpose of coordinating and implementing

mathematics courseware. The first step taken, was the design of a Basic

Mathematics Curriculum Plan and a procedure for lesson validation. A

broad appeal was made to mathematics instructors during 1974 and early

1975 to participate in the actual design of PLATO lessons. Seven instructors

provided lesson scenarios and fifteen helped in t h setting of priorities

for lesson development and in the critique of lesson designs; however,

the design and programming of mathematics lessons was, carried out by CERL

staff. During the Spring of 1975, meetings were held in Chicago every two

or three weeks involving CERL and CCC PLATO staff as well as mathematics

instructors. They focused on usage problems, lesson design, and lesson review.

180
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Appendix S6:6.1 provides a detailed list of all lessons with author, where-

_ )
and when produced, estimated time and'design structure. Appendix 6.6.1 sum-

Mattizes Appendix S6.6.1 by topic area. As these appendices indicate, the

community college mathematics courseware includes lessons developed by the

CERL Elementary Mathematics Group, by,thep,community colleges, by the CERL

community college mathematics staff, and by other PLATO authors.

The Catalogue of PLATO Mathematics Lessons for Community Colleges

and Adult Education (Appendix S6.1.6) gives precise descriptions of the

content of each lesson. The on-line,lessons may be accessed by PLATO

index.leseon "mathcc".-

6.6.3 Lesson Design

The list of structural features in Appendices S6.6.1 and 6.6.1 describes

the structure of the lessons, Of the 124 lesSOn," 112 contain drill and

practice sections; yet,, every one is described as tutorial drill and practice,

tutorial sequence is provided for the student who needs help. Fdrty-

five lessons use a model or contain a simulation or both. This provides a
0

rough measure of how greatly the interactive graphic and judging capabilities

of the PLATO system have been uted. Eighty of the lessons are tutorial in

nature, involving direct initial teaching of concepts. Twenty lessons use

a driver that presents an index page and several sections of randomly

generated problems with tutorial help sequences. Taken as a whole, the

community college mathematics lessons should serve as,a rich source of

lesson models.

Since the PLATO system router has,been available during all of the
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usage d of this project, it has not been necessary for the Community
114

College Mathematics Group to develop a router of its own.
o

Extensive efforts in.datacollection and analysis have accompanied

the development of mateMatics courseware. Tamar Abeliovich Weaver of the

Community College Mathematics Group has worked with the.PLATO Educational

Evaluation and Research Group and Educational Testing Service in the

development and testing of data routines.

6.6.4 Implementation

Math project staff began making regular trips to the sites in the Fall

of 1973 to meet the instructors and learn more about the courses and stud'ents.

Initial reactions from math faculty were,mixed. Several instructors at eal

of Schools #1, 2, and '3 showed early interest in PLATO and thSe three

schools have consistently been the strongest PLATO sites:Tor mathematics.

Mathematics faculty at School #4 were wary of PLATO and remained uninvolved

until Spring 1976. The mathematics department at School #5 was cordial,

attended several meetings about PLATO, provided a wealth of information

about course syllabi and class schedule8 but produced no strong PLATO users

in mathematics.

uring the Spring and Summer of 1974, five instructors were given

relea d time to work on PLATO. The instructor from School #1 was the

lead instructor in mathematics, had undergone training in TUTOR programming

sometime prior to September 1973, had programmed a.PLATO lesson, and intended

to continue with the" development of lesson material. He was generally

supportive of PLATO, but left the, school in'June ;975. The other four

released time nstructors were new to PLATO and were asked to review lesson
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material and to develop an implementation schedu] the use of PLATO

J1Qssone in their own courses. One of these four instructors wrote a brief

critiqueof the lesson materials which was largely negative. This instruc-

t,tor has not used PLATO at all. The other three released time iffistructors

'were from the same school. They have each used PLATO more than one

semester; they each took the PLATO extension course (although one.oE them

did riot complete the course); and a schedule was developed which integrated

PLATO lessons into the algebra course.

During'this same period of time (spring and Summer of 1974) meetings

were held with several non-released instructors. Two instructors at

School #1 worked with CERL taff in revising the design of the signed numbers

lessons so that these leesone'would better fit into the algebra courses there.

At School #2, three instructore. were partiCularly interested in being able

to use PLATO in their drafting and machinist courses. A careful examination

was made of their mathematics programs and design specifications were drawn

up for a series of trigonometry lessons. Unfortunately, a number of admin-

istrative changes occurred near the end of the summer which delayed the

implementation of these programs for nearly a year.

The Fall semester 1974 showed 23 courses, 574 students and 1,520 hours

of PLATO mathematics usage. By the end of the 'two -year field test, there,

had been 166 courses, 3,823 students and 16,071 hours of usage. In order .

to illustrate the pattern-of growth throughoutthe'field test, Appendix

provides a breakdown of this usage by school and by semester/quarter.

'The lowest usage occurred during Fall 1974. In addition tO a small

base of users ddring that fiibt semester/quarter, not all terminals had bee

installed, there were hardWare problems,' and there were stringent limits on
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storage in the swapping memory. These ptoblemswere virtually negligible

during the 1975-76 year and with two exceptions in the 411 of 1975. The

mathematics department at School #1 called off plans for running a criterion-
.-

referenced test study in their intermediate algebra courses and the Fall

semester was spent in planning the same study for the spring. Consequently,

the number of students using PLATO mathematics at School #1 during'the '

Fall of 1975 dropped to the level of Fall 1974 and the average time on

PLATO sank below three hours per student. The other exceptional case was

S hool #2. Instructors from Schools #2, 3, 4, and 5 went on strike for

veral weeksiat the beginning of that semester, and PLATO usage suffered

most severely from this at School/#2. The number of PLATO students dropped

half the original number for School #2 and the average time on PLATO

was half what it was during the previous period. Mathematics usage at both

Schools #1 and #2 bounced back up during the Spring 1976 semester. Although

PLATO mathematics activity remains low at School #4, several instructors

f om.the mathematics department became interested in PLATO during the Spring

1 76 semester. Until then, PLATO mathematics-usage at this school was due
--......

o ly to Learning Center and GED instructors. School #3 has consistently

had the highest number of students, and School #2, although it is the

smallest school,' has
(

congistently had the highest average ,pime per student.

The pattenn Of liaison in the math project has been fairly consistent

throughout then field test:. frequent perso al contacts with instructors;
P

constant feedback from instruc rs and site personnel on the lesson material;

and cooperative lesson review and lesson design work. In the Fall of,1975

"student Guides to PLA7" were produced that keyed PLATO lessons to the

enact section and page af the course textbook. Instructors and students
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both reac
. %

tedve 4 favorably to these student guides developed for\ 4 1 four
,

courses at Schools #1, 3, and 5. The regular meetings (discussed gboVe

in Curriculum Developmiint) also tohtributed to the implementation prOgram.

Most of'the mathematics usage has,occurred initseven different types

of mathematics courses:
.

.

I. RelatedMathematics for Vocational Students. This type of course
occurred at School #2 only. A students were all enrolled in a
vocational course such as mzfchin -st, welding, Stenograp4y,/ drafting,
etc. Each of these:courses inc uded five to ten hour f/nrelated
education" per week.in,rhath.

Algebra. This is generally-the first algebra the student
can take in college.. It begins with set theoryAHigned,numbers and
simple algebraic notatiOn'and continues through algebraic expressions

.and equations. Although the syllabus includes such topics as
graphing straight lines and Solving quadratic equations, these topics
are often not covered in the courses.

III, Intermediate Alg6bra. .T is course may,properiy be described 4s
"College Algebra." It includes a detailed study ot' graphing
straight lines, 2X2 and 3X3 systems of linear equations, graphing
quadratics, and solving quadratic equations and fractional equaticeng.

IV. GED Math. The mathematics elassps in the ,GED program comprise this
type. Although these classes were held in Schools #3 and.#4, e

,instructors and the classes are not part of the mathematics epart
ments.

Preparatory Mathematics. This course is designed for two-year
'C011ege students who are deficient in basic mathematical skillS.

It, generally ins with whole number ar,ithmeticiand decimals and
'fractions and, Ao some cases, includes algebraic expressions and
simple linear equations. .

VI. Technical Mathematics. ,This course i designed.for two-year College
students ho are concentrating in a technical or vocational area.
It reviev fractiOns,. Acimals, and percent as well as algebraic
operations and eqUations, and introduction to trigonometry.
(NO#:,'One differencebetween course types I and VI is that the

Type Icouises select only, thosemath skills which are directly'
practical in the students' own area; whereas a Type VI course
generally has a more extensive syllabus which-is'fixed.for all-
students-.)

1
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'VII. Learning Center.. The mathematics instruction at the learning
centers

.

ters is usually run on an i
.

ividual student basis. Some of the
schools staff the learning cent rs with regular f culty members,
other schools have non-faculty Learning Center pe sonnel. A learning
center student usuali9. uses PLATO on referral from a learningicenter
instructor. _Usually the learning center instructor acco anies the
student to the PLATO room.

fip

In addition to the seven major course types; there has been a small

number of PLATO lessons in a number of other types of couses which, for this

repo6erhave been labeled "Misceilaneous Courses."
4

VIII. Miscellaneous Courses.
a. Adult Education Math Course -- remediation in fractions, decimals,

percent, signed numbers, elementary algebra.
b. Algebra II -- follows Intermediate Algebra.
c. Trigonometry.
d. Experimental PLATO course -- not connected to a department course.

Appendix S6.6.2 gives a detailed list of the 166 PLATO courses. In addi-

tion'to course type, school, instructor, number of ltudents number of hours

and average hours per student, there is a rough indication of the scheduling

pattern and 'also whether or, not the instructor provided a PLATO and-out to

his students.
lv

It was decided as a matter of convenience to schedule users' during a

regular class period. Aside from tie inevitable conflicts that arose during.

the peak hours for scheduled classes, this arrangement was particularly

deleterious for mathematics, since Much of the lesson material was. designed

to be used in connected sequences of-class sessions. For example, the

leson package on-plotting points and graphing straight'lines is designed

to be used in Six.tousecutive class sessions. The same is true of the

fractions, decimaWpenent, signed numbers, solving linear equations,

fractional equations and simultaneous equations materials. Of 156 courses,

twenty wer scheduled in consecutive class sessions; 97 were scheduled at

iitervals of once-a week;--arid-3-9 for optional student use.

1 9j
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4
Comparison of Usage by Scheduling Pattern

scheduling # Of # Of # Of Average Hours
PatternPattern 1 Courses Students Hours Per Studen

1/week 97 2,502 10,615 .4.2

sequential 20 417 2,902 7.0

optional 39 724 1,964 2.7

Apparently, a number of the 1/week courses did not actually use PLATO

every week. 'Since it was rare that instructors using the optiondl scheduling

took PLATO performance into account in grading their students, the low average

hours per student are not surprising.

ppendix 6.6.3 summarizes' the usage accordingto course type; Vocational,

Algebra, Intermediate Algebra, and GED account V()r- about 80% of all the usage.

These were the course types for whiph the greatest amount of liaison work.was

expended and the enrollment in theSe four types ofCCourtes is relatively luch

higher than the enrollment in the other mathematics courses.

A.history of the 51 mathematics instructorss.involved in this project is

given in Appendix S6.6.3. Twenty-six of:Zhese.iirstruOtors used PLATO more than

one semester, and 44 of the instructors-used PLATO in more than one course.

Appendix 6.6. 4 shows PLATO time distributed by topics and 'lessons based

on ten vocational courses during Spring 1976, four algebra courses during Fall
4

1975, three algepra courses during Springy
ro

1976, four intermediate algebra courses

during Fall 1975, and three intermediate algebra courses during Spring T976.

4
Appendix 6.6.4 gives the topics and,lessons used in each group of courses, the

7
amount of usage in each lesson and topic,and the proportion of total usage id.
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each topic. Within each topic, the ons are listed not in their
1 r .

logical order.; but in rank order according a/number of students using

the lessons, The lesson usage datan Appendix 6.6.4 was gathered from

on-line data package ddveloped by the Community College Project.

.6.6.5 Attitudes

"..4

tea gathered on fifteerk mathematics instructors during the Fall o
0 4

1975 ti$indicated that ...fourtee2of the fifteen rated' the diffic21.Vlevel of

the mathematics lessons as "appropriate, one instructor rated the lessons

as "difficult" -- none-rated the lessons as either "t difficult" or

"easy". One. mathematics instructor out of fo een rate on quality

"very high"v seven rated lesson,quality as:high";'five rated 1=' -son qUa-

lity "average", and ore rated lesson quality "low". (Spe PLATO Evaluatpan.

RepOrt, R. A. Avner and E. Avner, April 19, 1976.)

The consensus across most A instructors who used PLATO during this
I

study. seems to be that the PLATO mat' ial currently available is capable of
)--

providing good drill and practice 1 sons and can be used profitably for
y

presentations involying screen graphics, but does not compete vIth the human
, ,

.

instructor in the initial teachitg of concepts. Criterion-based teaching
T--

.

is not dard in community college mathematics classes. Most of the courses

in whiCh. P ATO was. used were run in the traditi 1 lecture style (although

the vocational courses and the learning,centers a a few other are gener/
/

3
D. Alert and P. JoraL,'The Community College Users Report, Fal1/1975,
Computer-based Education Research Laboratory,' University of Illinois,
Urbana,'Illinois, 61801 (Appendix 56.1.1 pf this report.

i
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individualized by the use of workbooks), and many instructors felt that

extensive PLATO lessons segUences that are criterion-based do not fit well

into their clas'es. The only information on student attitudes, available

at theime is a le of online student comments. During the period from

September 24, 1975 to.May 29, 1976, 915 student comments were,bollect

The comments weres\divided into two groups: One-group consisting of all

comments which concerned the mathematics lessons (including ;techpical-tom-

ments) or PLATO (793 comments), and the other group consisting of all othet

comments (122 comments in this The comments in the first group
9

';were subjectively rated as expressing positive, neutral, A
or negative atti-

tudes toward he mapipmatics lessons-br PLATO. The breakdown of these

comments was as follows:

Positive: 490 (62%)

Neu ral: 43 ( 5%)

Negative: ,.26 (33%)

;'N

In order to give some seise of the kind of comments that were collected,

a number of\typical examples are given below:

Positive: "PLATO you are the best teacher.I ever ran into. You seems
to understand that it takes time to catch on, which I think
is the way a teacher should do.' Thanks.'

"the lesson is fantastic more of it." ,

/
.

"this* was a very good way to teach this lesson. PLATO taught
me'this lesson easier than my teacher did. I understood it

tit

much better."

"collecting terms i really liked the lesson4 The lesson was
easy. This is a very goodmachine to work with"

.2

"this is a very good lesson i had to think on% this ne"
0' /

"the lessbn Was very easy iehelp me a lot {with my frItions
Mikeike doing the esson.very much" . .. ,,>

1

t*

2



re Neutral: "I thought it was confuging at times. PLATO does not
alvays explain thing clearly. Howev6r: PLATO does a much.
-better job that the book, he can tell'you where you are
going wrol and help yot correct it."

"I think .biat the lesson .I just completed was very similar
4,..91e other one before this%

,

"Fitt; of all I would like to say part of the lesun was
easx the othertwas kind of hard"

"I fell that the lesson I justdid-very helpful although. it
was very, very boring"

Negative:
1

confusing questions,"

."this lesson was entirely too hard for me to understand.
I hope thatwe can go over this in class before we have an
examine."

"I fl id hot understand give me some thing easy"

"Too easy"

"who ever wrote this lesson didn't make it. clear"

Effect 'On Student Perf,1rmance

n an at empt to measur9 the' effectiveness of PLATO, the mathematics

group designed a number of criterion - referenced -testsj
on material that was

covered by sequences of PLATO lessons (Appendix S6.6.4). A study of the

straight-lines lessons w4s carried out during the third and fourth weeks 44 .

the Spring 1976 semeste in the intermediate algebra course at gchool #1.

During a period of two weeks, classroom' work was replaced in three.sections
. . -

by sessions on PLATO'and
r
PLATO was mot used in to fourth section. Criterion7

0.

'rferenced
_../

pre- and posttests were administered in all sections before and

after the two week period, of instruction. Matching pre- and.ilb ttest scores
...

.

re obtained for 51 PLATO,students and'22 non-PLATO students, The'topic .

A

17"7"--..*
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of simultaneous equations was also covered during the instruction, but

that lesson, sequence was notevaluated in this study. Six fifty - minute:
4

LATO sessions wereield in each of the threesclass sections which used

LATO and the average time spent per student was 7.9 hours;
,,

This figure

based On the data for the 51 stlents' who took both -the tets and is

`,2.9 hours more than the five hours available, during Soheduled'PLATO'ses-
,

sions. Even in this two week tidperiod of the study, there was On-
,

siderable variation in the amount .of time PLATO was used by the students

(Apendix 6.6.5).

There were eight lessons in-the straight linesequence and eight

V'
lessons i the-sequenqe on s ultaneous equations. The-number of students

r, who completed a given n Orof.lessbni'in,these two sequences is shown.

in Appendix 6.6.6. Although there was marked-variation in the time spent,

most of the students finiShed'the assigned lessons.-/

The average totals6core on the straight liAe posttest w 74% for the
I>

'PLATO students and 12%.for the non-PLATO students which ieprebents no statis-

4

cally significant difference.' noibrderto det nine, whether initial
; -

ference6 among. the students may ha e affected these resu ts, an analysis
- t

t,

covariance was carried out fOr one PLATO and one non-PL section. Both

of these seations.weretaught by the same instructor made available the

results of a review testy given'befOre the study Based on the pretest.
4 .

and review'test scores,tthe analysi, of covariance-yielded estimated 'Means
4

of 84% fort the; PLATO section and 67% for ,the non-PLATO section, a'statisti:,

cally significant difference in favor ofthe PLATO-section.
-.., /

(

The finding?that when some. of the initial differences betWeen the PLATO
.

and non-pLAT6'stUdents are taken' into account, the performance of theLATO
" -
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students was higher than that of the non-PLATO students suppots the con-

clusion that PLATO provided effective instruction for The target population.,

6.6.7 Concluding Remarks

In the course of this project, A wide. variety of'mathematics lessons

have been developed and implemented. They vary in content, style and struc-

ture and they have been amplemented in a number of educational settings

from vocational And GED classed through Algebra II.and Trigonometry. It has

been shown that mathematics instructors are'willing to try out new educa-

tional technology and are willing to participate in the develOpment of optimal

implementation strategies. Community college students would benefit from

sound criterionrbased PLATO curricular materials, and sOch developmentaI work

should cont4Sue. This record is offered in the expectation that future projects

of this sort would profit from the experiences and findings presented here.

The production of high quality lesson material is difficult. If-effec-

tive lessons are to be produced and if the.full capabilities of the PLATO

.system are to be realized, considerable expertise in instructional design

.and TUTOR programming are needed. A thorough-going effort at measuring the

overall effects,of the 1)sson material must go hand-in-hand with the lesson

production work, Considerable experience has been gainedjn the application

of on-line data analysis to the problems of lesson effeCtiveness and imple-
P

mentation. One successful criterion-referenced test study of lesson effec-

tiveneAs was completed. These efforts barely have scratched the surface, but

they provide sufficient justification for continuing the work,
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7. UNIVERSITY PHYSICS

7.1 SUMMARY

The main output of the university physics project is about a hundred

hours of lesson materials which have been tested with' hundreds
c of students

at several different colleges and universities. Brief deicriptions of

these lessons are given in section 7.13. Another important outcome is that

much experience was gained in how to integrate PLATO lessons into a course

which also has other activities. Student attitudes as measured by a

questionnaire were fokid to be quite positive. The same final exams were

given to students in PLATO and non-PLATO courses, and no differences were

seen in the distributions and means of the exam scores, even though there

was a decrease in formal class time. Some follow up studies were.also made

to look at performance in later Courses, and no differences were seen in

later exam scores Or letter grades. These effects are discussed.

`7.2 AUTHORS

Faculty and staff of the Department of Physics at the University of

Illinois, Urbana, who have been involved with writing PLATO physics lessons

in ude Prof. Bruce Sherwood, Mr. Dennis Kane, Ms. Carol Bennett, Prof. James

S ith, Prof. DavidM7Y utton, and a number of graduate students. Other writers

include Prof. Dor.iald Shirer, Valparaiso University, and Prof. Ed. McNeil,

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. This report is the responsibility

of the Urbana group.
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7.3 HISTORY AND SETTING

Development of PLATO physics courses began in 1970 on the PLATO'III

system. A first Aperimehtal group of ten students was taught with the aid

of these materials in 1971. As the PLATO IV system began,to develop, ten

new terminals were placqd temporarily in the Physics Building. An addition

of university physics to the NSF contract,provided a'total of thirty termi=

nals on a permanent basis to the physics department, and the department

later bought one more terthinal. ,The department gave up a large room,which

had formerly been a stockroom,-and with university and departmental funds this

room was remodeled to house the terminals. This cluster of thirty-one termi-

nals makes it-possible to run scheduled PLATO classes, since most physics(

coursed are divided into sections of twenty to twenty-five students. The

/ physics department faci4itatedsthe.Wr4744-of new materials and the conversion

of materials froin PLATO III to PLATO IV by,partially funding some'senior staff

and by assigning graduate-student teaching assistants to PLATO-related

activities. The department at a very early stage included PLATO activities.

in its long-range planning and budgeting within the university.

The availability of the physics PLATO classroom has made it possible

notonly to develop and test individual lessons but also to gain experience

in integrating these materials with regularly scheduled class.es on a/large

scale. Except for other PLATO projects of similar scale, few implementa-

tions of computer-based instruction have been large enough to affect'large

numbers.of students and to warrant large-scale production of lessons materials.
4

Many physics departments have their students write computer programs in order

to study complex phenomena, but very few departments have atteMpted to teach
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directly through an interactive computer system. An exception is Alfred Bork's

project at the University of California-at Irvine,. which combines computational

use of the,computer with significant amounts of direct instruction by means of

the computer. At the University of Illinois, xploitation of PLATO as a

computational tool within physics department has been7liMited mainl to

providing various calculators and function plotters, which are used eXte -

sively by graduate students and faculty in their research work. Ae focus of

undergraduate curriculum development at Illinois has been on direct instruc-

- tion, because the use of the, computer as a computer has been well studied and

'implemented in many other places.

7.4 LESSONS

Short abstracts of existing lessOns are given in section 7.13. These

materials constitute the majSr output of this project. They are already being

Used extensively not only at the Unversity of Illinois in Urbana and at

,C4icago Circle but also at other colleges and universities, including the

University of Arizona, Carnegie-MellOn University, and Valparaiso University.

Some use also occurs in several. medical schools and community colleges. It

appears that this year additional,sites.on the Urbana PLATO system will begin.

using these lessons, including the University of Delaware. Institutions on

Control Data corporation's PLATO systems who are hoping to get access to the'

materials include the Univerlityof Colorado and the University of Quebec.

Florida State University has included physics. in a proposed test 0.f PLATO

courseware they hope to carry out.

Most of the PLATO physics lessons have been written by people in Urbana.

Wit!
,)
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seems probable that the major factor inhibiting large-scale lesson pro-

thi-other sit-es is,the relatively small number of terminals at

thcise sittes. A physics professor is unlikely to make a large perponal in-

,' vestment in writing PLATO lessons if the number of .terminals is insufficien

to.deliver the lessongto his or.her students. A related pointis that

having only a few terminals may inhibit the grgwth of a supporting PLATO

culture, in terms of having a critical mass of teachers and students inter-

actingllocally with each other-to-generate ideas and to trade experiences.

On the other hand, even small numbers of terminals permit faculty' to use

existing lessons with some students with little investment of time or effort

So while it is observed that at smaller PLATO sites not ma/1y new lessons ar

written, existing lessons are used extensively.

The materials described in section 7.13 fall into three main groups:

classical mechanics for engineering and science students (normally taken

concurrently with calculus in the freshman year), introductory modern physic

with waves and optics for engineering and science students\(the final

semester of a three-semester sequence in Urbana, of which the classical

mechanics course is thd°first semester), and various materials for junior, a

graduate courses, paticularly in quantum.mechanics and nuclear physics. In

the next sections are. descriptions of how, these Lessons are used in courses-

Urbana. At other PLATO sites the same lessons are used in a variety of mays

in varying degrees of integration with'other aspects of courses, including

simply making the lessons avallable to student.as a-library resource

sentially divorced from any particular CoUr.se

7 . 5 CLASSICAL 31ECHAN ICS

t

.

e

s

nd

at

,
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The classical mechanics course is offered at Urbana, in both PLATO land

--non-PLATO-versions, with:the-PLATO version handlIng-about-one-third-ofithe

total nrollment (total enrollment reaches almost one thousand stu ent 'in

1
the spring semester). In the' non-PLATO version, students are sche 1 d to

attend every week tw one-hour lectures, a two-hour small discussion classI

.-
. led by a faculty me r or graduated student, and a twO-hour laborato

I

led -
I

by the same person. ly five or kix laboratory exercises are help
f

uring

the fifteen-week semester, and during the other weeks the labora ryperiod

is used for additicy,lal discussion. In the PLATO version of the ourse, there
.06

is only one lecture, and the discussion class is"scheduled in t physics
%

PLATO classroom with the structor present to handle individual questions
.

that may come up as the students work through the PLATO lessons' In he non-

PfATO course homework problems are usually not collected and graded!, pdOty

.because of the large amount of manpower tequired to do so. In the PLATO

version, however, students turn in homework answers to PLATO for goading.

These homework scores automatically go into an-on-line gradebook, a4d the

scores form one component Of the ()Venal]. 'course grade. All studen work the

same problems but with different numerical factors chosen by PLATO. Students

also earn course credit by completing instructional lessonS, most. of which

are about an hour, long and contain mastery quiZzes. In both versions of the

,

course, there;are three ane-hour closed-book/exams and a three-hour closed-

book final exam. These exams involve solving mechanics problems which are of

a difficulty comparable to the assigned homewotk problem6 or a little easier.

The on-line gradebook holds not only information Orr..pLATO activities,

including lesson ciCMpletiOn and homework score data, but instructors also enter

off-line grades pOming from lab reports and exams; Students can look at their
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A,

own grades and can also see:graphical distributions of how they stand with

respect to other students in the course. Another unusual component of the

C

'PLATO course is an on-line forum in which students and instructors can diScuss

aspects of the course. Problems from old exams are available op-li( for
. (

review;review; and PLATO tells students their scores and times for these practice

exams. For some lak experiments, there are on-line aids or simulated experi-

(
ments to'help with the 1 b reports.

.

1

1 ' '

St&ents a e expected to complete instructional lessons and homework
at

problems on a s hedule keyed to the weekly lectures. As an additional induce-.
l

i . .

ment to keep o schedule and as an additional indicator of what work is re-
.

quired to be 4n schedule, 'students who complete their PLATO work ahead of

time are permitted to play computer games (Opt only in the physiciNclassroom

and wily if :11dre Are adequate extra lesson space and terminals). This

procedure hds made a remarkable improvement in student pacing -- almost all.

students ,now keep up, to date. In the past, almost all students did eventu-

i.

ally ttl,rniin all the work, but not on schedule.

students use PLATO on a scheduled basis two hours per week, theyW1-4
t

are expe4ted to spend at least one more hour per-Week on PLATO; which would

compens4te for the fact that the PLATO course has only one lecture per week,

insteaeof two. By actual measuremInt, the students spend a little more'
.

than 4.ur hours per week on PLATO on the average. (There is,"of!course, a

wide Spread across the students in the number of hours'per Obek spent using

/

PLAT e.) it is not known how many other non -PLATO study hours per week are

spe t by_theistudent nor is k wn how many hours per week of study are

spa t by the students in the non-PLATO course. A

The need to provide four hours of terminal time per week per student

.4
rj
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determines the number of terminals required to teach su a course. In most

institutions, terminals could Probably be used about sixty Liars per week, in

which cape each terMinal could serve fifteen students. A classroom of thirty

ti o.
terminals could handle 450 students in one course.

L
7.6 INTRODUCTORY MODERN PHYSICS (WITH WAVES AND OPTICS)

Far this third semester ofithe introductory physics sequence for

neering and science students, there exist many PLATO lessons which 'illustrate

the important concepts and phenomena. The emphasis of most of these lessons

is less on direct instruction and more on providing the student with tools,

including simulated' experiments, whiOh can illuminate what are otherwise

abstract notions. 'Because of concentration on testing the classical mechanics

course, less work has been done in structuring a course based on these.

modermphysicsmaterials.,One way in which they have been used is as optional,
1.1

supplementary resources made available to students. During the summqr of 1976,

closer integralon was achieved, with the leSsons, homework exercises, labora-.
4

'T

OT some sections of the,tory aids, and exam reviews all made a more integral- p4rt

course. In addition to such week-by-week uses, it is now the case that'One lab
4

N
experiment in the regular course each semester isa..PLATO exercise on wave

functions in potential wells. The full enrollment in the course is handled by

tight scheduling and by;having two or three students work together as a group

,
at each t I rminai.

7.7 -LEVEL PHYSICS COURSES

Many Urbana physics courses at the junior, senior, and graduate levels

use PLATO materials on a regular basis. In both quantum mechanics and nuclear
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S

physics, many faculty have used PLATO as a laboratory'by writing exercises
_ *

for studentS to perform with the. aid of existing PLATO materials,--Students turn
;At

.in a lab report based on their work. In most p.a.es, the PLATO materials h4ge

1 -

been written by staff in response to and with the suggestions of the conedxhed

faculty members. In addition to such'assigned w , many upper-level and .

t' r

graduate students use PLATO calculators and function plotters in their course
1, 1

- J I
i 4

work and in their research. The department prov).des a Polaroid camera on de-

mandrto make photos of important graphical results.

7.8. STATUS OF DEPARTMEN*AL INVOLVEMENT WITH PLATO

PLATO is now an - integral part of the Urbana physids department. While

few faculty have. written PLATO lessons, many have used PLATO in one mode or

another. Some coursermake regular use of PLATO, while others use PLATO

occasidNAly. The department encourages faculty involvement in various ways,

-including budgeting for equipment and staff and providing space. The head and,

associate. head of the department have maintained a long-term commitment to

explote and exploit this new technology. Faculty are being rotated through'

courses involving PLATO in order to increase the number of faculty with direct

'experience with PLATO. The regular weekly colloquium series has had a talk

related to PLATO every year or two for the last five years.

7.9 EVALUAT

While he main product of this work is the lessons themselis, both

subjective and objective evaluations of the PLATO physics materials have

been atteppt11.' Sul ective evaluations include student questionnaires and

comme ts by instructors. Objective evaluations include giving -the same final

\"1

.

2,
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-
exam to both PLATO and non-PLATO students, 9Attempts at such evaluations

-

have's° far been )invited to the area opf clasSical mechanicswhich is the
.

_,.. c ,
-....

course that has been most heavily developed and which has had large numbers
..,

of students.'

At the end of the spring Semester, 1975, students irf -11e.PLATO-based
4 +;

mechanics course Were, asked whether they would choose a PLATO. or non-PLATO

,version of the follOwinecourse, if.both#re available. They were also'asked
, - ''

whether the PLATO course should continue to have lectures, and whether a

single one-hour lecture per week is sufficient (the non-PLATO course has two
* ...

.

one-hour lectures per week). i

For technical reasons, these questions were asked during the-e
IAA

lecture, which was attended by 134 of the 202 students enrolled in the

course. It is imposdible to estimate the bias introduced\by having responses
- \

.,
only from the two-thirds of the students who came to the last lecture.

,.

The results of the questionnaire were as ollows:

\Choose PLATO course: ,100 yes

27 no

7 no response

k

Retain lectures: Ifo'yes

3 no

---II no response

One lecture adequate: 75 yes

48 no

11 n response

The 100 students",favoring ai'LATO hysics course gave general reasons s ch

as "understand better, more pleasant", and "more interesting".,--Specific
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reasons for their preference i d1uded:

work at own rate, ploaced (15 responses

forces me to do more work- and keep up (11)

cuts doWn'on the amount of work rle ired (5),

.
course less dependent,on.instructor, who may be poor (5)

a

miscellanedus (1 each) -- more personal attetktion,'

good for review, 'derive formulas or yourself,'
. ,

unifies a lecture- discussion cour e, friends. in non-

PLATO course wanted to switch to LATO

Th1- 27 students who would choose ainol-PLATO physics course ga_ the

t

following reasons for their preference: ,

prefer human instruction, more discussion (14 responses)
A

PLATO work 'takes oo much time (6)

want the discipline of weekly quizzes, feel PLATO lets

them get by with. little work (3)

yr`
violeriti'Y dislike PLATO (no specific statement) (3 -

access to PLATO difficult (not enough terminals,, too

far from dorms) (1)

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of these student evaluations isthe-'

large differences in perceptions of how` much work is required in the PLATO

course, together with differing feelings about whether more or less workfis a

goad thing. It should be pointed out that since the mechanics course is the

first in the introductory physics sequence, these students had not yet had a

non-PLATO physics course to compare with.

Anothersimportant subjective evaluation is that a.growing number of

institutAIS are using the materials. The lessonsthave been designed to be

°
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modular in nature, which has permitted different.institutiQns to lose the

lesons in At Valparaiso University it wasfound possible
/ ,

....
.

to eliminate from le tures certain topicsN4hich are covered by PLATO lessons.
.

1,, ,
.

.
ChicagO Circle reports being.xable to use-4 same lessons in different courses.

. . .

Carnegi% -Mello Liv riity and the'University of Arizona offer the lessons as
t .

. r
an extra supplement, and students-w1T use these aids average ,one to oneand-a-.

halChourT a week of PLATO u The Alany College of"Pharmacy reports that

their students find the materials Useful,-even though the lessons were not
._..

designed for that audience.

One objective' meaSurement consists.of-giving the sne final exam to PLATO

and non-PLATO students. This hasolden`4one several'tim s and both groups

have always ,shown essentially the_same distributions and-means of he exam

scores. Fig.7.1 shows a.page-by-page comparison of one such exam 1 olid bars

for the,PLATO students and open bars for the non-PLATO students give the
. .

scores on each page,,plus or minus the rms deviations). The differences ar,2

not statistically significant. Studie are,proceeding rmine whether

the populations ditfer.in any significant way, since the PLATO and non-PLATO

sections are identified as such in the university timdtable, and if there are

not other saiNuling conflicts the student can choose which course to enter.

At this time there is no evidence that the groups.differ,in4bility or baCk-
...

ground.

A pessimistic interpretation of the equivalence of the final exam scores

1.8 to say that'despite the PLATO tutoring arid despite the fact that`almost all

the PLATO students turned in all the homework problems (whereas it is known

that in the non-PLATO course most students, in fact, do not do.m.lny of the

assigned homework problems),Aevertheless'the PLATO students could not do any

4Z1,
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Median, average, rms for a4I sections by page number

i . '' -
PLATO' (14 secs,133 studs) ) Non- PLATO '( 33 secs 4276 studs )
pg ) med ave pas rms .f- pg ) med /ve p0,41 rms.

'dr

0

1 . ) 12

2.r 15

3.) ,16 '
4.)r 5.)

12

t/84

6.) 12
4

7.) 10
8.) 6

9:) 0

8 2 24 .: 8.055 19) . . 0 6 . 7 24 7 .7 51
16.4 "25 7 77 2.) '15 14.5 25 8.062"
14 2 30 9'. 6.1 3.) .13 13.8 30 -94,489
10. f 24 eit 1 42 . 4.)" 12,. 8.4 24, 2.789 ti
26..3 38 9 .36 3' - 5.) 22 22.2 38 10.21-4 l'
10.7 30 7.708 6.) '4.131 '9.0 .30 7.963
7.7"\J 20 7.641*' 7.) 0 5.0 20 6. 051
8 . 2 1 6 45. 941 8.) .: 6 6 3! 1,6 5;. 530
4.0 30 ,LZ. 391 9.) 0 4.'9 30 7.786

10'110 '9.6 2 . 6.598 10.) 5- . 8,0 20" 6.298,
11.) 0 -,2.\§ 20 5 :58 4 '11.),, .0 '3. 7 20 6.1 98
1 2 . ) 8 - . 9.2 . 28 4.456 /12.) 8 8.1 28 525:44.,

., orave ± rms (°70) , solid = left, box = right.

Fig. 7.1
. ,students

Fidal exam scores
(open bars).

.

d.

cbf PLATO students. (solid bars) and non-PLATO

4 -
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. -
better'on t:he'final exam: An optimistic4interpretation of the result o

..
;.,

3
.say that although the PLATO students had only one lecture a'Week,. altho git tite

k-_____
/i

discussion class was essentially taken over (but with an instructor
.

'
,.

r
..fr

.
.

`,present to handle quesylons), land althdugh the average student
. ..

' o nly pent two
..

.

. ,- ,d, .,
Nb

-
k_ non-schekluled PLATO;hburs of study per we c in this, difficult qourse,'neverthe-.

.... .

less the PLATO students did as well 41 tke1 Ina]: exam as the non-PLATO students.
, .

4 1% . . -./. i ..,,er=07. '1 ,

--.A realistic interi5reation might ,be. at1?471rs'been_7lmc7tim15ossi.ble
.

to see differential effects on reSulttfil from,dWferenV" 1$ the,
...7.,

..,

. ,
form ofj.nstruction. As an example, after many measureMentS..it is40. parently-

.

, a ,
,

),

'kw . , -
' still an unsettled whether large lecture classes are better-than-sMhil

. -,-

discussion classes, or vice versa, in terms of final exam scores.. kore

generally, there. seem to be few examples irr higher education where large
, )

on examination scores haVe been observed following Changes in teaching tec

niques.

Within the PLATO mechanics course, various correlatiOnS have been

examined, such as exam scores ver4s homework problems completed or exam

scores? versus instructional lessqF/completed. The only significant Correia- a,

tions that have ever shown up have been between one, exam and another. Thbt,is,.

if the student does Well on the first exam,,he or she Will almost certainly
, . .

. .

do-well on the second, third, and final exams.second, The issue is somewhat muddied

g . .

in recent semesters by the gact that,few Students. fall to turn in all the

assigned lessons and homework, so that there is little Sprea&td'5E6rreiate

aga nst. Howevei., these results also obtained in/earlier semesters (before,the

carrot of computer games), when at the time an exam was taken many students had

not yetturned in work supposedly relevant to that eXam.

ince the exam problems are quite similar po the homework problems, one
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would expect that doiriq the homework problems sqpuld help in taking an exam.

However, the student can get help on the homework problems froni the text-

(hook, fromathe instructor, and, rom other students, whereas during the
v

closed-bdok exam the student is completely on his own, under timepressure,
C

and facing new problems. The course really has two rather different com-

ponents -- weekly assigned work, (lab reports, PLATO lessoEs, and PLATO home-

work) and exams, the latter differing-froM they former in being

2
a different

kind cof measurement of the student's wort. We believe the weekly assigned

work is just as important-as the exams, even if we cannot .measure lby,exam)

si

all aspects of the benefits of the weekly work.. It is also true that a
,

Student'who performs well on one component and poorly on the other will be
;

gives a passing grade. Only if the .student performs poorly:pl,both course

.components will' he or she be 'failed..
.

While itwas.convenient to correlate exams and-homework in the PLATO

,coUrse, given that the data are all on-line, ,it seems likely' that.the lack of

correlation betweenj,t4se two activities is not limited to,P TO-based

courses but is anteffect which would hold true in any similar physics.course.

It mught'also be pointed out that the PLATO course shares some aspects

of "self - paced" or "personalized" instruction. The course is divided into

1

modules of instruction, and mastery-level performance is required on lessons

and homework to pass from one module to the next (except that students are

permitted to move ahead-without mastery if they'get tbo far behind, but they

do normally go back and complete the work later). Ifit were nopt for the four
fi

exams, which destroy our illusions, we would give almost all students the

grade of "A", since almost all students do, in fact,- complete modules on

time at a. mastery level.

.

.L)
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Some longitudinal studies have been attempted. Correlations of grades and

exam scores have been made for PLATO and non-PLATO mechanics students between

the mechanics course and later courses, including, following physics courses

and including advanced mechanics courses in the Department of Theoretical and

Applied Mechanics, While in some cases the statistics are poor, it can be

said-that none of the comparisons show any significant correlations other than

the fact that good performance in one course is strongly correlated with good

performance in another course.' In other words, there is at this time no hard

evidence that taking the PLATO course either helps or hurts the strong or

weak student more than the non-PLATO course does in terms of doing well in a

later course.

Fig. 7.2 shows final exam scores in Physics 107, the follov-on course to

Physics 106, the classical mechanics course. Aftstributions are shown for'

students who had the PLATO and non-PLATO 106 course. The distributions and

means are essentially identical. Similar comparisons of course letter grades

are shown in Fig. 7d. Similar comparisons of final exam scores and letter

grades in an advanced mechanics course in Theore'ticaliand Applied Mechanics

are shown in Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. Again, there is no noticeable difference

between PLATO and non-PLATO students. Just to give an example of a situation

where high correlations are observed, Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 show scatter plots

of Physics 107 final exam scores versus Physics 106 final exam scoresi for

PLATO and non-PLATO students. It is seen that performance on one exam is

.high1}iceirre1ated with performance on another exam for both sets of students.
,

7.1,0 PROBLEMS IN_OSING PLATO

The major disadvantage or difficulty experienced.with PLATO in physics-



spring 1976 physics 107 students
who took physics 106

students .who took

plato physics 106

92 students
average : 71.18

students who took

regular physics 106

159 students
average : 70.99
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Fig. 7.2. ,Final exam scores in Physics 107 for students who took PLATO and
non-PLATO Physics' 106.
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spring 1976 physics 107 students
who took physics 106

1

students who took

plato physics 106

92 students\average.. C.728

students who took
regular physics 106

159 students
average : C.748

number of students : 251

. average : C. 741

0 . 4
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0 . 0
I
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0 . 2

0 . 0
E

grade in physics 107
1

7,1-9. 7.3. Letter grades in Physics. 107 tor students who took PLATO and
non -PLATO Physics 106.
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fa II 1976 tam 154/156 students

who took- physics 106

students who took
plato physics 106

42 students
average: 80.07 .

students who took
regular physics 106

75" students
a ve rage : '79.87
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Fig. 7.4. Final esam scores in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 154/156
for students who took PLATO and non-PLATO Physics 106.
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fall *1976 tam 154/15.6 students
who t k physics,106

students who took

plato physics 106

42 students
average : B.048

students who took
regu lar physics 106

75 students
average : B.067

O . 4

O . 2

number of students 117

average : B 060

O . 0

f,.0 . 4
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1

/
grade in tam 154/156

Fig. 7.5. Lettr grades in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 154/156 for
students who took PLATO and non -PLATO Physics 106. ,
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Fig. 7.6. Correlation of final exam scores in Physics 107 versus those in
Physics 106, for students who took PLATO Physics 1b6.
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Fig. 7.7 Corirelation of final exam scores in Physics 107 versus those in
Physics 106, for students who took non-PLATO Physics 106.
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instruction in Urba)a is the necessity of being very careful,in order not to

exceed the amount of active lesson space available. At present, PLATO allots to

Physics onlyenough active lesson space to permit ten or fifteen different lessons to

be in use simultaneously by the up to thirty students in the physics PLATO

classroom. T144 means that it is necessary to exclude mistnon-scheduled use

of the terminals during most daylight hours in order to4insure that a great

enough variety of lessons will be available to those students enrolled 41

regular PLATO.Iphysics couses. These problems are recognized, and attempts

are being.made to,increase the amount of active lesson space.

7.11 PLATO FEATdES PARTICULARLY USEFUL IN PHYSICS TEACHING

. .

The fine graphical display and calculationat features of PLATO play a

fundamental role in all PLATO physics lessons. These features make it

possible to make graphs and animated cartoons easily, whicliadds a greatcartoons
,

,

deal to the,attractiveness of what the Student sees. Anima4onS
I

are K.
. .

, . 1
, g

OlartiCtaarlYllsefillftl1CokingdYnalTacjOherlOnlerla..S opposed to the
. , #

static figures of a textbook. .

-Another basic PLATO feature. which is used heavily in most physics

lessons is the ability easily tdanalplze student responses-Of a numerical
+is

or algebraic nature. The handling of physical units at the dimensional

leveliS41So important.

The PLATO system's "mOduleirouter" has provided the physics department

with a very convenient mechanism for sequencing students thrOugh the

appropriate lessons and for obtaining reports on studentprogress in the form

of which lessons have been comp4ebed and what scores havelieen obtained on

the homework exercises.
P 4 '
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7.12 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Enough experience has been gained to encourage conti, ed development.

Some of this development, will take place in the direction of refining and

restructuring existing materials and the way in which these materials are

used in courses. It has been suggested that the classical mechanics course

might benefit a great deal from building in systematic review materials,

something which has not been done so far. 'Students do go through lessons

hkagain for review purposes, but they may need a di.ff rent kind of review

mechanism, including short-answer 4uizzes every week or two. Another area

likely to be further explored is the integration of PLATO with laboratorl

. .

exert ses. There,already exist many PLATO simulated lab experiments, but

more xperience is needed in how best to eXploit them. In the long run,

given much more development, it might-be possible to run more "tracks" of the
,

courses. It should be easier to route students through differing versions

of a PLATO course than can be conveniently done in a conventional course.

It is.likely that some teachingof fluffier cal methods will' be added to the

courses, with students writing.computationalprograms on PLATO as well as

studying instructional lessons, An important development is th ing

number of physics departments which have access to PLATO systems. It can be

expected'that this growth will'lead,to development of lessons in areas

presently not. covered and to the appearance, of better.lessons on topics

presently covered.
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.2
7.13 PLATO PHYSICS 'MATERIALS SEPTEMBER 1976

The following lessons are in use in physics classes at the University

of Illinois, Urbana, and at other PLATO sites around 1Acie country, including
A

the UniversitylL Millais 'at Chicagp Circle, Carnegie-Mellon University,

the University of Arizona, Valparaiso University, and the City Colleges of:,

Chicago.

0
The average "completion" time for each lesson is given. This is the

amount of time spent in reaching some criterion set by the author of the

'lesson. In the case of lessons which end with a mastery quiz, the comple-

tion time includes the time spent in the lesson up to the point where the

quiz has been passed. The student does not have to complete a lesson

in one sitting, because his personal record allows him to'restart it' the

middle of the lesson. If a student reviews'a lesson after completing it,

the additional study time.doei not count in calculating the completion time.

7.13.1 Classical Mechanics

Introduction .to PLATO (25 min)E

Dennis Kane,,Ul Physics
E*plairIs to students how to use PLATO in science courses'.
Treats keyboard and notation conventions common to PLATO
science lessons, including how:to erase.andedit responses,
how to use calculatortmOde, etc.

Introduction to Vectors (50 min):
Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics
Student moves a boy and a girl around .on the screen, forming
vector'displacements,.with questions-about length and
components. A brief review of trig precedes discussion .

of angle aspects of vectors.

1 One-dimensional Kinematics I (40 Min)

ruce Sherwood, UI Physics
Baltic concepts of positibn, velocitycceleration, and time

d p
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based On familiar aspects o .autoMobile,tavel,
reading aphs. Applicati1

Includes
s. Mastery quiz.

,

One -d ensional Kinematics II 490 min) -;

Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics
Simple numerical integration (with qraphs) leads up. t?

student derivation of the equation A = xi + +t't /2.
Applications.. Mastery qmiz.

Graphical Kinematics Ir4120.min)
UI Chicago Circle Physics:

Connection between slop and derivati graphical
differentiation. Student makes inputs y means of a
graphics cursor.

'Graphical Kinematics II (60 min)

Ed McNeil, UI Chicago Circle Physic('
Connection between area and integral. Graphical
integration. Student makes inputs by means \f a graphics
cursor?

Two - dimensional. Kinematic's (170 min)
Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics
Introduces and tests basic concepts of, vector displacement,
Velocity, average velocity, and acceleration. Various
applications deal with kicking a football. Also-treats
circular motio9,,includng a derivation cirtteNadial
acceleration v /r. Applications include satellite motion.
Mastery,' quiz,.

Introduction to, Relative Motion. (15 min)"

Carol Sennett, UI Physicb.
Derivation of the basic forMula for GalAtean transformation
of velocity between moving coordinate frames.

Conservation of Momentum (45 min)

Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics (revised by Dennis Kane)
Animated displays shows elastic and inelastic'collisions.
Momentum conservation is found by explibit calculations
fromithe simulated experiments. Applications., Mastery quiz.

Forces and Free-body Diagrams (70 min)

Carol bennett, UI Physics
'Introduces typical forces, including tension in a itring
and friction beteen surfaces'. Treats the concept of a
free body and had the ,student isolate and analyze various
kinds of subsystems for the forces.
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'Free-body,Diagrams (without rotation) (80 min) ,

Bruce Sherwood, UI Physids (revised by Craig Burson)
Drills t student on a systematic approach to solving
dynamicp blems. Treats one- and two-body systems.
Student, t a subsystem, identifies the forces, wgtes
the equiitioris of motion, writes the geometrical constraint
equations; and solvesthe algebra. Mastery quiz.

.

Work and Kinetic Energy (70 min)

Dennis Kane, .14 Physics
,

Relation between work and kine tic energy, with applications
involving constant forces'. Includes'treatment of dot\
product. NN

Work Done by Position-dependent Forces (20,min)
Dennis Kane, UI Physics
Student divides a force-dis ance curve ifi successivelyy
smaller steps to approach a integral. Applications
include 'work done by a spring.

40

The Wbrk-Energy Equation (70 min)

Bruce' Sherwood, UI Physics
Treats the general work-energy equation, including thermal
and other internal energies (essentially the first law of
thermodynamics, but' in a mechanics .setting). Includes a
detailed treatment of work done,by friction. Final section
deals with the effect of the choice of subsystem on the ,
form of the work-energy equation..

Moment of Inertia and Rotational Kinetic Energy (20 min)

Dennis Kane, UI Physics_
Calculation of I and KE for various, rotating' systems.

.'.

', Torque,.and Angular Moment 460 Min)

Bruce Sherwood,'UI Ph sics
,Drills on direction magnitude of torques applied by.

a wregch (treatment is mainly two-dimensional). Angular
momentum is-calculated for a spinning and translating-

. 'dumbbell. Example of angular momentum'Cahservation.

Free-body Diagrams (with' rotation) (70 min)

Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics (revised by Craig Burson)
Drills the student on a systematiEapproach to solving
dynamics problems. Treats.one- and two-body systems.

J
Student piCks,a SubsyStem, identifie the forces, writes
the equatiohs of motion, writes the gkTetrical constraint

sQ
include the ;torque equation. Mastery quiz.

-.....
-.

Oscillations: Simple harmonic Motion (110 min)

Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics
Basic concepts of amplitude; period, and frequency are

IT

ti
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*ptroduced incdnnection with a calculable enharmonic
ohciflator (.two inclines facing, each other). -Springmass
systeultreated by analogy with circular motion, and by

,optional calculus 'treatment. Experimental simulations.
Applications incI04 pendUlums. Mastery quiz,

1

Homework Sets for Clas cal. Mechanics'

PrOblems by James Smith, UI Physics, rogremming by Dennis
Kane, assisted by Bruce Shprwood.
Fourteen sets, each contaihing eight p oblems, which span
the introductory science-oriented clas ical mechanicg
course; Four sets are available in two different versions,
depending on whethey.the course treats omentum before
energy or vice versa. Many, problems ar .illustrated by

line drawings or animations Numerical parameters id,

probleMs are generated on the basig of he letters in.the

student's name. Each set outputs a sc re on a scale of

0-100. Student responses are checked or' numeFiat41 and

dimensional accuracy. Errors'in units r in typiAg (such)
as unbalanced parentheses) are explaine to the student, but

wrong angwers are simply reported' as in orrect without.`
telling the correct answer. The level f the problems is moderate

to difficult.
t

Phizquiz: A review of ClaSsical Mechanics 0 min) '

Brad .Peterson, UI Physics, with JamegSmith (revised by
Dennis Kane)

. Eight problems from major areas Of classical Mechanics.,
-Basic situationTrs.deSdribed--then student must '"buy"

-4specific information (masses, velocities, etc.). Student,

is charged for irrelTvant 3,nformation,, so that care is .=
required to solve the problem at minimum cost.

N. 20 Multhiple-Choice. Mechanics Questions (25 min)
S

,Tom Lemberger, UI Physics
Review questions on all areas of classical mechanics..

7.13.2 Relativity.

Ing-oductiOn to Special Relativity ( 0 min) 4

Donald.Shirer, Valparaiso .University.
Introduction to a series of lessons on special-
Outlines approach,-0-0nventions used, help available..'
Discusses. measurements. made by co-moving observers.

O
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'

High-Speed Physics (50 min)
Donald Shirer, Valparaiso University
Describes two experiments which show that modifications
must be made to Classidal formulas fOr momentum and energy

-at very High velocities, ,Discusses implications of these
formulaS and their prediction of an ultimite "speed limit".

Mass and Energy (50 min)

Donald Shirer, Valparaiso Uniyersity
Discusses differences between kirietic, potential, C2Tt4414
and rest energy, and, shows that:the Einstein mass-energy
formula is.compatible with the p,E laws found earlier.

7.1'3.3

Drill on Vector Addition and ,Subtraction (45 min)
Dennis Kane, UI 'Physics
Mixed drills, including the calculation of magnitudes
and angles.

'
Drill on MOmentuOinCollisions (7 min)

Dennis. Kane, UI Physics
Drill on analyzihgrcollisions of two particles.

Center-of-mass trill (-5 min)

Dennis'Kane, UI Physics
Two to four particles are shown on a grid, and the student
must calculate and point to the center-of-,mass.

-Relative Motion:: Boat on a River '(15 min)°,
Carol Ben,1ett, UI Physics .

Student tries to steerla boat to different points on the
, opposite bank o a flowing river.- Animation shows the

boat as'it veS'across the river.

Combining Ezperjmehtal Errors, (20 min)

Caiol Bennett, VI Physios
1 Combining of errors for addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division of experimental quantities.

GRAFIT.Programming Facility
'Bruce Sherwood,* UI Physics
A simple programming language with in rent graphical
output, designed to assist science s u ones to compute
and graph results for small calculations.

PhysicsGames
Carol Bennett, VI Physics

Z
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Mechanics-oriented games, including projectile motion,
determining target shapes from collision information,
landing on the moon, and interplanetary travel.

The Vector Olympics
Bruce Sherwood, UI Physics
Three vector-associated games: estimating lengths'of
vectors in centimeters, algebraic form of components of
a vector in randomly=choset coordinate frames, and
centimeter lengths of components in such frames.
Touch panel required. 7

'Torque Game
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Three- exercises of increasing difficulty involving
balancing masses on a pivoted rod. Touch panel optional.

Workout
David Suttoh, UI Ph36ics (assisted by Bruce Sherwood):
Games .related to wok, including dot prOduct and estimating
areas under force-distance curves. Tduch.panel required.

Game Balancing Three Forces (15 min)
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Student must apply three forces to an object in such a
way that the object does not accelerate.,-

Interterminal Problem-solving Contest
'Dennis Kane, UI Physids (assisted by James .Smith)
Students at different terminals can challenge each other
to see who cart solve a physics problem in the shortest
time.

Interterminal Game of'Physics Formula
Charles Guerra, UI Medical Center (assisted by, Howard Balfour)
Students at different terminals can challenge each other
to produce specific physics formulas or to convert between
different systems of units.

7.13.4 Modern Physics

Waves: travelling waves, and the wave'equation
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Aided exercises with components of a travelling wave
and differentiation to test.thevave equation and find v.

Waves: vibrating string experiment
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Description of a vibrating string plus simulation pf an
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experiment in findi thewavelength of standing waves..

Waves: resonances in p'pe with an experiment
Carol Bennett, UI Phys cs
Description and questions on standing waves in pipes
with a 3-part experiment with an open pipe.

Waves: Doppler effect
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Dennis Kane,,UI Physics
Guided derivation of Doppler shift(cb); exi?Cises(dk)

/,-
E-M radiation: polarizers

Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Summary on polarizers; template with help for working'
problems on 1 to 3 polarizers.

if
E-;:1 radiation: slit interference and diffraction

Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Simulation of intensity patterns 'for varied slit width.,
separation, and number.

EL.M radiation: phase (vector) diagrams with quiz
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Construction of interference patterns from addition of
electric field vectors; quiz on properties of patterns.

7.13.5 Geometric Optics

Snell's law.
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Two game# involving a refracting surface

Thin lenses
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Graphical exercises drawing the principal rays for a
concave and a convex thin lens; calculate image position.

Plane mirrors
Carol Bennett, UI Physics

Graphical exercise locating the images for two
perpendicular plane mirrors.

Spherical mirrors
Carol Bennett,UI Physics (asSisted by Dennis Kane)
Numerical exercises (fill-in-the-table) for spherical
mirrors, varying the unknown quantities.
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Sign conventions in optics
Carol Benne-tt,, VI Physici

-RandomXy gneraies a lens; mirror, or curved surface,
draws thelprincipal rays, and asks for the' signS of
the focal length, object andiimage. positions.',

Geom. optics: homework problems with help
Carol Bennett, UI Physics

7.13.6 Particles and Waves
c

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Discusses k and x for a particular wavefunction form;
a few of these are measured'for a varying parameterin
the wavefunction, tabulated with estimated error, and
compared with the analytical result the student derives
in the lesson.

Photoelectric effect
Carol Bennett, UI Physics (assisted byi/G. Weast, T. Little)

Exercises with simulations involving tne photoelectric
effect; finding kinetic energy from retarding potential;
finding work function of a metal from simulated current
measurements.

7.13.7 Elementary Quantum Mechanics

Infinite square-well potential
Carol Bennett, UI Physics

, Properties of infinite square-well wavefunctions,:and

energies.

Finite potential wells and bartiers
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Wavefunctions are plotted for arbitrary finite potential
well and barriers; analytic forms are shown with the
numberical coefficients.

Finite potential-well wavefunctions
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Guided exercises in finding bound states for 3 finite

potential wells.

Quantum mechanics
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Review problems. r
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Atomic quantum numbers
Carol Bennett, UI Physics

Timed exercise in identifying the n,l,m atomic quantum
numbers for a given system.

Molecular vib/rot spectra
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Vibratiohal and rotational'energies and photon
emissions in .a diatomic molecule.

Nuclear decay
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Simulation of neclear decay and exercises to find
half -lice from a plot. of the decaying paiticles including
fitting the data to an exponential decay function .

General: review questions from past exants, multiple.choice
'Carol Bennett,. UI Physics

7.13.8 Thermal Physics

Thermal Equilibrium (30 min).

;Donald shirer, Valparaiso University
Open-ended simulation of an experiment ih which
molecules exchange energy randomly and go from ordered
to disordered (equilibrium) state similar to Boltzmann
Distribution.

7.13.9 Elementary Electrid

'Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Plots of current vs. time in rl,ic,r1c circuits,
with exercises on what should be expected.

Game with charges
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Find 1 to 4 randomly,located point charges by measuring
the eleCtric field; introduction on fields and forces.

7.13.10 Intermediate Optics

Ray tracing
David Sutton, UI Physics
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Ray tracing thru a single spherical
refracting surface; spherical aberration.'

Optical path length
David Sutton, UI Physics
OPL vs displacement of.ray from the optic axis
at spherical surfaces.

Fermatls principle
David Sutton, UI Physics

Experimental minimization of the OPL between two points
separated by two plane surfaces (3 indices);
checked by ray tracing.

7.13.11 Intermediate Quantum Mechanics

Wavefunctions for 1-D potentials
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Plot wavefunctions for any chosen potential V(x)

Wavefunctions for radially symmetric potentials
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Plots waysafunctions.for arbitrary potentials V(r);
calculatOK Phase shifts.

Addition of angular momentum
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Exercises illustrating the addition of angular, momentum;
brief introduction to Dirac notation

Matrix algebr*a 1

Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Review of matrices as applied to cf.m.; simple exercises.

Helium atom
7

,Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Analytical calculation of electron single-particle
pseudo potential; introduction to self-consisten't
calculation.

Helium atom
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Self-consistent calculation of electron wave function;
charge in nucleus and angular momentum quantum number
may be changed.

,11
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4-
7.13.12 Service Routines

Calculator/function plotter '

Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Elaborate calculator and x-y function plotter with
user-defined functions A-Z and variables a-z.

Mini-calculator -
Carol Bennett, UI Physics

` Small calculator without usfined functions; includes
real or complex numbers, raft numbers, array operations.

/Root finder
Carol Bennet-ts..).UI Physics

Finds .x for arbitrary f(30,70 step-wise search
and interpolation. V.,

Least squares
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Linear and quadratic fit to data points without weighting.

.Numerical integration
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Introduction with exercises.

Numerical integratiOn
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
4th-Order Runge Kutta for .1 to.4 equations.

Simultaneouelinear.equations
Carol Bennett, UI Physics-

.Solves a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations.

Eigenvalues and eigtinvectors-
Carol Bennett, UI Physics
Finds the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for real
symmetric' matrices.,

.J3
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8. UNIVERSITY CHEMISTRY

8.1 SUMMARY

Support from this NSF grant provided funds to purchase 30 PLATO IV

terminals and the necessary communication equipment to establish a PLATO

classrcom within the Department of Chemistry.at the'University of Illinois.

Lesson material has been developed to use this facility in the teaching of

general and organic chemistry. At the present time approximately 1000 students

use the. terminals from:1 to 2 hours per week to study assigned lesson material.,

In general student acceptance of instruction on PLATO has been very good.

one questionnaire 96% of the students in an organic chemistry course said

that PLATO helped theft learn the material.

8:2 CHEMISTRY AUTHORS

The,authors of the lesson materi have all been member of the

Department of Chemistry. Dr. Ghesquier was involved with PLATO III and

the initial phases of the PLATO IV programming. Ms. MoOre, is just

beginning work on lesson material and_Dr. Myers wrote a set of lessons on
A

carbohydrate chemistry during a brief post-doctoral program. Dr. Ruth Chabay

lies been instrumental, in the development of the programs for thd teaching of

general chemistry and Dr. Smith hag done much of the ?dirk on thelganic'

chemistry material.

227
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A summary and brief description of the programs which have been

developed,is given in section 8.8.

8.3 DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

Our' research into the use of computers to help studentS:learn.chemistry

was initia ed.on PLATO III in 1968. These efforts were direCted tor.rds

ways'to provide individualiied instruction which could be used by the

students in large lecture courses who have difficulty obtaining help specific

to their' needS.

Each,program has been written by one individual who serves as.the

instructional designer and programmer. T4.s approach_does not impcite other,
_

-*,
,

individuals between the experience and creativity otthe teacherand the
.

(

final instructional lesson. \ "s.

The programs which were developed on PLATO III and tested with small'

groups of students 2re transferred to PLATO IV. The ompletions of the

chemistry.cIassroOm coupled with the steady growth of new lesson material

on PLATO IV is refleCted iri the use of themistry lesSon material which is

cr

summarized in Table 8.1. At the present time, approximately laga>Students at

the Universityof Illinois use PLATO to. study chemistry for 1 to 2 hours

pet week. This levels of use essentially saturates the facility and expansion

in the use of PLATO in chethistry requires the acquisition of additio4a1

terminals.

Table 8.1
Use of Chemistry Lessons

Academic Year
1973-74
1,94-7,5

1975-76 c

Hours of Use
4,400

30,960
51,500

,241
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In addition to the=use of the chemistry progra at the University of

Illinois; about 1/4 of the total usage of the lessons occurs at other colleges

and Universities associated with the UI PLATO system. f

The spread of hours of use of the system by students in a typidgl

coui..se is shown in Fig. 8.1. The number .C;,k lessons completed by these
4

students is illustrated in Fig. 8.2. It is .interesting to note that only 34'

lessons were assigned so most students did more than the'required amount of

work. The wider variation, in the time that students work than in the number

of lessons they-c,Qmpleted, of course, reflects the oulifference in the rate .

I '4N

at which students complete instructional material.
a

The lesson material is written in a variety of pedagogical styles and

includes tutorial dialogs, animations, simulated experiments, open-ended

multistep organic synthesis, drills, and chemical games. In general, t1

lessons are used to supplement and extend the lecture component of the

course. Usually each lesson has aniinternal inde,so students may select

and review particular sections of a lesson or skip others which have al-
.

ready been mastered. "Credit" for mpleting a lesson is usually based on

.

satisfactory completion o a review problem set.,
4

An impOiltant compo ent in the design of, the.instructional material has

N,

been the incorpora n of simulated experiments which allow students to

repeat' classic experiments and- to gain experience in the design of experi-

ments and th9 interpretation of data.. For example, one lesson allows organic

chemistry students to study the effect.of the concentration of alkoxide on

the rate of reaction of n-butyl bromide and t-butyl bromide in ethanol

through computer simulations as'an aid to mderstat0Ing unimolecular and
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Chem 131 Spring 1976

HOURS on PLATO

403 students
Avg: 35.1 Total : 14159

06 /10 / 76

r */ . . .

10 50403020, , , 60 70
;

HOURS on PLATO _

Fig. 8.1 Hours of PLATO use by-4.03 students in typical chemistry course.
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Chem 131 Spring 1976

LESSONS COMPLETED:

463 students
Avg: 30.0 Total : 12092

06/10/76

35

25

20

I 5

10 ,

5

0 10, 20 30
.

NUMBER of LESSONS ,.

40

Fig. 8.2 Numbers of lessons completed by 403 st ents `in typical chemistry'course,

8
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.bimOlecular substitution and elimination reactions: Animaticeis then graphi-

cally illustrate the sterochemistry of these processes to further enhance

the students understanding of these basic reaction meOhanisms.

8.4 DESCRIPTION OF CURSES USING PLATO

General Chemistry: The general chemistry course for studentS with no
0

P

prior chemistry has an enrollment of 400 to 500 students per semester. The

one lecture per week, a. quiz section and a.laboratory are,now supplemented
.

4 ..

by 35 PLATO lessOns.
.

On the average, the students in this course Spend 1.2
. ,

hours per week doing the assigned PLATO lessons. They come at anytime they

like, although an automatic site management scheme give0hem priority,on the

use of the terminals between 8 am and noon on week days-.
i

The 3'5 lessons in tis course cove the-loasi theoretical principles

and give studentS individual help working problems on other.topics including

the metric system, scientific notation, nomenclgturet basic atomic struct4e,

igpic and covalent bonding, chemical fortulas, balancing equations, ste(ichimo-
e

metry, ideal gas laws, and chemical equilibrium...A.

Organic Chemistry:
A

Two beginning organic chemistry courses at the.

University of Illinois now use PLATO as a required part of the instructional

program. The course for non-majors has 400 to 500 students'per semester

while the course for chemistry majors has EN to 200,students per semester.

Each of these 58urses meets three times per week plus required work on PLATO.

The same basic set of PLATO lessons Ls used.in both courses with some addi-

:tionalprograms required-for the chemistry ma ors. At thipresent time
)

be A ween.30 and 35 lessons are used each semester..
,x.f
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C

The prcgrams cover (AIch major-topic iii nthe course4nomenclature,

optical activity', conformational analysis, alkenes, arenes, alcohols,,
'

.

aldehydes, ketones, .amines, carboxylic acids, NMR, IR, and multistep

,aromatic and aliphatic synthesis. Students are given credit towards their

0'

final grade for, completion of the progYams which constitutes. about:10A of the

total-course grade. On the average students spend aboilt 2_hours per,week

, 'working these programs.

In addition to the instructionaL lessons., the PLATO system serves as a

communication link between the students and the instructor through the use df

student notes.47Alditional services provided the student,, include anon=line

gradebook which gives them detailed X,:formation on-their class standing,

answers to'hour exaMs, readingand ,homework assignments. Part of the grade-
;

book is illustrated,in Fig. 8.3.

Just as with the geneealihemistry coUrse, the organic'chemistry students

may work when ever they want, although th6 aUtomatic'alass management system

give them priority on the 'use of the terminals during the afternoon hours.

Qualitative Organic Analysis: In a senior level qualitaave organic

chemistry course students spend the first few laboratory periods reviewing

the basic chemical and spectroscopic analysis techniques which. are require

for the identification of unknown compounds, Then they practice their de-

ductive strategies' -by attempting toj.dentifycompounds through computer

simulations of the laboratory. 'After solving about a dozen unknowns on the

computer the students are then allowed to go to the laboratory' anddeal 'with

real compounds,
F

Data on i,esson Performance: The extensive dafa collecting capability of

246
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CLASS SCORES:
Exam 2

Average = 45.8
347 students

r .

20

.15

10 7,

5

0 10 20 30 040 50 60 70-

student

O

80 . 9k. -100

,8.3 Distribution Of examination scores for .347 students ir1 typical 'chemistry
course.
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tYle PLATO sys.tpm has made it possible to gather data on the use of the

lessons. For example, Fig, 8.4 shows a plot of the number of errors

students made in working one section of a lesson. The error rate shown can

be put into better context by looking at the % of the questions which students

got right without help as shown in Fig. 8.5. It has brivaluable to review

plots of this type for new lessons to be sure that the problems are not too

easy (high %ok) or too hard (low %ok). Where data of this type indicate that

the lesson is not working correctly, the program is modified. The scatter in

the plot of time vs: errors shoWn in Fig. 8.6 illustrates the diverse
-24

abilities and rates at which students work and serves to reinforce the de-
r

sire to provide an instructional system such as PLATO which will adjust to

students as individuals rather an trying to fOrce them all to work and

learn at the same rate.

8.5 STUDENT ACCEPTANCE

In general student acceptance of instruction presented on PLATO has very

good. For example in a questionnaire, 96% of the students in an/o rga nic

chemistry course said that PLATQ helped theth learp organic chemistry while

2% -said it had no effect and another 2% felt t it hindered their learning.

When asked how they Would advise a find, 57% said to take PLATO "if at all

possible" and 27%.Voted for"fight tooth and nail to get into the PLATO section".

Between 'I d 2% of the studentg.did not think PLATO should be used: In

'addition 90% of the.students indicated that the.same number or more programs

should be used in the course.

1'
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Interpretation of. NMR spectra
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Fig. 8.4 ,Distribution of errors made by students in working one section of a
chemistry lesson.
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Interpretation of WAR spectra

Area 2

20

20 40 60

c'70 OK 1st Try

It

80 ; 100
+

Fig. 8.5 Distribution among students of the number of questions answered correctly
on first try for one session on a chemistry lesson.
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ei

' Student comments also serve as an'indication to the acceptance of
this type of instrqction. Student4 have Commented:

-ea

" PLATO is probably the most valuable stool for learning in tlhis course.
Learning.is accomplished at one's own pace.and,,best of all, atsja civilized
hour (i.e., not at the, crack of ddwn). The lectures are too'impersdnal,
making it both dificult to. pay. Attention and worst of all, impossible to
ask questions in"

".feel that PLATO is and can easily continue to be a valuable instruc-
tional tool. PLATO has the capacity of providing the student,with practi
problems together with immediate results of his work. Thus I highly recomtnend
the continued use of PLATO as a sul5plementto not only tha but other courses,"

. .

"PLATO is a marvelous tool and 1 find 'learning with it' a great
,experience. It tends to make chemistry more. appealing and sometimes even

fun."

"Lecture's d me. The book didn't help me. If it hadn't been for
PLATO I could not have passed the course, much less done as well as I had.
PLATO is excellent"

,

"USing PLATO wasn't like a book. Here.;7.1 had to get it right and I
could practice the problem instead of just saying "yeah I guess I know
that"

These data indicate that students regard PLATO as an important and

effective part of chemistry courses and strongly support its continued

development and use as an instructional tool to help improVe the qUality of

education at. the'-.UnvOsity: .-

8.6 UNIVERSITY OF PLATO CHEMISTRY PROGRAMS- (NOVEMBER 1976)

The average 'completion time in minutes for. UI students is give for each

lesson which has specified performance criteria for completion.

8.6:1 Introduction to PLATO

Brief' introduction to the "ti.LATO"-Keybpard (10 min)
Ruth hahay
production to the PLATO keyset for, new chemistry
students. Emphasizes typing Wers at Arrows, including
use of SUPER and SUB, and us of common branching keys.

Introduction to the Touch Panel (3 min)
Ruth dhabayo
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Introduction to the touch panel. txpIains hods the
touch panel works, and common pitfalls of using it.a

Gives student a chance to play with,the panel.
,.. it

8.6.2 General Chemistry Lessons

4
8.6.2.1 Basic Skills

-The Metric System (58 min)
Ruth Chabay
Introduction to the metric system. Introduces metric /

prefixes, units of length, mass, volume, temperature.
Stresses' conversion betwden English and metric units;
emphasizes use of dimensional analysis in solving.pr6blems.

,

Scientific Notation (44 min)
Ruth Chabay

Exponential notation,, writing large and small numbers
correctly in scientific notation, multiplying and
dividing using scientific notation.

Conversion Factors and Dimensional Analysis (35 min)
Ruth Chabay
Introduction to thT use of dimensional analysis in
solving problems. Practice setting up problem solutions-
by.constructing conversion factors, with special

,

attention to'using units correctly.

k

Math Skills Di6.gnostic Quiz (26 min)
Ruth Chabay
Quiz to measure entering mathematical skills of general
chemistry students. Problems involve percent, ratios,
solving linear equations, interpreting graphs.
Students can find out correct answers, but no
instruction is provided.

8.6.2.2 Elements, Athoms, and Nomenclature

Description of the Elements (28 min)
Stanley Smith
Properties and uses of some of the common elements.

Atomic Number and Atoftic Mass (31 min)
Ruth Chabay

Introduces concept of atomic number, nuclear particles,
counting protons, neutrons and electrons, isotopes,
calculation of average mass from isotopic distribution.
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4-.

Calculation: of Mglecular Weight (17 min)
Jim Ghesquiere
Practice problems on molecular weights and moles.

Names of the Elem min)
Stanley, Smith /

Practice on the name and symbols of the elements.

Names of-the ,Common Elements (37 min)
4

Stanley Smith ,

Practice gn.the names and symbols of some common elements.

Name the Element Game,
Stanley' Smith and Ruth Chabay
Interterminal game in Which one %tudent 'gives the other
an element to name.

Inorganic 4menclature (39 min)
,iCarglyA4 Moore -

Names of cations, ani ns,polyatomic ions, acids and,
bases and 9.tivalent ations.

8.6.2.3 'Atomic structure, Chemical Bonding, Compounds

1.

Valence: Electrons (19.-min) A
a,

Ruth Chabay
Determining number of valence electrons (Groups IA, IIA,
MA-0) by locating the element in thee'periodic table;
Periodic relations of common ions formed by elements in
these groups.

The Aufbau Principle (35 min)
Ruth Chabay
Introduction to electron configuraticin. Constructing
orbitnal occupation diagramsfor elements other than
rare earths.

Writing Electronic Configurations (38 min)
Ruth Chabay//
Introduction to 1s 2 notation for representing electronic.

configuratighs. Correclation of electronic_configuratiOn
with location in the periodic table.

Historical Introdudtion to Atomic: Theory (41) min)

Ruth Chabay
Student performs simulations of experiments done by

.Dalton and Rutherford, leading to getermination of
relative and absolute jnasses of atdims.

2'54
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onic Bonding and Lewis Structures (27 min)
Ruth Chabay
Writing Lewis dot Structures to represent ions and
ionic compounds. RecognitionN6f common types of
ionic compounds (acids, bases, and salts).

Covalent Bonding and Lewis Structures (46 min) -
Ruth Chabay

of the principles of covalent bonding.
Writing Lewis aot structures for covalently bonded
compounds. Covers single aiftmultiplel. bonds, but not
resonance.

8..6.2.4 Balancing ,Equations, Stoichiometry

Balancing Chemical Equations.(26 min)
Stanley Smith
Pratice problems on balancing simple chemical
equations.

Balancing REDOX Equations (31 min)
Stanley Smith
Practice problems on balancing simple.oxidation-
reduction equations.

Molecular Formulas and % Composition (83 min)
Ruth Chabay
Counting atoms in molecules, definition of empirical and
molecular formula,, calculation of molecular weight.
Calculation of %. composition;-finding the .empirical
formuia"from % com ositiAori data.

Calculations Using Chemi al Equations (65 min)
Ruth Chabay
Elementary chemical stoichiometry'- meaning of a chemical
equation; male-mole, mole-weight, and weight-weight
probleMs.

Solutions:. Concentration (46 min)
Ruth Chabay
Definition of mclarity,_calculatfon of molarity of a
solution.. SolVing problems involving molarity, including
solution dilution. problems. ,

8.6.2.5 Chemical Equilibrium
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(

Chemical Equilibrium & Le Chatelier's Principle (32 min)
Ruth Chabay
This lesson leads-,the student through a tutorial dialog
in which a non-chemical system is used is an example
to define equilibrium, define K e q, and Illustrate
Le Chatelier's principle. Not much mathefnatical
ctfiGdiation,.is required.

Chemical Equlibriud and Weak Acids (68 min)
Ruth Chabay
Introduction to cheMical equilibrium using a non-chemical
syatem;.- discussion of-acid dissociation. Practice using
K .a to calculate ionic concentrations for weak acids.

,
Equilibrium groblems (16 min)

Jim Ghesquiere
Practice problems on chemical equilibrium.

K e q, Ka, K b 'and pH (20 min)
Jim Ghesquiere
Relations between Kie q, K a or K b. Calculation of acid-

base equilibrium cohcentrations, pH and,equilibrium
constants.

ChemiCalvStoichiometry (10 min)
Jim'Ghesquiere
Problemson the use of balance chemical equations.-

_

Ideal Gas Laws (67 min)
Stanley Smith
Experimental derivaticin of ideal gas laws.

Solving Ideal Gas LaW Problems - part I (24 min)
Ruth Chabay.
ReViews the algebra necessary for manipulating the ideal
gas law equation; practice rearranging the equation and
solving problems, including converging torr to atm and' .

C to K.

ThermOdynamics

Law of Hess (37 min)
Jim Ghesquiete

,,,Endothermic an exothermic reactions, addition of
equations to de ermine enthalpy of a reaction.

2 5 G
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8.0.2.7 Laboratory Techniques

Use of the Analytical Balance (34 min)
Stanley Smith
How a single pan balance works, reading the scales,
how to operate.

'How to Read a Buret (9 min)
Stanley Smith
How to use and read a buret. Uses photographs

c..

of buret on microfiche for practice problems.

Freezing Point Depression Experiment (81 min)
Jim Ghesquiere
Determination of molecular weight with simulated
experiment on freezing point depression of benzene,
solutions.

8.6.2.8 ACid-Base.Chemistry

Acid-Base. Rgactions (13 min)
Stanley Smith. .

I

Practice problems in setting up simple acid-
base reactions..

,- .

Introduction to Acid-Base Titrations (48 min)
Stanley Smith

.

Equations, calculations, indicators, settin up
titration experiment, and reading a buret,

Introduction tb Acid-Base Titrations (52 min)
Ruth Chabay and Stanley Smith
Microfiche version of introduction to
titrations.

pH and Titration Curves (17 min)
Jim Ghesquiere
CalculatiOn of'H + and pH, titration df weak acids
and bases, titration of diprotic weak acids.

8,6.3 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LESSONS

8.6.3.1' Structure and Nomenclature

ot

es:

9
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Organic Nomenclature, part 2.z
min)-

Stanley Smith
Copmon and UPAC named of alkanes and alkyl halides.

Organic' NomenLature, p t 2 (26 min) ,

Stanley Smith
'1,14riting of structutal formulas for alkanes an

alkyl halides.halides. Recognition the functional g oups:
ROH, Rft 2, RCHO, RCOR, RCOOH, RX,. RCONH 2.

Nam...s%of Organic F4ndtional Groups (42 min). /
tanley.Smith

Provides drill on the recognition of common
functional groups.

Conformations of Alkanes (24 min).
Stanley Smith
Three dimensional representa,ion of milecule
conformations of ethane, propaneand butane,
energybarriers to-rotation's ab9ut single bonds,
Newman projection formulas. ,)

Conformations of Cycloalkane (38 min).
Stanley Smith
Heats of combustion of dycloalkanes, strain energy
conformationsof 3,4,5,and 6 membered 'rings, axial
and equatorial groups.:

Bonding in Carbon Compounds (11 min)
Stanley Smith
Brief review of sigma and pi bonds.

Optical Acitivity (59 min)
Stanley Smith "7

3 -D representations of, organic moledules, mirror images
recognition of chiral molecules, .measurement of the
rotation of 2-butanol, optical purity.

8.6.3.2 Functional Group Ohemistry

Free Radical Halogehation ,(57-min)
Stanley Smith
Mechanism of free radical chlorination and.bromination
of alkahes;.'Calculation of the(hets.of reaction from
'bond erfergies.

Alkene Chemistry (44 min)

4
Stanley Smith

c 2 5 r'
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401

Nomenclature of'simple alkenses, addition HX, waer,
halogens; and hydrogen, Hydroboration. ..Animations of
hydrogenation and bromine addition to double bonds/

'simulated experiment on effects pf concentration-of"
anionson the reaction8 Pt.broMoriium ions.

Alkene Review ProbleMs (28 min)
fr

Stanley Smith
The student is given a group of compounds and reagents

. and must find interconversions between them by touching
. the corresponding reactant, reagent and product.

.?

Alcohol Chemistry'(89min)(
Stanley'Smith
Common and IUPAC names of alcohols. Preparation by
reduction of\C=0,-hydration, hydroboration, hydrolysis
of HX, and Grignard additions. Reactions:, oxidation,
conversion to ,RX, dehydration, salt Nand ether formation.

Alcohol' Review Problems (29 min) ..147

Stanley Smith
The student must indicate interconversion between
Compounds involving alcohol - carpopyF group oxidation.
and reduction,and Grignard addition reactions...

Substitution and Elimination ReaCtions (43 min)
-Stanley Smith
SimulatetheXperiments on thaethanolysis of.n-BuBr
and t-BuBr. AnimationS of substitution and eliMination

'reactions,

Problems on Substitution and Elimination Reactions 433: min).
Stanley Smith
The. student is.asked,ta indicate the starting materials,
reagents and products for some' substitution and
elimination reactions.

Addition to Carbonyl Croups;.(42iiin)
Stanley Smith

.Simulated- experiment to determine mechanism of
cyanohydrin formation. Hepiacetals, ecetals, etc.
Experimental determinatio.wof,pH'rete. profile for
oxime formation. Phenylhydrazone and DNPIfOrmation.

- .Reactions of Al hydes and Ketpnes (55 min)
Stanley Smith 7-
Enolizatidn, .H-D exchange, kinetics of brominAigh
experimental comparison if/reaction with Br 2 and I '2.
Kinetics of,racemization at carbon. Aldol condensation.,
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./
Aldehyde and Ketone Practice ,Probldms (23 min')

Stanley Smith
PraCtice,problems in recognition of starting
materials and produCts in the preparation and
Reactions of Carbonyl compounds.

Arene Chemistry (58 min)
Stanley Smi
Mechanism of lectrophilic substitution.-Directive

.effects.,

MUltistep Aromatic nthesis L39
Stanley Smith "- -

:Synthesis of mono and di-substitdted aromatic!compounds
:.- (

Multistep synthesis in which Student supplies:reagent
'and computer draws structure. of product.

Aromatic Synthesis Game
Stanley Smith
Inte terminal game in which one student makes up a'
com und for the other player to try to synthesize.

Drawing ekule Structures of Arenes (60 min)
Ste ley'Smith
Students. indicate the positions Of, the doUble°bonds
in Kekule structures fOr 5 different arenes,

Carboxylic Acids (35 min)
Stanley Smith

. Structure, nomenclature and. acidity of carboxylic acids, a.

Est4rs of CarbO)6,lic Acids
.

'Stanley Smith'
Preparation and Reactions of esters imulated
experiments to deterMine mechanism of 6 terification,
labeled oxygen exchange,' and hydrolysis

Derivatives of Carboxylic Acids (56 min)
. i

.

. Stanley Smith "<.
Preparation and reactions of testers, acid chloride,
anhydrides And amides.

Review Problems-on Carboxylic A d (25 min)
Stanley, Smith
Review ,problems on the interconversign,of acids, .

esters, amides, acid chlorides and amides.

IntroquCtion to Multistep Aliphatic Synthesis. (35 mih)
'tanley Smith r

. .

Outlines some aPproaches,t9.multistep synthesis using ,..1

Grignard reactions. Student must prepare,severAl
,Oompo97indicating reagents for44bh.step with

2
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the cohputer drawing the structure of the product.
1

Aliphatic Synthesis Game (66.min)
Stanley, Smith and Ruth :Chabay
Two-student race involving'Oultistepaliphatic

. synthesis from randbmly choSienstarting materials:
Uses Grigaard reactions and simplelalcohol - carbonyl

roup interconversions:

Aliphatic Synthesis Game
Stanley Smith and'Ruth Chabay
Interterminal version of the synthesis game.

8.6.3.3 Spectroscopy

Introduction' to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (29 min)
Stanley Smith

1

NMR signals from protons. ReOognition of types of
prdtpns in orwic compounds. Chemical, shift and
chemical' shit( scales.

'NMR Spin- pin coupling (35 min)
,Sta ly Smith

17Jr"Otoil spin-Spin couplinl/ and the AA rule. Allows
the student to calculate AB and AB 2 spectra from J
and values of the chemical:shift.

Inteepretation of VMR spectra (102 min)
Stanley Smith

Identification of compounds from empirical formula
and the proton NMR spectrum. Compounds show first
order spin-spin coupling.

Interpretation of NMR Spectra ( short version ) (52 min)
Stanley Smith
Same as the long version except has fewer:problems
and doesn't use microfiche to show real spectra.

InfraredSpectroscopy (70 min)
1,Stanley Smith

Provides brief background A- recognition of fOctional
groups and practice problems in identification of
alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, amines, acids, amides,
nitriles, etc.

Infrared Spectroscopy - Short Version (51 min)
Stanley qmith
Brief introduction to IR and praptice problems on
alcohols, amines, aldehydes, ketones and esters.
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8.6.3.4 Carbohydrates and Amino Acids

Carbohydrates, part -1 (22 min)'

Harvey Myers
Classification and nomenclature of monosaccharides.

Carbohydrates, part 2 (37 min)
Harvey Myers
Structures of Monosaccharides, Haworth Projection
formulas. Mutarotation.

Carbohydrates, part 3 (42 min)
.1. Harvey Myers

meeactions of monosaccharides, Kiliani-Fisher synthesis,
'11Ruff degra tion, osazohe formation, HIO 4 oxidations.

..'
/.

Clucose Mut otation (33 11-iin)

Sta. y SMitli

Sim 1 tejaboratory separation of the Onantiome'rs of

_
giiicosefepemeasurepnt of optical activity and)
mIititation.

amen of Natural- Amino Acids (,42 min)

Stanley Smith
,

an the names and structures of natural amino acids.

8.6.3.5 Qualitative Organic Analysis

Reactions use in Qualitative Analysis' (52 min)
Stanley Smith
RevieW of some classification:tests. practice
problems in interpretation of test results.

4
Qualitative Organic Analysis (33 min)

Stanley Smith
Specific test results-are made available and
the student must identify the compound from
a list of possibilities..

Qualitative Organic Analysis (119 min)
Stanley Smith
Students identify unknown compounds by asking
questions about the results of laboratory experiments
on the compound.---,

4-

8.6.3.6 Advanced Topics

1
L.
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Mechanism of Semicarbazone Formation. (80 min)
Stanley Smith
Advanced lesson on semicarbazone formation. Requires

O that each student set up conditions, run, and
calculate rate constants for various substituted
benzaldehydes in both acid and. alkaline medium, and
th make appropriate rho sigma and pH rate profile
plo and provide a mechanistic explanation of the
data.

8.6.3.7 Organic Laboratory

Melting Points and Mixed Melting Points,(17 min)
Stanley Smith
Effect or purity on melting point, phase diagrams,
use of mixed melting points for identification.

Crystallization'and Recrystallization (22 min)
Stanley Smith . '

/ Effect of temperature on solubility, purification
by recrystallization, fractiotal Crystallization.

Crystallization Experiment "(27 min)
Stanley Smith
Simulated experiment on the purification of
naphthalene by recrystallization.

Intraaduction to Distillation (30 min)
.Stanley Smith
-Boiling points, phase diagrams, simple distillation,

fractional distillation, and azeotropes'.

Factional Distillation. Experiment (15 min)
Stanley Smith
Simulation of thefractional distillation of pentane
and hexane. The student controls pot temperature

C'and collects fractions. He must separa e the mixture.
After doing the,asigned problem the sdent can make
up his own distillation problem and specify the
boiling points of the components and the number of
plate's in the column.

6 '3
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9. PLATO SYSTEM SOFTWARE

-9.1 INTRODUCTION

4

The TUTOR language and other components of th.e PLATO system soft-

ware have been developed by a group of permanent staff members, aided by
.1

visiting staff and by part-time graduate, undergraduate, and high school

students. SectioQ 9,7 lists the principal peopl involved, with a brief
A

indication of each person,'s major area of concentration. This system
.

software represents the highest state of the art for the creation and

1
delivery-of computer-based educational materials . This report will

attempt to give an overview of the features of the PLATO system soft-

ware together with a description of:the environment and she processes in

which and by which the present level of development was reached. Some

indications will also be given of the areas of further development likely

AD be pursued in the future.

9.2 LANGUAGES FOR COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION

PLATO IV systep 'software develo m nt began in earnest with the, delivery

of a CDC 6400 computer in September 1970. While some-basic design.work'hap-

been done prior to this time, the main preparation for .the new work was the

extensive experience gained on the PLATO III system. PLATO III used a CDC 1604
.

computer to to run 20 graphics terminals simultaneously (thre were 70 terminals

but only 20 ports). PLATO III was unusual not
s
only in usinggraphics'terminals

1For some independent assessments, see the article by A. H. Hammond in Science
176,1110 (19.72) and the talk by S. K. Lower, "Making C.A.I. Make a Difference
in College Teaching," NATO Advanced Study Institute on Computers in Science'

Education, Louvain-la-neuve, Belgium; ,Nly 1976.Ali
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but jsq,horang all executing pr9grams in central memory td.avaid

the delays inherent''±n.-most multi-terminalsystems which swap programs

to disk or drum. Particularly aftet,the creation of the TUTOR.language

in 1967, many teachers wrote''PLATO IIIlesSonsandjtaught Classes using

these materials.' From such operational use were gained extensive data on

the memory size and the processing power required to support Class use,

as well as a wealth of less formal but equally important critiques and

suggestio4,from teachers ana students as to how the system should be

improved. While PLATO III was a vitally useful testbed, its hardware

and software. architecture was not suitable for replication, whereas it

was hoped that the design for PLATO IV would lead to a system capable of

'de-scale expansion.

Both in the late sixties and now, there have been three major classes

of programming languages or systems for preparing computer-based ,ecational

materials. The first class includes standard languages such as FORTRAN or
4'

BASIC, sometimes augmented by a few special options for the purposes of "CAI"

(computer-assisted instruction). It turns out inApractice that such lang-

uageswhle eminenty suitable for Scientific and administrative programming,

are lacking such a large number of crucial CAI support facilities as to make

2
them quite difficult to use for CAI purposes Moreover, almost all such

general-purpose languages were originally designed for use with non-graphical

line printers and teletypes. While graphics packages have been grafted into

some versions, there is reason to beiieve'that this leads to less satisfactory

structures than can emerge from a language designed specifically* for interactive

graphics terminals.

The second class includes specifically "CAI" languages, such as CO

WRITER and COPI. Most such languages were designed with a good understanding

?See the, Lower paper of Reference 1 for a discussion of this point.
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Of the specifically "CAI"-oriented features missing from the gener41-

purpose: languages; but With'a lamentably restricted view -of the'breadth

and complexity of interesting educational interactions between teacher

and student as mediated by a computer system. Such languages made it

easy to program simple multiple-choice or short-an9:ver questions, but

very difficult to create computationally-complex interactions, with rich

interconnections of subroutines. Not only are such languages notoriously

weak in calculational. ability (though PLANIT-is 'an,exception in this area)

but like the gen,e041:purpose languages-they generally.haje no graphics

features (except for the now-defunct IBM 1500 version of COURSEWRITER).

The lack of graphics features stems from the availability of inexpensive
4

non-graphics terminals plus the lack of recognition of the vital necessity

of graphics in most teaching situations.

The third class of mechanisms for creating materials are those systems

such as the "General Logic" (pre-TUTOR on the PLATO III system) and the

present TICCIT system, in which teachers feed items into_.a.aatabase mani-
=

pulator. For example, the system may ask the teacher-to type a question,
%at

thep ask the teacher what is a correct answer and what are some wrong answers.

Thesetitems are stored in a database and used to construct multiple-choice

questions or the student. The big advantage of such systems is that a

teacher can create large quantities of materials without learning a pro-

gramming language, as long as the materials fit the formats built into the

0
system. The big disadvantage is that it is very difficult in.such environ-

ments to explore qualitatively new kinds of'interactions. Depending on the

sophistication of the system, even minor departures from the standard pre-

sentations may ID-2 impossible to achieve. _On the other hand, as more and more

260
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flexibility and options are added to such a system, it is often the'case that

the system ceases to be easy to use. It can even be more difficult to use

than'a true programming language, while a true language offe'rs far more flexi-

bility in the long run. Moreover; if a true language is available users will

ire .able to create their own format-oriented systems if they so desire,, whereas

the existence of a" formatroriented system does' notjpermit the creation by users

of a true language; the situations are not Symmetrical,

TUTOR on the PLATO III and IV systemi does not fall into any of

these three classifications. TU40A has the computational capabilities of
4

other general-purpose languages, far, more powerfulresponse*handling than

"CAI" languages, and is Spectfitaliy designed for interactive graphical- .

display terminals. It f course, also permits,the creation, of format-.

oriented lesson construction subsystems, and there exisa number of rather

elaborate machines Of t is kind implemented through,TUTOR. Substantial por-

tions of the system software itself are written in TUTOR, includimg

sign-in procedures, disk management routines, etc.

Most comput r languages are designed to beliihdependen ........

il,of tlzpardware

I
-..

environment. TUtRion the other handas conceived and implemented% not as
.

a self-standing entity but as one component of an integrated
.

4.) PLATO system,

and the nature of the terminal, the communications netl-aork,4and'the computer

architecture (especially the unusual computer memoryhielarchy) all influenqe

the structure of the language in many explicit and implicit waxst3 ., .This some-

,
what unorthodox approach has the advantage of perMitting users fully to exploit

the available resources. .Moreover, the fact that the TUTOR lap age-is en-
.

twined with the PLATO operating system means that'TUTOR lessons have ready

3
For a descri.w.tion of the PLATO hardware and 'software environment, see 13Sher-,
wood and J. Stifle, "The PLATHIV Communications Sy em," Computer-based ldu-
cation Research Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, 1975

,
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access to such administrative details as the sign-on' name of the person who

is executing the lesson. Where most time-sharing systems support many dif-

0

ferent languages, TUTOR is the only interactive-language available on the

PLATO system., (Many users have written small-scale languageg in TUTOR, such

as subsets of BASIC, FORTRAN, and PL/I for short student jobs, and afew

users have access to batch processing in standard language's. 'TUTOR is, how-
0 ,

. -

,ever, the, only system-supported interactive language.) This has led to an

. expansion of TUTOR features to provide for many different kinds of.prolrammihg

needs,, needs which would normally be met by mipy separate languages. Support

f
ingonly one language:has also made it possible to provide much better on-line

documentation and consulting aids than would otherwise have been possible. All

of these aspects of TUTOR distinguish it from most other computer languages.

-
, .1

9.3 SOFTWARE FEATURES( AVAILABLE TO PLATO AUTHORS

( ,/

It is useful to 1,1st some-of the more unusual software features avail-
m

able to PLATO authors. In sore cases more poWerfq. implementations of indivi-

dual features exist in'other systems for example, threeklimensional rotations
,t

in'sophisticated computer\ graphics systems or syntaCtical sentence analysis
N.

in artificial intelligence projects), but, PLATO and TUTOR attempt to provide

adequate-support in many areas in orddr to bring together all the essential,

co nents of computer-medialed interaction. While some of, the following
t5

jacilities are unique'to PLATO, it is perhaps more significant agnd.more un-

usual thA thesefacilitie ve been.integrated into a useful whole."
, . .

e ia. -\
(1) Gr phics at the basic level. The structure\ e language

a d the specific graphics command's A.e basi to TUTOR, not

grafted onto a text-prientqd language.
. .

The, features'finclude

relative and scaled graphfcs a9-well as grapkia in absolute
screen coordinates.

{1,
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(2) Single7keyinteractionr4 This property, which-is shared
among the' communications hardware, (-

the,computer memory.
architecture, and the TUTOR language,Ambakes it easy o
handle individual ir4ut keys with a response time of one-
eighth second. This makes poSsible greatly:height ned
interaction in comparison with the More typical "end-of-',
line" processing of standard time-sharing systems.

.

. . .

. .

r(3)
.

Inter4ctive display7creatipn: This is a property of the
language and:Of the source codseditor which makes it easy
,for authors to place text and'drwings directly on the.

a 1:1, screen and receive an'autolgtically
eT generated sourceclang-

uage TUTOR program correspdtding-to that display. Thls
,automatic prograMming feature makes,display creation-far
more accessible than it would be ifit were available solely
in the language itself; t

- .

(4) Area graphics. On PLATO.Inauthors could create individual
characters or whole alphabgtS in order. to escape the common
restriction to the sandard.valphabet. On PLATO Ill'thiOcapa-.
bili&y is further exploited to provide a range of graphics
capabilities rather different from line drawings. Authors
have convenient tools for creating sets' of 8K16 dot-matrix
characters' which can be combined to form.still'and moving
pictures of o *ects. This Yields a much more compact repre-
sentation for any purposes_ tik.n do line drawings. Correspond-
ing to the'origi'nal purpose of area graphics, there are ..now
available many foreign- language alphabets and'tools.for using

( them, inclliding leftward -going
. ._.

alphabets such as Persian.

) Copceptjudging . An unusual facility fax handling tural-
language 'dialogs is provided by the .A. I( ltty to ane a voca-
bulary ofd thousands of words. and t6 I1St hundreds of sentence
"concepts" involving these words: The ability to specify syn-
aityms in the vocabUlary permits a single concept to repiesent
alarge number of student'inputs. FurtheELauthor control is
possible'by associating numerical parameters With. vocabulary
ite . Authors can also specify
jucing machinery itself.;

many options to control the , .

The judging process makes novel use
of the data structure of the stored (author-supplied) data
and properties of the computer architecture (properties.of
individual, computer instructions'and the memory.hierarchy),
making it possible to respond' .n. a fraction of a',second to
rather complex inputs. An additional unu al-feature of the
sentence-judging algorithms is ttfe detail d eedbad3i.prot.ided
to the.student,-shoWing which words are sspelled, incorrect/
etc. e

16-
(6) Spelling. There isa spelbinsalgorithm which operates on 'a

unique' global basis and'avg:jds detailed'character-string pro-_,
,jpessingi CThis algorithm caT1 distinguish between a misspelling

4
P TenLat'0 giod W. M, 651den,,"Spelling: Word, gild Concept Recognition,'.'
Computer-8aS&EducatiorteResearch Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, 1972:
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and a true word difference in a few microseconds. The
extreme quantitatiVe speed of this algorithm yields a

qualitative difference in the ways misspelling can be
handled.

""

(7) Normal mathematical notation. The form of TUTORcal-
culational statpments.is essentially that-of 'standard
mathematics rather than that of computerlanguages.
Implicit multiplication (omission of the' Multiplication
sign) is permi.tted where er it is unambiguous. Exponentia-
tion is shown with super ripted powers (which is possible
because of the graphics f atures of the terminal). Addi-

,tional uncommon TUTOR c culational facilities include'bit-
and byte-manipulations, whole-matrix operations,: and the
abilityto use an aibitrarily-complicated c4lculational
expression anywhere-in the language that a simple integer
could appear. ,

(8) . Algebraic judging. DraWillvdpon the fact thatexpressions
are written in standard mathematical formadditiopal

.tie's make it easy to judge both 4,:b algebraic correctness and
the detailed form of a student'salgebraic response. "Also,

/a unique feature handles scien fic units on a true dimen-
sional basis. Student charact r strings can be compiled and
repeatedly executed by a TUTOR command, which gives authors

' access at execution time to the TUTOR expression.coMPiler.
r

.'-(9) Text-substitution tables. A table can be defined which con-
verts, Reypress by keypress, what eis typed by the student into
other text. This facilitates dynamically changing'the,keyset
layout.

0.0) Co unications.facilities. -Arich array of communications
pr vides rapid information transfer among the many.users... Thete'.

mr.
are public and special-interest forums, on-line Consulting ser-'
vices Jin which the consultant can look at the, authOr's screen

'remotely), on-line.typing interaction (the two.users type mes-
sages to each other at the bottom of their screphs):, and,per-'
s9nal notes (sentelectronically from one user 'to another, by
name):. Among the many imfortant advInistrative.use4.of the
*acilities is' the continual flow of,detailed suggestions from
the large user community to the system software staff.

9

(11) Tools for running classes._ Users can use TUTOR not only to'write
lessons but also tO write prograMs foi managing student progress
through.avturriulum of many lessons and .for producing reports
on student progress. Oise important tool-is.the "router' lesson
through'wleich a student passes upon '1.gn-in and.which can make
algorithmic decisions on where to send the student or Jpihat choiCes
toiprovide_the student. A particular router of genera1-.utUity
is supported by the sygt4m staff, and many users also have Written/
special-purpose routers..,
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(12) Attaching other devibes. -A property of the terminal., the
communications hardware, and the TUTOR language is the re-
lative ease with which additional input'and output devices
can be attached and manipulated. These. devices have included
touch panels, microfIche.projectors, audid'response units,
typewriters, and.laboratory equipment.

(14) Rapid compilation. The structure of the language, the disk
system, and the computer memory hierarchy comb;ine to make it .

easy for authors to compile, test, and revise a lesson. It
normally takes onlya few seconds to move from editing source
code to e*ecuting the program, and transitions, from editing
to_executing and back again are done with a simple keypreSs.
The speed and ease of'these operations iSa key, eleMent in
helping authors quidkly find solutions to programming tasks:

, (

A, few PLATO users, including the'.software staff, are permitted to

run batch programs using an Of the facilities Available under theastandard
I

(

Control Data 11.6S operating system, including. assemblers, compilers, loaders,
.

and other utility packages., Such programs run at a lower priority than 3,

TUTOR and t vantage of the:fact(that in a very large system the left-

over processing momentarily available, due-to statistical fluctuations in the

load, can add up to a Significant resource. This is an additional advantage

60 , \
of large s'ystems over small ones. Acc4 s to these batchproct:sing facilities

)

,.....1.gonverliently made through stan dard PLATO terminals. V 6t all the acernting

and.s¢heduling machinery is yet in place to offer batch processing to, all users:

It should, however, beimentioned in this connecti,ob that major users' can run

batch jobs written in TUTQR on a timed basis. A typical useof-this-faciftEy,
I

4, is to do daily automatic sorting of'studentassociated data in targe'cOurses.

9.4 DEEPER SOFTWARE STRUCTURES

!.

While the above list-of featureS ,includes many' of the most; important

and-ffibst distinctive software aspett''s of PLATO, there area number of other,

('
deeper softiOre structures less obvious toThel'user"butuqiilly important in

providing quality. service.

z
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.(1) Electronic ptogram swap'ping.. The use o CDC's Extended Core
Storage (ECS) for program swapping instead of disk or drum

as major qualitative and quantitative impacts,onall aspectS
of the PLATO system. It makes it possiblp to handle hundreds

,of graphics terminals wi!W fractional- second response times.
It makes single-key 'interaction feasible: every keypress is
treated as a complete job for the central processor, not-by a

"less intelligent communications processor. The "unit" struc-'
ture of TUTOR coupled with the high transfer rate of ECS, makes
possiblea unit-by-unitibwapping scheme that t.esultautomati-
cally in an invisible segmentation or overlastructure:for.
large ptagrams: 'The.rapid ECS.transfer rate /is also heavily .

exploited at the TUTOR-language level and elsewhere-in the
system software in ordet.o handle various kinds of Eransfer,,,and

-

Sorting tasks.

(2) The "formatter!'"` subsystem. The formatter converts generalized
terminal output data into optimized data Streams .fot the parti-
cular kind of terminal and the-present state of ,the

-It. also maintains smooth uninterrupted tput to the terminal,-
which among other things makes possible s oth-flowing animated

.drawings. It Cooperates with error - detection maphinery in the
terminal fo'cortect.frgnsmission errors when they occur.

I :

(3) The disk subsystem,. _Disk file structures are simple, and file
pointers are held in-ECS, thUs 'eliminating One level.of d\i4sk
accessing. }The performance.pnd reliability of the. disk sub
system permit hundred's bf authors simultaneously to perform %

editing and other disk activities withlintarly zernbss of stored
da-6.., all,of,whiCh are kept on-line at allDtimeS.

.....i.

. . , . e

--'27-..,(4) 1, V..61rsion-s:: ASseMbly and._loadtephniques have (been dete-
pi-W11],c1-1_,,p_cktmi.t completely new versions of the TUTOR software

er r to be' broughtUp in a few minutes. This makes.-it1Possible to
make-rAPid-.--'7 5-' lutanary changes in.the system softwNel Normally,

l',:.
a tested mc, uC46n version is run (Vinci the day; 'and man experi-
mental vets nis tun after 10:00 p.m. every night..

.
- . k

(5) ource coriVersions. Usually changes to the TP9)0anu#ge have
been additii!A to existing capabilities. SometimeshoWeveriit
gradually becomes de-arta:the users and to the systeM software
staff that some e isting'TUTOR syntax Structure is poor_ and could
be gredtlximproved.: Since alf-source iles are kept on-line at

times,:d. S.possible tO,process existing TUTOR files with
a Program (wrirtten in TUTOR) to convert from ,the old fOrmat to the
new, This has'been done many times and has., contributed to keeping
TUTOR a living language other than a dead one. Of course, when
conversions-are performed the online description:Of th language
is also changed. In attempt has.been made to avoid p tting too .

much'detail into written descriptions of the language, in cider to
preserve this capability to change the form of the language..

at
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We have outlined .wherewe started, and y listing some of the major-

Alakalcteristics-Of the PLATO system At p ent, where we are In the next

secti?'ri we will Tempt to identify what factors Ikfluence most strongly.
z

the past.and future directions of the system software development.

(

9.5 THE DRIVING FORCES FOR SYSTEM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT,

The, single most. important dr'v.ing force behind PLATO system software

development has been the rebognition of the subtlety and compleXity4of educa

_tion. On immediate corollary is insistence on using 'terminals with ade /

quatecommunicatipns facilities, .ftcluding graphidS capabilities in particular.

Problemsand opportunities, associated with .the.graphics feat of the2PLATO IV
1

terminal have taken a goodly#shar& of the, efforts (:)f all staff Members. While

often not. t. Ight of as grAphics elements, even text operations have involved

a-great deal bf work of an essentially graphics-oriented natmre, in ordkr to

handle multiple alphabets, subscripts, superscripts, erasure problems and.even_.,
,

leftward alphabets: There has been.a lengthy evolutOn in the TUTOR graph'

'commands. For example, As recently tas the summer o 976, a major conversioh

was performed to.rationalize the three major sets of grap _kcs commands (abso-.
-

lute, relative, and scaled).

,+. o

The requirement of complex iliteractivi wittv'fractional'second response,

a requirement imposed b3', human reeds, means that a short but intense-burst of
. -

- 1

complicated processing must be performed for each'usr in-put.e Thisrequires
r

,t, 4, p - .
a proCessor with high speed and with large amounts Of- useful memory: .While.

C
., -

,-,,
a qUality interaction.wip just one user requires highly soPhisticatea. coma -.

. ,I

.,''

..l. .
.,

.

puter,resources, it is economically necessary-toshare'sudh' Urces among.,
,, 1

.
- .1% J.,

' . .
. ,

many,
.

,(1with the computer worktng for other ,people between inpUs made, by,-,..-- ,,..

...,

t.- ,..
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the first user'). This requires high-speed transfer between
.

/

tion memory'and the swapping memoiyp Which holds, all the (momentarily)

,

inactive programs. A, detailed investigation of all these factors led to J,

..

the choice of the CDC 6400,.a large-sOa,le scientific computer with ECS

for ctronic'swapping,44iori : ECSpas,a transfer rate one hundred

times higher disks or drAms and an access ime_more than one thou-
,

. . ,
sand-cimes'better than disks ordrums. These unique properties in turns_

k

have colored all aspect's Of the PLATO system goftware,

.

Another majorcinfluencr2- e 'on' PLATO 'sy em software,has.been, dn a

certain sense, an environment of_scarci y, Attempting to run Aundreds)

of graphics terminals has meant that the average amount of ProcessIngper

e,
second per terminal and the amount-of memory per terminal' haye'hadeto be

uncomfortably small.' Fluch staff time and effort is continuously expended
.

on finding' ways around these stringent 'perhayos the most

A -
'

/dramatic and innovative example of,these efforts is represented°by the
a

spelling and don pt-judging features. of UTORM-Wfrich the .norMailyVVry:
'//, . .

.
..-

slow and lexpensiVe character-string,Plocessing. of Mos-Lsystems, lesbeen

replaced;, bar techniques i h work better:yet work hundreds.of ames.faste.:.work

,

A lesse4ramatiqexample is the imultaneous sharing, of sin a copies of
,z

lessons ''in ECS-by many sIudents. Another very scarce resourcethas been,the

(
kansfe rate to databases' on disks. Because it.waS -feared that disk"

.... 4. V
transfert

TA hf c''.. . ..,; j
l

i
rates might be the limiting 'factor- determining .the number of

could be handled., great efforts were pade.to hold downthe

' terminals ;which
4 4

, . .

neeafoy making-disk'

accesseS.,,,, xWith improved diskMent and improved'disk software: it hasTber
.. %

..
... ,

.
,

% .

, /,,
. ,

. ..

come pbssiblu to loosen 'restrictions.
Ii4.:
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Availability to the system staff of a large; dedicated computer

system has had a profound impact on what could be developed and at what
r

rate. The capability to prepare and test daily new versions of the system

software has. been of inestiabl6 'ale. It may seemlwasteful-of expensive

resources to a11oW a group to "play" in this way. Shouldn't the software

Nc be carefully deigned, implemented, and then alterea'only in nor ways

ereatfter?' The difficulty is, that education is an,ektremely
.

complex
.

human endea or, and no person or group can design in advance an ."adeguate,
. ..

software 'system OPsupport_edcation,.unlike the case with: more narrow en-
. . -

. .
deavors, such"as administrative or scientific computing. An.adeguate system

.

caorkly" evolve continuously'in actuai use, which requires the facilities
' ,

, #

to make rapid changes in reSpQnSte to discdvered needs of the users.
..e

Aside from the essentially technical influences discussed above, the
. . .:4

OA.

biggest impat on the PLATO system software development comes from the le e

user community:. The large size ofthat Community, in direct, instantane091s

contact with,the deV'elopcl's (through on-line foruMs apd'peesonl notes as well

.

,.. as through personal -contacts), "i'S:in.itself an.unuSual'factor.Simultaneous
,

'''
, -,

. . . '

pressures'from the French professor who deeds'improVed judging
,

of French
;'

v
.. ,,,,,,

syntax, from the teacher of veterinary medicine whohatagood suggestion on -

'' how to simplify the Use -of a touch, panel', and from,the chemist wilq".need a.

bette't,watO Mane PLATO classes 4,
involving ,hundreds of stUdents 1 drive,

,

the development. Traditionally,.reguests ibrsystem.thodific'ati'dn's filter
. .

usef- groups t t i-§orate-a- sdftware
.

--.=. In he PLATOcase.,!.. owever, one system is .itself large. enough to provide'a
..

critical mass cif electronically immediate input.' The large number'of."e
.

. . ''...

tronically-locAL' (though ii.at,onai1y distributed) users both insures the.'
.

.,`, ...ft'. .

'

4

41. et
. t

' ;A;A i":

`
ca.
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breadth-,necessary to identify common p lems and provides software staff

With the important.psycholbgical gratifi of seeing their work needed

and used. This latter point may,' in fact, be qui.te important: many

.

P desirable PLATO tools might not havebeen built On a- smaller system, where

wide - spread use..would not have' been apparent.-

A particularly important segment of the .user community ,is formed b

the system software staff itselN In the develOpmerit of far too many systems

-omputer Systems and others as well), the developers have not themtelves
, #

been users. The PLATO software staff members .use PLATO and TUTOR constantly

in their daily...work - both per creating system softea e and for. controlling

and monitoring system,operations.A,This forces the staff members to pay close

attention to the needs of aj...i'users, themselves included. Not only is Much

'of the stem softwatewrite,en in TUTOR,ahut all of the file-editing isi. done
,z)

. .1!L.:--
with the same te.:A.e itor usedlay all users; files are maintained unde4 stars-

,

dard TUTOR formats, standard PLATO terminals ate used. ,Inadequacy of'the

text editor or loss, of data a to disk subsystem malfunction would affect

staff members-ds muc as'it would affect other users. When it became apparent
'71

that additional Search features were 'required for editing system.software

, . -
: c....

. )

fiTes, these features were provided to all users.
,--

In general, an attempt is
:.

F;

1---t
' made'to.have as few'" rivilegea" options 4.,Q,,possible,-to insure that staff

. .

,members remain in c contact with the real problem's of users.,
.r , /

Now that many of the facil4les required Bur instruction and the manage-

\4:

mentof.instruction 9're in-,place, it appears a s something, of a surprise thats

PLATO can be and Is being, used `for many other purVes... One way of looking
...,tt

,

at this situation is toSay,that providing interactxve education by computer

is oneof tbe-mOst difficult of all qpmputer ',programming tasks, -Once adequate
,

.

tools are 'aV6lable for; this difficult and subtle kind,of interaction, the sys-
,-

...,

*.-' ,Os-. ,

'' '

teirCha s,-reathed a
>' v of such small' cation .qipt other, n0on-instructional

.

.... ,
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,Vr

interactive computing tasks become easy. Evolutionary user pressure'.is

inc easingly exerted in the diretion of improved database-manipulation

tools, additional forms of communications, better administrative and

clerical Word-processing facilities, etc. It. appears that reacting

to thef se new desires will form ol'ie major theme of future System software
. .

work.

9.6 THE FUTURE

n addition to user pressure for improved non-instructional faci-

there are a few other major development activities which can be

foreseen today. One of these areas consists of efforts to exploit the

novel capabilitibs of a new generation of "PLATO v" terminals. It is
0

intended to add seVe a1 hundred of these micro-processor-based terminals

to the Urbana system. Because there is a loadable pxogram memory in the

terminal, the possibilities for exploitinIthe terminal are quite open-
.

.

1

ended. It is already,aaent that certain kinds of display generation
a

;y /

.'enn be performed moapidly at ,the terminal, but what other tasks it
f.

can aPpropriatejy perform are not at all clear, nor is it_clear precisely

what impact these terminals will have on: the central computer software,
o

),Whilethe-tgrminal will certainly ree the central-computer from many
4 .

., , ' ' .
. .

0 . dir
routine tasks, it is likely that processing overall will Tise in the

, ..Y
central computer in order :to' exploit fully the new capabilities of the

'..

.mudh more powerful terminals':

Another future and current development theme is that Of networks--

ty,in44 manyALATO,systems together much as local telephone exchanges are

/ ,

. .-

tied together: There alreadyk'a line bet1;/een the Urikana-PLATO system'
OX.,

_ .

2
--, 1.4

cr
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and;CDC's Minnesota PLATO. system. Over this, line flow curriculum materials,

programs, notes,:etc. Much remains to be done to improve. this facility and

to connect all PLATO systems together. This link hap already proved to be

invaluable in unifying the various user and development communities. A

lated area of work has led to embedding PLATO software in the standard CDC
e

"NOS'-operating system,
# to simplify/the distribution of new versions of the

PLATCYsoftware to all PLATO systeMs. There will be continuing effoAs

ensure that all PLATO systems will be, compatible and have,the latest,version

of the software at alltimes.
r.

It appears -that future PLATO systems will use larger numbers of in-
,

creasingly less expensive processing units, sharing memorly for coiwnon data.

It'is already the case that the Urbana system has.twd vainfraMes, bach with

two ;centioal processing units, sharing ECS through whiCh communications be7',

tween the mainframes flolgok The fourveentral processing units share' tasks.

-4'
in rather'Straightforward ways at present. Future developments are Intended

to lead to greater flexibfility in such task sharing. ,;,

Q.
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9.7 SYSTEM SOFTWARE STAFF

This is a l istof people who have contributed directly
-

to PLATO IV

system software development. An'.attempt has been made to give a brief
,

descriptidn of the area of emphasis.for.each person, although in
t many

cases the person may 6aVe,been involved in one way or another in many

aspects,of the system software.

t'

Paul7Tenczar, Head of the System Software Group. 40
Invention of; they TUTOR langua all areas; interaction
speed;, sentence judging and sp -Ing;:uhit-Topping
structure;. micro tables; foreign-language Versions;

Davd Andersen -

All areas; ECS management; character sets; calculation
definitions, functions, byte manipulations; graphics;
accounting; student data;'multi-mainframe software.

( P
0

Bruce,Sheiwood
All areas; calculatIbin compiler; algebraic and dimen-..

-sional-units judging;gaphics'..
J.,

- Richard Blomme fi

All areas; disk'subsystet; graphics; interactive display
generation; databases; terminal input /output.

0

c\Donald Lee

Formatter;_operating system; assemblers:

Michael. Walker
4 Oper4ting system;, disk subsystem.

Robert Rader .

Operational aspects; numerical display;, d

Christopher Fugitt_
Operating system.

De raldSh-irel.

.Scaled graphics ; matrix operatic:n:1S.

-Jiilliam Golden .
.

Spling-algorithm; consulting in mary-areaS.
.

.

Ruth Chabay
.

f Class-management'tools Wioute report.generators
/' % /,.

4JaMes Parry

Terminp4 output;.graphics; extiggial deliides..

0

v.
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Masakb Secrest
Operating system.

David Frankel
Text editor and related tools.

Kim Mast
Personal notes (electronic mail),

Phil Mast , c

Calculational langU4se structures; printing.

Marshall Midden p

Text and,graphies-editors; general maintenance.

Lawrence White
Graphics; language conVersionsi.:H.,

David Woolley
-.011-line forums.

Doug Brown
Printing of files.

Brand Fortner
pe-drawn'cllgracter Ots;,sorting routines.

..

Sherwin Gboch.

Search routines.' *

David Kopf
Early ECS management scheme.

Allen Avner
Student datadesi4n4 datakeeping'!on system use.

ti

=-

File 'Sea00fteSJ.:erri5 14gnostics.
.

tta.k
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APPENDIX ,1:5".1

Trends in Data fromHtAe Elementary qeading. Proje

Robert Yea0r
.TA,)

'This paP'er.-is an ingormal analysis of data collected by the PLATO
., .

.'

Element;xy Reading Currica4m projdi.7,(FERC) as:of FebruAry, 1976; formal
_

.

' .

analysis of the data Will te completed at a later date..,:nris'informal.

apal,gis pis presented to indicale:the curren ttd5r,thatare developing,

and
. .

to show the typds of 4uestions,:PERC can hape-to ar-Wrer.
.

General Infoiematioh
'

A's of early. February, PERC was' running about $00 studentsper'day

,
frOm,25'classrooms: A total of 783' studentsthave taken*.PERC aCti-
vities so'far. s.year;,3eAh. stude#bas-been'on-the,syStem an
average.4-6: 2 5 hours,..and an average of Zq;days:

A,total of 88,925 activities had been exeCutedas'of 02/04/36i each
activity lasted an average of 2 minutes and.4iis6Conds. ;

E'tudents:Succeed in PERC Activities

One of PERb4s.,prdmarY ha-S teen-to produce instruction inkhi:Ch

the student could experience. success." While not 'atempti
;.dylce "errorless learning ", PERC has;; tried.;t6 minimizestuden

..
at the terminal. 'Data zuggests'that studenteare ableto'perforMthe
specified tasks in aost I4Stonsithat saMe.datallagpbeenu'ged 'in the
past, and will' be used in the future, to 'improve
students seem to encounter problems.. -,:

- '

a) at the. end Of each aCtivi-ey a single value is 'set to:indicate*.i

hots the student perfertied: in that "actiVity;,student.,'S

currently' distributed , '

'44
v- 4, "

'

Good '66% .

Fair 13 %.

Poor, .2%

Bad Data7-19%

4
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. A total of 54% of the "bad data" is accounted forby'pne'strand-.
of activities which do not set this value; the rest of the "bad
data" probably comes from students leaving an activity before the
activqy is done.

Excluding the "bad data", student's success in PERC activities is. dis-
' tributed:

Good n-- 81% I

'Fair 16%
Poor - 3%

b) All counters used in making decisions about how well a student
performed in an activity are heing saved; these typically indicate
the number of items a student got 'right or wrong. These counters
are collected in order to norm the criteria for the activity, and
to point out activities in which students typically have troubles..,

Currently, students normally get at least. 80% of the items in' a
lesson correct (this includes only lessons, not'tests).

In most activities, a student has to get at-least 80% right in
order to be marked as having made a 4.gOod" performance. The
"success" value set at the end 'of each-activity (see -a- above)
and the counters used in .making thatIdetermination indicate that
most students perform at an 80% level or.better.

That analysis of these counters can lead to better lesson material
can be shown by looking at'an activity called "The Missing Letter"
which teaches alphabeticakorder. In the 1974-75 school year, the
error rate, in that activity was over 40%; and the interaction re-
quired only a binary choice! The lesson was redesigned and' currently
shows an error rate of only 10% (N-1607 trials).

While some activities are redesigned because of high error rates,
others are totally scrapped and new formats are found.

c) Student correction procedures within an activity appear to be
successful in helping a student avoid the same error later on.
About 50 activities report detailed information about how each
student does on each item. PERC currently requires (in most lessons)
that a child make the correct answer in each frame; that is, if he
gets an item wrong, he is told that he is wrong, and he is expected
to then enter the correct response. That item is then brought back
to the student later in the exercise according to several different
schedules; for example, the item might be brought back on the second
trial afterthe wrong answer; or all items might be cycled once before
incorrect items are brought back for review.

(
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Informal analysis Of the raw data suggests that Stpdents'do
perform well on subsequent exposures to an item that had pre-
viously been missed. Research by Siegel and Misselt (with..
college students) shows that such correction procedures pro-
mote lohg term retention. PERC would like to engage in simi-

iar studies with our first grade population, but our current
ianagement system inhibits the setting up of specific experimental

esigns. However, the various review schedules being used in
ifferent lessons'will be studied to see if they have significant

effecte,:On performance within a lesson. The correction procedures
described here were not used in the 1974;-75 curriculum. At that
time

4,

PERC followed the principle (experimentally shown in the
Stanford, Project) that correction did not lead to better.
retention; i:e., when there's a binary choice (as so many of the
PERC activities involve), the , child does not need to be forced
into making the correct response after an error. Anecdotal and
Observational data indicated that such a procedure contributed to
that sense of a lack of purposerstudents exhibited in the 1974-75;that

at thattime some students were said to view PLATO as
recreation only and'there waS'some question as to whether they were
attending to the instruction.

_

Reports such as those have been fewe
this year And have not directly involved any.activities in which th
new correction procedure is employed.
h . ,

d) In summer, 1975, one of PERC's teachers (Mrs. ) ran a summe
course,with incoming firgt graders; she used nOother instruction
except PLATO; and she administered her own tests with flashcards.
He results showed that students iMprOved in visual, skills, letter
names, phonics, sight words, and concept words.

The most improvement cane in concept words such as "up" and "down".
She attributes the success to the PLATO lessons which give the stu-. 
dent total sensory involvement'in the task; for example, the student
use the words "up" and!!down" to manipulate something on the screen.

3) PERC Data is Becoming More Valid and More Reliable

Just because students are succeeding in PERC activities does not
necessarily mean that they are learning anything. PERC has had a
continual problem in making automated 'decisions about whether a stu-
dent knows a particular skill. Usually PERC has been guilty of a
"false negative error": marking a student as not being able to per-
form the given skill when in fact the student could do the skill;
the other side of this, however, is that students generally can do
skills which PERC data says they can.

PERC is not unique in having this problem. Venersky has triede,to
put paper and pencil tests on PLATO to do diagnostic testing/Ad
reading in the primary grades. He too reports a "false negative

r
e

r
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r" showing that studen(t, with paper andINncil tests generally-
performed better than students taking tests on PLATO.- Howavery by
redesigning the PLATO test he was able to attain approximately equal
results.

a) Student performance datab; use by'teachers seems to be much
`improved this year. rather constant complaint during the 1974-75
school year was that the data reported to teachers about individual
students was very inaccurate - almost always because the. data said
the child did not know something the teacher knew he did know.

Performance data was drastically redesigned for this year; and
the decision points where that performance dat b. was marked were
"externalized; in the past, decisions about the student's per-

' formance were made "on the fly" in the midst,of an activity; a
single activity might have referred to the performance data base
in many different, places. All of those decisions were collected
so that decisions are now made in one place, at the end of an acti-
vity; this was allowed for better inspection of the decision logic
and consequent standardization-of that logic.

The overall resultS Le
=

been that the to repotting routines are ..,

more understandable to teachers. There ha been very few com-
plaints this year about the reliability of t current data; and -
when teacher are'asked about the performance data, they have gen-
erally, indicat'd that PERC data was fairly clo their own evalua-
tions.' While ncAount has -been kept on how often teachers refer to
that data, many ,teachers have been observed as beingin the perfor-
mance data file throughout the year-illfinallyi many teachers have.re-
quested hard copy prints of this data which they like to give to
parents along with the student's report cards.

b) A formal attempt to validate a/couple of_the tests used in the
phonics and sight word strands has been in progress thiS year. In
this design, students take a PLATO test and their scoreaare stored,
away; shortly afterwards, a PERC staff member administers a pape5
test prepared by ETS on'the same material and enters those scores.
.nto the computer where they can be compared with the PLATO scores.

Data for the sight word test is not yet available;, but preliminary,
data from the phonics tests indicate that. PERC seill suffers from'a

(L false negative error"; ,,if PLATO marks a student as knowing a given
g ,pheme/phoneme correspondence, the probability is very high.thaf
th student will pass a paper and pepcil test; but ,if PLATO fails a

., stu ent, the odds look almost even that the stude9k will get the
= paper and pencil items correct. Both sight word &rid phonics tests

are relatively\new and have not been subjected to the revision that
other tests, in the curriculum have undergonei; they flow the pattern
discerned earlier that newer materials return a "false negative error'
until they are normed and revised.

294:
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c) Informal analysis of data, from individual activities indicate
that the activities usually confirm observation reports. For ex-

ample, PERC has apparently failed for:the third time to teach the
students to press a given key (the -help- key) in order to hear an
audio message again. ObServers report that students .0.mply do not

do it unless they have been instructed by an adult-ithe.instructional
materials designed to teach that function do noework,despite the
fact they have been completely redesigned for' hisyear. The data

from the activities confirm thoseobservations: while students per-

form at the 80% level in the instructional sequence, they getjuSt
over 50% right in the test (N=11646 trials). The conclusion that
has to be drawn is that the skillS presented'in the. instruction are
not sufficiently related to the task to be leSrped:,

Anbther example of how observations of student skills correlate with
data from individual activities conies from the diagnostic test on

letter names. Observers and teachers report that most students enter
the PERC curriculum knowing letter names. Students receive a diag-

nostic test early_in the. curriculum which preseAls an average of 12

of the more difficu t letter names; students currently are getting
76% right on this t (1111623 trials).

Observers also reportthat our population of-studqnts performs well
in simple visual skills; the initial diagnostic ,test on simple word
detail skillsi shows students getting 88%'correctY(g= 3356 trials).

d) Data from activities on visual di/scrimination of letter shapes
has been kept as a confusion matrix. Generally, letters which re-
search shows as presenting problems for early reading students appear
to 'be the greatest pr em for PERC students, too.' For example, the

greatest difficulties "lve b, d, p, and q; other difficulties show

up between let.&s having the simiiar slopes and orientations.

e) As described above (2d), Mrs. ran a summer class last year
in which,she used flashcards to test whether or not students were

learning. Not only did she find that students did learn, but/she
also made a rough correlatioll between her test data and PERC data.
She found that in most cases the'PERC data accurately rdrected her
findings; where there were errors, it-was almost always a case of

PERC marking a skill as unknown wh*j.ch Mrs. found to be known;

but such discrepancies were mostly found in the newer, less revised.

areas

4) Students Interact Well with Rich but Familiar Formats

A major tenent of PERC has been the importance of good paradigmatic

lessons. In its'early stages., PERC focused most of its energy on
trying to refine lesson designs so that students could easily interact

sl),<,
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with them. A major problem has been making thd rule for how to
interact with the lesson as simple as the'skill bein taught; too
often PERC has had to conclude that if a child coul figure.out how
to do the lesson, he probably did not need it! V

erefore, in contrast to the Stanford project, PtRC has developed
large number of rich formats; yet there is a continuity. amongst

orMats so that the differences between what a student haito do in
order to respond have been keptat aminimum. Thus, the student.
interest level is kept high by the'variety of formats, but his abi-
lity to interact with each format is more assured. ;

a) For the first six.sight'word tests, there is a correlation of
-,91 between position in the curriculum and success in the test.
The as'sumptiOn is made that all of the 24 words tested in those six
testp'are of equal difficulty (an assumption which will have to be
tested); therefore, the significan9 variable that explains the close
correlation is familiarity witiOthe format of the test.
4

-e
b) Iri two auditory discrimination tests, there is a marked improve-
ment between the first test on i, p, n, and t (error rate= 27%;
N = 5034 trials); and the second test on a, s, b, and 1 (error
rate = 7%; N = 1887). One thing to note here is the smaller n in
the second test; error rates are often held artificially low at first
because only the faster student have encountered the activity,.

c) A sight word activity called "Make a Sentence" has proven tobe
more difficult than initially anticipated; a couple of activities
will have to be designed to precede this activity. On the first use
of "Make a Sentence ", 73% of the students were unable to successfully
interact with the activity(N= 166); yet, on the Second use of that
activity with new,'sight words, only 37%' could not do it (N= 54).

d) On 13 auditory discriminatiori\drills which all share the'sante for-
mat but differ as to visual reinforceMent, the error rates range from
31%. (on the second use of the format) to 9% on the'(12th use), The
correlation betweentz.positiori. in the curriculum and success(is -.55
which is smaller.thanoOne reported above; but there are other vari-
ables present in these activities such as the use of.visuals in pre-
senting, ditory items' (discussed

"D

-5) Studen.ts.arckSuccessful . in Interacting w'th the Terminal.
,

Data in this-area refers onl to how well the students are able to
perform,the interactions required of them; that is, whether they
touch the screen when requested, type on the keyboard when asked, or
answer within an.allotted time period (usually 30 secOnds).,

a) Studenti make an cceptable (&lough riot necessarily a correct)
response on their fir t try 73% of theitime. There currently has been

`no attempt to establish a norm here. PERC has traditionally attended
dr,

ei
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'whicSsuove evecially:troubleSome for stu,mean-
to/the problem of making activities' easy tp interact with. :Many
activities have been.rewritten thiSyear so that.the interapti6ns
Would be more Straight-fofward,:'

The data gathered h4e can be-us.ed to identify types of formats
nts. PERC has been

gatheat this type.ofdata for Several ye4 s; however., much
ingless information was gathered in the past; thiS-year't data has
been collected in a way that should facilitat A More f rmal ana1ysi's.

, ...-

.b) Students lappear to reme e their own prodedural errors. At

oldprinciple.PERC has fol owed-has ben'to withhold ichediation for,.
.Procedural drrors (e.g., touc ng an unrecognized ar until it be-'

come obvious that the.Student really needed further ireCtions. Fbr
unrecognized touches, PERC lessonS waiUntil the third such. touch
has occurred before remediation is offered. F m a random sample of
interaction (conducted, from 1/26/76 through 2/1/76), at. least one

unrecognized touch was entered in.a.t.least 1,0% of the frames 1N=. 74472 .-

measured interactiOns). However, student& Vent on _to touch an'ac-
cepted loCatioff in 74% of those cases before a remediation message was
needed; and 19% more of the Students made an:acceptable touch as soon
as they heard the.remed al message.

,1

In 5% of the caSes, students entered unaccepted 'thy presses'- before
k_

they made an acceptable response; this statistic is especially in-
teresting because:such data is usually not\kept for activities whi
require typing; therefore, most of this da.a comes Ytomframes in
which the'student has been askqd to touch t e Screen. Nevertheless,
from the sample described above, 82% of the students stoppe typing

and, made an acceptable answer before the remediation messag is

triggered by a seventh key press; 10% mote students respond to the
remedial message.keaving another 8% who. continue typillg up to'as
many as 60 total keys before being taken out of the activity:.

]n the sampl .escribed above, only 2 %>of thestudents'waited until
the time all. -dexpired; then 85% of those Students responded to the
first time.up,audio:message.

In summary, it appears-Ehat students succesSfu4,1y remediate themselves

when thy make. procedual errors. However, some students d o need adai-

tional-instruction's".. order to enter an accept le answer.

c). AUdio Messagei have been' abbreviated. A constant probl em has been

audio'messages/which were so long that the students stopped attending

AO it; or messages which were long because they ; contained conditional

statements first graders could 'not follow. Curte t1T, the aOragt
audio Message takes 2.64 seconds; when all,messag s shorter than 2.-h

seconds are excluded illsingle words, letters,'phon mei, etc. ) the aver-

age message length is still only 3.81 seconds. Th average activity
calls for 18 audio me sages which yield 49 seconds of audio per acti-

.2 9 4
C.
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_PERC' intends to correlate the amount of audio in an a tivity with_
other factors which indicate student's success.in th activity..

d) Carol Wardrop, an ETS coordinator, observed students bbhavior at
,the terminal for her-,master's thesis. .While the data she ac u-
lated was taken from the end of the 1974-75 school yearlo'the is

a general consensus that there have been'few changes in what,s e
observed; there have been discussions about replicating the study
this year with a wider population. ('

lyefly, Ms. Wardrop used an observation checkoff form to quantify
the typeseof interactions occurring during PLATO instruction. She
concluded that the upper two-thirds of thejstudents (as ranked by

I their teacher) had few problems in interacting with PERC activities;
but the lower third were more confused about what they were expec ed
to do.

.There is little doubt that there are still things in the PERC curri-
culnm which will confuse tht lower third of students despite the
fact that PERC has constantly tried to serve those students especially.
Using the types of data described above, PERC can idpntify activities
which fail, and further identify principles whicp can aid'in better
lesson design.

Students' Succeed Better in Activities in Which an Audio,Messa e is
Correlated with 'a Visual bisPlay.

One of PLAXO's strength is its ability to deliver multisensory ex-
periences. Kathy Lutz,. when-she was with PERC near its beginning,
started'some research to find how effective visual displays were;`
she currently is pursuing that same line with Joseph Rigney at USC.
They have conducted several experiments whh shows that students
(at the college level) retain more when audio information is rein-
forced by visual displays; moreover, they have formulated a theory
that birsensorypresentations are especially important in developing
both analog and propositional faculties in children.

4.

PERC has long tried to support it's instruction with visual displays,
but has not always been able to afford the cost (in man-hours) of-
producing theyisualS. Consequently a series of 45 activities in
the'auditory.disCrimination strand has grown up in which some acti-
vities tsp,audjio alone while others are augmented with visual dis-
plays.; .the activities are otherwise identical in format. Preli7
minary data from those activities show that error rates in, activities
without visual reinforcement are higher than error rates for the mixed
approach.

7) Students Choose to do PERC Activities

a) At the'end of most PERC activities, students are asked whether
they would like,to see that lesson, again; they respond by touching
the words "yes" or "no" on tie screen. 'In the 1974-75 curriculum,
it was found that students otiose,tb repeat an activity just over 20%
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of the time. In the 1975-76 curriculum, students have again chosen
torepeat an activity on an Average of 20% (N= 88925 activities).
The range of repeat ratios just among strands runs from 5% to p%;
And it is likely that the range among activities is much grkater.

PERC is most interested in using this data to demonstrate that s u
dents do exercise some meaningful control over their instruction
and to determine formats which students seem to enjoy the most if
order to facilitate better lesson design. But this data may have
other uses too. For example, several people (PERC staff and teachers)
might rank PERC activities according to richness of the interaction;
then correlations could be run to see how the richness of the acti-
vity affects-the repeat ratio. Or, studying which stUdeAs like to
repeat which types of activities could give some insights into learn-
ing styles.-

b) Few students exit PERC activities before they are done Students
may exit an activity by pressing shift -back or shift-stop; iNs not
known how many students know how to do this because PERC doeS not en-
courage students to prematurely leave an activity. PERC had.tecorded
premature exits from activities in 2% of the cases (N= 86833 acti-
vities); some of these are 'undoubtedly done by teachers who need to
get a child off the terminal.

c) Advanced students are allowed to pick their own activities from
a simple index. So far there have been 85 choices made involving
35 different activities. A ouple,types of activities standout as
being the most popular amongst these advanced students; these students
prefer activities in which,their responses tirgve.a meaningful effec
on the way the activity works (branching Stories4pforexample).

.

8) The Management System has Performek eia . Although Some Inadequacies
are Becoming Apparent.

The management system has delivered instrection'almost without error
during this year; the only errors that have occured'have been due to
human careleasness,/not to flaws in the underlying logic of the man-
agement system. The fact that the management systeM has morked so
well must be emphaSized.to throw the proper light onithd data described
below which deal mainly with its inadequacies; the single statistic
given above that PERC runs 300 students per day should constitute a
significant'achieveMent in automated ma6geMent of CAI.

N%

a) Students spend 24% of their instructioial dime either waiting for
instruction or in changing ap, audio disc. This figure is,just sightly
beloM the figure from last' yek.- Great pains have been taken to mini-
mize the number of audio disk changes in this years curriculum; but'
they seem to have failed. Classroom observers report that students
are Still changing discs 2-3 times per 15 minute session.



One conclusion to b drawn is that the current manageGent systez
does not allOw for adequate control over an individual's session.
Activities have b en arranged so that. activities which should follow
one other are n the same disc; but since it is not possibleto
sp cify that ce ain activities be presented within the same session,
t e activities :re not being presented in contiguous sequenCes.

b) Curreht data collected by the management system has logged 3976
total hours of instruction; however, data collected Wthe PLATO .

system shows our studer.L%s have been signed on to the terminals for
489k

'

0 ours. Thus, PERC's data acCounts for only 81% of, the time
lo ki hy the system. =1

3,,

. .

PERC's data does not include the time the management syStem to
,

to choose the next activity; it is currently not known how mach of
the discrepancy can be accounted for by time within -0.e _management
system. NeverthelesS, PERC catt,only account for 3010 'hours of actual
instruction out of 4890hours counted by the,PLATO system,'which is
only 62%; thus, the worst Case May 106 that students spend "up to 38%
of their time at the terminal on non- instructional tasks..

c) According to an analysis of -percnote- (the.notes which are
written by teachers tb the PERC staff), the second greatest concern
seems to be with problems with the management system (the first
Foncern is with malfunctioning hardware). These concerns range from
wanting to have greater control over what students 5et to complaining
that individual students are une.,ble,to get lessons.

There is no doubt that teachers comm nt on the
i

managementanagement system more
than they do on lessons becduse they have thejnost contact with it,
either through trying to use teach options associated with it, or
because students who cannot get any activities costitute'more of a
problem than students who have ptoblems in activities It is not
clear that simply counting the number of comments is a valid i0317.
cator of teacher concerns;'PERC hopes to validate, thp information

,

glean d from -percnoteS- with a questionnaire to all teachers this
Spring. 4a,

PERC has een Successfully Implemented in dies ooms.

Placing'terminals directly in'the classroomsh s een a unique PERC
experiMent;only a few other projects .(such as M tgomery"County,
Maryland) have tried to integrate CAI into the classroom. The'goal
for this year has been to spend a few days at the,start Of the year
orientating each. student. to the terminal; coming back about a month/
later to show each ch4d how to use te microfiche projector; but,/
then staying out of the classrooms exd,'opt to observe students working
in activities. The fist two parts have worked fairly well with/Most
classrooms requiring no more than ten total days'to get the students
fully acquainted with the terminal.' '

/

0
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The g#eatest concern of teachers (as seen in -percnotes7-) is
with hardware failures. Again, this is reasonable because hard-
ware failujes, ffectthe.teachers the most.

All types of j1rdwa.re have failed; unfortunately PERC has no
count on howaMany time each has failed. The teachers have com-
plained most about the audio device; however, there have beenver
few complaints from the four classrooms using the new EIS audia
machines.

Therefore, the third predof the goal--staying out of the classrooms
except for observations- -has not been attained; PERC oloservers-Prave
spent an inordinate amount of their time trying to keep up with 41.
hardware needing repair. Another measure of this phenomenon is the
paucity of repo'rts abbut lessons coming back from PERC observers;
whereas many ideas for im ing le sons were passed.on during the
1974-75 school year, very have cpme in this year.

N
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APPENDIX 5.2

,PLATO Elementary ,Reaing Curriculum Objectives
6

(Xey,to:Struature Diagram)
I

GENERAL ENTERTRO:REPERTORY

a. The student, understands the dialect of English usually spoken.on
network 'teleViaion.

The student can attend to a cluster of stimuli similar to those of
television prOgram for at ,least. five "minutes.

The stpdent has visual acuity of at least(20/200 in the better eye;
and t* vision in that eye subtends an arc of at least 20 degrees.

The student has sufficient aural acuity that any hearing loss
would not be technically described as greater than mild.

The student has sufficient intelligence' and psychomotor maturity to
carry out iistructions of the following sort when the objects
referred to are abo t the size of dimes and are contiguous with' one

( ' another. "In front t you are piktures of a boy, a.girl; a dog, a
book. Touch, the bo ."

,2. AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION OF PHONEMES
J j

,a. Given a group'of words, twd of which have the same initial, final
or medial sound, the student indicates whiCh twow6rds have. the
specified similarity.

v

b. Given words which are phonemically different in either the initial,-
final, or medial position, the student indicates in.which Of, tflose
positions'the words different. .

-,--) 44-

3. VISUAL DISCRIMINATION OF SINGLE LETTERS

Given a gtaphemc, the dtudent indicatea the identical:gkapheme in,
a field of other graphemes.

1

4. A DITORY.INTEGRATION OF PHONEMES
<kr

c Presented aurally with a,target word containing no more than thiep,
phonemes with short pauses between each phdneme, the .student identifies
a pictulre'of the object represented by the target word in a field of ,
other pictures, given that,the target word i.S Part of his oral vocabulary.

A

'\
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THE PLATO ELEMENTARY READING CURRICULUM;

STRUCTURE. OF OBJECTIVES,

5

32. liONY

29. TQNE

26. FIGURATIVE
" LANGUAGE

21. PERCEPTION
OF REALITY

33. LINGUISTIC
HUMOR

20. MODE
DISCRIMINATION

1'9. VAN ED TEXT
ROCE SING.

37. READING

515. READING WITH PURPOSE
AND EFFICIgNCY

35. AWARENESS OF Ai/MOWS
CREATIVE ACTIVITY:

22AMBIGUITY

34. AUTHOR'S
PURPOSE...

PREDICTION

. SUPPORT AND
CONTRADICTION;

3.- COMPARISON
AN DICONT RAST

14. PROCESSING UNCON-
V E NTION'AL FORMATS

12. *PHONIC DECODING

t
42.

9. WORD RECOGNITION
(BLENDING )

4 4.+rte

5. GRAPHEMEZZHONEME
:ASSOCIATION

4. AUDITORY INTEGRATION,
OF PHONEMES

H2. AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
OF PHONEMES

18. LITERAL MEANINGS os

24. SIMPL
INFERENCE

Bl. EXPOS IT ION

1

28. ORGANIZATION

DICTIONARY
SKILLS

15.,TEXT` PROCESSING

I7..SYNACTIC
DECODING

16. PUNCTU ION

10. FIGHT VOCABULARY

6. VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
OF GRAPHEME GROUPS

7

7. UPPER /LOWER-
CASE PAIRING

IGENERAL ENTERING-47

13. ALPHABETIC
RETRIEVAL

ALPHAPETICAL
ORDERING

8. LETTER NAMES

3: VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
OF SINGLE LETTERS

REPERTORY
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5. GRAPHEME- PHONEME ASSOCIATION

I
a. .Given a grapheme, the student selects a picture of a word containing

the sound the letter ,represents.

b. Given a phoneme in a morphemic environment, the student correctly
chooses the grapheme which represents the phoneme.

6. VISUAL DISCRIMINATION OF GRAPHEME GROUPS

Given a sequence.of graphemes, the student identifies the identical
sequence in a group of other sequenCes.

7. UPPER AND LOWER CASE4PAIRING
.

Given the upper case or lower case representation of a grapheme, the
student locdtes its lower- or upper-case equivalent from a field of
graphemes.

. LETTER NAMES

given5any:letter name _oralljr and a selection of graphemes from which to
choOse, the student selects the appropriate grapheme.

9. WORD REOGNITIOUELENDINGI

',Given a monosyllabic word Composed,of phonemes with a one-to-one phoneme-
grapheme-correspondence, the student blends the phonemes intoa word,
which, if it is in his al vocabulary,' he recognizes, whether he has

' spoken the 'blend aloud or ot.

. 10. SIGHT VOCABULA.RY

a. The stuclent recognizes at sight those monosyllabic and phonqically
irregular,words he encounters frequently in his reading.

b. The student recognizes at sight those phonetically regular words
he encounters frequently in'his reading.

1'1. ALPHABETICAL ORDERING

Gi en a selection of letters in randomorder, the student arranges
the etters,in correct alphabetical sequence.

4
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12. PHONIC DECODING

Given the full-set of middle-class, midwestern American English. phonemes
and rules'Overning their correspondence with the various grapheMes,
the student recognizes any, word for which the rules exactly determine'
the pronunciation. In cases of ambiguous determination,rbut where the
wor3'-is known orally, to Aim and the written contest defines it, he
recognizes its whether,he has pronounced it aloud or not.

13. ALPHABETIC RETRIEVAL

Given an alphabetical list of information, the student retrieves any
specified piece of information.

.14. PROCESSING UNCONVENTIONAL FORMATS,

Given written inforMation in an unusual format but the correct directional
sequencing of which is unambiguous, the student employs effective
strategies for recovering the information.

15. TEXT P SING

Given a selection written in an ordinary left-to-right?; to7botto'm=

format, the student processes the selection in this conventional order.

16. PUNCTUATION

The student demonstrates a knowledge of the function of punctuation
sufficient to allow-him to decode correctly 'sentences which, without
punctuation, would be ambiguous.

17. SYNTACTIC DECODING

a. The student controls a sight-word cabulary and phonetic decoding skil4s
sufficient to allow him to interpr and comprehend the literal content
of simple and compound sentences-presented in written form.

The student correctly identifies as having identical meanings those
sentences w ch are unambiguously repatterned statements of the same
idea.

c. Given a series of sentences of arbitrary complexity but with clausal
embeddings to a depth no greater than two and phrasal embeddings to
a depth no greater than four, the student correctly restates the
ideas of the sentence in his own words.

V
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18. LITERAL MEANINGS

a. Given questions of the type, "Who did x?"; or "W%en and where did A
happen ? ";, or "How did x feel?"; or "Why did x hagien?"where such .

questions are answered expliditly in the passage, the student
correctly answers the questions.

b. Given a selection in which the main idea is explicitly statea, the
student -correctly identifies the main idea.

19. ADWiNCED TEXT PROCESSING

Asked to find spebific information in a passage,' the student employs
text processingstrategies appropriate to the purpose.

20. MODE DISCRIMINATION

Given a selection in which important information is presented by non-
linguistic.means, the student correctly'discriminates between the
pieces'of information supplied by each mode of presentatiQn

PERCEPTION OF REALITY

a. The student distinguishes among the actual, possible and fanciful
elements of a reading selection, identifying as actual those - events
commonly agreed to have happened, as possible those elementS commonly,
agreed to be within reasonable expectation of happening-, and as fanciful
those elements which the current audience agrees are not possible. He
distinguishes among these elements with the verbalized proviso that the
distinctions are certainly based on incomplete knowledge and are, there-
fore, subject to change.

b. The student distinguishes between testable and untestable statements and
forms opinions in such a manner that an.opinion-could include -either'or
both types of statements. -

22. AMBIGUITY

a. Given a selection in which the literal meanings of one or more paSsages
,

are ambiguous, the student correctly identifies the passages and states.
their optional interpretations.

b, Given a sentence that is multiply ambiguous because of unknown, words,
the student recognizes the irresolvopble nature of the ambiguities and
requests enough additional' information to resolve those ambiguities.

, ) 3
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23. COMPARISON AND CONTRAST

Asked to find similarities and differences between two explicitly similar.
or different items in a single selection, the student does so.

.

24., SIMPLE INFERENCE
. .

The student demonstrates an ability to dray correct and:supportable
inferences from a.passage. These inferendes will not contradict
explicit information in the passage, and .the student will ite or ..

locate at least one explicit detail in the pasSage that su rts his

inference.

25. DICTIONARY SKILLS

, .

a. Given a word whose meaning is not clear from context, the student
.

consults a dictionary in an attempt to resolve the ambiguity.

b. Given a written word which he would recognize if spoken orally, the
student correctly defines the word after having coffgated a pronuncia-

,

tion key.

26. FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE

GiAiensa'selection containing figurative uses of language, the student
Correctly identifies the passages where such uses are employed and
presents a plausible interpretation of the meaning of the figure and
a plausible speculation for the author's employment of it. "Plausible"

is taken to mean."not contradicted or made unlikely by the text. "

27. SUPPORT AND CONTRADICTION C.

Given statements purPortedlyi drawn from a passage he has just read, the "-

student distihguishes between those which are explicit in the passage,

those which are,inferences supported by the passage, and those which (

contradict some portion of the pasSage.

28. ORGANIZATION

a. Given a selection in which temporal or\spatial modes oforganization

are used, the student correctly identifies the mode or modes employed.

b. Given a selection in which the correct Order of events in unambiguous
b9t in which the order of presentation is not chronological, the student
correctly rearranges the events chronologically.
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22. NE
. ,.-

(-7 J

T student correctly identifies the authox. primary attitude toward
h1s subiect'through.supplxted reference to the tone of the author's
writing.

36. PREDICTION

'The student, having read-enough of
4 a story to gain information, about, the

,personalities of the characterSand the nature of the central conflibt,
.predicts an outcome for that story and da'ends'his'prediction throdgh

references to explicit detail and inference not contradicted by explicit
information.

to

31. EXPOSITION

The student, having been acquainted with the thesis statement of an
essay and having various pieces of evidence purportedly relevant to
the thesis statement, proposes arguments which support the thesis
statement and which are in turn supported by the evidenbe.

32.- IRONY

Given a reading selection in which there is a. discrepancy between the
content of the material and its tone, the student recognizes such
discrepancies.

33. LINGUISTIC' HUMOR

Given a selection in which the literal meanings of one or more passages
could be ambiguous outside of the context, the student correctly identi-

'fies-the passages and state their alternative interpretations.

34. AUTHOR'S PURPOSE

Given a reading selection which purportedly has a single rhetorical
purpose, the student identities some such rhetorical purpose that,
when questioned,'he can demonstrate the presence of by reference.to
explicit items in the'text or by inference hot contradicted by the text.

35. AWARENESS OF AUTHOR'S CREATIVE ACTIVITY.

About written Selections'of all types \tile student verbalizes and de-
fends by reference to examples the idea that written material is at
hest an abstraction fromreality in which decisions concerning selec-
tion and abstraction are Made by the author.
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36. -READING-WITH PURPOSE AND EFFICIENCY

even a selection to read, the student defines a 'realistic purpose in
is reading of the selection and will employ skiMming, scanning, and,

fixation strategies appropriate to his defined purpose.

37. READING
4

Reading is defi ed as understanding ideas presented in the written
version of one' language and expressed in a manner appropriate to

.7

one's age and a ilities.
Nzt
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APPENDIX 5.3

USING AUDIO WITH CAI LESSONS

Experiences of the PLATO Elementary Reading Project

Robert F. Yeage
bomputer -based Education Research Laboratory.

Univerlity of Illindis at'Uri*IalrChamPaign

. (--
"For the past five years, the PLATO Elementary Reading Curriculum (PERC)

Project has
la

been developinqactivitieS 'Primarily for use inifirstgrade
classrooms. In the 1975-1976 school year, twenty-five classrooms with over

J '750 students used PERC materials. l

The typical classroomjiaS two PLATO terminals in the classroom; each
terminal is equipped with 64 touch panel, slide projector, and an audio unit.
Stunts normally spend about fifteen minutes at the terminal; and they

ipulate all of the hardware themselves; that is, they insert adacrofiehe
into the slide projector, and they cange records oh the audio unit.

4

Random Access Audio

PERC uses a random access audio unit which is connected directly to
) the terminal.. The.command to play'a"message is sent from the computer,

through'php terminal, to the audio unit; the computer tells the audio where
to start playing and how long'that message will laSt; The computer retains
central So Oat other processing can continue, such, as displaying graphics
on the,eerminal which coincide with what ehe audio is saying.

The audio record holds up to twenty-two minutes of . recorded informatian.
A single message can be as short as one-third second,\or as long as forty-
two seconds. Any iessage on the record can be accessed within one -half
second after receiving the command fr ?m the computer. The records are made
from large sheets of magnetic recording tape (the type used intape.recorders).
Therefore, the,audio unit can both play messages and record directly on to
the record. Records can also be erased and used over and over again:

Using an audio unit that allows random actress has been very important
in developing PERC lessons. The alternative would have been to use serial

'audio (such as a cassette tape recor er) which would have required that
lessons be organized so that all messages would be played. in\apredetermined
order.

,

a

The most obvious advantage is that PERC has been able to produce some
\unique'activities which allow each student t9. explore the activity in his

aum way; 'for example, one lesson puts a list of sight,words on the screen
and allows the students to hear any wore by touching it.'

ob.
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Many PERC lessons are in Such a stable condition,now that they could.,
almost be used with Serial audio; all of the directions and items in'the
exexcise are in an.optimal sequence. But because of the randoth access
capability PERC has been able to implement some powerful pedagogical .

strategies which would not have been possible with serial audio. For
exazhple, when a student, misses a drill item,,he riot only is given immediate
correction, but thatsSme item will reappear in the drill as the third
and fifth items after the error. Such strategies have been very successful
with students. Thus, pedagogical strategies are..not overruledby techlr.'
logical limitations.

An added bonus of random access audio has been that kessons have been
easier to develop. When a lesson had to have an audio message changed-Or.r

r.

added, Al that,ad to be none was to find an open area 2n the record and
add the new message; with serial audio such changes would have been much
more tedious. ,

Guidelines for Using Audio in Lesson?

The PERC Project has developed four simple guidelines for using audio
in lesbons. But as obvious as these guidelines may appearpERC has
experimented with lessons in the past whiqh,follow completely. opposite
conventiops. :3'hese guidelines have emerged as the ones that work best
with our S'Ix-krear-old population. /

Guideline 1: Keep it short. The paradigmatic audio is, "Do it!,"
and PERC tries to translate all direction giving messages into something
only slightly 1.ess cryptic. Elaborate explanations and rationales are
eliminated; thelKaUdio must focus the student on the task and let him

,interact with the lesson as quickly as possible.

That guideiine comes from years of watching children bec me distraCted
while a long audio message is recited to them. They "tune ut" in the,
middle of the message and often miss the cue telling them at to WI thSli
they either fail to respond or respond inappropriately.

Obviously not all childrenfollow that pattern. Conventional' children
will pUt up with anything (perhaps these are the college-bound students?).
But a larg r number of six-year-olds view the terminal.as a place where they
can expres theTselves; and they do not have thepatience to.listen:to the
terminal xores8 itself. PERC has had more, success in aiming lessons at
these e ressive students than in trying to make the expressive students
confor o conventional patterns.

It may seem as though PERCjs shirking its duty to teach the expressiv
students to pay attention. Nevertheless:PERC teachers reportthat'one of
the fringe benefits of using PERC lessons is that.students develop better

.listening skills.
71(..

How long is.a short audio message? The average PERC lesson runs
about 2:50 minutes of which forty-seven seconds is audiqd1 The, average

-
lesson has seventeen audio messages; each message lasts average of
2.8 seconds. Thall( Means the student gets about three seconds of-audio

e

Ju
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, . .

every ten seconds (based on data from 113,312 uses of PERC lessons }fin
1975-1976):

,re

Eight of Ae seventeen Ae§sages are short messages less than 2.4
Seconds; they are the drill items, such as single words,' letters, or
sounds: If the shoit messages are excluded so that only messages greater(
than 2.4 seconds are counted, the ayerage audio message is still aarief' '

3.94 seconds-

Not only are audio messages kept short, but audio'is usually faded in
each lesson. There,is usually a great deal of audio at the beginning of a
lesson which the activity is being'set up; but audio is quickly withdrawn

-once the -student demonstrates that he Understands the natur of the_inter-
action. Audio feedback is severely limited with an emphasis being put on
visual feedback. For example, the first few times a student makes. a correct
response, the audio might say, "good," and there would'be an appropriate
screen display;; but then)the'audio is withdrawn and the, student is reinforced
by the visual display only.

Audio is limited because it intrudes on the pace of an interactive
lesson. Students want to.make the terminal "work, not listen to long,

,.explanations. A good:lesson strives to make students active learners.J
rather than passive listeners. -

.

Guideline 2: Gilre the cue at the end of the message.* For example,
if the audio says, "Tap. the word 12g to make the elevator go up," the
studtht-As likely to start responding as soon as he hears, "Tap the word
up...." A better audio- message would put the cue at the very end.: "Make
the eleVator go up. Tap the word u2."

A corollary to this rule is that complicated sentence structures should
be avoided so that the cue is easily identifiable. Conditionals, for example,
always cause problems; in a message like,-"If you want the elevator to go up;

'.-then tap the word up," the if-then construction can complicate things
sufficiently so that the student fails to comprehend what he is expected
to do.

Guideline 3: Rhe student must always be able tointerrupt an audio
message with a correct response. At one time PERC lessons would not accept
any type of response until the directions on the audio were completed.

. But students often understand' the nature of the task-before the audio
message is co pletely finished; and because they respond by simply touching
the screen, students can enter several responses during the last second or
two of an au io message. Students were.observed to enter the correct
response, g no feedback because the audio message was just finishing, and

,.switch to a incorrect response just as. the audio message ended. I,

The same 'problem occurs on remedial messages after an incorrect response.
The student Often recognizes the tone of the message and moves immediately
to hi se-oondkcboice for an answer. While.it may seem pedagogically desir-
able o explain to the student why he was:wrong, in piactice it does not'
work. People make explanations; machines do.not. Machines are simply
expec d to p'erformlfn specified ways; so when the student enters the
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correct response, he expects that the machine will respondappropriately.
If aspident makes alcorrect:response wpkie am audio'message is in progress,
the'audio message is immediately stopped, and the positive feedback Ps

-begun: This avoids the paradox of haying the audio continue' to tell the
student to.do something that he just did.

While an audio message is in progress, incorrect responses are ignored
L -

the audio continues uninterrupted. This is rballt, done out of necessity.
If an incorrect'an4er vas accepted before the audio had given the cue, the
Icstan would have to contain special remediation which would explain the
task that was supposed to have been explained,in the interrupted message;
and that remedial message itself might`haYeA=o be'subject to' interruption.
In PERC's very early years, h few lessons were written that way. Some

students quickly learned the joys of making the eUdiounit go crazy by
repeating incorrect answers eytry second or two; this caused _the'audio to

-restart the'same message over and over -and over again.

The strategy of igno?ing incorrect responses while audio is in5progles

is effective. It takes advanitage'Of the students' strong desire toMakerth
terminal "work., "_-Receiving negatiVe feedback is perceived by studentsds
making the terminal work; and dt is sufficiently reinforcing that students

`will persist in making the wrong response. But receiving no feedback at

all discourages students from responding unless they are fp.ly:certain
that it is going to have an effect.

There is a glaring loophole incthat strategy, however. If the student,

es all possible responses while the audio is in progress, the incorrytt
responses will be ignored and the correct response will be rewarded. In

fact, that h ppens very seldom. In the few cases'whee :.i.t-- d happen,

.the lesson w s changed to stop it. One change that worked was to not dis-s

to stopplayplay the answers until,the audio was completed.-Another method was
the audio, erase the,screen, and restart the frame after telling the studen

that he had to start over because he has answered too soon;-the success of'

this latter method has not been evaluated yet. ,,..

Guideline 4: Audio should be embedded in a-context. Messages like,

., ouch the word boy," were effective. with some students but many stud4nts

s emed to have difficulty comprehending what the audio said; they lacked

th proper psychological set to haPdlethe directions. . Students sometimes

.verbalized what they thought they heard; their errors could be loosely

grouped into four categories: '1) honIonyms (boy-toy); 2)- words conceptuall

linked (boy-runs); 3) words prompted by the sequencing in the exercise (if

word one was "cat," and word two was "frog,f" the student might hear "dog"

.both.becaute it sounds like "frog" and because of its relationship to "cat"

and 4) Other answers on the screen (note that the students had to read the
---s.

other answers).

There are two ways to provide contexE for an audio message: add more

Sometimes the only thing that Can be doneaudio; or add a visual display.
is to add more audio despite the fact that this violates Guideline.l. But

studs4Its are more likely to tap the word "up" if the audio cue is prefaced

hia,short statement like, "Make the elevator go up."

R1:-.
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A bettr way of providing o text is to add a/visual display; if the
audio says,."Tao the word boy, 'picture of a boS, can be shown qn the
screen.

41-

Data was gathered during the 1975-1976 sc ool'year which tend to ','

support theimportance of a visual context. cords of errors were kept
,

for forty audieory discrimination exercises; all forty exercises operat,
in the identical way except4for :thefantasy used for motivation; in a -t-
exercise the student adds men to a- tug-of-wa team; in exercise,

* he adds horseshoes; etc. The task is for the. student toddecide whether
or not. word preented by-the audio begins with a specified sound; for

..example, does "telephone" start with /t/., This would seem to he a listen
task; the student should not even have to understtnd theYword in order to
decide'whether-he'hears a /t/ or not.

Twe y-five of the forty exercises presented the word via audio nly;

for the Cher fifteen exercises a picture was displayed on the screen whi
the audio said the word. :--1?ifter 44,268 tA ,als, words given by audio a ne

had an error rate of 21%, words given by audio acgompanied by a picture
had an error rate of 12%.

Ninety-three of the words were used in both OYs; they were used wi 
piCtures in some exercises, d without pictures

,

otners. :This. wa.s7do
aKprimarily because many exercises were on the samakecord and they shared

the same pool of words; hence the students heard the same recording of t
word both with and without pictures. Approximately the same error rates
held:-! for.17'5:72 trials, word without pictures had a 22% error rAte;
words with pictures had only a 12% rate. r'/1

Future Plans with Audio

There are two areas in which PERC would like to experiment with audio
First, students could record their voices on the record; this'is essentia
a 111gUage lab approach. The student could compare his voice to a pre-
recerded'model in order to decide when he is close enough; and a teacher
could spot'check her students' recordings to make sure they are peiforMin
adequately. 'This woulde py means be a substitute for the teacher liste
ing to the students recite in the classroom; blif it may be a way of giving
students added practice in producing speech without putting a great deal
overhead on,the teacher.

Thesecond.area Wouldinvolve a much more radical change. Currently
audio is delivered automatically throughout a lesson but PERC has now
developed a few lessons in wIlich the student has te,request the audio
either by touching someplace on the screen or by'pteSSing a key. Thus the
learner gains control over the flow of informdii,on that is, directed athim
He can be Somewhat seleCtive abobt what informatin he wishes to receive;
for examp4, students who have seen a few of those. forty auditory...discrim
nation exe4ises do not usually need even theTminimal di'rections given at
the beginniiig of each exercise'; with "learner=controiled":audio they could
skip past the directions.

The few lessonS that have been developed with "learner-controlled"
audio have been in a very narrow rangei. Various types of lessens will

"
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-leave' t be developed b o , the usefulness of this, strategy can .be
evaluated.

Summary.
----,

-.
,.

7-7,
,

PERC follows the principle that 't)le_best audio 'is the least-audio.1
That principle is put into practice by,'Wkeeping messages as short as
possible; 2) making cues,easIl identifiable; 3) allowing ,students to
'interrupt;:audio; and:4) provi ing minim4,1 context to'aid understanding.
And it would be'extended ev'e further if learner-contiolled audio Were
implemented.

.

The guidelines described have been found to be affective with six t

year-olds. 'But they Are:probably somewhat valid for all age" groups although
older students may put up with slightly longer audio messes, and may
require fewer prompts.

.
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APPENDIX 6.2.1

ACCO TAttCY LESSON APPLICABILITY

my actual uses excepkwnereotnerwise notqn:
,',--

. .

-T. -

Basbd upon the Fall 1975 usages.

m

0 -. 5 8
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('2, 2(
'ij
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M
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0,,--rg°
4

2
.
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.,...

P
-H

-a ,
02 ~7

1-I
,,

{1)Introduction to PLATO IV
4

MoKi
.67

30 X x x x , x.
.

P.

Comments ,and Bulletin ..Board picK 2 x x X x
.

x x.

.AcCrual Concepts M6K 20

.

3.c x
.

x x x x

Claasification of ounts
Left

0. ,X
,

. -.'

Classification.apd,Normal Balances
/ Len

'

20 x x 6
.4 °,.t

vot .

Changes in Balance Sheet. Equations 'McK 40 x x

Journalizing' McK 60 x x x
.'

'Income Statement McK 45 . x
.

x

Journalizing - Service and Merchandising Firms ,.McK
-

ten
30

-t

'x
4,

x

Journalizing - Service Firm Only McK
Len

30
1

.

x
.

P
ng Entrie , '

McK
Len

i --J

40 x x, x

Genera Journal, Ledger .14cK,

ten
and x

e

x .

AdjUsting Entries
., .

McK
Len.

45 x x
co, 0

x

Adjusting Entries II McK 60 X. x x x

'

Worksheets
_

McK
Len

45 x : .x x'

4.-

InventoriesInventories
S'

McK. 130
,

i---.

x
.

x
i .,,,

x .x x

.Special Journals ,
McK
Len

10 1.1:. '

k

X X

c

.

Terms of Sale,
;

M
-.

6K

Len
45 x - x 'X"

/Inventory Methods. McK x x x'x 3e. x

Temporary Investments
e

.McK 60a x x x

,
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Accountancy LeSson Applicability
.6
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Bank Reconciliations .
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Zlq-
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_
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3c,
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4 x

Accounts Receivable : ° .. .

' 4 '"McK and x .
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X
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X
l') x.,

Notes and Interest .
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.
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Len
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i

x
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46;-
(1)Long Term Liabilities,(Straight Line) .
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McK. 30

...

x

,

('1) Long Term Investments (Str ight'Llne) ';" McK. 60 x'
0

Fixed assets I McK 60 x x- x x
. -

x ...0

.Fixed Assets II 0 .. / DICK A5
.

x x x :t/

N

Long Term Liabilities (EffectiveRate) McK 60

Accounting for Stockholder's Equity McK 60 .xxxxx
..,

ir

Long TermInvestment in Bonds (Effe tive Rate) 'McK 60
-

x

Fundd Flow 1, / McK 60 "x x x x'
4

x
I
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.

°
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.
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Accountancy Lesson Applicability

(continued):

.-,le" ' . .

o

( ,

_

.

'
.54

ti
9:1

43

..

en

gl
0

Financing (Cash Budgeting) t McK 20 x

Incremental Analysis
:

4
McK

...

20 x x x

Compound Interest '.e
.

,

McK and
...,

x x x

Ca]SitaJ) Budgeting McK, 45 x

ost V:s. qutYE iC .
....-..:-__-

McK 30
,

x x

riatnerships Trent 30 x x x

Abbreviations:
,

Len : Thomas Lenehen, Assistant Pibfesso, Wright College
McK James McKeown, Associate Professor, University of Illinois
Trent: Gedrge Trent, AssociateProfessor, Wright College,..,
et al: acknowledges contributions of other'faculty and graduate.

students 2

und : ,undetermined

Notes: (1.) Applicability of "Long Term Liabilities (Straight Line)" and
"Long Term Investments (Straight Line)" is estimated 'rather
than actual.

> (2) Times in minutes are from the Accountancy Index (1976). Since
experience shows that lessons usually require longer to,complete
than estimates indicate,'the larger estimate has been chosen

'when the Index indicates an estimated range (e.g., "Accrual
Concepts," 15 - 20 Minutes). Even*so, estimates here should
be considered conservative.

(3) Scattered and occasional use of lessons in courses disregarded
in assessing applicability. Only consistent usage was acknow-
ledged in determining applicability.

(4) Two lessons "Dependent Exemptions" by Costabile and "'Payroll
and Payroll Takes" by Weaver have not been released for
general use and are not included here.

. .

810
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APPENDIX 6.2.2

CORRELATION OF PLATO LESSONS WITH CLASSROOM 'MATERIALS

School #5,

Busineqs 101, PLATO Lesson Sequence

Text Chapter Title ofPPLATO Lesson

Chapter 1 Introduction to PLATO IV
Changes in Balance Sheet.Equations

Ch4pter 2 Classification and Normal Balances
Journalizing
Journalizing - Service Firm Only

Chapter 3 Adjusting Entries
Worksheets
Closing Entries

Chapters 4 & 5 Journalizing - Service and Merchandising Firms
Special Journals
Terms of Sale

Chapter 6 Closing Entries
General Journal, Ledger

Chapter 7 Notes and Interest
Accounts Receivable

Chapter 9 Adjusting Enttirs II

Chapter 11 --,Bank Regonciliations

.Text to be usd in conjunction with PLATO

7

Accounting Pitnciples, eleventh edition, by Niswonger and Fess
(Southwestern Publishing:Company)

316'
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(continued)

CORRELATION OF PLATO LESSONS WITH CLASSROOM MATERIALS

School #4

Business 101, PLATO Lesson ence

Text Chapter Title of PLATO Lesson

Chapter 1 Introduction to PLATO IV
Changes in Alance Sheet Equations

Chapter 2 Classification and Normal Balances
Journalizing

/ Journalizing - Service Firm Only

Chapter 3 Adjusting Entries(
A,

Worksheets
Closing Entries (Parts 1 and 2)

Chapter 4 Terms of 'Sale

Chapter 5 Special Journals
ft

Chapter 6 Journalizing - Service and Merchandising Firms (Part 3)
Inventories (Parts 2 'and 3)

Chapter 7 Notes and Interest
Accounts Receivable

Chapter 8 Inventory Methods.

Chapter 9 Accrual Concepts
Income StateMent

ft

Chapter 1.0 Fixed'Assets I',
Fixed'Assets II

Text to be used in conjunction with PLATO

Accounting Principles, eleventh'edition, by Niswonger,and Fess,
. (Southwestern Publishing Company)
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(continued)

CORRELATION OF PLATO LESSONS WITH CLASSROOM MATERIALS

School #2

Accounting Clerk, PLATO Lesson Sequence

Comment and Bulletin Board.
Introduction to PLATO IV
Classification of Accounts
Classification and Normal Balances
Changes in Balance Sheet Equations
Journalizing
Worksheets
Special Journals
Terms of Sale
Journalizing - Service and Merchandising Firms.
Closing Entries
Iqcome Statement
Adtrual Concepts
Notes and Interest
Accounts Receivable
Adjusting Entries
Inventories
Inventory Methods
Adjusting Entries II
Fixed Assets I
Fixed Assets II
Bank Reconciliations
Accounting foi'Stockholder's Equity
Long Term Liabilities (Effective Rate)
Temporary Investments
Longs-Term Investments (Effective Rate)

0

Text to be used in conjunction with PLATO

'Accounting_Principles, eleventh edition, by Niswon r and Fess
(Southwestern Publishing Company)

fs'
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(continued)

CORRELATION OF PLATO LESSONS WITH CLASSROOM MATERIALS

School #1

Accounting 102, PLATO Lesson Sequence

Text Chapter Title cg. PLATO Lesson

Chapter 15 Introduction to PLATO IV
Partnerships

.1: Chapters 16 and 17 Accounting for Stockholder's EqUity
Financing (Cash Budgeting) (Part 3 only)

Chapter 18 Long Term Liabilities (Effective Rate)
ong,Terat Investments'(Effective Rate)

Chapter 19 nine available

Chapter 20 Introduction to Cost Accounting
Cost Classification
Proc ss Costing

C1 pter 21 Job Or er 'Costing

Chapter '"22 Standard Costing I
Stpdard'Codting II

Chaptar-24 k7Noh,--MantlfacturinTtosita,
a.

'C44Pt.OX::,25 apitaIBildg9ting

rati,onak arid Production Budgeting (Part 1)

ChaPter'26 ,,AP?Ow'
`nds 'Statement

'Chapter 27 none available

Chapter 28 Operational Production Budgeting. (Part 2)

0



0
(continued),

Correlation f,PLATO Lessons with Classroomiraterials

School #1

Note: Only one instructor used PLATO as an integral, part of the Accounting 102 =

class. Other instructors of Accounting 101 and 102 assigned their students to
Learning Lab, where individual sequences of lessons were created for each

students.

Text to be used in conjunction4with PLATO

Accounting Principles, eleventh edition, by Niswonger and Fess
(Southwestern Publishing Company)

307
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APPEND( 6.2,3

a PLAT ACCOUNTANCY COURSE USAGE BY INSTRUCTOR

,

r

Summer' 74 Fall 74 Spring 75 Summer 75 Fall 75',\ Spring 76

Ii

School #1

,

4'
,

.

101 and

learning lab

101 and

leaining lab

Instructor 8

0

Instructor 8
' ,,

3' sections 101

learning lab

101, 102

learning lab
learning lab

102 learning

lab

162 learning

lab

,Instruct4 A ,

,

,
1 section 102

School #2

\

ilcct Clerk Acct.Clerk

J.'°

Acct.Clerk
Instructor B '

Instructor 1

.

i

,

,

, Acct Clvk
...,,sci Clerk

(E.S.L.)

..

Acct Clerk

(E,S.L.)

School #3
,

,

1 section 101
, 1 section 101

1 section 100

1 section 101

Instructor 6

Instructor 1 , 1 section 101

SChool #4,

.

.

2 sect ons 101
t section 101

1 lab group

'release time

for curriculum

coordination

with PLATO,

1 section .101

1 in ediate

lab group,

release time

for lesson

deveYoproent

Instiuctori4

, .

1,

,



PLATO AccoVntancy Course Usage by InstruatOr

(continued)

.1,

SuMMer 74 Fall 74 Spring 75 Oummer 75 Fall 75 Spring 76

'School #5 A

f

2 sections 1 01
1 section 101 3 sections 103 i

Instructor 3
1 section 102 1 section 101

1 section 101

,

I

Instructor C Oection 101
no longer

employed i

Instructor D, 1 section 101 2 sections 101 2 sections 4101 2 sections 101
.0,

.

Cost Acct

1 section 101
Cost Acct 1 section 101,

Instructor 7 2 sections 101 2 sections 102 1 section 101 release time

,
, 1 section 102

1 section 102 for lesson

, development

, / k

V /
1 section 101 1'section 101

Instructor 5 ' 1 section 100 1 section 100
1 section 102 2 sections 102,

..,
.

1 section 101
InstruC6r E retired /"-

1
. 1 section 102 . ,

1 section 101 used as
Instructor F

1 section 141 control

4

' 2 sections 101 1 section 101 ,,

Instructor G , 2 sections 101 1 section 102 i section 102 on leave S

Bus Math gus Math

,i,
. 1,

,

,

,

u

Instructor 2 2 sections 101 3 sections 101 1 section 102
Adult Ed,

2 sections 102
4 1 .

Instructor H .Cost Acct , Copt Acct ,t

Mtd: Instructor numbers correspon

trii

,4, (

t(i) accoUntancy identification numbers of the Usersb Report, Reich 1976.

not use PLATO during Fall 1975 and were thus nit included in theInstructors identified by letter di

Users' Report,

rn
j ',4



APPEN IX

STUDENT USAGE OF ACCOUNTANCY LESSONS

at the Community College

Zune 1974' May 1976

Sumner 74

#St #Hrs

Fall 74

#St #Hrs

Spring 75

#St #Hrs

Sumner

#St

75

#Hrs

Fall 7

#St #Hrs

Spiing 76 ,

#St #Hrs

Total

#St , #Hrs'

School #1 73 565 63 455 24 87, 182 1,073 97 381 439 2,0561,

School, #2 33 198 25 200 10 49 32' 230 100 677

School #3' ' 35 . 144 0 0 35 298 77 349 147 791

School #4 82 492 35 94 0 0 35 411
,

20 , 101 172 1,098

School #5
J.

141
117

,-,

291 531

..

2,177 314 1,342 144 672

.

335 1,237 268 1,208 1,733 6,927

TOTAL 141 291 686 3,234 . 480 2,233 193 959 597 3,0§8 494 2,269 2 591 12,054

,

Li)

0
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4

BIOLOGY USER PARTICIPATION,

Inst.'

, # 101

Fall

111

_

1974

102

:-).
)1[

1f

.

shier 101

Spri4g

111

,

1975

102

,

112 other

,

101.

xx

Fall

111

1975

,

1 y 112 other 10

Spring

111

,w.

1976

102

(
xx

11

).

,

other ,,,

2 xx x xx

.3
x xx x xx , x \

A4 x x . x x
,

5 xx x , , ix xx

6
.

xx x , 7. ' X ,'

A7 x x x x x \.,

7

OA 8 x

.... , .

9

.

.

. i
,

10

_ 4. .

,

11
,

,

x x
,

1
x

0Al2 x ,. x x x. x x,

13 x

iA

14 xA
/

.xx xx

15 x .

I x

16' x . x x xx1

17 x

1,

inst:# r,,Aers .to Fall 1975 Users Report ,

0 = participation in extension Course -- users

A = participation in extension course -- authors

x = instructor taught one section

xx = instructor taught two sections

32
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'Biology User Participation

(continued)

Inst

#

Fall 1974 '

101 111 102 112 other

,

101

,

Spring 1975

111' 102 112 other

.

Fall 1975

101. 111 102 :112 other

Spring 1976

101 111 102 112'aher

018 x ' 0 x x
,

x, x x

M9
,

...,

.

'x
,

,

x

20
.

. 0
.

xx

21'

.
xx

xx, ,.

..

. xx

...

dis

,

..

.

0
.

It

C
.

.

.

x x
l

D
f - ,

'

xx

(14)E
-) -.-I

x
- -

'
X'''

'../C
.

X X
l'

4
..-

x
,

. , .

(10)H
e x

.

Inst # refers to Fall 1975 Users port

Letters indicate users not included in Report

\in parentheses refers to /case study in Spring 1975 Users Report

0 =participation in extension course -- users

A = participation in extensi9h course -- authors.,

x = instructor taught one section

.xx= instructors taught two Sections

,

( Fall 1974 Spring 1975'. . Fall 1975 Spring 1976

Total #. 4structors
. 8 22 21 24

Total kouises '' 16 36 ! 36 43
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PENDIX 6.3.2

SOURCES OF LESSON DEVELOPMENT

BIOLOGY 101 AND 111

cocl if yiuc2 uicc3 r.=c4

Bio
100

101

6tB00
1

. NSF

,

Misc

1.

.

.
Tools Used in Biology,
Review of Logs and Exponents
Exponential Growth FfMulas

4

Graphing Cell Growth Data
A Tool The Spectrophotometer
Experimental Technique
Life in a Microcosm
Serial Dilutions .

F75
F75
F75

F74
F75
F75
F75

v.

,

,

F75

2. Simple Chemistry I'
Simple Chemistry II,:' ,
Chemistry for Biology Students .

F74
F74
F76

r

3.

/rN

, f
Concept F14

F765
F74

0-

,

F74

Sp75

F75
.F75

op

'F75

1The Ultrastructural
l

Cells -- Structure and Function. °

Diffusion and Osmosis
Introduction to Water Relations
Water Relations Laboratory .

Surface Area/Volume in Living Systems
Cell Growth

5. DNA and Protein Synthesis
DNA, RNA, and Protein Synthesis

. F74
. F74

.

6.
J

experiments F74
Sp75

.

.
-Enzyme

Essentials of Photosynthesis
- Photosynthesis (Haney)

Experiments in Photosynthesis .

ATP, Anaerobic, and Aerobic Respiration,
Electron Transport Chain
Measuring the Level of Life
Respiration and Enzymes

F74

F74
F74
F74'

F74
F74

F75

1CCC = City Colleges of Chicago
2UIUC = University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
3UICC = University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
4MISC = other locations

The earlier date indicates first version, later date the revision.
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Sources ofjesson Development.

Biology101'and 111
'

(continued).

1

.

.

-

Q

CCC

.

UI6C UICC MISC
Bio
100

10f

B ot

100
,NSF Misc

Experiments in Respiration

Green Machine I (Photosynthetic Parts)-1
l

Green Machine II (Process)

F74
F76
F76

F75

1

1

10. Seed Germination
Plant Growth
Plant Responses and Apical Dominance
Flowering and Photoperiod
Fruiting and Leaf Senescence
Enzyme-Hormone Interactions
Organization of the Higher Plant

F74
F74
F74
F74
F74.

F74
F75

*

,11.
,

Plant Pathology F75
.

12. Use of Taxonomic Keys
Plant Taxonomy
Tree Identification -Quiz

I

F75
F75

. Sp75

13. ADH and Water Balance in Humans
Neuron Structure and Function
Human Digestive System
The Heart, '

.

f

F75
F74
F75
F74
F75
F74
F75

F76

F74
F74

.

.

h

F751

.

F75

Cardiac Cycle
l

Regulatory fHeart Rate Mechanis7
1

Mechanics fof Breathing
1

Elementary Psycho-physiology of Audition
'Central Nervous System

3 14. Physiological Basis of Learning
Simple Animal Behavior -- Klinokinesis
Social Behavior of Birds

Imprintin4 in Fowl

. F75'

f
l

F74
F74
F74

.

Classical
.

.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LESSONS AVAILABLE = 55 12 10 19 4 4 5

. .

1

1Community College Project iii.volltement
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SOURCES OF _LESSON DEVELOPMENT

. BIOLOGY 102. AND 112

(continued)

.

o .

CCC1 , UIUC2 UICC) MISC4
Bio
100

101-
.

Bot
..100

NSF Misp

'4.
\

Mitotic Cell Division

Mitosis '

Meiosis (Arsenty)

Meiosis (Porch)

Embryology
Plant Life Cycles
Hormonal Control of the Mtnstual Cycle

Sp75"

.,-

F-75'

F74
F76
F,75

Sp75

..Sp75

F75

7. Vocabulary Drills .for GeneticS -- Part I
Vocabulary Drills for Genetics -- Part II
Elementary P.robability and Mendel's Laws

Blood Typing

Geneticsand Heredity
Drosophila Genetics

F75
F75

F74
Sp75

Sp75

F74

F74

_

F74

--.-- F74.Gene Mapping in Diploid Ofganisms
Plant'Genetics Problems

8:' Natural qelectiOn
e.

Natural Selection Experiment

Comparative Serology
,

Induced Mutations Experiment

Genetic Drift

.

Sp75

F74' ,

F74
F76
F74

F74
F76

.

9.

.

.

-Ziogeochemical Cycles
Energy Relationships in Biological Stems
Predator-Prey Relationships
Buffalo -- Animal Populaton Experiment

.,

Population Dynamics
:\

Populations Laboratory Using E.'Coli
F.74

,

Sp75

F74
F74
F74

.

F74

1CCC = City Colleges of Chicago
2UIUC = University of Illinois at Urbana-Celampaign.
3UICC = University of Illinois at Chicago Circle .

L'MISC = other locations
5The earlier date indicates first version, later date the revision.
6Community College Project involvement

333
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Sources of Lesson Development

Biology 102 and 112

(continued)

\
ccc

. . tauc UICC MISC

%

.Bio

100

101

B ot

100

s

NSF -Misc' .

.\1 Stationary'Phase of Cell Growth
Lag Phase of Cell Growth
Death Phase of Cell Growth

.

Population Genetics -- Demonstration of°
Inbreeding-
Population GeneticsGenetic s -- Hardy-Weinberg
Population .Genetics -- Quantitative

.

F75
, F75

F75

F75

F75
F75

.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LESSONS AVAILABLE = 32
.., .

S 2 5 7 5iEtN,

.

0
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APPENDIX 6.3.3

BIOLOGY LESSON AVAILABILITY

BIOLOGY 101 AND 111

F74 Sp75 F75 Sp76
Projected
Additions

*1.. 'N Tools Used in Biology
,

0

Review of Logs, and Exponents

Exponential Growth Formulas

Graphing Exponential Cell Growth Data

A Tool: . The Spectrophotometer
,

. Experimental Technique
Life in a Microcosm
Serial Dilutions

x x

,on.

request
on

request
on

request

..,

,,

x

x

= x
1

/ x.

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

2. Simple Chemistry I

Simple Chemistry II
.

Chemistry for Biology Students

x

x

x

°

requestreqUest

- x
requestrequest

on

on

on

on

4 x
...

3. The Ultrastructural Concept
Cells -- Structure and.Function
Diffusion and Osmosis
Introduction to Water Relations
Water Relations Laboratory
Surface Area/Volume in tfying Systems

+
x

+
x

x

x

requaqt

+
'x

x
x
x
x

,c

x
x

x
x

__---

Cell Growth

5. DNA and Protein Synthesis
DNA, RNA, and Protein.Synthesis'.

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x ,

6.

.

Enzyme Experiments
Essentials of Photosynthesis
PqOtosynthesis

]

Experiments in Photosynthesis
ATP, Anaerobic and Aerobic Respiration
Electron Transport Chain
Measuring the Level of 'Life
Respiration and Enzymes

. Experiments in Respiration
Gt en Machine I (Photosynthetic Parts)

en Machine II (Process) . .

t

x
x

x

x
x
x

R
x

x

x
x

x.

/
'

R
x
x

x
x'

x
x
x
x

R
x
x

x,

x,

x
x

x
x

,

R
x

*Lessonsjncluded in biology catalog; numbers refer to position in the index.
'+ Lesson available but without microfiche
R Revised version in use

:13J



r Biology Teesson Availability

Biology 101 and 111.

(continued)'

.

.
. F74' Sp75 F75 Sp76

1

Projected
Additions

10. Seed Germination
Plant GrOwth
Plant Responses andical Dominance
Flowering and Photoperiod
Fruiting and Leaf Senescence
Enzyme-Hormone Interactions °

.

Organization,of the Higher Plant

x
x

'x

x
x
x ir.

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

.x

+

x
x
x
x

-x

x
x

.

11. Plant Pathology + x v

12. Use of Taxonomic Keys
Plant Taxonomy
Tree Identification Quiz

x x
+
+

x
x

13. ADH and Water Balance in Humans
Neuron Structure and Function

!

Human Digestive System ,

The Heart'
Cardiac Cycle, ;

Heart Rate Regulatory Mechariisxrs
The Mechanics of Breathing
Elementary Psycho-physiology. of Audition
Central Nervous System

x

x
x .

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

'x

x
R
R
R
x

x
x
x
x

-R

R
. R

x

-....1

,

-
,

14. Physiological.Basis of Learning
Simple Animal Behavior -- Klinokinesis
Social Behavior of Birds

'Classical'Imprinting in Fowl

x
x x

x

x'

x
x

x
x
x

,

TOTAL NUMBER OF LESSONS AVAILABLE 27 30 48
,

48 52

+ Lesson available but witholit microfiche'
R Revised version in use

318
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BIOLdY LESSON AVAILABILITY

BIOLOGY 102 AN 112

(continued)

.. ,
.

*774- 475 F75 Sp76 Projected
. .

Projected.

Additions

* .

, . .
.

'Mitotic Cell Division "
Mitosis ,

Meiosis (Arsenty) 0

Meiosis (Porch)
.

y mnbryologyi
kant*Life'Cycles

. HormonalControl of the Menstrual Cycle

,.-

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
R
xe

on
requestrequest

x
+

'x

x
R
x

on!

x
x
x

-

.

7. Vocabulary Drills for Genetics -- part
Vocabulary Drills for Genetics -- Part
Elementary. Probability and-Mendel's Laws,

,
Blood Typing
Genetics and Heredity
Drosophila,-Genetics

x
x

x
x
x

.-

x
R
x

.x

x
x

.
x

x

k
R
x
x
x
x/

'x
)At

R
x

x

....

-,,,,,,,

4Gene Mapping in Diploid Qrganiins
Plant Genetic8 Problems

8. Natural Selection
Nittural Selectionion Experiment
Comparative Serology
Induced Mutations Experiment
Genetic Drift .

x

', x

x

/X
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
-.x

' ''''.

9.

Y

Biogeochemical Cycles
\.

Energy Relationships in Biological Systems
Predator-prey Relationships
Buffalo -- Animal Population Experiment
population -Dynamics, .

Populations Laboratory Using E. coli

x.
x
x
x-.

x

`request

x
x
x
x
x
x

on
request

request
on

request

/:

x

x-.i

- x

x

t x
x

x

.

x

.

:

c-' x

x
x

x
x

X
c,

x

'X

/

. °

.

Stationary Phase of CellGrowth

Lag Phase of Cell Growth

Death Phase of Cell Gowth

Population Genetics -- Demonstration of
Inbreeding
Population Genetics.-- Hardy-Weinberg
Population Genetics -- Quantitative

TOTAL NUMBER OF *SONS AVAILABLE c
I

16 ' 22 30 ' 30 32

*Lessons included in.biology catalog; numbers
+ Lpsson available but without microfiche

refer to position in the index.%
I, 1

R Rvised version in use k
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r-

# lessons
completed

APPENDIX 6.3.4

' SAMPLE SCATTER PLOTS.

in-class I ,out of class
usage* usage

IMMO MOM

3

# days

'4This could include some outside usage if student had to
make up a missed session.

'1

= 50% of lessons available to the students

= # of scheduled sessions, time reserved for class

Quadrant #1: Students used extra sessions on their own time to complete
of the lessonsmore than 50%

Po le Explanations: ,lessons assigned, students highly.
motivated, extra credit, attendance graded.

Quadrant #2: Students were able to complete over half, the lesSons 'during.
scheduled times.

Possible Explanations: lessons too easy, too few made available,
students very well-prepared.

Quadrant #3: Students-did not complete lessons but did not utilize timd
allowed.

Possible Explanations: lessons, were not assigned, used for 1
enrichment, students not well-prepared.

320
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Sample Scatter Plots

(continued)

Quadrant #4: Students required extra sessions, and still were unable to
complete lessons'.

Possible ExplartatiOns: lessons/too hard, too many lessons
available, high student motiVatiolc?,

-11

IfQuadrants #1 andi#4 ate large it es
4
that the.teacher relies

mainly1on independent usage. Large Quadrants #2 and #3 indicate'
7

...

'that the teacher intends for usage to occur in scheduled sessions.
.. -.

,;
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0
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000
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w
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0
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w 5
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0
IXw
2
DA

0

0

15

-4

io

5

0

se

10 4IMM

,p4.

2

1
I3
1

2r
MIMI

I

_

MIND

,

=Mb ImM, A mg= -r 11=IM 411MI

- (2)
- (I)
- (3)

(6)
(4)
- (4)
- (2)
-

(1)1I)
(2)

- (2)
0

00
- (2)
- 0
- (3)

25

1,0 '

0 ,

1,
5

r "
.. 10

,..ri
15

r r t.
20

1

25
0

20

15

NUMBER OF DAYS

Biology 111 Instructor #B 35 students, 20 lessons available

cx

0

(I)

- (I)

- (2)
(2)

(2) 12
(3)
(5) 28

-0
(I) .

(2)
- (4)

(8)
- (I)
- (4)

I 1 I 1 I , ' 1 II,
I

I (3)
5 10 15 .20 25 30

NUMBER OF DAYS

Biology 111 Instructor #2 40 students 18, lessons available

s
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20-4

15
0

20

z

0

z
0

0

2
3. 2 2

2
2

20 240,20 2
2

2 .

2

I Irl 1 111yviirt 1 11
5 10 15 A 20 7---\ 251

- NUMBER OF DAYS

I I I I U 1T1`
3

Biology 101,(2 sections) ,Instructor #3 67 students. 32 lessons avai

W

a.
2o 10o
z0

5
m

z r-

1.111
5

NUMBER OF OA(S

Biology 102
--

Instructor #1 31 students ,,11 leSsons available

(
, 
-
- 

1 ' I 111(11 r
25 30 , .35'

4, -0

(2)

0
0

--(0

(II

0 5
(1)r --
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5
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I) 9.
(I)
0
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0
U)
U)

_1 .

oII_ 5
CO

2
Dz

0
0 5 10 15

20

NUMBER 0 DAYS

Biology 112 InstruCtor #1 35 students 10 lessonsjavailable

I
20 ?5 30

C

(16)
- (7)
- (3)
- (2)
", (I) 290 -7--
-0: 6
- 0
-0

(3)
(3)

35

i5
I.

0
10- .1

_1
a.

... -- ...
la. '5 .o
cr iW 3a3

,
2

D
2 1 ,

Z 30 2. 2
'*\--E1 ,F* , 1 , , _I 1 I

b 5`
'.

lo

e9. NUMBER(kF DAYS

(

(1
(I)
(6)

-, (4)
-(2) 17(a

,(3)

(p)
- (6)-

(8)-
(2)

35

E1iolpgy 102 (2 sections) Inductor #8 47 'students
,
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AiPENDIX 6.3.5
a

STATISTICAL TEST ON COURSE USAGE DATA

Factbril fiOd affects of analisis of variance (unWeightedmeanS)-

Sourde df M.S. error df
7--

Main Effect . .

,year 1 8.216 50 T.87 0.354
group 1 100.12 3 50 10.65. .T02

Interaction-. 1 * 3.6960 50 0.39 0.534

Within Celfe. 50 . 9.4053.

Group affect accounts, for q, 17% of sample ariahce.

There is a'significant difference between the numberorsched.u.Xed PLATO sessions

:for 1017102 classes and fOr 111 - 112 classes over 'two semesters.

Number of scheduled sessions --0 Spring i976

101- 4
02. N = a 4 111-112 N = 20

II

,t126) = -2.367

t this large or larger could occur by chance with p = 0.0257.

Confidence intervals for difference in population means:
°*"

.
.

-.90C -5.893 to -0.957
.95C -6.399 to -0:451. Mea ndif -3.425
.99C -7.446 to 0.596

0
rpb =

.1.7.7% of Sample variance is accounted for by this effect. \

14.1% of population variance is estimated to be accounted for by:this effect.

-
(.1

mean Ex2s.d. Ex

Group T 6.375 3.583 8 51.000., 415.000
GrOup IT 9.800 3.412 20 196.000. 2142.000

U aJ
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I

Statistical Test on Course Usage Data

(continued)

Number of scheduled sessions -- Fal). 1975

101-102 N = 12 111-112I N = 14
II

t(24) = -2.291

t this large or larger could occur by chance with p = .0310.

Confidence intervals for difference in population means:

.90C -4:055 to -0.588
it .95C -4.412 to -0.230 Mean = -2.321

.99C -5.155 to 0.512 dif
A

rpb = -0.4237

17.9% of sample variance is accounted for by this effect,/

14.1% of population variance i estimated to be accounted for by this effect.

mean s.d. .Ex2

Group I 7.750 3.049 12 93.000 823.000
Group II 10.071 2.093 14 141.000 1477.000

3.1
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APPENDIX 6.3.6

LESSON USAGE BIOLOGY

4,
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KEY TO BIOLOGY APPENDIX 6.3.6

r

Lesson: The descriptive title of the lesson; numbers refer to position
in'the biology catalog index.

# Students: This number is derived from course usage statistics.an includes
those students who used PLATO for greater than ten minu es.

# Minutes: The number of Minutes that these studentsitudied thip lesson.

Average Total Time:

# Minutes
where greater than ten students# Students used the lesson.

Grand Total Time: Total ',time spent in actual instruction by 41,&tudents.
Normally this value is 75-80% of course usage values because '
time involved in routing to the lesson and routing within the
lesson (e.g., indices) is not included as lesson usage. In
cases where this value is less than 75%, data was lost (e.g.,
no datafiles were attached to courses, data'collection opti:Ons
were set to "off" within courses, or data commands were faulty
within lessons).- Five of the biology courses and five of. the ,

biology"lessons were affected by such losses.

/Th

\ty
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Cr

(continued)

LESSON USAGE -- BIOLOGY 101AND 111 'SPRING 1976

AverageLesson # Students # Minutes
Total Time

1. Tools Used in Biology . 59 2,198 37
Experimental Technique 11' 340 . 31
Life-in a Microcosm 18 228-c 13

2. Simple Chemistry I 214 17,306 81
Simple Chemi6try II*

3. The Ultrastructural 6oncelbt /49 6;684 136
1 Cells '-- Structtire and Furiction 60 13,793 53

a
4 Diffusion and OsmOsis 230 9,445 41

Introduction to Water Relations 6 76
Water Relations Labotatory* .--- ---
Surface Area/Volume in.Living Systems 58 791 14
CellGrowth 15 861 57

4. MitotiC Cell DiviSiont 76 3,319 44
Mitosist ._,) 40 1,651 41
Meiosis (Arsenty)'t ' 1 32
Meiosis (Porch)t f 36 7--
Embryology*t --- ---
Plantqafe Cyclest 11 210 . 19
Hormonal Control of the Menstrual Cyclet 27 2,892 107

.

5. DNA and Protein/Synthesis 49 2,085
1.

43.
DNA, MA,. and Proteln Synthesis 32 929 32

6. Enzyme Experiments' 7 267
/-Photosynthesis*

il Experiments in Photosynthesis* ._...._

, Essentials of Photosynthe9id 150 2,316 15
ATP, Anaerobic, and Aerobic Respiration 187 5,041 . 27
Electron Transport Chain 122 2,885 24
Measuring the Level of Life 57 1,236 22
Respiration and Enzymes 62 2,858 46
Experiments:in Respiration 6 66

7. Blood Typingt 2 19

Drosophila Geneticst '5 39

.

,..,-*quantitative data not available

ttopics not usually tre4ted in this-curriculum

't
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40
(continued)

Lesson. Zsage BiolOgy 101 'and 111, Spring 106

a

AverageLesson # Students # Minutes
Total Time

10. _Plant Growth. 29 336 12
Plant4tasponses and Apical Dominance*
Flowering and Photoperiod*
Fruiting. and Leaf Senescence* ---
Enzyme-Hormone Interactions*,

(

Organization of the Higher Plant 24 423 18,

13. ADA and Water Balance in Humans '13 259 20
Neuron Structure and Function 20 618 31

,HumanHuman DigestiSystem 130 8,1 62
The Heart*"
Cardiac Cycle . 79. 3,367 43.

Heart Rate, Regulatory Mechanisms 35 1,695 48
Mechanics of Breathing*

. (7 ---,

Eleffientary, Psycho-physiology of Auditionr 13'. 1,395 107

14, Physiological Basis of Learning 18 550 30

GRAND TOTAL TIME: 94,350 minutes or 1,572hours

TOTAL # STUDENTS: 566 students, 466 of which 'had datafiles attached to
':course

*quantitative dita not available

`ts 4 3

e
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(continu d)

LESSON-11SAE BIOLOG1 10 AND 112, SPRING 1976,

AverageLesson # Students # Minutes
rota Time

1. Tools Used in Biologyt 57.

Life in a MicrocoSmt 58

3,. :Cells -- Structure and Functiont 51. 1,903 37
Diffusion, and Osmosist, 13 349 27
Cell-growtht A 8 452

4frotic Cell Division 130 6,394 49
.E.Osis- 210 7,868 37.

Meiosis (Arsenty) 171 6,279 37
Meiosis (Porch) 27 2,311 86
Embryology 171 ,035 41

Plant Life Cycles 1 88 4,766 54
HormOnal Control of the Menstrual Cycle 199 14,110 _71

5. DNA and Protein Synthesist 159 9,079 57
DNA, RNA, and Protein Synthesist 61 1,319 22

6. Essentials of Photosynthesis*t

7. Vocabulary Drills. for Genetics -- Part I 144 4,097 28

Vocabulary Drills for Genetics -- Part II 38 843 22
Elementary Probability and Mendel's Laws . .70 2,860 41 ',

Blood Typing 32 643 '20,

Genetics and Heredity 189 5,888 '31

Drosophila Genetics 115 5,472 48
Gene Mapping in Diploid Organisms , 29 1,826 63
Plant Genetics Problemth 36 ' 1,442 40

8. Natural Selection 35 1,547 44
Natural Selection Experiment .27 709 -; 26
Comparative Serology '10 243
Induced Mutations Experimept 10. 118

5

*quantitative data no available
ttopics mot usually treated in this curriculum

4
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(continued)

,Lesson'Usage -- Biology 302 and 112, Spring 1976

V

kverageLesson # Students # Mifttes
Total Time

9. Biogeochemical Cycles 50 1,110 22l
Energy Relationships inBiologicjal Systems 35 985 28

1,,

Predator-PreS, Relationships. .. 16 241 15.

Buffalo -- Animal Population Experiment .7 49
Population Dynamics 7 -' 23

'1 Death Phase of Cell Growth 4,. 47-i - - -

Seed Germinationt 1 16 10.

Plant Growtht, 1 4

Plant Responses and Apical-Do nancet 28 _ - _

Flowering and Photoperiodt 2 60

1 Human Digestive semi 1 12

GRAND t6TAL TIME: 90,237 minutes or 1,504 hours

TOTAL # STUDENTS: 365 students, :0301 of yhich had datafiles attached to
course

ttopics not usually treated in this curriculum

350
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(continued)

fl%

LESSON USAGE -- MISCELLANEOUS BIOLOGY COURSES, SPRING 1976

Avage
bsoz,1 it-Students' # Minutes

Total Time

Simple Chemistry I . .33 516 '16
The UltrastrUctural Concept 2 68 ,

--_

Cells -- Structure and Function r,
113 3,728 3 ,

Diffusion and Osmosis r
. . 61 1,391 23

Surface area/Volume in Livia* Systems 23 '842 37
Cell Growth 20 625 31

Mitotic Cell Division 21 482 23

Mitosis
t

.
, 14 215 15

Meiosis (Arsenty) 11 161 15

Embryology 1,1 190. 17

Plant. Life Cycles 18 1 ,566 -i 87'

DNA and Protpin Synthesis 419 776 41

DNA, RNA, andProtein Synthesis 14' 624 '44

Essehtials of Photosynthesis 1 2

ATP,'Anaerobic and Aerobic Respiration 11 161 15

Electron Transport Chain' 4 71

Measuring the Level of Life 1 45

Respiration and Enzymes 2 30 --_

Vocabulary Drills for Genetics --. Part I*
VocabularY°Drills for Genetics -- Part II*
Elementary Probability and Mendel's Laws* c ..7-

Blood Typing 23 458 20

Genetics and.Heredity* -*-
- _Drosophila Genetics*

Gene Mapping in Diploid Organisms* -,_

PlantGenetics Problems,*
Natural Selection Experiment 4 61 - --

Induced Mutations Experiment 2 12

Seed Germination 1 34 ,.,
--_

Enzyme- Hormone Interactions 3 31 ---

ADH and. Water Balance in Humans '11' 325 30

Neuron,Structure andYunctibn 53 .2,455 :46

Hormonal Control of the MenstrUal Cycle 41 4,178 ,102

Human Digestive System ' 3,877 90

The Heart* - --

Cardiac Cycle 21 632-. 30

Heart Rate Regulatorechanisms' 12 514 tfi.

Mechanics of Breathing*; . ,

tlementary'PSycho-physiOlogy,4of Audition 2 ' 259

Physiological Basis of Learning 5 .30

*quantitative data not available

:151
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'qcontinued)

Lesson Usage -- Miscellaneous Biology Courses, Spring. 1976

GRAND TOTAL TIME: 24,503 minutes or 408 hours

TOTAL # STUDENTS: 243 students

r.
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APPENDIX 6.3:7'

,ON-LINE QUESTIONNAIRE

a



I 1

'

if:1

2.,c-c-ci a f+._.t_r-Tloor-1

"F'1 the 'lc, 1 1 ow i ng. 5 cyJest onS aiX)ilt the
i

3 lesson you just completec. Your te..,:ponses will

be a :great help in improving the 'clUarit5),of PLATO
.

It ,shOuld on15,, take t/iou.2 minutes!



Flow wov1d*;ou r the DIFFICULTY ,óf this "lesson?
) ,

L

1 -.very difficult:

2 - difficult

3 -iust right

4 easy

5 - very eaSy.

?.

. Press the NUNDEP corr estfondine to your cboice.

ti



Did t,,,ou require FISSISTANCE Idurir*.f. th i 5 platoi5e55i,on?:

- Ye 5, I ted problenis,with the;, TERMINAL

Tskeyboard, exc,555ive,red 1.1 t 5 , etc .

2 he 1 p ansWe7ing question-

or uriderstai-fding FLAT015 lAtructions.'

.;
Yes , BOTH 1 .and.2 abov.

bu+ NO ONE Wkl:.5 available. .to help:tne.

Press i.:11,-...NUM6ER:corresFondin tO your c!igice.

i



How 1)J.re PREPARED "this Oato

1 - 'Hy t_eacher ga-ve a. lecture .on this: topic.

did -55 igned reading about "this topic .

- BOTH 1 and 2 ;above.

- None ot._.he above, .BUT I was alreacily,

familiai- with this,topiC Owri.

I was not f&mi 1 i ar with this :t6p before
plat6 5f-25:5 on.

J

NUMBER .correp, .1,4irig. to your

t

357



4

(

How would ,:,)ou. PLATO's prestation of THIS

MATERIAL to o+1,15!r learninz or teaching

alas such as books,-sides,. tv or tapes

1 - excellent, the best

better than 50M e other aids

3 no-b,-tte-r w c;r_se than .other al

4 than some th,?r aids .

5 v&_1i7v poor. he word

wy4e.,

Press the NUMPER'corresFondin,q'ou7
JCfl

/



WHY are .you here now?

1 - Lam IN'CLASS doing a required assignmen .

,

I .am IN CLASS, but thi,=, aessibp is optional.

- I amNOT %1 c1 as: but this.

.REQUIRED ASSIGNMENT.

4- I am NOT in class.now, and this is:an
OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENT:

5 - I,,am here entirely on my own.

Press the .NUMBER correapondikig to voUr choice .



0-71-4

.. .Lr7-L 73'

-17,dianaes"W. c= 0,Aata,4 --r:.-, ..y...1747

771;IA
4.rjr

t

-f2X;;,'

447:kt

thanks, Herrick!

If you have any COMMENTS

Or-PLATO in general, pre5s NEXT nqw to write them.

Otherw,ise you can.pres5 DATA to leave
. .

0
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APPENDIX 6.4.1

INDEX OF LESSONS

General Chemistry Index

Basic) Skills
/Introduction to the PLATO Keyset
Short Introduction to the Keyset
Review of Math Skills for Chemists
Logarithms.
Use of the Slide-Rule
Scientific Notation
The Metxic'System
Metric Conversions (CCC)
The Mettler Analytical Balance
Density, Mass, Volume, and Specific Gravity

Elements and Atoms
Names of the Elements
Elements GaMe
Properties of the Elements (touch)
Atomic Number and Atomic Mass
Valence Electrons (touch)
The Aufbau Principle (touch)
Writing Electronic Configurations (touch).

dompounds
Nomenclature gUles and Drill (Moore)

,..

Nomenclature Drills (CCC)
Nomenclature Drills (Smith)
IoniC Nomenplature (Grandey).
Covalent Ndmenclature (Grandey)
Writing Formulas for Ionic Compounds.
Ionic Bonding
Covalent Bonding
Lewis Structures and Chemical Bonds
Development of thevAtomic Theory
Molecular Weight DeterminatiOns
Formulas and Percent Composition (Chabay)
Percent Composition Problems (Grandey)
Percent Composition Problems (CCC)
Oxidation Numbers"(CCC)

Equ'ations and Stoichiometry
Balancing Chemical Equations (Grandey)
Balancing Chemical Equations (Smith)
Oxidation Numbers and Redox Equations (touch)
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O

Index of,Lessons
-

(continued)

Equations andStoichiometry (continued)
Acid-Base Equations (touch)
Mass and Mole Conversions '
Calculations with Equati4ns (Chabay)
Calculations with Equations (CCC)
Calculations with Equation (Ghesquiere)

Stoichiometry Quiz

Gases
e Gas Laws (Smith)

The Gas Laws (CCC)
Ideal Gas Law Derivation Experiment
Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases

Solutions

Concentration of Solutions (Chabay)
Solutions: Molarity (CCC)
Solutions: Normality (CCC)-
Solutions: Percent Concentration (CCC)
Dilution Problems (CCC)
Freezing Point Depression Experiment.

Acid-Base Reactions and Titrations -

4' Acids and Bases in Water ,

Use of a Buret (microfiche)
Introduction to Titrations
Introduction to Titrations (microfite)
Acid -Base Titration txperiment
pH and Titration Curves (Ghesquiere)
Shapes of Titration Curves (Valparaiso)

Advanced TOpics
Chethical Equilibrium (Chabay)
Chemical Equilibrium and K (Chabay)a
Chemical Equilibrium Problems I (Ghesquiere)
Chemical Equilibrium Problems II (Ghesquiere)
Kinetics (Gra40ey)
Kinetics (ISO
Heats of Chemical Reactions
Inorganic Qualitative Analysis
Nuclear Chemistry

To be released shortly:
Significant figures arid rounding
pH
Dalton "s law af partial pressures
Periodic tablc trends
Conversidn factors and Dimensional Analysis
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Index of Lessons

(continued)

Organic Chemistry Index

Introduction to the PLATO Keyset
Naming Organic Compounds
Writing Structural Formulas
Names of-Organic-Functioflal.Groups
Conformation of Alkanes
Bonding'in Carbon Compounds
Lewis Structures and Chemical Bonds
Optical Activity inpkganic Moledules,
Alkene Chemistry
Alcohol Chemistry
Substitution and Elimination 4eact;cnd
Additions to Carbonyl Groups
ReactionS of Adehydes and Ketones
Arene Chemistry
CarboxyliC Acids Part I

. Carboxylic Acids -- Part II (Esters)-4"
Carboxylic Acids -- Part III

.Synthesis of Aromatic Compounds
AliphaticfSynthesis Game
Interterminal Synthesis Game

,

4

o fi

r.

:163
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APPENDIX 6.4.2

GENERAL CHEMISTRY USAGE BY CLASS AND COLLEGE FOR SPRING 1976

College Clats Students Total Hol4Fs. 'ars/Stud

lo School . #1 33 316.8 . 9.6
. 2 26 353.6 , 13.6

3
, 15 70.5

. 4.7
4 18 205.2 11.4
5 441 110.0 2.5
6 25 It 42.5 1.7

( Total 161 1,098.6 5.9

School #3 1 22, 125.4 5.7
2 34 336.6 9.9
3 25 162.5 6.5
4 27 70.2 S.6
5 27 151.2 5.6

r6 20 102.0 5.1
7 16 46.4 2.9

Total 171 994.3 5.8

School #4 1 10 61.0 6.1
A 2' 18 64.8

.3 28 252.0 .9.0
4 394.8 qr4.1
5 38 163.4 4.3

34 397.8' 11.7
,

7 20 160.0, 8.0
8 33 290.4 8.8.

, g 24 6.16

10 37 347.8
11 21 50.6
12 24 36.0
13 29 40.6
14 22 .143.0
15 29 55.1
16, `-37 262.7
17 26 \1411.8

TOtal 2?90.2
7'

46'0 c. 6.5

s

rt.

44 1
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I

General Chemistry Usage by Clash andCollege fcii Spring 1976

(coiltinued)

Ell

t . College Class StUdents. Total 'Hours Hrs/gtud

r , .

,

,

-School #5
.

.- 1 34 t. 3-19.6 9.4

- ...
-1. 2 -40 308.0

.
, 3' 37 '. 284.9

1/'
4

N
7.7
7.7

26 150.8 5.8

21 46.2 2.2

6' 7 15.4 2.2

7 19 182.4 9.6
1

Total 1846 1,307.3 6.4

.

GRAND TOTAL 37 A-976 6,390.4 6.5

Notes:

4e!
The negligible differences (lelis than 1/4%)4getween the usage reported in
this table and the usage r'eporte'd in the subject usage table can be totally
attributed .4p the accumulation of)a round-off error in the tenths_of an hour
decimal pla6e.

I

Recall that the manner in which PLATO was used in each class was left
exclusively to the disCretion of the instructor anetid/her department.
As a result, one would/expect considerable difference's- in the amount of
use per course Consequently, it would be erroneous to consider only,usage
figured in con acing effectivenes -\among.classes or schools.

---

Q.'
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APPENDIX 6.5.1

LARS CURRICULUM BY TOPIC

Grammar
\,

Sentence Fragments
Run-on Sentences
Sentence -- Cap%tal and Period
Semicolons and Sentences
Subjectand'yerb Agreement, Basic
Subject and Verb Agreement, Intermediate

.

Subject and Verb Agreement, Adi,anced
, Pronoun .Case

Pronoun Number
Relative Pronouns
present Tense

,Past tense
Future Tense
Present Perfect.Tense
Confusing' Verbs "Lie/Lay"
Confusing Verbs "Raise/Rise".
Confusing Verbs "Sit/Set"

,Irregular Verbs
Dangling Particples
Infinitives'

Gerunds and Gerund Phises
Double Negatives,'

Punctuation

Singularygosessives
Plural P2ssessives
Comma and introductory Phrases
Comma and Introductory Clauses
Commaand Conjunctions.
Restrictive/Nonrestrictive Clauses
ComMas and Appositives \,

Comma and direCt'Address:
Commas with Parenthetical Expressions
CoOma with Too

. Comma wibi'Tag Question
Comas Used in Series

- Indirect Quotations
'Direct QUotations
Split guotatiOrip
Semicolons in a Series
Capitalizing Names I Titles
Contractions

3 fj
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LARS Curriculum by Topic

(continued)

U

Usage

Using "it's" And ."its"
Using "whose" and "who's"
Using "their," "there" and "they're"
Usihg "your" and "you're"

-?Using "to:," "twon'and "too"
Confusing Word Pairs
Allright/Alf ready /All together

Spelling.

-"S" Plurals
"ES" Plurals
"Y Plurals
".0" Plurals

.04556Plurals

gular Plurals :

Vowel Changirt Plurals

r,

3
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APPENDIX 6.5.2

INDEX OF NOWLARS LESSONS

Capitalization,
, %

CoMmon and Proper Nouns
Capitalization Diagnostic Test
CapitalizatiOn of Names and Titles

Capitalizatibri tlI
O

Compdtitian

Assembling Sentences and Par aphs
Verb Quiz and Theme Revision
Topic, Sentences
Irrelevant: Detail in Paragraphs 0

Editing

Editing Paragraph', I

Editing a Paragraph II
Editing a Paragraph III
Editing aParagraph IV
Editing a'Paragraph V
diting.a Paragraph VI

ixing
freading:

dt.-mme!g

_,./ i,l/,,,7,,,,.,y

GYammr-Index.
Parts 'of Speech

:Test on 'Grammar and .Usage
etAlplete sentence :

af Recognizing Sentences
Subjects 9nd l'redicates._,.
Subject.o.yerb',_Complement

t7+. .,:,, -Verb Agreement'I,Verb
n 44 f-

'S e!'-'-t.72Verb Agreement II

Pronoun-Verb greement
PronoUn Agreement
PrOhouns

I

Possessive and Subjective Pronouns
Verbs, Bdsic ,

. ,

Verb Tense I
Verb Tense II

.--

O
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Index of Non-LARS Lessons

'continued)

Grammar (continued)

Subjunctive
Passive Verbs
Irregular Verbs I
Irregular Verbs II .

Irregular Verbs 'III.

Irregular Verbs IV
-Irregular Vprbs V

/.
/..

Copulative Verbs
! . .Verbs and VerbPhrasds

Prepositional Phrase
Dangling. Participles and MisplacedModifiers

-------..

Infinitives A

.

.Gerunds l
.

4
Double.Negatives

direct and Ihdirect Objects
Who and Whom--
Noun Clause's

.Adjective Clauses
Adverbial Clatises

Poetry

.'Poetry 'Analysis.

Poetry,CompositiOn
Rhyme

1"
k ainctuation

PUnctuati4 DiagnostiCTest
Commas endPeiiods
CommaSand,Semicoltions
Commas With Nonretrictives,, .

Commas with Nonrestriptives II
Semicolons I '
Semicolons PT
Semicolons III
Quotations I/ ,

'Quotations';II,

.Quotations III
Quotatiohs with Changing Speakers.,
DiredbQuotatione I' ,, .

'1( Direct Quotations `II
to,

Direct and Indirect Quotations
a.
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Index of Non-LABS Lessons

(cpntinued)

1/4

Research 4

Bibliography
14ctionary

.

Pocitnotegl
Ro9tn9tes i a.

Spelling
.

...Spelling.,Diagnosti.c Test:

Po5iessive .

nPOssessji.vezForms un's

Spelling brill 1

:': Spetling Correctiorts
Spelling !ic" Words

-

Consonant Symbols
Syllabication,and Accenting
Plural Nouns

Usage

e,
Usage 6iagnostiC Test-

,

, Correct Ugage.
;,qommonly Misuged Words

TrOublesome Homonyms.
Homonym Puzzle 0

-Word Confusions -I
yoxcl-Confusiong II

Vocabulg

e
. Vocabulary 1 14

yo'eabulary

Miscellaneous

. -
Analo4ie§

Harigmanpame. .

Vdjacek, Index

Reasoning
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APPENDIX 6.5.3

l , a .

SAMPLE STUDENT NOTIS

Excerpts lirdm a note collecting program .which Allows both studeht

4and instructor to re iprt errors. d comment on the various lesse-1s which

are part of the Language 'Arts Rcalting System.

Studelit -= I liked it a lot,. its was.helpf'ul

Student -- Wonderful

-
StUdent -- PLATO is ewonderful thing

.

to have.

Student -- I think that, PLATO is good and that every hoMe shoUld have one
Student (Response) -- At,no

.Student I think PLAT is very eduCating, and also a lot of fun: ,-I am
taking'AccountiTip.and English; and r have "learned a great deal
of both: If anyone is eading my letteteHi and have a. nice day.

/, Staff (Response) Hello, . People d.9 indeed'read ttlident notes.
T.hope you are enjoying PLATO. I" you haveany problems ,or ";

.questioh, ask themhere and we:ll.see What. Caebe done.

Studen't'--,-hieVeryone; how's life. Z just finished,a4leSson on ppnctUation
and I"didAobd at lea,stthats what, PLATQ said.. ThanksTpir.Yourt
response,. - I am learning a lot of things I'couldn'tunderstand
bPfore. Well.I talk-too much so.bO for now and Ithqpe yOund-
eVeybody else better in-their work. '..

Staff (R6sponse) -- Thank you - -- -.

Student --.Some this, jive is a lot of smack. It'sto repatiOus-,

Student I likd%-the way.PfATO drillS you_on the- pronouns and etc. Also I.
pe addshisAittle touch. of humor:

InstrUctor of'sprlfrag diag.questionS call -for distinguishing between'/
restricitive,and nOtiresttictiV'e phrases. This Ilas nothing to do,
with,r9cognition of:fAg.:40 should. perhaps be omitted Takeout
the s6htence with wipn4,internalpunb,' Exagsafter semicolons -
alsb onfUseAhe issue, know-Co feCti9g this...would be
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Staff (Response) -- Thanks for the posit e criticism. Will correct the
roes. This exactly the t f comment/observation that is

looked.for and appreciated..

Studer I think this is a wonderft.4 mac s you can see thaI enjoy
it very much. I hope who ever in d this machine that they
Will keep up the good work.

Student #1 (Response) --,Dear PLATO, I, think your'way of teaching is'really.
fantastic. I am sukezI will learn'agreat-deai frOm you.. I sure
hope I can use you in some of my future crasses.

Instructor ---i. This program read LARSDEMO WordGroup; it was,very confusing.
Staff (Response) -- I believe I' -fixed this bug. Please report it again

if you encounter it. as much detail about how you reached the
error as possible.

. .

Student This was a gbod lesson.
Student #1 (Response) -7 This isn't very helpfu
Student #2 (Response) 7- lialS so very helpful.
Student #3 (Response) think that PLATO'can help alot of peOple because

its fun.

Student #4 (Response) -- This way of teachingcis out of sight.,
Staff- (Response) --A6le're glad you enjoy it.

'Student The lessons are well prese,sted, you just can't
student #1 (Responsti4 All the response b were premature.

u.

tudent LesSonItMb*r,---. The-one on pOssevies is'way.to long. It should
be shorteaddown to about 20 or. 30. Plus it doe-sn't take into
account human error' , :i.e., pushing the wrong bUttbil- the ability
to'§o back when yo ee an error that you have made. It should
also make spelli la lesser evil than misplacement of the ----.
I' HOPE. YA'ti, WILL SEEABOUT.EORRECTING THAT

Staff (Respnse) -= Thanks; . We are already preparing a version of
that will cut the number'Of

.
problems dOwp to

It is ungodly..long, I'll admit! ,: -

.

Student,
a

Thq to sinular and-pluralg
. t .

sessives, is thilardest test
.

the.

I.have ta:k non.PLATO. It sure
.

elps a lot:
,'\ 9 ..

Student -- Dear PLAirP41 think this is a marvelous idea about me'working on
-1:..

.r aComputer t is a very pig help to Me: and I wish I had one of my
very own. This minderjal machine alsahelpS ..me) to do.my lesson.

,

Nk I:think every student wouldn't mike haven't one Thank you very
much. )

 Student #1 (IrtesPOnse) -1--- with you.
Student #2 (Response) -- Fantast4 , .

.

.

".
4

Student 7- This lesson. has really helped;'to inereasOy writing skills.
Thank27. you're:getting rr o belieVe in you

v -____

iS

,

°

77

4

0
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,q9

I.
Stude -- I really enjoy working and learning the PLATO way. This is

not only fun, it is very helpful.
I LOVE YOU, PLATO.
I LOVE YOU, PLAIO.
Gtefullir yours,

To those students in course , who got messed up today;
sorry people, a programming error4sent you. to the wrong place,
thus MakNhq it impossible for you'to continue. The error is
now fixed; sorry for the inconvenience.

Student lesson is really worth learning. wish I had learned this
' in high school.

Student #1 (Response) -- Me too.
Student 42 (Response) -- This dumb machine.is alright. I don't think I

could have found-a better tutor.'b
Student #3 (RAponse) -- Me either.

Student -- Who or whom are you?
Staff (Response) Who is whom? The machine isn't a person; it just presents

individualized lessons written by various people. There are some
people (like me) who have the responsibility of reading student
comments and seeing that the'programs continue to work correctly.
When an error -.s. discovered, we try to-fix it. We'hope you continue
to enjoy PLATO

l

.r;



APPENDUc 6,6.1

COMO Y COLLEGE MATHEMATICS LESSONS SUMMARIZED BY TOPIC AREA

.

.

4

H
o

m

(11

#
,

o

11

ill (n

# of lessonsyhich

have these structural features-

rt

ilj vC1 rt

trl

0

0

1C11-1

0

N .

0J

11

.

I. Whole Numbers, Divisibility and Fractions
15,

2

9.3

open-ended
14 7.

.

4 9

II. Decimals and Percent 17 11.4 17 15 16 4 1 1

III. Signed umbers , ° :' 14 5,8 13 ,.5 r 1Z 9. 2 1 4 1,

tIV. Set,Theory, Algebraic xpressions, and

Linear Equations
26 17.$'

,

25

,

2 13 1 1 4
k

11

V. Algebraic FraCtions d Quadratic Equations , 8 4.9 , .1 8
.

, : 7

'VI. Plotting Points an Graphing Straight Lines
,

im
1.,

,Eand Simultaneous 9uations.
21

10

10 .6 ,

4.8

17

10

2 t9

9

16 2 . ,

6

KA ,

VII. Trigonometry and Logs .

,

,

VIII., Miscellaneous
, 9

t

6.9
,18

2

SIX. 'Functional Plotters
, 2 ppen-oended

.

,

i-,

. TOTALS L ,

.

1,,24 71.5

4.(.+ open-

ended)

112

.

,

33 .
,

$
.,

22 13

.

240,

,.

,

Lessons prdduced at ,CMG

,

59 32.7

.( .1.,open-0

ended),

57 40 1.0i,.

,i, ).",

ot '

,0*

i-

.11: ,

.

Lesions produced, at Cct

Lestonsproduced'elsewhere
I

i i LI

;

' .

'52

13

34,1

4.8

1 (+2 open

ended)

50

5

22

2

,3

5

'

'19

,

7 20

0
1



APPENDIX 6,6.2

,NUMBERS Of STUDENTS AND FOURS 0 USAGE

COMMUNITY COLLEGE MATHEMATICS LESSONSFM.1AL 1974 HROUGH SPRING 1976,

s

School #1' School #2 School #3 'School #4 School #5 TOTALS

#

sts.

#

hrs.

#

sts,

#

hit

#

sts.

#

hrs.

#

sts,

#

hrs.

#.

sts.

, #

hrs. sts, .

.

Fall 1974 (sem/cirtr)

r

142 42,2 1,13

I

!,259 (.319 8 0 0 a 0 574 1520

4

Winter 1975t (sem/qrtr)4.44, 210 853

,*.

- -
.... 210 851.

prIng 1)75 (sem/qrtr) 17,9.,1111 194 '1'279 304 927

r

Ott Ott B1* 163* 758 3480

Summer 1975 59 3 ,J03 t1546 114 244 .5** 121**i

''

58 101 489 2411't

Fall 1975/. 148 ,366

'-,
66

.--0''y
25t '160

:i

1420., 107

/
364/

'

71 246 752 2650

Spring 1976,- 180 86R '225 '1472 '25 qk .217, 509 161 675 1040

.

159

i

TOTALS 918 4019 ,'801 4810 135, 065 ,: ,: 379 994

, .

, 371 1185", 3823

.

16,073

t.School #1' was on the quarter system'during:the 1974) 5 sschool. year. ConSequently, it'is the only school

with'a 1975 winter quarter. All school's. wereon'the: eiester'systeM during 1975/76.

t There were

1

,
hours of tith usage-under a multiple'recordi

tl
;.

,

*.There were 77 hdurs of additidn'al,mahl usage under a multiple 'ecord.

** 'there were bT hours of additional milth..usage under a multiple record,
1

-Ar

C

it

4

yf

1,-44,1

t IA
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APPENDIX 6.6.3

#
SUMMARY OF PLATO USAGE ACCORDING TO TYPE OF MATHEMATICS COURSE

.
*

courses
#

,instructors
#

sts.
#./..".

hrs.
#

hrs/st.

I. Related Math for Vocational Studdnts
-.,.

32 8
It', 6927

.08.1%)
4337

(27.0%).
6.3

II. - Algebra 37

._,-

9
15

-

° 901

(23.6%)
3646 .

(22.7%)
4.0

-

III. Intermediate Algebra
. ,

28.'

\
12

602
(15.7%)

144

f 19 6%)
5.2

I c...

MathIV.
..-,

GED Mat o,,22 -
.'

s

72
1(9.3%)1

...---

204
(13.27%)

3.0

..

e
.

V. Preparatory Math 9-
140

( 3 . 7%)

33,62
7

.( 2..''%)

ao

$:

.

.rS .

'

VI. -itechnical Math 5
122

( 3.2%)

-

54'3

j3.4%) 4.5,

VII. Learning ,Center
-'--------- 10 3

174
( 4.6%)

. 497. f!

(3.1%) p2.9

rm. Miscellan-s s Courses-
. s

\

22

14.,..

,.

460
(12.0%)

1340

( 8.3%)
2.9'

TOTAL - 166
. ,o..,

.

51 .3823 16, 0 "A3 4.2
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)1, APPENDIX 6,6:4

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME IN TOPICS AND LESSONS FOR FIVE GROUPS OF SELECTED. COURSE'

Miscellaneous Information,about the Course Groups Contained, in This Table

School # Inst # Stu # Hrs
Ave Hrs

per Stu.

*a
heduling Pattern 1

,

Lv ',Ten Vocational Couifses 7-

1 Spring 1976

2 5 216 1,455 6,7 "1/wk" and "h-out"

II. Four Algebra Courses --

Fall 1975

3 3 109' 491 4,.5

t

1 course "opt" 4,:

.3 courses "1/wk"

31courses "h-out"

III, Three Algebra Courses --

Spring 1976

3 3 92 ,683

_
7,4

, 1

1 'course "1/wk" .

"2 courses clump"'

i

IV, Four Intermediate Algebra

Courses -- Fall 1975

07 .319 3.0

,' ,

Ipt"

V. Three Intermediate Algebra

Courses --Spring,1976
, 4

77 '548 i.1 .
"clump"

Is

at

r

ti

4

:ISO
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1,continuedY ii

DistrihgtiOh' of Time in TopiG5,,and Less* .N.p0)Grups:Of Selecte ourses.

r el .

,
. .

,,L.,, Ten'iOcational,CoUrses,.-- Spring 106,.

5 I

4 " ; 1

. ,

,

. .

,

.

,

.Est.

, Time

.(min)

.

#Stu'

in

Lesson

.4

-T
,

lu

Lesson

(min)

,

,A'Ne ',

. Time

, in
,

Lesson
,

per

Stu

.,, I

'Total `:-J

,

Time

in
0.

Topic

° ` !,

% of

Time

in

Topic

DIVISIBILITY AND FRACTIONS ,

.

!4,

348 hours 44.9%

Exercises -Equal Fractions Mixed' ;15, :)1 79. 3,756 01:

4

ik:

Divisibilitylules/Reducing Fractions, -,'4,f,60, 76 4,705 62

Exercis0"Arithmetic Operations

on Fractions
Thst), 68 3,015 44 ,

Adding and Subtracting Fractions with

Unlike. Denominators ,

,

40 , 53 3,497 66

, ,

Fractions .on the Number Line , ,, .40 42' 3;187 76 .

1 J

Finding the GreatestCommOn Denominator 60 440 ,41 651',

IntrodtiCtion to Fractions 6Y, 17 431 25. !

r

Claim Game 15 15 442 29
, 4

Prime Factorization of Whole Numbers, 35 12 205 17 .

t,

'4

0



. .

scintinued)

Distribution:a Time in Topics. an&LessOns for Five,GrouPstef Selected Courses

Ten,Voaation 1 Springt1976.

,

.

.

e; ,-

,

.

.
,

.

.

.

,

Est,

, Time

'(min)

.

#S ,t,u

in

Lesson

Time

in ,

,

Amin)rni n)

Ave

Time

in -

Lesson,

per ,

Stu

Total

. Time

in

Topic

% of'''. .

Time

in

Topic

/.

B.

,
.

.

DECIMALS ,AND PERCENT
.

,..

,;2.0 hours
.

36.1%

.Reading and ,Writing Decimals, 60 .72 : , 14,099 '''' 7 .

-Percent-Decimal-Fraction'Conversions ..60

y

54 4r502 '- 83
V

',Rounding. Decimals:,
,.,

30 ,54 2,545 47
.

,
Adding andSubtracting Decimals Y 60 'A2 2,,075 : 49 ' ' w

.

. .. ,

' Multiplying and Dividing Decimals. . 60 40
.

24381 , d

Keeping a Balanced Checkbook "'60 17
.

r
432 25

.

,,
,

Subtracting Decimals
,

. 6 316 53
. .

0

Math Review Drills ; , 35, , 2091 :35
, o'

Dividing Decimals . '''' 60. 6 t 86, 14

Multiplying Decimals 30 5 86 .. 17 f

'Adding Decithels
_

30 . 76 '15 ,,

k.

Word-Problems,with Percent - Introduction 30 .', 10 .7 10

.

C.

. ,

SIGNER NUMBERS
q

.4,'..P
102 hOurs-- 13.2%

Introduction -- Thermometer and"Sea,Level 10. 54 r577 '", 11
.

.

Adding and Subtracting on the

Number Line
45 - "43

,

-2030 -'50.

0

Eggdropper 10 .. '16.

.

653 , 41
r

Signed Number Word Problems on

Temperature and Se& Level
15 15 415 28

j5"6

as1

4,



(continued),

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons for Five Groups of Selected Courses,

,
.

I. Ten Vocational Courses -- Spring 1976

,

, ,. ',, .

.

.

1Min)

,,,

.

Time

#Stu

v in

/Lesson

,

Time't

in

Lesson

(Tin)

. ,

Ave

Time

in.

Lesson

.' per

Stu

%

Total

Time

in

Topic

% of.

Time

. in

Topic

C. SIGNED NUMBERS (continued)
'

,'

\Addition and Subtraction of Signed
,

Numbers--Bank Stories

\

. ' . 30

,

13

.

.,445

.

34 .

,

.

MUltiplication of Signed Numbers--'

Bank Stories : '

30 12

.

250 , 21 ,

,

Signed Numbers Game--West 15, , '11

.

708 '. 64

Double Signs (Flipping)'and'

Multiplication (Patterns). .
I

15. 11 179
i

16

Addition of Signed Numbers 3'5 11' 179 16

Multiplication (using the ruhning ma 45, . 11, , 167 15

Exercises--Adding and Subtracting 30 1 , 136 12

Subtraction of Signed ;Numbers 25 ', 10 212 21,

, .

, ,

Math Review Drills II .
35'

, ,

, 2 47 23 ' .........-...

D. SET THEORY, ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS AND

SOLVING LINEAR EQUATIONS
',

1

..

.

,

. ,

.

9 hours 1.2%

.

Introduction to Sets '20 6 140 23

'Symbols of Grouping
. 30 , 5 104 21

Word Problem Drills I , .

.15 .86 17

Solving Linear Equations', 180 4 134 33



(continued)

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons for Five Group's of Selected Courses

1. Ten Vocational 'Courses Spring'/1976

,

.

,

.

Est.

Time
.

(min)

1,, q.

f§t0

in
4

Lesson
Lesson

TiMe

in

(min)gnin),'

Ave

Time

in

Lesson

per
.1

uSt

,

Total

Time '

in

'Topic' 1

o

$ of

Time

in

Topic

D. SET. THEORY), Al:GEBRAIC EXP' SSIONS AND

SOLVING LINEAR EQUATIONS (continued), f

Laws of Exponents
' 40 3 53

1

18 i /

,

L

Binomial Products: (k1.2)(x-3) etc. '45 16' 8
,

1

Solving Quadratic EquationsbyFactoring. 60 1 11 11 , '

Factoring PolynomialS 40 ,
,

1

E. PLOTTING POINTS, GRAPHING STRAIGHT LINES

AND SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
, 8 hours

L

1 1.0%.

. ,

Tic-Tac-Toe. ', 30 '( 8J' '95 ,12

. Sloped a Line 30,

1

3 64 21
,' .

Intercept of Straight Lines), 15 3 28 ,

Introduction to Systems of Equations 15 : 2 72'
,

Exercises oh Solving

Equations ,

2x2 Systems of

.

54 27

,

.

. ,

How to' rite Soluons'of Systems of

1Equations ', ) ,

15 2

.

24

.';
,

'

graphing StraightEines--Table of Values. 30 -. 13 7
.e)

Solving 2x2 Sy
Ji
st

,

S by Substitution 45 , 1. 57 57
,

,5id

, Independent OS ems .of Equations and

Numbers Of Olutions
,

.

30 1,

.

/

17 I 17

,



(continued)

Distribution Of Time in Topics and LessonS fot Five Groups of Selected Courses

0

I. Ten Vocational Courses -- Spring 1976 ,

.

,

Est.

Time

(min)'

ifStu

in

Lesson

Time

in
.

Lesson

(min)

Ave

, Time

in

Lessen

pg

Stu.

A

Total

Time

in

Topic

i

% of

Time

in

:,

Topic

.
,

E. PLATTING POINTS, GRAPHING STRAIGHT LINES

AND SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS (continued)' 1

P

,

-

, ,

,

, Solving 2x2 Systems' by the Addition-

. Subtraction Method
45 1 16

.

, Graphing` Any Line in the Form

ax+by+c=0
30

4

1

,

,\5

4

5

.

,

F. SLIDE R

(4 ;

ALE AND SQUARE RO. g
:

$

. 28 hoprs 3.6%

Findi g the Square Root' 30 29 1,304. 47

Slik Rule . 120', 335 42 'y
.

g

TOTAL TIME ALL TOPICS:

% of on-line time not accounted for by these lessons = 47%

/
775 hours

b

ri)



(continued)

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons for Five coups of Selected Courses

II. Four Algebra Courses Fa 1975

;, Est..

Time

(min)

#Stu

in

Lesson

'Time

i n

Lesson

(min)

Ave

Time

in

Lesson

per

Stu

Total

Time

in

Topic

% of

Time

'in

,Topic

,

A. MULTIPLES, OF WHOLE NUMBERS, DIVISIBILITY,

AND FRACTIONS
59 hours . 17.8%

Li Equal Frabtions 60 45 1,375' 31

Fractions on the Number Line 40 31 '955 31

.' Exercises--Arithmetic Operations on

Fractions
60 18 476 27

Introduction to Fractions 60 12 212 18

Finding the Greatest Common Divisor 60 11 332 30

Claim Game
t,

15 10 189 19

Divisibility Rules/Reducing Fractions 60 1 17 17

B. DECIMALS AND PERCENT 6' hours 1.8%

Decimal Skills--Introduction 10 4. 11 37 3

Reading and Writing Decimals 60 6 251 42

Keeping a Balanced Checkbook 60 2
.,

39 19

Multiplying and Dividing Decimals . 60 2 16, 8

Adding and Subtracting Decimals 60 1 10 '10

Rounding Decimals 30 1 2 2
,

w

Ui

392



(continued),

0

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons,for Five Groups of Selected Courses

II. Four Algebra Courses -- Fall 1975

.
1

,

.

)

f ,

,

2st .

Time

(min)

%

#St4

ini

Lesson

. Time

Les

(min)

Ave

Time

In

Lesson

per

Stu

Total

Time

in

Topic

of

inin

Topic

1

C. SIGNED NUMBERS
,1

149 hours 44.9%

Adding and Subtracting on the NuMberdine

Number Line 4
45 , 77 5,086 66

4 Exercises -- Adding and Subtracting 30 60 2,085 35

Multiplication (using the running man) 45 900 18

Signed Numbers Game--West 15 13 732 56

.Eggdropper 10 4 122 30

Double, Signs (Fli;i3lng)' and

.,/ Multiplication (Patterns) ,

15 3

D. SET THEORY, ALGEBRAIC, EXPRESSIONS AND

'SOLVING LINEAR EQUATIONS
115 hours 34.6%

Introduction to Sets /

P

20 79 1,81. 25, .

Laws of Exponents )
40 48 2,809i

,

Solving LinearEquatidils 180 27 1;039 39.
. ,

The Distributive Law
11, ,

30 25 740 30 /

' Binomial Products: (xt2) 3) etc: : . 45,, 8 114 141

Symbols of Grouping 30

1 , .

5 175 , 35

,

Powers and Roots of Natural Numbers

n
10 32 /' 11 ,

.

6

C11

rn



(continued)

Distribution; of TiMeinopics and Lessons for Five Groups of Selected Courses

Foul Aigjbra Courses -- Fall 1975

,.. ,

,

,

Est.

Time

. (min)

#Stu

in

Lesson

Time

in

Lesson

(min)

Ave'

Timer'

in

Lesson

per

Stu

Total

,,, Time

in

Topic ,

-, t% of

Time

in

Topic

E. PLOTTING'PO/NTS AND GRRPHING

STRAIGHT LINES

,

,

Tic -Tac -Toe

,

Toe 30 127 14 .3 hours 0.9%

Battleship 30 ' 32
,

,

A

TOTAL TIME ALL TOPICS:

of on-line (time not accounted for by these lessons = 32%

332 hours



(continued)

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons for Five Groups of Selected Courses

,0

Three Algebra Courses -- Spiing 1976

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

,

Est;

, Time

(min) Lesson

iStu

in '

Time

in

Lesson

(min)

'Ave

Time

in

Lesson

per

SV.

Total.

Time

in .

Topic

% of

Tiie

in

Topic

,f

A. MULTIPLES OF !HOLE NUMBERS, DIVISIBILITY

' *TRACTIONS

(

84 hours 16.7%

-i, .,
,

jraction-on the
.

Number:Line 40 47, 1,974 42

Equal Fractions ' 60 28 772 ,28 \
.

Adding and Subtracting Fractions with

,Wnlike DenominatOrs
,

,

40 21 1,456 69
.

.

` .ExerCisesArithmetic Operations on

'Fractions /

60
,

16 ,
295 . , 20

,

Finding the Greatest Common Divisor
(

60 11 458 42

Divisibility Rules/Reducing Fractions .60 4 99 25,
\

- B. DECIMALS AND PERCENT , . 6.hours 1;2%

Reading. and Writing Decimals 60 54 14 ,

L

Adding ;acting Decimals 60 3 i. 105 35

.Multiplying'and Dividing Decimals-. 61 3 '54 ,18 ,

Decimal Skills: Introduction 10
,

-..

, .

Keeping a Balanced Checkbook
;

60. 98 49

Rounding Decimia2\
,

.30 19 19

...,

J ,, CoMparing Decimals 60 1 13 13



(continued)

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons for. Five Groups of Selected Courses

III. Three Algebra Courses -- Spring 1976 .

JEst.

Time

(min)

#Stu

in

Lesson

Time
, ,

in

Lesson

(min)

Ave

Time

in

Lesson

per

StU

t

Total

,,Time

7\
in

Topic

% of

4' Time

in

Topic,

C. SIGNED NUMBERS
'

. ,.

110 hours' (21,.9%

Adding and Subtracting on the

Number Line.
45 69 3'658 53

Exercises--Adding and Subtracting 30 48 1,763 37
.

Multiplication (using the. running man) 45 41 882 22

Signed NumbersGame7West 15 10 121 12

Eggdropper i 10 ' 92 '23

Double. Signs (Flipping) and

Multiplication (Patterns)
15

,

4 53 13

\

Introduction--Thermometer and Sea,Level 10 14 4
i

D. SET THEORY, ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS, AND

SOLVING LINEAR EQUATIONS
, r 136 hours 27.0%

. Introduction to Sets 20 72 1,921 27

.4..,

.

Laws of Exponents 40 33 2,240 68
,

.

Solving Linear Equations 180 21 2,862 136

Evaluating Algebraic Expressions 60 15 617 I.:41

The Distributive Law 30 7 190, 27
. ,

Binomial Products: (x+2)(x-3)'etc. 45 6 14,
.,,

,

Special Products I

.

25 '''( ' 37
,

Symbols of Grodping 'R , 33 33 ,

400
1p,

rn



(continued)

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons for Five Groups of Selected Courses

III. Three Algebra Courses -- Spring 1976

..
.

,

,

k

.

Est.

Time

(min)

#Stu

in

Lesson

Time

in

Lesson

,(Iiin)

Ave

Time

in

Lesson

per

Sti

Total

Time

in

Topic

.

,

.

% Of

,Time

in

Topic

. ,

. ;LOTTING POINTS AND, GRAPHING; STRAIGHT

LINES 167 hours 33.2%'

:Graphing Straight' Lines - -Table of

Values ,

30 41 '4,626 113
.

Tic-Tac-Toe .

,

30 41 742 1

.

Slope of a Line 30 33: 2,475. .. 75

Intercept of Straight tines 15 33 573 , 17

Graphing Any Line in the Form y=mx+b 30, 13 777 /r) 60

Point -Slope Form 30 11 491 45

Battleship 30 9 '267 30

Graphing, Lines in the Form ax+by+c=0 60

,

50 25

The Lanes:_ b and x=c 30 1
... ....

a

. TOTAL TIME ALL TOPICS:

% of on-line time not accounted for by these lessons = 27%

503 hours



continued)

Distribution of Time i Topics and Lessons for 'Five Groups of Selected Courses

IV. Four Intermediate Algebra CoUrses -- Fall 1975
_

, -

Ave

.
, Tite

. ' Time Tota
. Est. %Id

,

#Stu
in in , T el Time

Time in
Lesson Lesson in in

(min) Letson ,...
- P tuan4 .per 'Topi Topic ,

Stu
,

t

1

A. SET THEORY; ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS AND-. i
t

'

"39 hbursSOLVING LINEAR EQUATIONS 17.5%

t Laws of ?Exponents 40. I
, 23 427 19 ,

I

sa ,
Factoring Polynomials :41) . 22 600 . 27

, Factoring Quadratic' Polynomials 60 20 377. 19

Prime Factorization of Whole Numbers 35 .20 300 15

'1'

pnotial Products; pc+2Hx-3) etc. 45`
.

, 18 262 15

Special Products I 4 2
z.l.

14 233 17 i

*Solving Quadratic Equations, by ,

60 126 14..Fa toring
, .

,

1 .

B. ,PLOTTING POINTS ,

63 hours 28.3%

Battles0hip 30 102 2,758 27

Tic-Tac-Toe a 30 101 1,018 10 .

C. GRAPHING. STRAIGHT LINES 108 hours (8.'._fj

Graphing Straight Lines--Table of Values 30 68 ,2,543 . 37

o,
Slope of a Line 30 36 1,260 35

7-,, ',Intercept of Straight Lines 15 '34 ' 259 8

. ..

More Exercises on Linear Equations and
60 25 i 586 23

Straight Lines

tf;

114



(continued)

Distribution of Time in Topics and Lessons:for Five Groups of Selected Courses
A II

IV. Four Intermediate Algebra Courses -- Fall 1975

. ,

,

. .

4 1 .

,

. ,

Est.

Time

(min)

,

#Stu

in

Lesson
f ,

"

,Tiine ,

01i
n

.

, :Lesson
' .

, (min)

Ave

Time
, .

(

4
L0son

i

per

Stu`

'Tota4.,

Time , .

' in ,

,

Topic

% of

Time

in

Topic

...

;)

C. GRAPHING STRAIGHT LINES.(continued)
'

Graphing Lines in- the Form aX+by+c=0 60 !R1 952 45. ,

Graphing Any .Line in..the Form y=mx+b. '10 , ,20 664 33

The Lines y=b and x=c 30. 20 222. 11

D. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS, ,

,

13 hours . 5.8%

Introduction to Sysems of Equate ns 15 t0 ' 139 ,7

.3,,, '4eiciseson Solving 2x2 Systems of

Equations
15 15 90' 1 6

r

. ,Independent Systems of Equations and

, Numbers of Solutions
30- 10'./-

,

151 15 '

How to Write,Solutions to Systems of

Equate ns
15

p c'

,

:.,64 1 7

Solving 2x2 Systems by Graphing 30 , 9 41 5

Introduction to Algebraic Methods of

Solving 2x2 Systems
30 8

,

48. ,

Solving 2x2 Systems by SubstitutiOn 45 7 219 31

Solving,2x2'Systems by the Add tion-

Subtraction Method
45 4 23

,

TOTAL TIME ALL TOPICS:

i of on-line time not accounted for by these lessons

223 hours

= 30%

;1'



o

('

(continued)

,DistributIon of Time In Topics and Lessons, for Five Groups of Selected Courses

V. Three Intermediate Algebra Courses; -- Spring 1976

, A

A. PLOTTING PONTS

d '

Est. #Stu

Time in

(min) ,Lesson

Time
,

in in

Lesson Lesson'

Opi0 ) per

Stu,

Ave

Time Tot

Time

in 0

Topi Topic

% of

Tighe

Tic-Tac-Toe

At-

30 73

13 hours . 3.0%

559 8

Battleship 30 . 15, 24 17

RING STRAIGHT LINES
".243 hours 56.8%

Graphing'Straig Lines.-Table of Values \30 72 4,505 63

Slope of a Line

Intercept of' Straight Lines

3b 66 3,310 50

15 66- 517 8

Graphing Any Linein the Form rmx+b, , 30 61 2,417 40

The Lines/MTand x=c 30. .54

Graphing Any,Lillin the Fo?ra ax+by+c=0, 60 53

812 15

3)028 57

C. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
172 hour '40.2%

Independent Systes of Equations and

Numbers of Solutions

30 ) 601 1,069. 18

Introduction to Systems. of Equations. 15 59 564 ,/0

How; to Write'SOlutions to Systems of
,e/

Equations

15 58 1,381

Solving 2x2 Systeli by Graphing 30 54

Introkiction to Algebraic Methods of
. '

Solving 2x2 Systems

30 50

658 12

469
Yo.
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(continued)

Distribution of Time 'in 'Topics and Lessons for Five Groups of Selected Courses

Three Intermediate Algebra Courses 7". Spring 1976'
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, C, SIMULTANEOUS :EQUATIONS (contihedr '

,

,r.

.e \ ',

% '-

, .

i ",

'/SOlving 2x2 Systems by Substitution 45 . '48/ir 3,538 ,,(47- 74

4

,

1 ,,,

,

Solvinlg 2x2 Systems by the, Addition-

'Subtrac6.on Method . '1,a

I) )
,./
A99 5'1

, /
,.

tI

t. Exercises on SOlvitg 2x2 Systems of '

Equations .

15 34, . 6/5. '28

0

Posttest for Simultaneous Equations 20

4

3 15

TOTAL TIME ALL ToPiqst,

% of on-line time not accounted for by these lessons = 22%

428' hours
4

I

A

tIU



number of

students

APPDNDIX 6.6.5

.DISTRIBUTION OF TIME ON PtATO - LINE STUDY

4 5 7 8

Mean = 1.9 hr.

S.D. = 3.4

10.

number of hours.

51 students total.,

Max = 17.5

Min = 2.1

12 13 14 15 16 17' 18

411



number o

students

30

25

20

15

10

APPENDIX 6.6.6

LESSONS COMPLETED -4 LINE STUDY

0 1 3 4

straight line sequence

7 8 '1 2 3 4 6 7 8

simultaneous equations sequence

number of lessons completed

4 1 2
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